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Broadband very-low-noise microwave amplification can be obtained from 
solid slate maser action in a propagating microwave structure. Such a 
traveling-wave maser produces unilateral amplification with a high degree 
of gain stability. The theory of the traveling-wave maser is developed and 
used to compare the gain, bandwidth and gain stability of the traveling- 
wave maser with that of the cavity maser. The general requirements for 
traveling-wave maser slow-wave structures are discussed. Theoretical analysis 
and experimental results are presented for the comb-in-waveguide slow- 
wave structure. 

A traveling-wave maser consisting of a ruby-loaded comb structure was 
tested. A gain of 23 db at 6 kmc with a bandwidth of 25 mc was obtained. 
Further performance characteristics of this amplifier and one using gadolin- 
ium ethyl sulfale are given. Experimental verification of the low noise tem- 
perature of solid state masers urns obtained. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The three-level solid state maser, as proposed by Bloembergen,1 em- 
ploys a microwave pump signal to alter the thermal equilibrium of a 

* This work was supported in part by the U. S. Army Signal Corps under Con- 
tract DA-36-039 80-73224. 
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paramagnetic salt in such a manner that an otherwise absorptive medium 
becomes emissive when stimulated by radiation at the signal frequency. 
Successful application of this principle to produce microwave amplifica- 
tion was reported by Scovil et ai.,2,3 who used microwave cavities to 
couple the microwave radiation to the paramagnetic salt. Several labora- 
tories4-5 have since operated such cavity-type masers. 

Microwave amplification can also be obtained by stimulating radia- 
tion from active material in a propagating structure. Effective coupling 
of the microwave fields to the paramagnetic salt is obtained by slowing 
the velocity of propagation of the microwave energy through the struc- 
ture, The active material produces an equivalent negative resistance in 
the slow-wave structure, and a propagating wave having an exponentially 
increasing amplitude is obtained. 

However, if a slow-wave structure is simply filled with the active ma- 
terial, the device will be reciprocal and have gain in both directions. It 
would therefore require excellent input and output matches and pre- 
sumably external isolation to obtain unilateral gain. Unidirectional 
traveling-wave amplification can be obtained in a slow-wave structure 
which has definite regions of circular polarization of the magnetic field 
if a maser material is employed which has circularly polarized signal- 
frequency transitions. The maser material is then loaded in the struc- 
ture in such a manner that it is coupled to the structure only for one 
direction of wave propagation. Then, the maser will have high gain in 
one direction and little or no gain in the reverse direction. 

Unidirectional gain alone is not enough to ensure freedom from re- 
generative instability. One might add reciprocal loss, as in the case of 
the traveling-wave tube. However, the traveling-wave tube has an elec- 
tron beam to carry the microwave energy past the loss region, with very 
little forward attenuation; in the case of the traveling-wave maser, only 
the one propagation wave is present and the attenuation subtracts di- 
rectly from the forward gain. Unidirectional loss may be obtained in the 
same manner as the unidirectional gain, that is, by excitation of a mag- 
netic material through a circularly polarized magnetic field. For the 
magnetic material, one may use either an absorptive ferrimagnetic ma- 
terial or an absorptive paramagnetic material whose thermal equilib- 
rium is not disturbed by the microwave pump power. 

II. TRAVELING-WAVE MASER THEORY 

The amplification in a traveling-wave maser is obtained from power 
transferred to the microwave circuit by coherent excitation of the para- 
magnetic spins due to the magnetic fields of the circuit. This effect can 
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be represented classically in the constitutive equation of electromagnetic 
theoryf 

B = UH + Mn), (]) 

where hq is the permeability of free space and Mm is the magnetic 
moment per unit volume of maser material. The magnetic moment, 
Mm , is computed from the quantum mechanical treatment of the para- 
magnetic spin system. From this analysis may be obtained a complex 
permeability, given by 

(2) 

The real part of the permeability, will produce reactive ofTccts in 
the microwave circuit, while the imaginary part can produce gain or 
loss. In most cases, the magnetic permeability depends upon the orienta- 
tion of the magnetic field, //; thus, it is in general a tensor quantity. 

If we have a microwave structure uniform in the z direction and 
partially filled with a maser material, the rate of change of power in the 
circuit with distance is given by 

where the integration is performed over the cross section of the maser 
material, -1,,, . The power in the waveguide is given by 

= l "om f n'- dS, (4) — ** A 9 

where vu is the group velocity in the waveguide circuit, and the integra- 
tion is performed over the entire waveguide cross section, A . The gain 
in a length of structure, /, is then given by 

0 = (5) 

where x-nnx is the magnitude of the diagonalized x" tensor, and the 
filling factor, is defined by 

f H-x"-H*dS 
F =    . (G) 

H- dS 

t All equations arc given in MKS units. 
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Rather than use the exact tensor representation for x", it is convenient 
to obtain a value for x" which reflects the magnetic field orientation. 
In a cavity maser, x" would be defined for linear polarization. In a 
traveling-wave maser, however, it is desirable to obtain nonreciprocal 
effects by using circularly polarized magnetic fields to excite the signal 
transition in the maser material. 

In a maser material with small zero field splitting, such as gadolinium 
ethyl sulfate, the signal transitions have nearly pure circular polarization. 
Thus, if the magnetic fields of the circuit are resolved into circular 
polarized components, and , the filling factor and gain (in deci- 
bels) are given by 

[ H+2 dS 
F+ -  ^ , (7) 

£ (H+' + H^dS 

GU = -27.3xTF+-, W Va 

where / is the signal frequency. 
The permeability for positive circular polarization, x+, can be cal- 

culated using the notation of Schulz-DuBois.0 He obtains for the rate 
of transition per ion from a state a to a state ii', 

w-nMS+) = I (?f)2 g(f - ( n 1 S+ I n > |! H+', (9) 

where positive circular polarization is assumed as indicated by »S+ . 
The power absorbed per unit volume of material is then 

p = (pn — pii'Wwn^h-(S+)> (10) 

where pn is the density of ions in energy state n per unit volume. 
The power absorbed per unit volume is given classically in terms of 

n x+as 
P = |<o/iox+ff+

2 • (H) 

Thus, x+ is given by 

X+ = 2^ {9&nP'n ~ P'l')9(f ~ /o) 1 < ^ I ^ 1 ^ I'' {12) 

If the equilibrium spin populations are inverted by making p*' greater 
than Pn , x+ will be negative and amplification is obtained. The various 
conditions for maser population inversion have been discussed by Scovil. 
A companion paper in this issue7 discusses this problem in more detail 
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For the case of propagation of energy in the reverse direction through 
the amplifier, the magnetic field sense of polarization will reverse and 
the filling factor will become 

The degree of nonreciprocity of gain is then determined by the ratio, 
H,n, given by 

This ratio must be optimized in the selection of a suitable slow-wave 
structure for use in the amplifier. 

As was mentioned before, nonreciprocity in gain is not enough to 
insure that the amplifier will not have regenerative effects due to mis- 
matched input and output terminations. Thus, it is necessary to also 
include some nonreciprocal loss for isolation. Both ferrimagnetic and 
paramagnetic isolators have been used. By increasing the concentration 
of the active ion in the maser crystal, it is possible to prevent maser 
action. Such a high-concentration crystal will have energy levels which 
are identical to the maser material; thus, it will provide nonreciprocal 
loss at the desired magnetic field and orientation. Ferrimagnetic isolators 
can be designed to operate at the magnetic field required by the maser 
material by using shape anisotropy to change the frequency of ferri- 
magnetic resonance. 

The isolator loss is determined by (5). If we retain the convention that 
//+ produces excitation of magnetic spins for propagation in the direc- 
tion of amplification, and H- for the reverse direction, then the isolator 
loss in the reverse direction is given by 

(13) 

W + H-) A 

(14) 

L = 27.3xi+F— (15) 
Vg 

where 

(16) 
(HJ + H+

2) dS 
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and xm- is the lossy permeability of the isolator. The ratio of reverse 
loss to forward loss, /?,■, then is the figure of merit of the isolator: 

HJdS 
Ri = — . (17) 

L 
H+

2dS 

In general, the figure of merit of a paramagnetic isolator will be about 
the same as that of the paramagnetic maser material. Since x« is usually 
much greater for a ferrimagnetic than for a paramagnetic, it is possible 
to locate a ferrimagnetic isolator of small cross section in a region which 
will optimize R - . 

Some loss, L0, will occur in the TWM structure due to the usual 
resistive losses in the conductors. This loss is reduced below the usual 
room temperature value by a factor of 2 to 4 by operation at liquid 
helium temperatures. In some cases this insertion loss can be quite 
high, and care must be exercised in the selection of a circuit. Uniform 
current distribution and the largest possible surface area in the circuit 
conductors are desirable. 

In discussing TWM circuits, it is useful to rewrite the factor fl/v,, 
as the product of the slowing factor, S, and the number of free space 
wavelengths in the length of the structure, N, where 

S = -, N = —. (18) 
V0 c/f 

Then the over-all maser forward gain and reverse loss equations are 

G = 27.3&Y (-x+F-e - x"+ , (19) 

L = 27.3SN (x+ + x'i+F^ + Lq . (20) 

For short-circuit stability of the amplifier, L must exceed G. In some 
cases, it may even be desirable to have L as much as 20 db greater than 
G, in order to eliminate any regenerative gain effects due to load changes. 
It is often convenient to refer to the product x+F + as the inverse of the 
magnetic Q of the maser material. The. magnetic Q will be defined for 
amplification in the forward direction as a positive number, 
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Thus, the gain of the maser material only is simply 

G = 27.3 ~ . (22) 

The frequency variation of the TWM gain is given primarily by the 
term <?(/ — /0) in (12). If a Lorentzian line shape is assumed for the 
maser material, then 

vU - U) = 2 1 

j +/„/-/.V (23) 
(2W 

where Bm is the bandwidth over which x" is greater than one half its 
peak value. If we assume that the permeability is an analytic function, 
then it follows that, for the Lorentzian line shape, 

' o f — fn // fc, \ X+ = -2—g— X+. (24) 

This rapid variation of x+ in the vicinity of the amplifying region will 
produce some perturbation in the phase velocity characteristics of the 
slow-wave structure. However, in a broadband maser slow-wave struc- 
ture this effect will be negligible. Using the frequency variation of (23), 
we obtain for the 3-db bandwidth of a traveling-wave maser 

B = (25) 

This derivation of bandwidth assumes a Lorentzian line shape. The 
actual emission line shape of a maser material depends upon a number 
of factors, and, at the present state of the art, is best determined experi- 
mentally. 

The bandwidth variation given by (25) is quite different from that 
predicted for the cavity maser and it is apparent that the gain-band- 
width product increases at high gain, rather than reaching a constant 
as in the case of the cavity maser (CM). 

The bandwidth variation with gain has been plotted in Fig. 1 for a 
traveling-wave and a cavity maser. The cavity maser was assumed to 
have a magnetic Q equal to that of the TWM. For a typical ease, we 
may take 0.05 per cent Cr+++ in AbfL , for which Bm is CO mc for opera- 
tion at 0 kmc with the magnetic field at 90° to the crystal axis. In this 
operation, a magnetic Q of 150 is obtainable at 1.50K. The gain of a 
cavity maser has been calculated, taking into account the effect of x' 
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Fig. 1 — Normalized maser bandwidth, B/Bm , as a function of gain for the 
cavity maser and the traveling-wave maser. 

from (24), as 

where 

Gc 
1/2 _ (1 — j&oKl + jbn) — Ro/Rt 

(1 + J&o)(l + jbm) + Ro/Rn 

b0 = 

bm = 2 

R 

A/ 
BJ 

2-Mq —7 Vm j 
JO 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

Jio = the effective load impedance of the circulator, 

Rm - the effective resistance of the maser material 

and 

Qm = the magnetic Q of the maser material. 

In the limit of large gain, the gain-bandwidth product approaches a 
constant given by (26) as 

2 
(29) gcm"!B = 

/U, n • 
Uc B,J 
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For the assumed maser operation in ruby, 

GcMmB = 0.8 B (30) 

The gain-bandwidth curve from (30) is plotted as a dashed line in Fig. 
1. It is int eresting to note that, for relatively low gains in the cavit y maser, 
the true bandwidth given by (26) is somewhat greater than is estimated 
from the limiting gain-bandwidth figure of merit. 

The required amplifier slowing and length can be determined from 
(22). Taking the above example for ruby operation at 6 kmc with Qm 

equal to 150 and a structure length of 2 wavelengths (10 cm), we find 
that a slowing of about 00 is required in the slow-wave structure in 
order to give a gain of 30 db. An amplifier designed without geometric 
or resonant slowing, but using the dielectric constant of ruby, would 
require a length of about 300 cm. The TWM bandwidth for the assumed 
Lorentzian line shape would be 20 me. A cavity maser designed using 
the same material would have a bandwidth of about 1.5 mc. It should 
also be pointed out that, since a broadband structure is used in the TWM, 
stagger tuning of the maser material along the maser structure can lead 
to even greater band widths. 

The TWM has another important advantage over the cavity maser 
in that the useful slow-wave structure bandwidth may be an order of 
magnitude, or more, greater than the maser material bandwidth. There- 
fore, the center frequency of the maser passband can be timed electroni- 
cally over a wide frequency range simply by changing the pump fre- 
quency and the dc magnetic field. Thus, a TWM with a 20-mc passband 
may be tuned over a 200- to 500-mc frequency range at 6 kmc. 

An important consideration in maser amplifiers is the sensitivity of 
the gain to a slight change in the material inversion as measured by 
x". We may, therefore, define the ratio of percentage change in gain to 
the percentage change in x" as a measure of this gain sensitivity, sa. 
The gain sensitivity factors for a cavity maser and a traveling-wave 
maser arc respectively, 

These two equations are plotted in Fig. 2. They show that, at a gain of 
30 db, the stability of a TWM is better by a factor of 4.6 than that of 
the cavity maser. Ultimately, gain stability in a maser is obtained by 
stabilization of the material x" through temperature regulation and 
regulation of the pump power. It is also advantageous to use sufficient 
pump power to saturate the pump transition and, hence, make x" re^" 

CM: Sg = x/G, 

TWM: sp = log/?. 

(31) 

(32) 
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lively insensitive to pump power. These techniques are applicable to 
both the cavity and the traveling-wave maser, but the stability factor, 
which is given by Sg , is always bettor in the TWM case. Gam stability 
may be an important factor in system applications as it has been in 
noise figure measurements, where the gain fluctuations are equivalent 
to actual system noise. 

The gain stability to load changes of a TWM is also much better than 
that of a cavity maser. This problem is particularly bad in the case of 
the cavity maser, because of the dependence of the gain upon the iris 
coupling factor. This leads to gam changes due to thermal expansion and 
vibration effects. 

The power output of a cavity maser, as well as that of a TWM, is 
limited by the total volume of active maser material present in the struc- 
ture. In the case of the cavity maser, this volume is quite small, whereas 
a TWM uses a long interaction region and the volume of material is 
greater, often by an order of magnitude. As a result, in the case of the 
TWM a much wider dynamic range is to bo expected, with output powers 
an order of magnitude greater. It is also possible to optimize output power 
by proper design of the slow-wave structure in order to increase active 
material volume. 
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Fig. 2 — Pump saturation gain sensitivity, sg, as a function of gain for the 
cavity maser and the traveling-wave maser. 
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Just as in the case of the cavity maser, some provision must be made 
in the propagating structure to allow either a propagating or cavity mode 
at the pump frequency in order to energize the emissive transition in the 
material. Finally, case of fabrication and small size arc necessary to the 
practical realization of the TWM. 

III. SLOW-WAVE MASER STRUCTURES 

There are three classes of structures suitable for slowing propagation 
for use with the TWM. The first class uses geometric slowing, such as 
one obtains in a helix where the energy is propagated on a long circuitous 
path. The second class uses resonant slowing, as is obtained in a periodic 
structure in which the energy is internally reflected in the various periods 
of the structure. The third class employs dielectric slowing and may be 
used in combination with either of the first two classes. The simple helix 
structure has an advantage in that it will produce high slowing over a 
very wide bandwidth of frequency, whereas periodic structures obtain 
slowing at the expense of tunable bandwidths. However, the circular 
polarization present on a helix structure has a plane which rotates around 
the axis of the helix. As a consequence, one requires a spiraling dc mag- 
netic field in order to have the dc field perpendicular to the circularly 
polarized rf field. 

The flattened helix structure of Fig. 3 is a possible broadband slow- 
wave structure which docs have planar regions of circularly polarized 
magnetic field. The plane of circular polarization is perpendicular to the 
flat side of the helix and to the direction of propagation. Changes in the 
sense of polarization are indicated by the arrows. 

The second class of slow-wave structures, the periodic type, has a 
definite passband with associated upper and lower cutoff frequencies. 

zQ 
7 

Fig. 3 — Flattened helix structure for broadband nonreciproeal gain. 
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In general, the narrower the structure passband, the higher is the slowing. 
It is quite possible to obtain slowing factors of 100 to 1000 in a periodic 
structure, while 10 to 100 is typical of a helix or other geometrically 
slowed structure. 

It is interesting to note that, while many traveling-wave electron de- 
vices require constant phase velocity, the traveling-wave maser requires 
constant group velocity. As a result, various periodic structures which are 
very narrowband for tube applications, such as the comb structure, will 
have wide TWM band widths. 

Also, it is essential to keep in mind that the stiucture must propagate 
at the desired pump frequency. This can be accomplished by propa- 
gating the pump power in a waveguide mode and locating the slow-wave 
structure in the waveguide in such a manner that the two structures are 
not coupled. 

The TEio mode in rectangular waveguide has an equipotential plane, 
as indicated by the cross section a-a in Fig. 4(a). Thus a planar arrange- 
ment of conductors in this cross section will have a minimum of coupling 

(a) a- 

Ht 

(b) r irr —r ^ 
. A > 

■■■ 

(d) 

Fig. 4 — (a) The equipotential plane in TEio waveguide and three parallel 
plane structures consisting of half-wave strip-line resonators: (b) end-coupled; 
(c) slant-coupled; (d) side-coupled. 
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to the waveguide mode. The flattened helix of Fig. 3 could be used in 
such a waveguide, although some coupling of the two modes would 
result. Three periodic-type structures consisting of coupled half-wave 
strip resonators are shown in Figs. 4(b), (c) and (d). The end-coupled 
arrangement of Fig. 4(b) is least desirable of these structures because 
the magnetic field is linearly polarized. The structure of Fig. 4(c), sug- 
gested by H. Seidel,8 has mutual magnetic field coupling, which is 
variable by changing the slant angle. The structures of both Figs. 4(c) 
and 4(d) have regions of circular polarization of the magnetic field. The 
plane of circular polarization is perpendicular to the long dimension of 
the resonators of Fig. 4(d), and the sense of polarization is opposite 
above and below the plane of the strips. 

Another set of slow-wave structures having planar conductors is 
shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) consists of an array of half-wave rods shorted 
to the side walls. Because of its symmetry, it can be shown that there 
is no component of Poynting's vector, E X H, in the direction of the 
waveguide propagation. Consequently, it is a nonpropagating structure 
and has been suggested for use in the Easitron.9 It is interesting because 
it points out the separate effects of electric and magnetic coupling be- 
tween adjacent rods. A perturbation of the enclosing waveguide, such 

Fig. 6 — Structures consisting of planar arrays of conductors with electrical 
connection to the waveguide walls; the plane of circular polarization is perpen- 
dicular to the fingers and the arrows indicate changes in the sense of polarization: 
(a) Easitron zero passband structure; (b) Karp propagating structure; (c) comb 
propagating structure. 

_ . ,777^ 

(b) 

(c) 
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as that of the Karp10 type of structure, in Fig. 5(b), produces a propagat- 
ing passband in the structure. Thus, the Easitron structure may be 
called a zero passband structure in which the effect of electric and 
magnetic coupling between rods just cancels. The general properties of 
propagating parallel arrays has been discussed by Pierce.11 Although the 
structure of Fig. 4(b) is similar to the Easitron, this structure will 
propagate, due to the fringe capacity at the ends of the resonators. 
The comb structure of Fig. 5(c) will have characteristics very similar 
to Fig. 4(d), since it is essentially Fig. 4(d) with a shorting plane along 
the center line, which is an equipotential plane for the slow-wave struc- 
ture. A comb-type structure was used by Millman.12 This structure had 
rather broad fingers, however, as required for effective electron beam 
interaction. 

A rather extensive study of periodic slow-wave structures is given by 
Leblond and Mourier.13,14 A method for calculating the characteristics 
of such structures which takes into account coupling between nonadja- 
cent wires was developed by Fletcher15 and applied to the interdigital 
line. The interdigital line may be thought of as two comb structures 
attached to opposite walls of the waveguide with fingers interleaved. 
The interdigital line does not, in general, produce as much slowing as a 
comb structure, since, in its passband, the signal wave is propagated 
at the velocity of light along the circuitous path between adjacent fingers. 
Thus, the propagation does not depend upon a critical balance of finger 
to finger coupling and can take place without fringe capacity at the 
finger tips or a side-wall perturbation. A number of design curves for 
digital structures have been computed by Walling16 using the theory 
of Fletcher. Nonreciprocal attenuation in the interdigital circuit has 
been analyzed and measured by Haas.17 

IV. THE COMB-TYPE SLOW-WAVE STRUCTURE 

As indicated by the arrows in Fig. 5(c), the comb-type slow-wave 
structure has regions of circularly polarized magnetic field above and 
below the plane of the fingers. Since the sense of polarization is reversed 
in the two regions, the structure is particularly suited to the TWM 
application.18 The maser material can be placed on one side of the fingers 
and the isolator material on the opposite side. The magnetic field varies 
from a maximum at the shorted end of the rod to zero at the end. Since 
the electric field does just the opposite, it is possible to place a high 
dielectric material, such as ruby, in a region where effective magnetic 
interaction is obtained without incurring substantial dielectric loading, 
which might adversely effect the structure characteristics. 
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The microwave pump power is propagated through a waveguide 
enclosing the comb structure, such as in Fig. 6. The TEjo waveguide 
mode will produce strong longitudinal fields near the waveguide wall 
and transverse fields in the center of the guide. The dc magnetic field 
is applied in the direction of the fingers of the structure. Thus, for a 
maser crystal against the waveguide wall nearest the base of the fingers, 
AiS' = dzl pump transitions would be excited, while AS = 0 pump 
transitions would be most strongly excited for a centrally located crystal. 
In our operation, both gadolinium ethyl sulfate and ruby maser materials 
have AS = 0 pump transitions. Thus, it is necessary either to move the 
crystal away from the waveguide wall slightly, which reduces the gain, 
or to use a higher pump power, in order to invert the spin population 
throughout the crystal. The waveguide structure can, of course, be 
extended beyond the slow-wave structure. A waveguide short and 
coupling iris can then be used to obtain resonant enhancement of the 
pumping fields and, hence, better coupling to the pump transition in the 
crystal. 

A perturbation measurement has been made, using a small sphere 
of ferrimagnetic material to measure the circularly polarized components 
of the magnetic field in such a comb structure. The absorption of the 
sphere at ferrimagnetic resonance is a measure of the circularly polarized 
filling factor per unit volume, which we will call F+*. The result of such 
a measurement is plotted in Fig. 7. The dashed line in Fig. 7(b), labeled 
F-*, is obtained cither by reversing the direction of propagation through 
the structure or by reversing the dc magnetic field. The circularly 
polarized filling factor, /''+ , and the figure of merit, F, can be obtained 
by integrating the appropriate curve over the cross section. This one 

CIRCUIT 
BASE 

Silver— PLATED 
RODS 

Fig. (5 — The comb-type slow-wave structure. 
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measurement is not sufficient to get the exact filling factor because the 
structure is not uniform. The filling factor should be calculated from 
measurements made over the volume of one period of the structure. The 
measurement of Fig. 7 predicts a forward-to-reverse gain ratio of about 
15 for maser material between one side of the fingers and the wall. In 
actual tests on gadolinium ethyl sulfate, a value of Rm of 10 was obtained. 
Careful placement of ferrimagnetic sphere isolators in the same structure 
gave a value for Ri of 30. 

The gain and tunable bandwidth of a maser using the comb structure 
can be computed from the phase-versus-frequency characteristics of the 
slow-wave structure. A useful equivalent circuit for this calculation is 
given in Fig. 8(a). The capacity, Ci , represents the fringe capacity at 
the ends of the fingers. The transmission line impedances, Zoi and ZQ2, 
can be computed from the TEM characteristic impedance of the finger 
in waveguide transmission line at the upper and lower cutoff frequencies. 
When the phase shift between fingers is zero, the electric field pattern, 

, is that shown on the left in Fig. 8(b). The electric field pattern at 

(a) 

EDGES 
OF RODS 

0 k 2 
L 

(b) 

Fig. 7 — The magnetic field pattern (a) and measured amplitudes of circular 
polarized field components (b) for the comb-type slow-wave structure. 
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Fig. 8 — (a) Equivalent circuit for the comb structure and (b) the cutoff- 
frequency TEM mode electric field patterns. 

the other cutoff frequency of the structure, Z+- , is that corresponding 
to tt phase shift, indicated on the right in Fig. 8(b). The impedances 
Z++ and Z+_ can be obtained analytically or by means of the usual 
electrolytic tank or resistance card analog computers. These cutoff im- 
pedances arc related to those in the equivalent, circuit by 

ZQI — Z 

Znv — 

-H- i 

4Z, 

1 - 
z+„- 

(33) 

(34) 

The determinental equation for the circuit of Fig. 8(a) is 

2 
j2wfCi + 

a 
+ iiosin'v'^2)tan = 0, (35) 

where ip is the phase shift per section and fo is the frequency at which 
the circuit lingers have an electrical length of one-quarter wavelength. 
Solution of this transcendental equation is simplified by use of the curve 
in Fig. 9. The abscissa is the signal frequency normalized to fa. The or- 
dinate is XC0Y(<p), which is given by 

2Tf0Cl' 

YM = — + — sin2 v/2. 
•601 "02 

(30) 

(37) 
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The signal frequency for a certain phase shift is obtained by computing 
Xf0F(v>), and then referring to Fig. 9. 

The product SN required in the gain calculation can be obtained from 
experimental measurement of <p versus frequency from the equation 

SN = iV. ^ 
2ir df 

(38) 

where Ah is the total number of sections in the structure. For the equiva- 
lent circuit of Fig. 8(a), the SN product can be obtained from the curve 
of Fig, 10, which gives the quantity s, defined by 

_ SNXm . 
S ~ NsZm 

Sln ^ 
(39) 

Experimentally measured values of (p versus / were compared with the 
values calculated from the equivalent circuit, for a comb structure in 
which the end capacity, Ci, could be varied. The resulting calculations 
are shown in Fig. 11. 
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Fig, 9 — The curve, XmY(f>) vs. /, used to solve equation (35). 
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The three curves were computed from the equivalent circuit analysis 
using the measured values of Z++ and Z+_ . The fringe capacity was 
determined by using the measured frequency for 0.2r phase shift. It 
should be mentioned that the equivalent circuit does not fully take into 
account the effect of coupling between nonadjacent fingers, an effect 
which may be important in this particular circuit. 

A rather wide passhand was obtained with the particular choice of 
parameters, even with rather large spacing between the finger ends and 
the opposite waveguide wall. .Also, because of the wide bandwidth, the 
slowing varies over a wide range. The increase in slowing at the high- 
frequency end of the band is partially compensated for by the reduction 
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Fig. 11 — Phase shift per section, v, vs. frequency, showing the effect of end 
wall capacity upon slowing. 
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Fig 12 — Phase shift per section, vs. frequency showing the effect of a side 
wall perturbation upon slowing. 
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in the filling factor due to an increase in the stored energy between 
the fingers. 

The structure passband can be decreased by reducing the waveguide 
height and increasing the distance between fingers. Too great a reduc- 
tion in waveguide height will make the comb fingers a rather serious 
perturbation of the waveguide pump mode and will degrade the maser 
gain nonreciprocity factor, Rm . On the other hand, increasing the 
distance between fingers increases the over-all length of the amplifier. 

Several methods for reducing the bandwidth of the comb structure 
have been tried. The first consisted of building a structure in which a 
wall perturbation could be moved across the width of the structure. The 
cross section of this test structure is shown in Fig. 12, along with the 
measured results obtained. The curve for T = —0.2 inch is for the case 
where the sliding side wall perturbation is pulled back from the base of 
the fingers. In this case, the bandwidth is increased. However, with 
T — 0.25 the bandwidth is reduced by a factor of 2 and relatively 
constant slowing is obtained over the band. 

A second method for reducing the bandwidth is that shown in Fig. 13. 
The tips of the structure fingers are dielectrically loaded with a poly- 
styrene strip having holes for the fingers. The dielectric increases the 
finger-to-finger capacity without greatly increasing the finger-to-wall 
capacity. Thus, this capacity would be in shunt with Zqi in the equivalent 
circuit of Fig. 8. It is apparent from the results in Fig. 13 that very 
narrow bandwidths can be obtained in this manner. However, the varia- 
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Fig. 13 — Phase shift per section, <p, vs. frequency, showing the effect of finger- 
to-finger capacity upon the slowing. 
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tions in structure dimensions become rather critical. Thus only a few 
points on the <p-f curve could be obtained using the structure resonance. 
This was also duo in part to the high losses resulting from the high 
slowing. 

The full-length ruby maser employed a slow-wave structure whose 
p-f characteristics are shown in Fig. 14. Notice that the unloaded struc- 
ture has a wider passband than the final amplifier with dielectric loading 
of the ruby on both sides of the structure. In this case, the slowing was 
improved by not loading the ruby to the full height of each side of the 
waveguide. Thus, in this case, bandwidth narrowing is obtained by 
selective location of the maser material itself. 

A number of different coupling schemes have been employed to match 
a 50-ohm coaxial cable into the comb structure. The matching arrange- 
ment shown in Fig. 15 gives quite broadband results. It has been found 
that a good impedance match can be obtained only over that frequency 
range for which the slowing factor is relatively constant. A VSWR less 
than 1.5 is typical over the useful band of the structure. Rapid variation 
of measured VSWR is observed which can be attributed to periodic 
variations in the structure which result in internal resonances. In actual 
maser operation, these internal resonances should be suppressed by the 
nonreciprocity of the structure. 
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Fig. 14 —• Phase shift per section, (p, vs. frequency for the comb structure used 
in the full-length ruby maser; the unloaded structure characteristic is compared 
with that of the ruby loaded structure. 
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Fig. 16 — Detail of the coaxial-to-eomb-structure impedance match. 

V. GADOLINIUM MASER TEST SECTION RESULTS 

The first TWM tests were performed using gadolinium ethyl sulfate 
as the active raaser material and yttrium iron garnet as the isolator ma- 
terial. The cross section of this TWM is shown in Fig. 16. The slow-wave 
structure was similar to that of Fig. 12, since it employed a perturbation 
of the side wall to narrow the passband. Of course, the maser material 
dielectric constant also affected the structure characteristics and a cer- 
tain optimum loading could be obtained. 

Since the maser operation in gadolinium requires the pump magnetic 
field to be parallel to the applied magnetic field, a slab of dielectric was 
added against the waveguide wall to enhance the transverse rf wave- 
guide magnetic field. 

ALUMINA DIELECTRIC TO GADOLINIUM MASER CRYSTAL 
PULL PUMP FIELDS INTO MOUNTED IN PRECISION 
MASER MATERIAL-^ / PLASTIC RETAINER 

FERROMAGNETIC ISOLATOR BANDPASS NARROWING BY 
SPHERE IMBEDDED IN SUP- MAGNETIC COMPENSATION 
PORTING PLASTIC MATERIAL 

Fig. 16 — Cross section of gadolinium maser, showing location of active ma- 
terial and polycrystalline yttrium iron garnet isolators. 
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The "impurity dope" maser action in cerium-doped gadolinium ethyl 
sulfate produced at 1.60K a magnetic Qm of 170 in the structure used. 
The signal frequency was 6.0 to 6.3 kmc, and the pump frequency was 
11.7 to 12.3 kmc. The magnetic field was about 1800 gauss. The non- 
reciprocity factor, Rm , was measured as about 10. The maser gain ob- 
tained was 12 db with about 1 inch of the slow-wave structure filled with 
the gadolinium salt. The active material consisted of three separate 
crystals which had to be accurately cut and aligned. Thus, it became 
apparent that the physical properties of the gadolinium salt were not 
too well suited for more than laboratory tests. The gadolinium band- 
width, Bm , was 30 mc. 

It should be mentioned, however, that the maser operation in gado- 
linium does have the advantage of high saturation power and fast satura- 
tion recovery time. A power output of -1-15 dbm was obtained and the 
saturation recovery time was measured as about 20 microseconds. 

The magnetic field required by the maser material is in the vicinity of 
that for ferrimagnetic resonance in a sphere. Hence, it w7as possible to 
use spheres of a gallium-substituted yttrium iron garnet, which was 
found to have a relatively high x" at liquid helium temperature. Spheres 
of yttrium iron garnet were located in the a-a cross section indicated in 
Fig. 7(a). By careful location of the spheres, approximately one per finger, 
an isolation ratio of 50 was obtained at room temperature. The isolation 
ratio at 1.5QK was 30, 

Fig. 17 — View of the disassembled comb structure for the ruby maser, with 
two pieces of ruby material shown in position, 
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VI. RUBY TRAVELING-WAVE MASER PERFORMANCE 

The first high-gain full-length TWM was constructed using pink 
ruby which had approximately 0.05 per cent Cr in the AI0O3 parent 
crystal. The slow-wave structure is shown in Fig. 17 with one side of the 
waveguide removed. Two pieces of ruby are shown in position, and a 
third is in the foreground. The comb structure has a length of 5 inches 
and consists of 62 brass rods approximately 0.4 inch long. The phase- 
shift characteristics of this structure were given in Fig. 14. 

The holes for insertion of the coaxial input and output matches are 
visible at the ends of comb structure of Fig. 17. Fig. 18 is a cutaway 
drawing of the complete TWM assembly, showing the waveguide flanges 
which are added to the ends of the structure for attachment of a movable 
short and the pump waveguide coupling iris. This drawing also shows 
the location of the 0.05 per cent ruby amplifying material and the 1 per 
cent ruby isolator material. Notice that the 1 per cent ruby is spaced 
away from the circuit fingers by an alumina slab. This reduces the 
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OUTPUT COAXIAL COUPLING 
PROBE 

0.05% RUBY MASER MATERIAL 
I ALUMINA I SPACER 

PUMP POWER 
WAVEGUIDE 
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Fig. 18 — Cutaway view of full-length ruby maser assembly. 
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coupling of the isolator to the forward propagating circuit wave, thus 
improving the isolation ratio, R;. 

This TWM gives a net forward gain of 23 db and a net reverse loss 
of 29 db, including the input and output coaxial cables extending into 
the 1.50K helium bath. With the dc magnetic field off, the structure gave 
a loss, Lo, of 3 db. The electronic gain of the maser material, the first 
term in (19), was 30 db, and the loss of the isolator was 35 db. Thus, the 
ratios and /?.■ are about 3.5 and 8.5 respectively. The improved figure 
of merit for the isolator is due to the addition of the alumina slab. The 
high loss of the isolator, in spite of the spacer, is due to the increased 
Cr concentration. 

The 3-db bandwidth of the TWM was measured as 25 mc at a center 
frequency of 5.8 kmc. This bandwidth is somewhat in excess of that 
predicted by an assumption of Lorcntzian line shape as used in Fig. 1. 
The passband of the structure allows amplification over a frequency 
range of 5.75 to 6.1 kmc. The pump frequency must be tuned from 18.9 
to 19.5 kmc and the dc magnetic field varied from 3.93 to 4.07 kilogauss 
to cover this electronic timing range. 

At a power output of —22 dbm, the gain of the amplifier is reduced by 
0.5 db. The recovery time of the amplifier after saturation by a large 
signal is quite long, being on the order of lO-1 sec. This is due to the 
long relaxation time in ruby. It has one compensation, however, in that 
spin storage is very effective for increasing the pulse saturation power. 
Thus, with a pulse length of 10 microseconds and a pulse repetition rate 
of 100 per second, a pulse power output of +8 dbm was measured for 
the same 0.5-db reduction in gain. The saturation characteristic of a 
TWM is not abrupt, but is a smooth curve going to lower gain as the 
power is increased. In the limit of very high power, the TWM is essen- 
tially transparent. It will have an insertion loss of about 3 db, since after 
the maser material saturates, it produces neither gain nor loss. 

The pump source hud a power output of 100 mw. Recent experiments 
have been performed which show that satisfactory operation of the ruby 
TWM can be obtained with no waveguide iris and a short at the end of 
the amplifier. In this type of operation the pump power absorbed by the 
amplifier was less than 10 mw. The pump power absorbed by the amplifier 
determines the refrigeration power input required in a continuously 
cooled system. Thus a factor-of-10 reduction in maser pump power 
has a substantial effect upon the size of refrigerator required. 

As was mentioned previously, it should be possible to obtain greater 
bandwidths in a TWM by stagger-tuning of the maser material. This 
was verified in this amplifier by rotating the maser magnet, which re- 
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suited in tuning of the three maser crystals to different frequencies. A 
bandwidth of G7 mc at a gain of 13 db was measured. 

VII. TWM NOISE-TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 

Because of the high gain stability inherent in the TWM it was pos- 
sible to perform a quite accurate measurement of noise temperature. 
Also, since the TWM is a unilateral two-port amplifier by itself, no 
external isolators or circulators are required when it is used, for instance, 
as a radar preamplifier. 

The experimental system for the noise-temperature measurement is 
shown in Fig, 19. Two noise sources, which are matched loads main- 
tained at different temperatures, are connected alternatively to the 
TWM input with an electrically operated waveguide switch. Isolators 
were included at the input and output of the TWM. Although the TWM 
is short-circuit stable, small gain fluctuations can be produced by changes 
in the input VSWR. Since gain fluctuations on the order of 0.02 db are 
significant in this measurement, an input isolator was included to elimi- 
nate gain changes when the waveguide switch is operated. An isolator 
was included on the output of the TWM to insure that no excess noise 
from the traveling-wave tube (TWT) would be fed back into the TWM 
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Fig. 19 — Experimental system for TWM noise temperature measurement. 
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and prevent maser gain changes because of the precision attenuator 
setting. 

The microwave detecting system consisting of the TWT, filter, crystal 
mixer, etc., had an over-all noise figure of 10 db. The actual noise tem- 
perature measurement is made by switching the noise source and adjust- 
ing the precision attenuator to maintain constant output power at the 
power meter. 

A total of 37 separate measurements were made over a period of about 
30 minutes, and the resulting noise temperature was calculated to be 

Tm = 10.7 rb 2.30K, 

Approximately two-thirds of the estimated error was a statistical varia- 
tion in the observed attenuator reading. About half of this attenuator 
reading variation can be attributed to gain fluctuations in the system of 
about ±0.03 db during any one measurement and the other half to ob- 
servational error. The remaining error is principally due to an error of 
±0.02 db in the determination of the input circuit loss, A ,■. 

Since the above-measured noise temperature is referred to an input 
connector at room temperature, it is a useful system tempei'ature and 
the noise figure of the resulting preamplifier TWM is 

F = 1.037 ± 0.008 (0.16 ± 0.03 db). 

The TWM employs half-inch diameter 50-olim coaxial input and out- 
put leads of low heat conductivity monel to reduce heat loss from the 
liquid helium bath which was maintained at a temperature of 1.60K. 
The coaxial cables were silver plated and polished to reduce microwave 
losses. The input cable, 30 inches long, had a room temperature loss of 
0.28 ± 0.02 db. The actual input cable temperature gradient was moni- 
tored with 12 thermometers throughout its length. A calculation, using 
this data and talcing into account the known variation of the resistivity 
of silver with temperature, shows that a noise temperature of 9 ± 10K 
is produced by the input cable losses. 

Another possible type of noise is that fed back into the TWM output 
from the isolator at room temperature. In the TWM, this produces a 
negligible contribution at the input because of the reverse isolation. 

The noise contributed by the maser proper depends upon the spin 
temperature and the ratio of spin system gain to the circuit loss. A 
theoretical noise temperature of 2.4 ± 0.2oK is thus calculated from 

,i 19,20,21 
maser noise theory. 

The theoretically calculated over-all TWM noise temperature is then 

Tm(tlieory) = 11.4 ± 1.20K. 
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Since it is apparent that most of the above noise is contributed by the 
input cable, a second experiment is planned which will exclude the 
input cable loss and allow a more direct measurement of the actual 
noise temperature of the maser amplifier proper. 

VIII. FUTURE STUDIES 

An extensive investigation of the ferrimagnetic properties of various 
ferrite and garnet materials at liquid helium temperatures is being 
carried out by F. W. Ostermayer of Bell Telephone Laboratories. A 
number of materials look promising for apphcation as isolators in the 
ruby TWM. A ferrimagnetic isolator can be expected to have lower 
forward loss, higher reverse isolation, and low pump-power absorption. 

Further reduction of the TWM tunable bandwidth will increase the 
gain. Thus it should be possible to obtain useful wideband gain at a 
somewhat higher bath temperature, such as 4.20K. 

It appears that, by using high pump-frequency-to-signal-frequency 
ratios, it will be possible to build low-frequency traveling-wave masers 
with about the same percentage tunable bandwidth as the present 
6 kmc amplifier. Accordingly, a number of suitable circuits are being 
investigated. 
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Use of Active Material in Three-Level 

Solid State Masers* 

By E. O. SCIlULZ-DuBOIS, II. E. D. SCOVIL, 
and R. W. DeGRASSE 

(Manuscript received January 2, 1959) 

The three-level excitation method for solid stale masers, including some 
background material on paramagnetic resonance, is reviewed. With respect 
to the experimental application of the maser material, hvo cases can be dis- 
tinguished. In the first, maser action is based mainly on a favorable re- 
laxation lime ratio in signal and idler transitions. It is shot on that the 
relaxation time ratio can be changed artificially by a doping technique. 
Experimcnlal evidence is presented for hvo such doping techniques, one 
self-doping, the other impurity doping. In the second case, maser action is 
based primarily on a favorable frequency ratio of signal and idler iransi- 
lions. Maser experiments using this approach are described. In addition, 
excitation of unidirectional gain and attenuation by circular polarization 
is discussed. Properties of practical isolator materials arc surveyed; they 
include high-conccntralion paramagnetic and poly crystalline fcrrimagnelic 
materials. 

I. iNTKCmtCTlOX 

In 1956, Blocmbergen1 proposed a three-level excitation scheme for 
obtaining microwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation 
in paramagnetic solids, or three-level solid state maser (HLSSM) for 
short. It is superior to main' other microwave amplifiers in that its 
noise contribution to an amplified signal should bo virtually negligible 
compared to other noise sources in a system. The principal advantage 
of a solid state maser over a gaseous maser is that the amplified band- 
width should be of the order of megacycles, a magnitude sufficient for 
many communication applications. In contrast to the two-level solid 
st ate masers, its gain factor should be constant in time. 

* This work was supported in part by (ho U. S. Army Signal Corps under Con- 
tract I)A-:i6-039 sr-73224. 
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Experimental work has confirmed the theoretical predictions. It has 
been shown that microwave energy can be extracted from paramagnetics 
by stimulated emission.2 ■3>4 If the circuit employed consists of a micro- 
wave resonant cavity, the energy extracted can be used to maintain 
either oscillations or amplification depending on the choice of the 
coupling parameter. Three paramagnetic salts have been used as active 
materials. These are gadolinium ethyl sulfatc,2 potassium chromicyanidc3 

and ruby.4 Gain and bandwidth obtained are in agreement with theoreti- 
cal expectations. Noise measurements have indicated that maser noise 
is of the magnitude expected. 

More recently, traveling wave masers (TWM) have been developed, 
as described in the accompanying paper.6 A TWM is a transmission 
device which can be designed to be nonreciprocal. That is, power travel- 
ing from the input to the output is amplified while power traveling the 
opposite direction is attenuated. A nonreciprocal TWM offers several 
advantages over a cavity-type maser. Among these are greater gain 
stability, larger instantaneous bandwidth and the possibility of elec- 
tronic tuning over a wider frequency range. Gain stability is of great 
practical importance because in many applications, gain fluctuations 
deteriorate the system's performance in the same way as noise. 

In this paper, the active materials aspect of 3LSSM is treated. View- 
points arc presented on how a given paramagnetic spectrum can be 
used efficiently in maser applications. Two typical modes of operation 
are described for active maser materials. Properties of both are evaluated 
and illustrated by experimental results obtained with gadolinium ethyl 
sulfate and ruby. Also, those material aspects are discussed which are 
relevant to nonreciprocal behavior. 

II. PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE IN CRYSTALS 

Consider a dilute concentration of paramagnetic ions placed in a dia- 
magnetic host crystal. Obeying quantum laws, each ion can exist in one 
of several energy states. The number of such states is 25 + 1, where 
S is the effective spin associated with the ion. The energy of any state 
stems from two contributions. One is Zeeman energy, that is, magneto- 
static interaction of an applied magnetic field with the magnetic moment 
of unpaired electrons within the paramagnetic ion. The other is elec- 
trostatic in nature and leads to ''zero field splitting", that is, separation 
of energy levels in the absence of an external magnetic field. This latter 
interaction takes place between the electrostatic field due to neighbors 
of the ion considered and the electronic charge present in the orbital 
states of the ion. It is apparent that this zero field energy will reflect 
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Fig. 1 — Three-level system in thermal equilibrium. 

the geometry of the ion environment. As a rule, energy levels are about 
equally spaced if the magnetic energy outweighs the zero field energy. 
The spacing is rather unequal in the other extreme. 

Fig, 1 shows a three-level scheme which may be part of a scheme of 
more levels. It is assumed that all three transitions between these are 
reasonably probable. This can be ascertained by calculations or, prefer- 
ably, by direct observation of the transitions. A transition from Ei to 
Ej is excited by radiation of frequency va - {Ei — E^/h, where h is 
Planck's constant. Experimentally, absorption of power at this frequency 
is observed. 

If the ions are in thermal equilibrium with the crystal lattice, the 
average numbers of ions found in each state are related by Boltzmann's 
distribution law 

m/m = (1) 

Here k is Boltzmann's constant and To the absolute temperature of the 
lattice. This distribution is indicated in Fig. 1, where the length of each 
line representing an energy level is made proportional to its population. 
The thermal contact between ions and lattice occurs through relaxation 
processes which, to some degree, may be described by a relaxation time 
m. This time may he visualized as the average time of ions in state i 
before relaxing to state j. In thermal equilibrium, as many ions must go 
from i to j as go in the opposite direction. With the help of (1), we thus 
find 

tii/ra = n./n, = e-""'*'""'. (2) 
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This equation indicates that the relaxation time is shorter for ions in a 
higher state. For present purposes, this result as based on Boltzmarm 
theory may be sufficient. It might be mentioned, however, that, follow- 
ing Einstein, the situation of (2) can be described by the concept of 
spontaneous transitions.6 These occur only in the downward direction 
and thereby enhance this relaxation rate. In still another, more modern 
treatment,7 the inequality of the two relaxation times in (2) follows di- 
rectly by taking into account the quantum nature of lattice vibrations or 
radiation field. 

With transitions excited by radiation of frequency , the rate of 
transitions is described by the transition probability w,-/. The transition 
probability due to applied radiation is the same for upward and down- 
ward transitions, w,-; — Wji. The energy absorbed from the exciting 
field is one quantum hi>,j per transition. The power absorbed per unit 
volume is therefore 

Pi} = hvijWij{p} - pO. (3) 

Here i denotes the higher state and p denotes the density of ions in each 
particular state. Power is emitted rather than absorbed if the densities 
are "inverted," p,' > pj. 

The transition probability can be written8 

Wij = | 0^) g{v - f/;) |Hrr* • v,;I2- (4) 

Here g{v — v,j) is a normalized function describing the line shape as a 
function of frequency, fg(v — Vij)dv — 1; the line is centered at Vij. 
Hrf is the exciting rf magnetic field and yp is the magnetic dipole moment 
associated with the transition from state i to j. Bold face symbols are 
used to indicate vector (and tensor) quantities. The asterisk (*) denotes 
the conjugate complex, that is, a quantity having the opposite time de- 
pendence. Using Dime's bracket notation, this dipole moment is defined 
quanturn-theoretically by 

Vij = <7/3 (i I S | f ) = vji *. (5) 

Here g is the spectroscopic splitting factor, a number usually close to 2, 
/3 is the Bohr electronic magneton, S is the vector spin operator whose 
components arc Sx , Su and S,. It should be pointed out that both Hp 
and yp are varying in time like exp(fwpf). This implies the possibility 
of phase differences bet ween the components of vo* or the components of 
Hrf. An important example is that of circular polarization. With respect 
to some reference system, yp has components px and py equal in am- 
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plitude but 90° out of phase. Such a transition is excited by the corre- 
sponding circularly polarized re magnetic field, but not by circular 
polarization of the opposite sense. This property can be used to give 
n on reciprocal gain and attenuation in the same way as the gyromag- 
netic behavior of ferrites is utilized in unidirectional passive devices. 

Since Wij is proportional to the incident power, the absorption can be 
described, on a macroscopic scale, by the imaginary part x" of suscepti- 
bility, where x" is independent of power at low power levels. It is a ten- 
sor defined by 

Pii - l^oHrr* • rJ> ■ Hrf . (G) 

By comparison with (3) and (4) we find 

Hr(* ■ jet- ■ Hr, = n 9(„ _ _ pjH,,* ■ v,,7»y ■ H„. (7) 

This representation shows the tensor character of x"a ■ The properties 
of the tensor with respect to polarization of Hrf in space and phase are 
described by the dyadic product yTJ y.j* . This also shows that this tensor 
is degenerate. Instead of three nonvanishing eigenvalues it has only 
one, namely | mj (2 with the associated eigenvector. The eigenvector 
represents the polarization of the magnetic moment y,-, with respect to 
space and phase. Magnitude and polarization of y,-; in (5) can be calcu- 
lated in a standard quantum theoretical fashion. Maximum transition 
probability occurs if y,-, and Hrf have the same polarization, which in 
general will be elliptical. 

As an example, we give the numerical values of imaginary part x" of 
susceptibility for a particular transition in ruby.8 This transition occurs 
between —f and states (see Fig. 2) at a field of 3.97 kilo-oersted ap- 
plied perpendicular to the crystalline axis. Its transition frequency is 
5.85 kmc. It is the same line whose inversion is discussed below and 
which is employed in the TWM described in the accompanying paper.5 

We compute the quantities x+ and x- , which are the values of x" for 
excitation with circular polarization. The circular polarization is defined 
in an x-y plane where the ^-direction coincides with the applied dc 
magnetic field. The magnitude of x+ is defined by 

I X+ I = (Hrf+* ■ 2c" ■ Hrf+)/{Hrf+* ■ Hrf+) (7a) 

and similarly for x- - 
The ruby crystal is the commercial "pink sapphire" produced by 

Linde Company. The chromium content of 0.05 per cent substituting for 
aluminum indicated by the manufacturer was verified by chemical 
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12 3 4 
MAGNETIC FIELD IN KILO-OERSTEDS 

Fig. 2 — Energy-levels of Cr+++ in ruby as function of magnetic field applied 
perpendicular to crystalline symmetry axis. 

analysis.0 We thus have po = 2.35 X 10l 

density difference 
Cr +++ ions cm 3. For the 

P—3/2 — P-l/2 ^ 
hv 

2S+lkT 
Po 

we find, at T = 1.60K, p-3/2 - p_i/2 = 1.04 X 1018 cm 3. Assuming a 
Lorentzian line shape, at the line center ^(0) = 2/irkv, where A? = 6 X 
107 sec-1 is the measured full line width at half intensity. Using the 
eigenvectors evaluated in Ref. 8 and (5), we find | p+ |2 = 5.08 X 10~40 

erg2 oersted-2 and | p_ |2 = 0.57 X 10-40 erg2 oersted-2. The resulting 
numbers for susceptibility by circular excitation are x+ = 0.0166 and 
X- = 0.0018, respectively. 
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This can be compared with measurements in the TWIN! which yield 
X+F+ = 0.0002, where F+ is the filling factor for positive circular polari- 
zation. By definition, F+ < 5. We find = 0.37. Since this filling factor 
is about what should be expected on the basis of TWM geometry, the 
comparison of the calculated x+ and the measured x+F+ shows the 
consistency of experimental data with theoretical computation. 

Saturation effects can be discussed considering both relaxation proc- 
esses and rp excitation present. The population «i then changes ac- 
cording to 

dn, 11, . 11 j . fQ\ 
-7- = d nwij + n/Wij. (8) 
at T;j Tj; 

With steady-state conditions, dni/dl = 0. From this equation, the fol- 
lowing features are easily deduced- If the exciting field is weak, waTij « 
1, the ratio Ui/nj is the unperturbed Boltzmann ratio (1). If the exciting 
field is strong, Wnn, » 1, saturation occurs; that is, n, = nj. The Boltz- 
mann difference between n.and rij is reduced to half its value with 
whth = 1. 

III. TIIEEE-LEVEL EXCITATION 

In the three-level maser, a saturating "pump" signal is applied be- 
tween levels 1 and 3 (see Fig. 1) so that ny —► m . The population ni then 
will be determined by 

dill _ _ n2 _ ^2 W3 
dt T21 T23 T12 T32 

Applying steady state conditions and relations like (2), 

, , Tj? 713 (hv-it 
1 + e^P ( ttw ^2 _ T23 ?h \kT 

TT. \ ' J "i (hv-ii \ . 712 
exp\W + ^ 

where, with the pump transition saturated, Ms/m = 1. Under this condi- 
tion, the equation indicates that it would be rather accidental if nz/ni = 
1. If W2//11 > 1, stimulated emission could be obtained at . This situa- 
tion is indicated in Fig. 3. If n-i/ni < 1, that is, ns/n* > 1, maser action 
could be obtained at . 

For further discussion, let us identify arbitrarily r-.i or v-^ with the 
signal frequency j^g , and the other frequency with idler frequency inui. 
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Fjg. 3 — Energy-level scheme to demonstrate maser action. 

Ill analogy to (1), we may introduce a spin signal temperature Taia by 

^ (LO) 
nj 

where i is the upper state and j the lower state of the signal transition. 
Also, we expand the exponential functions in (9) and (10) to the linear 
term. This is frequently justified under experimental conditions. Even 
where it is not, the resulting simpler equations show the qualitative 
features more clearly. We find 

T ■ J- P IQ 
1 
 (11) 
j   rgit; fid 1 

Tid! fsig 

Wc may define as "inversion" the quantity —To/TBie . It is easily meas- 
ured in a TWM as the ratio of gain with saturating pump power to 
attenuation without pump power, both expressed in decibels. To obtain 
large gain and bandwidth from a given number of ions in a crystal at 
To, the inversion should be as large as possible or the negative Taig should 
be as small as possible. This suggests that it would be desirable for 

Uug/ridi » 1 (12) 

and 

fidl/fsig » 1. (13) 
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In most experiments performed up to now, however, maser action was 
based on one of these ratios being large, while the other was not appre- 
ciably different from unity. Consequently, it is convenient to distinguish 
between "relaxation time ratio operation" of 3LSSM, where (12) is satis- 
fied, and "frequency ratio operation", where (13) is satisfied. Both modes 
of operation will be discussed in more detail below. 

Before entering this discussion, however, let us now consider two 
interesting refinements of (11). The first is concerned with saturation of 
the signal transition. It will determine the upper limit of the dynamic 
range of a maser amplifier. For this, a transition probability iy8jg at the 
signal frequency i>sllr is introduced. Instead of (11) we then find 

/ 1 _i_ Ts'b 1 |1 i faigTidj \ 11+   111+ ™8ig  —  ) 
' Big   \ ridl/ \ ''"sig \ 7"idl/ (14) 
^ 0 ^   Tgig fid I 

Tidl raig 

The numerator shows that, in saturating a maser signal, the applied rf 
field has to overcome the shunted signal and idler relaxation times. Thus, 
in general, the maser signal saturates at a higher power level than the 
same line in the absorbing state. If both relaxation times are appreciably 
different, this shunted value is essentially the shorter of the two. The 
difference in saturation levels is drastic, therefore, if the idler relaxation 
time is short compared to the signal relaxation time. 

The other refinement considered is the effect of incomplete saturation 
of the pump transition. Such considerations are important with the 
application of very high pump frequencies. For a description of incom- 
plete saturation, a pump temperature Tviimx) is defined analogously to the 
signal temperature in (10). The resulting modification of (11) is 

rp 1 + — Bii' Tidl ("1 sN 
/ rr \- \10' 1 0   raig ridi / j   ri:>limi} / o \ 

Tidl rSig \ Fidl Tpump/ 

The denominator shows that, with comparatively high pump frequencies, 
appreciable inversion can be achieved with slight saturation of the pump 
transition. Suppose a certain inversion results from complete saturation 
(Tpump —» co) at pump frequency . With the relaxation time ratio 
unchanged, the same inversion occurs with pump frequency Fpump = 
arpumpC® is a number greater than unity) and pump temperature 7'pUmp = 
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aTv/{a — 1). For example, with Vpump = 2 j'pump , this requires Tpump = 
2 Ta. In this sense, pump frequency can be traded for pump saturation. 

IV. RELAXATION TIME RATIO OPERATION 

We have defined this operation by r8ig/ridi » 1, while ViA\/i>SiK is not 
specified but not too far from unity. From (11), we thus find 

ri\JT, = (16) 

Following the discussion of (14), a particularly attractive property of 
this operation is that the inverted signal transition saturates at a rather 
high power level in proportion to the idler relaxation time. By the same 
token, after a very strong signal resulting in saturation of the signal 
transition, the amplifying condition is restored in a short time, of the 
order of the idler relaxation time. 

Unfortunately, experimental data about relaxation times are rather 
scarce. Usually, our experiments have yielded relaxation time ratios 
close to one; only in exceptions have they been as high as five. Also, 
there is no adequate theory of relaxation processes that would enable 
one to compute conditions leading to large relaxation time ratios. This 
difficulty was bypassed by Scovil and Feher using a technique of impurity 
doping.2 We explain this technique by considering the effect of concen- 
tration on relaxation times. 

At very low concentrations, ions do not interact with each other. The 
individual resonance lines are narrow, but slightly displaced with respect 
to each other, as a result of random local fields. The observed over-all 
line is "inhomogeneously" broadened.10 In this range, line width and 
relaxation time should be independent of concentration. With higher 
concentration, spin-spin interaction comes into play in two ways: (a) 
the dc magnetic field associated with neighboring spins produces addi- 
tion inhomogeneous broadening; (b) the rp magnetic field associated 
with spins during relaxation type transitions leads to "homogeneous" 
broadening in excess of the inhomogeneous. This can be visualized as a 
resonant coupling between spins which results in a broader line of identi- 
cal frequency for every ion. The homogeneous broadening increases 
proportionally to ion concentration. Gadolinium ethyl sulfate as a maser 
material is used in a range where homogeneous broadening outweighs the 
inhomogeneous broadening effects by about a factor of two. This is the 
case with a concentration of 0.5 per cent gadolinium in a diaraagnetic 
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host crystal of lanthanum ethyl sulfate. Some measurements in this 
concentration range in our laboratory have indicated a rather strong 
dependence of relaxation time on concentration. A typical value found 
is a reduction in relaxation time by a factor of 10 upon doubling the ion 
concentration. This applies to the pump relaxation time, too, indicating 
a rather strong concentration dependence of pump power required to 
saturate the pump transition. In practice, one uses as high an ion con- 
centration as is compatible with the pump power which is available and 
which can be dissipated in the cryostat, in order to have maximum gain 
and bandwidth per volume of maser material. 

In the doping technique, an additional transition is used, whose fre- 
quency coincides with that of the idler transition and whose dipole mo- 
ment is similar to that of the idler. Spin-spin interaction will then be effec- 
tive at the idler frequency, which can be regarded as due to an effective 
increase of ion concentration. As a result, the idler relaxation time is 
shortened considerably. On the basis of the figure given above, a reduc- 
tion in relaxation time by a factor of 10 might be expected for an effective 
doubling of ions in the idler transition. It should be pointed out, however, 
that at lower ion concentrations such as are typical of inhomogencous 
broadening, no doping effects are observed. In this range, the idler re- 
laxation time is essentially unaffected by the doping transition. 

The doping transition may be one between other levels in the same 
ion energy level scheme. We call this case "self-doping condition." 
Alternatively, the doping condition can be provided by a transition of 
another ion spectrum within the same crystal lattice. This case we call 
"impurity doping condition." An advantage of this latter case is the free 
choice of impurity concentration which allows one to control the strength 
of doping action. 

We will illustrate this type of operation by describing the use of ga- 
dolinium in a crystal of hydrated lanthanum ethyl sulfate containing 
cerium as an additional impurity. Fig. 4 shows part of a measured spec- 
trum of a crystal containing 0.5 per cent gadolinium and 0.2 per cent 
cerium. Resonance fields for a signal frequency of 6.298 kmc are plotted 
versus the angle between applied magnetic field and crystalline axis. 
Kxperimentally, doping conditions are found at crossover points of lines 
in an observed spectrum. The energy-level diagrams indicating the dop- 
ing conditions at points a and b in Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 5. Relaxa- 
tion times were measured by the saturation method. With uncluttered 
_3 ^ „i atlcj __i _j_i iineSj the relaxation times are nearly the 

same. At point a, the -5 +5 relaxation time ndi is reduced by a 
factor of 5. The effect is comparatively small because the +4 and 
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Fig. 4 — Part of measured paramagnetic resonance spectrum of lunlhuaum 
ethyl sulfute containing gadolinium and cerium. 

levels arc not very populated at 1.50K. As should be expected from (11) 
with a frequency ratio vidi/paig — 0.94, the measured diversion obtained 
by applying pump power to the —f <-» transition was — To/TaiK — 
0.5. At point b, reduction in Tjdi was by a factor 10. In agreement with 
this, inversion observed was —To/Taie = 0.8. Possibly the near cross- 
over of +f is helpful in achieving the large reduction of tuh . 
For it was found that strong doping was effective even when idler and 
doping frequency differed by as much as 100 mc, i.e., more than the line 
width (30 mc). Further tests showed saturation of the inverted signal 
at about 10 times the saturating power required for the absorption sig- 
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Fig. 5 — Energj-Ievel scheme to describe self- and impurity-doping conditions 

nal. In our slow-wave structure, the respective power levels were 32 mw 
and 3.2 mw. After a complete saturation, the amplification is restored 
to within of its steady-state value within 20 microseconds indicating 
ridi 10 microseconds. The signal transition is almost completely cir- 
cular. Thus, the degree of nonreciprocity in gain is limited by the per- 
fection of the microwave structure only. In a test slow-wave structure 
exhibiting a slowing of 100 compared to velocity of light, essentially uni- 
directional gain of 4.5 db/cm was obtained. 

While this material shows appreciable power-handling capacity and 
fast recovery, it is not too well suited for practical application because of 
chemical instability and mechanical weakness. Somewhat disadvanta- 
geous, too, is the low pump-transition probability at the frequencies used 
in our experiments, which has to be overcome by high pump fields. Also, 
because of nearly equal level spacing, vidi/J'sig ^ 1 and inversion will be 
limited to order 1. These disadvantages are avoided by the use of ruby 
at the expense of somewhat lower gain, lower signal saturation and 
slower recovery. 

V. FREQUENCY RATIO OPERATION 

Equation (11) suggests that inversion can always be achieved by a 
sufficiently large ratio fjdi/independent of Tgig/T5di. From a practical 
point of view, there are limits to this approach. For a given signal fre- 
quency, the highest useful ratio vm/v^ is restricted by pump power 
sources available at high microwave frequencies. Depending on the 
power requirements, this limit lies presently between perhaps 35 and 100 
kmc, unless optical, incoherent power sources could be utilized. Also, one 
would like to use for practical masers only such operations where the 
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relaxation time ratio 7B\JTuh is at least not below unity. If this is satis- 
fied, one might expect an inversion of order 

(17) 

The inversion could be improved with a more favorable relaxation time 
ratio. 

For our experiments with frequency ratio operation at low signal fre- 
quencies, the energy-level diagram of ruby8,11' 12 was used with mag- 
netic field applied perpendicular to the crystalline symmetry axis. This 
diagram is shown in Fig. 2. Use of the perpendicular orientation is sug- 
gested by the observation that all lines are reasonably narrow (of order 
60 mc in 0.05 per cent ruby) and correspondingly intense at this orien- 
tation and that all possible transitions are reasonably probable. For a 
signal frequency of about 5.8 kmc, two transitions are available. One is 
between and +1 levels at about 1.0 kilogauss. With a pump fre- 
quency of about 15 kmc between either —f or —i and -f-f, no inversion 
was observed but only saturation of the signal. This indicates an un- 
favorable relaxation time ratio of about rsig/ridi = 0.7. The other signal 
transition occurs between —f and —| levels at a field of 3.97 kilogauss. 
The —f -bj transition is used for pumping at a frequency of about 
18.5 kmc. The inversion found is — To/Thg = 0.95. Thus, the relaxation 
time ratio Tb^/t^ — 1.45 favors this maser operation. 

Both relaxation times are rather long, of the order second. Conse- 
quently, gain saturation at the output sets in at a fairly low level of 6 
microwatts c. w. output power in our structure. The power level of satura- 
tion can be appreciably higher in pulsed operation. This can be under- 
stood by considering the energy stored in the inverted spin system. As 
long as pulses repeat in a time shorter than the relaxation time, it is only 
the average power which determines the saturation behavior. Thus, with 
a 10 3 duty cycle, saturation was observed at peak power of 6 mw. 

VI. OPTIMIZATION OF MASER MATERIAL OPERATION 

From the preceding discussion, it is apparent that the distinction of 
relaxation time ratio operation and frequency ratio operation is some- 
what artificial. This classification is justified, however, because both 
cases offer viewpoints for the experimental approach to maser operation. 
They allow one to predict maser action with a reasonable chance of 
success from the knowledge of the energy-level diagram only. In the 
relaxation time ratio operation, the respective ion concentrations are the 
only critical parameters whose effect has to be investigated experimen- 
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tally. They have to be compatible with the doping effect and pump power 
available. In the frequency ratio operation, similarly, maser action is 
assured if the line is homogeneously broadened, if the pump power avail- 
able is sufficient for saturation and if the relaxation time ratio is not too 
unfavorable. It is clear that an ideal maser material should exhibit both 
a large frequency ratio ladiAsk within practical limits set by available 
pump power sources and a large relaxation time ratio Ts\g/ridi. To ac- 
complish the first, paramagnetic materials with high zero field splitting 
are required. To accomplish the second, another similar spectrum of a 
different ion or ion site within the same host crystal could be used for 
doping the idler relaxation time. This approach requires a rather intimate 
knowledge of the involved paramagnetic spectra, but there is little 
doubt that more ideal maser materials will be found as development 
continues. 

VII. NONRECIPROCAL ATTENUATION 

The development of unilateral TWM depends on the availability of 
elements exhibiting nonreciprocal attenuation. In contrast to conven- 
tional ferrite nonreciprocal devices, which operate at room temperature 
and at a magnetic field adjusted for optimum performance of the device, 
the nonreciprocal behavior in the TWM must be achieved at a low tem- 
perature and at a field dictated by the maser operation. Two practical 
solutions have been found so far, while others may appear useful in the 
future. 

The first approach uses the same paramagnetic material as that sup- 
plying maser gain, but with positive signal temperature. Experimentally 
it was established that the pump power used in the ruby TWM (of order 
100 mw) is not sufficient to saturate the pump transition of a higher con- 
centration (0.9 per cent) ruby. At the signal frequency, only very slight 
reduction in attenuation was observed. Thus it is possible to place low- 
and high-concentration materials together into the same structure, with 
one exhibiting gain and the other attenuation. Suppose a forward wave 
in the structure produces right circular polarization in one region, left 
circular in another. Both gain and isolator materials interact with right 
circular polarization only. Thus, we place gain material in the right 
circular region so that it amplifies the forward wave. Isolator material 
in the left circular region does not interact with the forward wave. A 
reverse wave, however, produces the opposite senses of circular polari- 
zation. This can easily be verified by the observation that, aside from 
absorption, a reversal of direction of propagation is equivalent to a 
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change in sign of time. Thus, the right circular polarization of the reverse 
wave interacts with the isolator material, but not with the gain material. 
Ideally, pure forward gain and pure reverse attenuation should result. 
In practice, the reverse-to-forward ratio of attenuation has an upper 
limit, C, the circularity of the signal transition, which then will be further 
reduced by variation of the degree of circular polarization in the micro- 
wave structure. The same applies to the forward-to-reverse ratio of gain. 
For the ruby signal transition discussed before, C = [ x+ |/[ X-l = 
8.95. 

One obvious advantage of using the same paramagnetic ion for amplifi- 
cation and for isolation is that the resonance condition will always occur 
at the same magnetic field. The isolator will automatically track the 
amplifying material with electronic tuning. One disadvantage is that 
pump power will be absorbed by the isolator. It is not saturated at the 
pump frequency and therefore absorbs a major fraction of the pump 
power. 

This difficulty could be avoided by using a different paramagnetic ma- 
terial as isolator. In practice, this approach may be rather difficult be- 
cause the resonance line considered should occur at a magnetic field 
given by the maser operation and, in addition, it should exhibit high 
circularity. 

The other approach is to use ferrimagnetic materials. Investigations 
on the resonance behavior of ferrimagnetic materials at liquid helium 
temperature are being carried out by F. W. Ostermayer of Bell Telephone 
Laboratories. While he shall report his results in detail, we mention some 
typical features. Three ferrimagnetic polycrystalline materials have 
shown useful resonance properties at helium temperature. They arc 
yttrium iron garnet, yttrium gallium iron garnet and nickel zinc ferri- 
spincl. From a room temperature line width usually below 50 oersteds, 
t he helium temperature line width is of the order of 1000 oersteds for these 
materials. The strength of the resonance absorption decreases accord- 
ingly. Still, the resonance absorption is very strong compared to gain 
or attenuation due to paramagnetics. Therefore the ferrite volumes used 
in a TWM are extremely small. The resonance field can be shifted to the 
field required for the maser action within a range set by the saturation 
magnetization by shaping the ferrite sample. The shape follows from the 
demagnetizing factors, which in turn are calculated from Kittel's13 reso- 
nance condition. 

Two such isolators have been tested as parts of a TWM. One used 
0.020-inch diameter spheres of yttrium gallium iron garnet and was 
used in conjunction with the maser operation of gadolinium ethyl sul- 
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fate described before. The applied field of about 2.1 kilogauss provided 
resonance conditions for both the active material and the isolator. Re- 
verse-to-forward attenuation at helium temperature was better than 30. 
The other is a rectangular slab of nickel zinc ferrispinel with 0.010- by 
0.020-inch cross section having the length of the maser slow wave struc- 
ture. Its resonance field is sufficiently close to that of the —l* to —line 
in ruby at 5.85 kmc and with crystalline symmetry axis perpendicular 
to the applied magnetic field. Maser operation using this line is described 
above. At helium temperature, the ratio of reverse to forward attenua- 
tion in the nickel zinc ferrispinel isolator is better than 10. In both cases, 
the isolator reverse attenuation is adjusted to exceed the forward maser 
gain slightly. Due to the large ferrimagnetic line width, no great care 
has to be taken to have the maser magnetic field coincident with the field 
of the resonance isolator. By the same token, tracking over reasonably 
wide bands by electronic tuning is not difficult. A decisive advantage of 
ferrimagnetic isolation is the small interaction of the ferrimagnetic 
material with the pump frequency. Also, the figure of merit favors this 
type of isolation, so that it appears as the more attractive possibility. 

VIII. SUMMARY 

The use of active materials in three-level solid state masers has been 
discussed. Experimental data have been presented for two typical para- 
magnetic salts used as active materials in masers. Maser action in these 
materials can be analyzed in terms of two important modes of operation 
that make use of cither a favorable ratio of signal to idler relaxation time 
or a favorable ratio of idler to signal frequency. It has been pointed out 
that more ideal maser materials can be developed that combine the ad- 
vantages of both modes of operation. Some mention has been made of 
the use of paramagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials for low-temperature 
isolators. While the experimental results warrant the use of some ma- 
terials presently available in practical traveling-wave masers, apprecia- 
bly improved characteristics can lie expected from better materials yet 
to be developed. The application of active and isolator materials to a 
traveling-wave maser is treated in the accompanying paper. 
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Engineering Aspects of TASI 

By K. BULLINGTON and J. M. FRASER 

(Manuscript received September 24, 1958) 

The number of telephone circuits carried by a submarine cable system can 
be doubled by using the normal gaps in speech to interpolate additional 
conversations. TA SI is a high-speed transmission and switching system that 
assigns a talker to a channel as soon as he starts to talk and disconnects 
him when he pauses, if someone else needs the channel. Switching from 
channel to channel may occur many times during a typical call, but the 
effect on transmission quality is negligible because the switching time is 
fast compared, with the syllabic rate. 

For many years telephone people have been intrigued with the idea 
of making use of the idle time during a telephone call. TASI, an abbrevi- 
ation for Time Assignment Speech Interpolation, is a high-speed trans- 
mission and switching system based on the principle of using the free 
channel time to interpolate additional talkers. Although TASI requires 
considerable terminal equipment, it can approximately double the use- 
fulness of long, expensive channels such as the deep sea submarine cable 
systems. The first speech interpolation system is expected to be placed 
in service during 1960 on the transatlantic telephone cable system be- 
tween London and New York that was opened for service in September 
1956. 

The basic principles of TASI are old. An extensive investigation of 
the feasibility of speech interpolation systems was conducted in 1946 
and 1947 by A. C. Dickieson, P. G. Edwards and others. An experimental 
model was demonstrated in 1950 by A. E. Melhose, and this was later 
extended and improved by R. L. Carbrey. 

In a normal two-way conversation each talker ordinarily uses the 
circuit for only about half of the time. In addition, the circuit may not 
be used momentarily while the operator is trying to get the right people 
together, or while an individual comes to the phone or takes the normal 
pauses between sentences and even syllables. All of these gaps add up to 
a substantial amount of free time. Measurements on working circuits, 
shown in Fig. 1, indicate that the average activity (percentage of time 
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Fig. 1 —Measured activity distribution of transatlantic calls. 

that energy above a very low threshold is transmitted in one direction) 
is no more than 35 to 40 per cent of the time that the circuit is busy at 
the switchboard. Since long distance circuits use separate pairs of wires 
or separate carrier channels for the two directions of transmission, it 
follows that, on the average, each one-way channel is free for 60 to 65 
per cent of the time. 

An attempt to interpolate two or more independent conversations on 
a single channel would create considerable delay and mutual interference 
since the probability of two talkers wanting the same channel at the 
same time is moderately high. However, when two or three dozen chan- 
nels are operated as a group, these variations in individual activity tend 
to average out and the probabilities can be counted on to minimize the 
mutual interference to a point where there will be no noticeable effect on 
continuity of conversation. For example, even when all the channels are 
busy, at least one channel on the average is available for reassignment 
every L/c seconds, where L is the average talkspurt length (which is 
somewhat less than one second) and c is the number of channels in the 
group. 

A simplified block diagram for a TASI system is shown in Fig. 2 for 
one direction of transmission. An identical but independent arrangement 
is used for the opposite direction. Each of the n lines from the toll switch- 
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Fig, 2 — Simplified block diagram for a TASI system. 

board is equipped with a speech detector which Is capable of recognizing 
the weakest speech within 5 milliseconds or less. When the speech de- 
tector on line 1 operates, the TASI switching network connects line 1 
to an idle channel, say channel c, and then sends a 10-15 millisecond 
coded signal on that channel which instructs the distant receiving 
terminal to connect that channel to listener line 1. Once a connection 
has been set up, it is maintained until someone else needs the channel, 
even though the person may stop talking in the meantime. A similar 
10-15 millisecond coded signal is used for disconnect purposes but this 
is sent over a separate channel reserved for this purpose in order to 
avoid interference to the listener. 

When speech appears on any of the n lines, the speech must be recog- 
nized by the speech detector, which causes some clipping during the 
first few milliseconds. This type of clipping can be minimized by in- 
creasing the sensitivity of the speech detector. The sensitivity cannot 
be too high, or it will operate too often on noise. This is undesirable be- 
cause it increases the activity, and hence reduces the TASI advantage. 
A compromise is needed to achieve minimum activity but maintain 
satisfactory speech quality for even the weak talkers. 

The potential impairment caused by the loss of speech energy that is 
below the sensitivity of the speech detector and by the time delay re- 
quired to set up a connection can be made negligible by design. Another 
possible impairment is inherent in any line concentration arrangement, 
but this can be minimized to any desired degree by limiting the number 
of lines to be served. This factor is the possibility that the number of 
individuals who are talking or starting to talk at a particular instant will 
exceed the number of available channels. For example, telephone sub- 
scribers on a party line must share time with their neighbors on a single 
pair of wires leading to the central office. In addition, all trunk lines be- 
tween two or more central offices may occasionally be busy and a call 
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coming in at that instant will experience some delay. In a similar manner, 
TASI may occasionally be overloaded by an unusually large number of 
simultaneous talkers. In this case, however, the information cannot be 
delayed and any failure to make an almost instantaneous connection 
results in a loss of speech transmission (called a freezeout) until a channel 
becomes available. It appears that the effect on transmission quality is 
negligible as long as the percentage of lost speech (freezeout fraction) is 
less than 0.5 per cent. 

During periods of light traffic, the system's operation is essentially the 
same as without TASI, and hence there can be no TASI impairment. 
However, as the load increases, the amount of switching and possible 
impairment increases. The objective is to limit the number of busy lines 
to a point where the resulting impairment is not noticeable to the average 
listener and is not objectionable to the more critical listener. 

The number of circuits that can be made available for service at the 
toll switchboard (for a freezeout fraction of 0.5 per cent) is greater than 
the number of physical channels by the TASI multiplying factor shown 
in Fig. 3. As the number of channels in the group increases, the number 
of potential conversations approaches a limit set by the reciprocal of the 
average activity. It will be noted that a 36-channel group, such as is 
available in present submarine cable systems, achieves a substantial 
TASI advantage, but that the application of TASI to only a dozen 
channels or loss is much less attractive. For an average activity in the 
range of 35 to 40 per cent, it appears that the use of TASI on a 36-chan- 
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Fig, 3 — TASI multiplying factor for freezeout fraction of 0.5 per cent. 
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ncl group can at least double the number of available circuits and still 
maintain good quality. 

The average number of simultaneous talkers, np, is the product of 
the number of busy lines, n multiplied by the average activity, p. When 
the average number of simultaneous talkers is approximately equal to 
the number of channels, c, there is a 50 per cent chance that a new talker 
will be frozen out momentarily. This does not mean that 50 per cent of 
the speech is lost, but there is noticeable impairment. In order to allow 
for variations around the average and to achieve satisfactory quality, 
the average number of simultaneous talkers np should be limited to a 
value that will satisfy the approximate condition np + \/np Sc. This 
approximate expression is based on a more exact derivation given in 
the Appendix. When this criterion is met, only a small percentage of the 
connections will experience any degree of freezeout, except for that re- 
quired for the connect signaling code. 

The expected freezeout fraction is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the 
number of busy lines working on 36 physical channels for a talker ac- 
tivity of 30 to 40 per cent. Listening tests have shown that a freezeout 
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fraction of 0.1 per cent is barely perceptible by a critical listener. A 
value of 0.5 per cent is noticeable to the critical listener but not usually 
apparent to an average listener who is intent on understanding a mes- 
sage. A value of 2 per cent would be somewhat objectionable and a value 
of 5 to 10 per cent would be definitely objectionable. 

The average length of freezeout is roughly proportional to L/c, where 
L is the average talkspurt length and c is the number of channels. The 
average talkspurt length for TASI purposes depends not only on the 
characteristics of speech, but also on the sensitivity, operate time and 
hangover of the speech detector. In addition, it depends on the number 
and duration of bursts of noise and echoes on the circuit. A typical 
measured value of effective talkspurt length is about 0.6 second. Meas- 
urements of speech alone (as given by Norwine and Murphy1) indicate 
a median talkspurt length of about 0.6 second and a mean length of 
1.5-1.8 seconds. 

The probability that a talkspurt will be clipped longer than any 
specified value is shown in Fig. 5 for a 36-channel system with an effective 
talkspurt length of 0.6 second. First of all, the chart shows that a 15- 
millisecond clip occurs for TASI signaling each time a new connection is 
needed. During the busy hour, this may occur on almost every talkspurt, 
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but the number of operations will be reduced considerably in nonbusy 
hours. The three lines sloping toward the right represent three different 
freezcout fractions. For example, the middle curve, labeled 0.5 per cent, 
indicates that 0.5 per cent of the talking time has been lost because a 
channel was not available. In this case, about 6 per cent of the talkspurts 
are frozen out for more than the 15-miIlisecond signaling time and 1 per 
cent of the talkspurts are frozen out for 80 milliseconds or longer. A 
freezeout longer than 80 milliseconds can be expected about four times 
during an average 10-minute call. For comparison purposes, it is worth 
noting that the average syllable length is about 125 to 260 milliseconds. 
On the average, less than one talkspurt in 10,000 will he frozen out for 
as long as | second, and this will occur only once in about 30 calls during 
the busy hour. 

As mentioned earlier, a talker holds a channel until his speech detector 
indicates that he is finished talking and until someone else needs his 
channel. This is true on all but three of the available channels. One 
channel is reserved full time for disconnect and other control purposes 
and two talking channels taken at random are disconnected when possi- 
ble, in order that a channel will be instantly available for the next 
talker. 

Switching from channel to channel during a conversation also causes 
some variations in circuit noise and net loss. It is expected that a little 
noise will be introduced in the receiving circuits in order to prevent a 
completely dead receiver during the silent intervals. The variations in 
net loss are not expected to be important as long as the plant is main- 
tained to meet the present objectives. 

TASI is designed to take advantage of the characteristics of two-way 
conversational speech, It requires a channel width of about 3,000 cy- 
cles in order to accommodate the tones needed for the rapid connect and 
disconnect signaling. 

Telegraph or data systems that use frequency shift or frequency 
modulation will lock up the TASI speech detector 100 per cent of the 
time and hence be transmitted satisfactorily. On the other hand, the use 
of on-off telegraph or data systems will require either a means for lock- 
ing the speech detector or a separate channel outside the TASI com- 
plement. The high activity of telegraph and data systems requires an 
essentially full-time channel, and hence reduces the number of conver- 
sations that TASI can yield. 

TASI will be located in the four-wire part of the telephone plant, as 
shown in Fig. 6. It requires that split-type echo suppressors be used to 
insure that echoes cannot seize an outgoing circuit at either end. Com- 
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Fig. 6 — TASI location in the four-wire plant. 

pandors, which are to be added to deep sea submarine cable systems on a 
channel-by-channel basis as required by noise conditions, are also com- 
patible with TASI. 

Provision will be made to switch out TASI for testing purposes. In 
order not to affect service, circuits will be removed as they become idle 
until the number of circuits available to the switchboard is no greater 
than the number of physical channels before TASI is removed. 

Because TASI is a time-sharing device, there are problems involved 
in transmitting supervisory and dialing pulses. TASI can work satisfac- 
torily with the present ringdown manual arrangement, but it is obvious 
that continuous supervision by means of a steady tone during the idle 
time cannot be used. Likewise, dial pulses cannot compete for a TASI 
channel on the same basis as a talker, because TASI clipping would cause 
signaling errors. Various schemes using spurt signaling are being inves- 
tigated for use when dialing over TASI is required. 

APPENDIX 

The TASI principle has been recognized for many years, and several 
individuals, including R. I. Wilkinson, have contributed to the mathe- 
matic analysis of speech interpolation. The following summary is based 
on a more complete analysis given in an unpublished 1953 memorandum 
by H. Cravis. 
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Assume that there are n independent talkers, each of whom has an 
average activity p, competing with an individual test call (total number 
of talkers = n + 1). At any particular instant, the probability that the 
number of simultaneous talkers will equal or exceed c (where c is less 
than n) is given by the cumulative binomial distribution, B(c ,n ,p) • 

Bic.n.p) = E vii - v) • (!) 

The probability of a freezcout lasting longer than t seconds is given 
by B(c,n,«), where 6 = pe~ilL for an exponential talkspurt distribution 
[or 6 = p(l - t/L) for a constant talkspurt length].* In this expression, 
L is the average talkspurt length. 

It can be shown that the average freezeout length (for an exponential 
talkspurt distribution) is 

IBi 
k B( 

= ^ M, (3) 
c 

= (2) k—c k B(c,n,p) 

where 

M =ri+c B^+c B^l+ (4) 

L C + 1 B^c.n.p) C -T Z D{c.n,p) J 

This series converges rapidly, so only a few terms are needed for suf- 
ficiently accurate results. 

The fraction of the speech that is frozen out is 

tpBic.n.p) _ M r>   1 D (fC\ $ —  p  — i5(r.„,p) / , , D(k,n.p) • W/ 
Ij C k—c 

Tables of the binomial distribution are available for accurate computa- 
tions. However, in the range of interest to TASI, this function is almost 
identical with the cumulative normal probability law, that is, 

Br Hcn.p) ~ ^ 

where 

,i f0 e-u2/2du, (6) 

c — np — % 

^ \/np(l — p)' 

* The assumption of an exponential distribution of talkspurt lengths is the 
best simple approximation to the experimental data. The use of a constant talk- 
spurt length does not change the over-all result significantly. 
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In this expression the mean value is np + j and the standard devia- 
tion a = ^/npil — p). 

The probability that a given talkspurt will be frozen out can be ob- 
tained from either (1) or (6) and is shown as a solid line on Fig. 7. For 
example, when y = 1,16 per cent of the talkspurts will experience some 
degree of freezeout, because there are more talkers than channels. Most 
of these freezeouts will last only a few milliseconds, so the percentage of 
speech that is lost is less than 16 per cent by the ratio tF/L. 

By substituting 6 — pe~'IL for p in Fig. 7, it is possible to obtain the 
probability of a freezeout lasting longer than t/L. Typical values for a 
36-channel system are shown in Fig. 5, for various values of the freeze- 
out fraction <t. 

In all practical cases the probability of freezeout is less than 50 per 
cent and the cumulative binomial distribution and its approximation, 
the cumulative normal probability law, can be further approximated by 
the dashed line in Fig. 7; that is, 

B(ic.n.p) ^ exp |^- ~ (1 + yk + 0.6?//) j (7) 
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for 5 < 0.5, where 

k — nv — h , k — c 
yk     1 - Vc + —- • a <r 

This approximation, together with the omission in (4) of the factors 
c/(c + i)! c/(c -f 3) etc. (which are less than but close to unity), leads 

to the following approximate expression for the factor M: 

M « L exp [ - ^ (l + 1.2yc + 0.6 . (8) 

The magnitude of M varies from about 1.5 to 3 or more, as shown in 
Fig. 8. This chart, together with (3), indicates that the average freezeout, 
when it occurs, is only about 1/10 to 1/20 of the average talkspurt length 
in a 36-channcl system. 

By the use of (5) and Figs. 7 and 8, Fig. 4 can be constructed and sim- 
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ilar charts for other values of c can be obtained. A cross plot of such data 
for a constant value of Q yields curves of TASI advantage like Fig. 3. 
The TASI advantage is (n + l)/c, since there must be w + 1 potential 
talkers in order to have n competing talkers. 

In order to achieve a value of $ less than 1 per cent, it is necessary for 
y > 1; that is, 

_ c ~ np - | 
^ \/np(l — p) ' 

or 

c > np -y/7ip ~ -s/np {1 — \/l — p) + j- 

The last two terms are opposite in sign and each is small compared with 
the first two terms. This leads to the simple approximate relation that a 
practical TASI should be limited to the following condition: 

np + y/np < c. 
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System Design of the Flying Spot Store 

By C. W. HOOVER, JR., G. HAUGK and D. R. HERRIOTT 

(Manuscript received November 5, 1958) 

The flying spot store is a versatile and efficient semipermanent informa- 
tion storage system developed for use in the electronic telephone switching 
system. Because of the form of the store, many variables enter into system 
design. In this paper the factors which control speed, capacity, number of 
channels, physical size and probability of error in readout are discussed. 
It is shown that these factors are related to the intended application for the 
store, to the form of the store and to device parameters. A number of scaling 
operations which involve exchanges between system parameters such as speed 
and capacity or between system and device parameters are given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose and Organization of the Paper 

This paper discusses physical factors which control the speed, capacity, 
number of channels, physical size and probability of error in readout 
in the system design of the flying spot store. These factors are related to 
the form of the store, to the intended application and to device charac- 
teristics. 

All of the factors which enter into system design interact strongly. 
For this reason, a number of scaling relationships which involve exchanges 
between system variables such as speed and capacity, or between sys- 
tem variables and device parameters, are given. A graphical represen- 
tation for the flying spot store is developed that demonstrates the rela- 
tionships between the factors entering into physical system design. This 
representation is used in discussing the range of realizable designs. 

In system design, devices and operating conditions are chosen to 
meet the requirements of speed, capacity, etc., set by the intended ap- 
plication. Electronic circuit design then proceeds and, if necessary, the 
parameters chosen are modified on the basis of circuit requirements. 
In all the development to date, very little modification of the physical 
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system parameters has been necessary in order to permit electronic 
circuit realization. 

1.2 Form of the Flying Spot Store 

The form of the flying spot store is shown in Fig. 1. Information is 
stored in the film plane as patterns of transparent and opaque spots on 
developed photographic emulsion. Access for writing and for reading is 
gained by means of a number of light beams generated by a single cathode 
ray tube (CUT) and an array of objective lenses operated in parallel, 
each lens imaging the working area of the CRT screen on a separate 
photographic storage area in the film plane. When the image of the 
cathodoluminescent spot on the phosphor screen of the CRT falls on a 
transparent spot on the developed emulsion, light passes through the 
film plane to the photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector. When the image 
falls on an opaque area, no light reaches the PMT. Light signals are 
converted into current signals at the photocathodc, and these current 
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Fig. 1 — Form of the flying spot store. 
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signals are then amplified in the seeondary-emission multiplier stages 
(dynodes) of the PMT. Thus, the combination of the CRT, optical sys- 
tem and PMT is used to provide an electrical output which indicates 
whether each spot is transparent or opaque. Transparent spots are used 
to represent binary "I's," opaque spots to represent binary "O's". The 
associated objective lens, photographic storage area, condenser lens and 
PMT are physically located within the solid angle that is subtended at 
the center of the CRT by the photographic storage area. These, together 
with the information sampling circuit, constitute an information channel 
of the system. Fig. 1 shows the system half-field angle <£, the channel 
field angle and the array size hB. 

In this paper it is assumed that the electron beam of the CRT is 
under the control of a feedback beam-positioning system and that a 
number of channels of the system are used in the optical beam encoder 
element of this feedback system. The information stored in these channels 
(called servo channels) is arranged to give a continuous indication of 
beam position. The mode and speed of operation of the feedback beam- 
positioning system have been described in an earlier article1 and addi- 
tional considerations are given elsewhere in this issue.2 

] .3 Speed of Operation 

Cycle time is the time required to complete a readout operation from 
the store. It is the sum of the beam-positioning time and the sampling 
time. Beam-positioning time is made as short as possible, consistent with 
system requirements. The minimum beam-positioning time which has 
been obtained to date is of the order of 2 microseconds. Information 
channel sampling has been done, and is practical at 0.3 microsecond. 
Thus, beam-positioning time is the major part of cycle time. In the de- 
sign of the servo channels the relative aperture of the lens and the 
channel magnification are chosen, along with other system parameters, 
to obtain minimum beam-positioning time and required beam-positioning 
accuracy. On the other hand, there are a number of very fruitful exchanges 
which can be made between sampling time and other channel param- 
eters in the design of the information storage channels. These exchanges, 
which affect sampling time but have a relatively small effect on total 
cycle time, are discussed in this paper. 

1.4 Capacity and Word Length 

The capacity of the system is given by the product of the number of 
information channels and the number of spots in the array at the CRT. 
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It is desirable to provide the total capacity in a number of channels 
equal to the word length. However, the total capacity required or other 
system requirements may dictate the use of a larger or smaller number 
of channels. 

The number of bits per channel is the square of the number of spots 
in one row of the array at the CRT. In almost all cases, this number is 
set at much less than the total capacity required in the store. This 
limitation on the number of bits per channel will be shown to be due in 
part to energy conditions which must be satisfied, in part to device 
limitations and in part to system requirements. The array size will al- 
most always be less than 1000 X 1000 spots; it now appears practical 
to design for 256 X 256 spots. 

Because of the relatively small capacity per channel and the fact that 
16 or more servo channels are used in stores of this type (to define 256 
rows and 256 columns), systems with one or few information storage 
channels are of little interest. Likewise, systems with a number of chan- 
nels less than the word length require a register to assemble the complete 
word. Two or more cycle times are required per word readout and, un- 
less the two or more bits of each word in each channel are located re- 
motely from each other, the very desirable property of independence of 
the bits of the stored word is lost. For these reasons, principal considera- 
tion is given in this paper to systems with a total number of channels 
of 40 or more. 

II. SYSTEM DESIGN 

2.1 System Design for the Efficient Use of the Flux from the CRT 

A number of factors combine to set the maximum flux density (radiant 
power density) in the cathodoluminescent spot and the maximum 
number of spots which can be resolved on the CRT screen. The maxi- 
mum flux density, together with the spot size, fixes the maximum flux 
per spot. The spot size and the maximum usable area of the CRT screen 
together determine the number of bits which can be stored in each 
channel. Thus, it is desirable to use as large a CRT screen area as possi- 
ble. In all tubes we have tested to date it has been possible to obtain 
sufficient flux per spot in the smallest spot which can be resolved (ap- 
proximately 0.015 inch). Thus, this organization has been used, since 
it results in maximum capacity per channel and minimum equipment 
for given total capacity. 

Each channel of the system must be designed to provide a minimum 
flux level at the photocathode, which is determined by the sampling 
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time (inversely proportional to channel bandwidth) and the signal-to- 
noise requirement of the intended application. 

Since there are limits on the maximum flux per spot, the maximum 
number of spots in the array at the CRT and the minimum flux level 
at the photocathode in each channel, the first consideration in system 
design is to arrange the optics so that the available flux is used efficiently. 
The most efficient arrangement is one in which the greatest fraction of 
the flux from each spot is intercepted by the apertures of the objective 
lens array. The field angle for which the lenses are designed limits the 
area in the lens plane, and the ratio of lens aperture to lens mount 
diameter limits the percentage of the light falling in the plane which is 
actually used. Any reduction in the flux gathered into the channels of 
the system results in loss in maximum attainable system speed or capac- 
ity. 

2.2 Power and Signal-to-Noise Requirements 

2.2.1 Noise Sources 

As readout proceeds in any one channel of a flying spot store, distribu- 
tions in amplitude arc found in the flux signals, incident on the photo- 
cathode of the PMT that represent "I's" and u0's." These signal distri- 
butions are due largely to spot-to-spot variations and imperfections in 
the system. Examples arc variations in the flux from the CRT screen as 
a function of beam position, variations with field angle of illumination 
within the channel and film blemishes. These distributions are very 
nearly independent of absolute flux level. In the photocathode, the flux 
signals arc converted into current signals, and fluctuations in time may 
be added to the signal arising from reading of any spot on the film. These 
fluctuations may be due to shot noise, secondary emission noise or re- 
generation noise. The most important of these will be shown to be shot- 
noise-in-signal, which depends on the magnitude of the signal current 
from the photocathode and, hence, on the flux level at the photocathode, 
photocathode efficiency and channel bandwidth. Both types of fluctua- 
tion — spatial and temporal — as well as the performance of the infor- 
mation sampler circuit, must be taken into account in the channel de- 
sign. In a design for a high-capacity system with a requirement that the 
probability of error be very small, it may be necessary to set the flux 
level so high that shot noise fluctuations introduced in the detector are 
negligible. In this case, the probability of error depends only on the 
sampler performance and on the amplitude distributions determined by 
transmission factors and physical imperfections. In another case, where 
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the distribution in amplitudes of the incident flux was smaller or where 
a higher probability of error would be acceptable, some of the total er- 
ror might be allotted to shot noise fluctuations introduced in the PMT 
and, in this case, a lower flux level than that of the first example would 
suffice at the same sampling time. Thus, it is clear that the flux level at 
the photocathode must be set so that the required electrical signal-to- 
noise ratio fixed by the system application is obtained in the readout of 
the most poorly illuminated storage location. 

2.2.2 Electrical Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

The signal-to-noisc ratio in the currents leaving the photocathode is 
given by: 

where Tpc and Id are the mean signal and dark emission currents respec- 
tively, In.pc is the total rms shot noise in the photocathode current, e 
is the electronic charge, and A/ is the bandwidth in which the observa- 
tion is made. IPc is directly proportional to the incident flux and photo- 
cathode sensitivity. Id depends on the area, type and temperature of 
the photocathode. For a 2-inch diameter, type S-ll (Cs-O-Sb) photo- 
cathode of the type commonly used in the flying spot store, Id — 1.7 X 
10"15 amperes at 250C. The first factor on the right-hand side of (1), 
(Zpc/PcA/)1'", is the signal-to-shot-noise-in-signal ratio, while the second 
accounts for the reduction in total signal-to-noise ratio due to shot noise 
iu the dark emission current /„•. As I,,,- varies through the range w ^ 
Ipc ^ Id , the second factor in (1) goes from 0.707 to 1. 

At all bandwidths of interest for flying spot store information chan- 
nels, Ipc must be made large compared to Id to obtain a satisfactory 
over-all signal-to-noisc ratio. The maximum sampling time of interest 
is of the order of 1 millisecond. The channel bandwidth required in this 
case is 350 cps. To obtain a signal-to-shot-noise-in-signal ratio of 10 at 
this bandwidth, the flux level at the photocathode must be set to pro- 
duce Ipc = 1.1 X 10 H amperes. Thus, at this limit Ipc = 6.5 Id and it 
is seen that the shot-noise-in-signal is the limiting noise. Other factors 
limit scaling the system in capacity by increasing sampling time before 
the flux level that corresponds to a sampling time of 1 millisecond at a 
signal-to-noise ratio of 10:1 is reached. Thus, it is clear that shot-noise- 
in-signal dominates shot noise in dark current in flying spot store chan- 
nels. 

(1) 
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Equation (1) gives the signal-to-noise ratio at the photocathode. The 
signal-to-noise ratio in the currents at the anode is found to be slightly 
less than that at the photocathode due to fluctuations in secondary 
emission ratio in the first few dynode multiplier stages.3 Under the op- 
erating conditions used in the flying spot store, the maximum reduction 
in signal-to-noise ratio due to this additional noise source is of the order 
of one-third. It has been found that regeneration contributes little addi- 
tional noise under the PMT operating conditions which are used in the 
flying spot store. 

The nearly noise-free current amplification obtained in the dynodes 
makes it possible to amplify the signal and noise currents originating 
at the photocathode to a sufficiently high level that the signal-to-noise 
ratio is not further reduced by Johnson noise in the anode circuit resist- 
ance. The condition that the mis shot noise voltage in the output shall 
be at least r times the mis Johnson noise voltage leads to the following 
requirement on the minimum value of anode circuit resistance, Ra : 

p > 2^ zl L ^ A (2) 
e G-- Jrc 20 G' IJ ( 

in ohms, where G is the total current amplification of all of the dynodes, 
k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature of the anode 
circuit resistor. Note that, in the case of a phototube (G = I), exces- 
sively high anode circuit resistance would be needed and that this large 
resistance, together with tube and wiring capacitance, would result in 
severe limitation of bandwidth. In photomultiplier tubes, current am- 
plification of 106 can bo obtained. This makes it possible to choose a 
value of anode circuit resistance compatible with the bandwidth needed 
in the channel without degrading the signal-to-noise ratio. 

It is for this reason that PMT's must be used in the flying spot store. 
In a typical case, where a channel bandwidth of 1 mc and a signal-to- 
noise ratio of 10 are required by the application, an anode circuit resist- 
ance of 10,000 ohms is chosen in order to provide this bandwidth. The 
solution of (2) reveals that a minimum current amplification of 820 
must be provided in the PMT if the electrical signal-to-shot-noise ratio 
is not to be reduced by more than 10 per cent by Johnson noise in the 
anode resistor. In practice, current amplification has been used that is 
greater than that specified by (2) for the size of the anode circuit re- 
sistor Ra chosen. This increases the output current level and decreases 
the gain required in the amplifier stages following the PMT. 

Prom the foregoing, it is seen that the limiting noise of a fundamental 
nature is the shot-noisc-in-signal and that it is possible to obtain an 
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F„r = Pn 

over-all channel signal-to-noisc ratio only a little less than this. Channel 
electrical signal-to-noise ratio is given by: 

A = L ( i" V2 (v 
In.a m \2eAfJ ' 

where the factor 1/m accounts for the maximum reduction due to 
secondary emission fluctuation noise and A/,- is the channel bandwidth. 
Since the bandwidth of the dynode stages is of the order of several 
hundred megacycles, channel bandwidth is almost always determined 
by the anode circuit or, as will be shown later, by the frequency re- 
sponse characteristic of the phosphor. 

2.2.3 Minimum Phoiocalhode Current 

We now find the minimum flux at the photoeathode required to pro- 
duce a specified signal-to-noise ratio in channel bandwidth, A/c. The 
total flux incident on the photoeathode is given by: 

m dX, watts. (4) •hi max/X 

The photoeathode current is given by: 

Ipc = f -PxfSxdX = Pmi\x.Smax f f Yy ^v ^ dX, amperes, (5) ■JXl max/X \OtuQx/X 

where (P/Pmax)x is the relative spectral emission characteristic of the 
phosphor, Pmttx is the maximum flux per unit wavelength interval 
(watts/1.) at the photoeathode, {S/Smax)\ and Smax are the relative and 
maximum photoeathode sensitivities respectively, and Xi and X2 are cho- 
sen to include the entire wavelength region in which the spectral emis- 
sion and photoeathode sensitivity are both nonzero. 

The minimum flux which will produce an over-all channel signal-to- 
noise ratio of (la/In.a) in channel bandwidth A/c is found by combin- 
ing (3), (4) and (5). It is given by: 

Fpo.min = (w)2 , watts, (6) 

where km is a normalized factor which depends only on the spectral 
match between the emission characteristic of the phosphor and the sen- 
sitivity characteristic of the photoeathode, and is given by: 

f ( „ 
7   ■'Xi \r^max/X\Oinax/X /rj\ 

P*/p\ • U; 

( dX "Xi max/X 
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2.2.4 Required Transmission per Channel 

A number of factors, singly or in combination, set the maximum flux 
density in the cathodoluminescent spot at the CRT. Examples are the 
thermal velocity limitation on the maximum current density in the elec- 
tron beam, accelerating voltage, phosphor type and efficiency and the 
maximum phosphor loading which can be used without burn. Likewise, 
system requirements on the number of bits per channel or device limi- 
tations may set the maximum number of spots in the array at the CRT. 
Once the maximum flux density and spot size have been set, the maxi- 
mum flux per spot at the CRT screen, Fa,max is fixed. The minimum 
flux level at the photocathode which provides the required signal-to- 
noise ratio in the channel is given by (6). Clearly, therefore, each 
channel of the system must be designed so that a fraction, kg ^ FPc,mm/ 
Fa,Tanx of the light emitted from the cathodoluminescent spot is trans- 
mitted to the photocathode. The minimum value of kg has been arrived 
at through consideration of system requirements (sampling time, signal- 
to-noise, number of bits per channel, etc.) and CRT, phosphor and PMT 
characteristics. In the further consideration of device characteristics in 
Section III it will be seen that this is a reasonable approach, since there 
are a limited number of fast-decay cathodoluminescent phosphors, all 
of which are quite well matched to the relative spectral sensitivity char- 
acteristic of the most efficient photocathode available. Thus, once sys- 
tem speed, capacity, signal-to-noise and number of channels are set, 
we are led rather quickly to a choice of CRT size, phosphor and 
photocathode type. 

Physically, the value of kg is determined by the relative aperture of 
the channel objective lens and the channel magnification. Thus, we turn 
next in this paper, as is done in design, to consideration of the range of 
channel optical designs which will provide a specified value of k0. It 
will be seen that the great flexibility of flying spot store systems derives 
from the fact that very many different optical systems can be chosen 
which will provide a specified value of kg, set on the basis of system 
speed, capacity and performance. This allows wide latitude in number 
of channels, capacity and choice of lens design. 

2.3 Geometrical Factors in System Design 

2.3.1 Transmission and Loss Factors 

The fraction of the light emitted from the cathodoluminescent spot 
which is transmitted to the photocathode in each channel, kg, may be 
written as the product of two factors: k0i, which represents reflection 
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and absorption losses in the optics, and kQi, which is the fraction of the 
light from the cathodoluminescent spot that is intercepted by the effec- 
tive aperture of the objective lens of the channel. We define k0i as the 
optical acquisition factor. 

In general, the range of variation of hv\ is small and in no case is it a 
controlling factor in design. On the other hand, £„■> varies through an 
enormous range and is the principal variable of optical system design. 
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At the CRT screen the distribution in intensity has been found to he 
given approximately by / = To cos 9, 9 ^ 40°, where 6 is the angle be- 
tween the viewing direction and the normal to the screen. Including the 
effect of this distribution the optical acquisition factor /.> is given by: 

/.> - 1 + 4P(d/ + 1Y/M-' 
(8) 

where / is /-number of the lens used in the channel (/ = focal length/ 
effective lens aperture) and 4/ is the channel magnification. 

2.3.2 Graphical Syslem Design 

A plot of the optical acquisition factor, , as a function of 1/4/j 
the reduction between CRT screen and photographic storage area, is 
given in Fig. 2 for lenses of various relative aperture. From this plot it 
is seen at once that the fraction of the flux intercepted in each channel 
increases with channel magnification and lens relative aperture. Each 
point of Fig. 2 represents a channel design, Channel designs which satisfy 
signal-to-noise requirements are those which He above the values of 
/q,.. given by 

j   1 Fjjc.min 
Ae2 — r- — t p 

''al "'ffl ■' s.mnx 
(9) 

In order to establish the range of required values of we now consider 
the following example taken from the case of a practical system. System 
parameters are as follows; Cathode ray tube — accelerating voltage, 10 
kv; beam current, 10 microamperes; spot size, 0.015 inch (90 per cent 
of current within 0.015 X 0.015 inch area); phosphor, P-10; efficiency, 
1.5 per cent. Photomultiplier tube — S-ll photocathode; Smi,x , 0.050 
ampere/watt; spectral match factor km , 0.88; secondary emission fluc- 
tuation noise factor w, 1.5. Optics — loss factor />•„, , 0.25. The minimum 
values of required for sampling in 0.1, 0.3 and 1 microsecond at elec- 
trical signal-to-noise ratios of 10:1 and 20:1 are as follows: 

Sumitling Time, in microseconds Signal-to-Noise Ratio Required Value of ici- 

0.1 10 1.5 X 10-& 

0.1 20 6.0 X 10-* 
0.3 10 5.0 X lO-" 
0.3 20 2.0 X 10-' 
1.0 10 1.5 X 10-' 
1.0 20 6.0 X 10-s 
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Flying spot store designs fall within the range 4 ^ M ^ The rea- 
sons for this are easily seen. At M >4 the very great size of each indi- 
vidual storage area (area = 10 times the area of spot array at the CRT 
screen) limits systems of reasonable dimensions to few channels and 
results in inefficient use of the photographic storage medium. At M ^ \ 
three factors enter. First, for even the largest CRT spot sizes contem- 
plated, the small spot size in the film plane makes the system increas- 
ingly susceptible to errors due to film blemishes. Second, the problem 
in repositioning the storage plate in the store after development becomes 
more difficult in inverse proportion to the size of the bit storage cell. 
Finally, before this level is reached it is possible to obtain a large enough 
number of channels for any application now foreseen. 

2.3.3 Nonoverlapping Channels 

In general, a solid angle slightly greater than that required to prevent 
overlap of images must be alloted to each channel in order to allow 
mounting of the film storage area, condenser lens and PMT, This re- 
quirement leads to a limit on the mhiimum value of channel magnifica- 
tion which can be used with any particular channel design. This limit is 
expressed by: 

where hB is the CRT array size, / is the / number and f.l. is the focal 
length of the channel lens. /qc is the distance between lens centers, and 
c is the ratio of the distance between lens centers to lens aperture. 

Fig. 3 shows the minimum value of magnification which can be used 
for values of the ratio of CRT array size to lens focal length, ^,/f.l,, 
from 0.25 to 2.0, and for lens-spacing parameter c, values of 1.5 and 2.5, 
along with the data plotted in Fig. 2. Channel designs which satisfy 
the nonoverlap requirement are those to the right of the curve for the 
values of hs/f.]. and c chosen for the system. 

2.3.4 Optical System Length 

System length is directly proportional to focal length of the objective 
lens. It is given by: 

(ID 

Minimum optical system length is found for the case where hi = 1, 
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RELATIVE OPTICAL SYSTEM LENGTH 
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but system length does not increase strongly with variation in magnifi- 
cation around unity. Thus, at M ~ \ and M = 4 the optical system 
length is 1.56 times the minimum length. As noted previously, h,, the 
size of the array at the CRT, is usually made as large as possible, since 
system capacity and the number of bits per channel both increase with 
this dimension. When h» has been fixed by the choice of a CRT the 
curves for /n./f.l. in Fig. 3 become curves of constant focal length and 
define the minimum focal length which can be used for specified magnifi- 
cation ratio. 

2.3.5 Number of Channels 

The number of channels which can be combined into a system which 
provides a specified value of optical acquisition factor, l:U2, depends on 
the field angle of good correction of the lens, the ratio of CRT array 
size to focal length, /q/f.!., and the ratio of lens mount diameter to 
operating aperture, c. Fig. 4 shows the lens half-field angle which must 
be obtained in order to get 40, 100 and 250 nonoverlapping channels. 
Each curve is drawn for specified values of /^/f.l. and c. In finding these 
curves, we have first found the area in the lens plane which can be used. 
This is the area defined by the intersection with the lens plane of cones of 
constant half-angle (t>, erected from the corners of the CUT array as 
shown in Fig. 1. This area is a function of the ratio /is/f.l. us well as of 
the lens focal length and channel magnification. The calculation assumes 
that this area is approximately filled by a rectangular array of objective 
lenses, spaced on centers, by c times the working aperture of the lens. 
The conditions listed thus far do not define a curve, but rather define 
a set of curves, since a given value of kgz can be obtained with a large 
variety of different values of channel magnification and lens /-number, 
as shown in Fig. 2. The nonoverlap condition has therefore been used 
to find the minimum value of l/M and lens /-number which can be 
used for the specified values of hB/f.\. and c in each case. The set of 
curves shown in Fig. 4 has been obtained using both this condition and 
those previously stated. 

Thus, each curve gives the value of l'0-> which can be obtained in the 
stated number of channels as a function of lens half-field angle 4', with 
the following additional conditions: (a) values of the ratios /i,/f.l. and 
c are fixed, and (b) the value of kg-> is obtained with the minimum val- 
ues of channel parameters, l/d/ and lens/-number which can be used 
without violating the nonoverlap condition. 

The curves of Fig. 4 illustrate several important features of flying 
spot store systems. First, it is important to note that values of k,# ^ 
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10"5 can be obtained in as many as 250 nonoverlapping channels, even 
at extreme values of the lens spacing parameter c and the ratio K/f.l., 
with lens half-field angles ^ 30°. As shown in an earlier example, the 
flux level obtainable at the photocathode in a practical system with 
h02 — 10-5 is such that sampling can be done in 0.1 microsecond with a 
signal-to-rms-noise ratio of 10. Most designs operate at a value of k02 
greater than 10"5. Furthermore, sampling time may be increased by a 
factor of 10 or more without seriously affecting cycle time, since beam 
positioning requires a minimum of 2 microseconds. This increase in sam- 
pling time can be used where necessary to compensate for reduced flux 
level at the photocathode or to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. 

A second fact shown in Fig. 4 is that kgz does not vary rapidly with 
number of channels, if hs/f.\. and c remain constant. Thus, kB2 typi- 
cally decreases by a factor somewhat less than the factor by which the 
number of channels is increased. The curves also show that the number 
of channels which can be obtained with a fixed value of kg2 and hB/f.\. 
increases quite rapidly with the half-field angle of the channel objective 
lens. In considering the effect of increasing field angle on the number of 
channels obtainable at constant kg2 (moving horizontally to the right 
across the curves of Fig. 4), it is noted that the value of c increases, 
since lens designs providing larger field angle usually have a greater value 
of barrel-to-aperture ratio than do those operating at narrow field an- 
gles. Thus, the value of the lens spacing parameter, c, might well be 1.5 
for a simple triplet design operating at a field angle of 15° and 3.0 for 
a wide-angle design which could be used up to a half-field angle of 30°. 
The curves of Fig. 4 show that a 40-channel system with kg2 = 10~4 

can be constructed using a maximum half-field angle of 12°, with lenses 
spaced by 1.5 times the operating aperture (c = 1.5), and /i,/f.l. = 0.5. 
The use of a wide-angle design with maximum half-field angle of 24.5° 
and lenses spaced by three times the operating aperture allows us to 
construct a 100-channel system providing the same value of ka2, with 
h./U. = 0.5. 

2.3.6 Scaling the System in Number of Channels 

One particularly useful method of scaling a flying spot store system 
to obtain a greater number of channels, starting with an existing design, 
assumes that the lens design, CRT design and CRT operating condi- 
tions remain constant. Thus, system field angle 4>, lens focal length and 
the ratios ha/f.]. and c remain constant. In this scaling operation we 
proceed along a line of constant half-field angle in Fig. 4, between curves 
for different numbers of channels with the common values of /i8/f.l. and 
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c. In order to provide a larger number of channels than in the starting 
design, within the same half-field angle and with fixed lens focal length, 
the channel magnification and/or the lens aperture must be reduced. 
Both result in decreased values of k0i. 

As an example, consider scaling the system which has the following 
fixed parameters: $ = 25°; ha/f.l. = 1; c = 3. The points labeled a, b 
and c in Fig. 4 correspond respectively to 40-, 100- and 250-channel 
systems having these parameters. The values of / and l/il/ which yield 
given values of k,y> can be found from Fig. 3. The attainable values of 
kg2, lens /-number and channel magnification for these three solutions 
are given by this table: 

Number of Channels /-Number of Channel 
Objective Lens Channel Magnification Attainable Value of 

kg! 

40 11 0.44 2.2 X 10-4 

100 12 0.30 1.1 x io-4 

250 13 0.25 5.0 X 10-5 

Thus, it is seen that increasing the number of channels and the 
capacity by a factor of 6.25 results in a decrease in flux level at the 
photocathode by a factor of 4.4. This reduction could easily be compen- 
sated for by increasing the sampling time by a factor of 4.4. In most 
cases, this increase would have negligible effect on cycle time. 

This method of scaling is particularly useful, since it requires a mini- 
mum number of device changes: CRT design and operating conditions 
remain fixed, the lens design and focal length also remain fixed and no 
difficulty should be experienced in modifying the given lens design for 
the smaller aperture and slightly reduced magnification ratio which re- 
sult from scaling to a system with more channels. 

III. DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

3.1 Phosphor 

3.1.1 Frequency Response and Efficiency 

Cathodoluminescent phosphors differ widely in efficiency and decay 
characteristics. For the flying spot store, efficient materials in which 
the luminescnce centers have short mean lifetimes to emission are used. 
Mean lifetime to emission is an important parameter, since the time for 
the flux from a given area to decay when the beam is moved to a new 
location limits the speed of position sensing and of readout. The type 
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of decay characteristic is also important. A number of materials which 
have been studied for use in the flying spot store show an exponential 
decay following the cessation of excitation. When such a phosphor is 
used, its effect on the over-all frequency response characteristic of the 
channel is precisely the same as that of a circuit which contributes a 
ti db/oetave cutoff above a corner frequency given by / = 1/(2x7-), where 
r is the phosphor decay time constant. By the use of an equalizing am- 
plifier, this characteristic can be exactly equalized to provide a flat 
frequency response to a frequency higher than /. The amount of equaliza- 
tion which can be obtained depends on the gain-bandwidth product of 
the active element used in the equalizer. 

A number of other phosphors of possible interest show hyperbolic or 
bimolecular decay characteristics. These are harder to equalize. The 
required gain-frequency response in the equalizing amplifier can only be 
approximated, and, unlike materials which show exponential decay, the 
constants of the decay characteristic are functions of beam current 
density and screen temperature. 

Efficiency and mean lifetime are not independent variables, since 
efficiency can be exchanged for frequency equalization. 

Thus, in comparing phosphors and in the design of circuits in which 
the phosphor is one element in the transmission path, it is useful to have 
a phosphor "frequency response" curve. Such frequency response curves 
plot the amplitude of the ac component of the flux as a function of freq- 
uency, at constant average beam power and beam power density, and with 
100 per cent beam current modulation. Thus the ordinate at low frequency 
is proportional to the dc efficiency of the phosphor. The ac component 
of flux drops off above a cutoff frequency which is inversely proportional 
to the mean lifetime of the excited states in the phosphor. This is illus- 
trated by the frequency response curves shown in Fig. 5 for two phos- 
phors with different decay time constants (both are assumed to decay 
exponentially) and efficiencies. At frequencies up to ft, electrical equali- 
zation can be employed at the output of the PMT to bring the frequency 
response curve for the system using phosphor a into coincidence with 
that for the system using phosphor b. If this were done, the signal level 
and signal-to-noise ratios would be identical in the two systems. The 
chief disadvantage, in practice, in the use of phosphor a would be the 
higher PMT output current that would result, since PMT life decreases 
with increasing anode current. However, if frequency cutoffs of /a and 
/i were sufficiently high for the servo and information channels respec- 
tively, a real advantage would accrue to the system through the use of 
phosphor type a, since the total available flux in the information storage 
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Fig. 5 — Frequency response curves for two phosphors with different decay 
time constants and efficiencies. 

channels would be greater than that obtainable with phosphor type b 
in the ratio of their dc efficiencies. 

Viewed on the basis of frequency response, efficiency and type of 
decay, P-16 phosphor has a distinct advantage over the slower but 
more efficient P-5 and P-ll phosphors, for systems requiring very fast 
beam-positioning times. Its decay time constant is not a function of 
current density and it does not saturate at any beam current that can 
be used without damaging the screen. The ultraviolet component of the 
emission from type P-15 phosphor has an extremely short decay time 
constant (t = 0.01 microsecond) but it is much less efficient than the 
slower P-16 material. Thus, even in a channel requiring uniform fre- 
quency response up to 10 mc, P-16 is superior, since its higher efficiency 
results in a higher output after equalization. 

The efficiencies and decay time constants at 10 kv of three commonly 
used phosphors are given in 'Fable I. The efficiencies are for aluminized 
phosphor screens, not for the materials themselves. These are for specific 

Table I 

Type Material Screen 
Efficiency Decay Time Constant S-ll photo- catnode 

Factor, km 

Spectral 
Match to 
S-ll photo- 

P-ll ZnS: Ag 
P-5 CaAVOj 
P-16 2(Ca0)(Mg0)2(Si02);Ce+3 

2(M0 usee 
7 /isec 
0.05 Aisec 

0.92 
0.S9 
0,88 
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tubes, and it should be borne in mind that the screen efficiency obtained 
depends strongly on the method of phosphor and screen preparation. 

3.1.2 Spectral Emission Characteristic 

The constant km , defined by (7), is a measure of the quality of the 
match between phosphor spectral emission characteristic and photo- 
cathode relative spectral sensitivity characteristic. Thus, if all of the 
emission of the phosphor occurs at the wavelength of maximum spectral 
sensitivity of the photocathode, = 1. This factor has been evaluated 
for the actual spectral responses of the three phosphors listed in Table I, 
and the type S-ll photocathode, and is also tabulated in Table I. 

3.1.3 Phosphor Loading 

Phosphor loading is defined as the power density in the incident elec- 
tron beam. In quite reasonable electron optical densigns, power density 
in the electron beam at the CRT screen can reach one kilowatt/cm2 or 
more. The phosphor loading which can be employed without damage to 
the screen depends on the phosphor type, screen thickness and method 
of preparation. Phosphor loading rather than electron optical limitations 
usually sets the maximum current density in the electron beam and, as 
a result, the maximum flux density in the spot. Very much higher cur- 
rent densities could be used if the exposure of each spot were limited so 
that temperature rise would not be enough to damage the screen, and 
if it were possible to insure that the time between exposures of any single 
spot of the screen would be comparable to or greater than the thermal 
time constant of the screen. These conditions cannot be met in a ran- 
dom-access memory without slowing the system. However, phosphor 
loading could be increased in serial-access systems. A maximum phos- 
phor loading of 200 watts/cm2 can be used with a P-16 screen, provided 
that no spot is continuously exposed to the beam for more than 1000 
microseconds, and that the average loading at any spot is less than 5 
watts/cm2. 

A special "time out" circuit has been incorporated in the store which 
prevents screen exposure of greater than 1000 microseconds at any one 
point, by deflecting the beam off the working area whenever no new 
address is received within this period of time. 

3.2 Cathode Ray Tube 

3.2.1 System Considerations 

System considerations strongly influence the choice of CRT param- 
eters. The CRT screen is made large, since total available flux and 
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number of spots both increase with screen area. Fast-feedback beam- 
positioning systems introduce the requirement for electrostatic deflec- 
tion systems. Accelerating voltage, and therefore phosphor efficiency 
and flux density, is limited to set a bound on deflection amplifier power 
(this power is very significant — in the wideband deflection amplifiers 
used in maximum-speed feedback beam-positioning systems it is a large 
fraction of the total power consumption). Finally, phosphor loading, 
rather than the thermal velocity or space charge limitations, sets the 
maximum current density in the cathode ray tube beam. 

3.2.2 Spot. Size Spacing and Uniformity 

Spot size may be set to produce the required flux per spot, given a 
maximum flux density, or the flux level attainable in the minimum size 
spot that can be resolved may be accepted and the rest of the system 
adjusted to work at that level. In both cases, spot spacing and uniform- 
ity must be set to provide satisfactory discrimination between stored 
"Vs" and "O's" in readout. 

The ability of the system to distinguish between stored 'TV and 
"O's" depends on the fraction of the total flux in the reading beam that 
is intercepted by the individual square bit storage cell in the photo- 
graphic storage area. Flux falling outside the cell decreases the ampli- 
tude of the signal representing a "1" and increases the amplitude of a 
signal representing a "0". The size of the bit storage cell is chosen so 
that satisfactory discrimination can be obtained between the lowest- 
amplitude "1" and the maximum-amplitude "0". Many factors con- 
tribute to the spatial distribution of flux in the reading beam. Among 
these are the distribution in intensity in the cathodoluminescent spot, 
optical aberrations, variations in illumination and local imperfections. 
Since the distribution in intensity in the cathodoluminescent spot is only 
one of the factors contributing to the spread in the reading image, spot 
spacing on the CRT screen must be set at a greater fraction of spot diam- 
eter than would be the case if this were the only distribution that had 
to be considered. 

In the flying spot store application, the relevant measure of CRT 
spot size is the size of the centrally located square within the cathodo- 
luminescent spot, with sides parallel to the sides of the bit storage cell, 
which includes within it a specified fraction of the total flux from the 
spot. All measurements of CRT spot size have been done with equip- 
ment which allows us to find the fraction of flux as a function of the 
length of side of the central square. Spot spacing has been set so that 
a minimum of 90 per cent of the total flux falls within the square area 
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at the CRT screen, corresponding to a bit storage cell. Since the spot 
spacing at the CRT is set to meet this criterion in the case of the worst 
spot on the screen, it can be seen that efficient use of the CRT screen 
demands good uniformity of spot size over the surface. 

The principal factors that reduce spot uniformity are defocusing due 
to the cylinder lens effect of the deflection plates and deflection aberra- 
tions. In order to minimize both types of distortion, deflection angles 
must be kept small. 

Spot uniformity is also an important variable in the exposure process. 
Variations in the image area due to spot defocusing result in variations 
in density and size in the developed image and also reduce discrimina- 
tion ratio in readout. 

3.2.3 Tube Length and Magnification Ratio 

The distance between the deflection plates and the screen in the CRT 
is determined by the array size and the maximum deflection angle. 
Since array size tends to be large and deflection angles small, CRT's 
for flying spot stores tend to be long. In order to get the long throw be- 
tween deflection plates and screen without excessive total length elec- 
trostatically deflected CRT's usually image the first crossover at a mag- 
nification of 3 to 5. 

3.2.4 Beam Current and Cathode Loading 

In the usual electrostatically deflected CRT, operated at an accelerat- 
ing voltage of 10 kv, the maximum current density which can be obtained 
at the screen is set by thermal velocity limitations. The current density 
which can be obtained at this limit, with conservative cathode loading 
that gives good CRT life, is considerably in excess of the current density 
which produces the maximum allowable phosphor loading. Likewise, 
the space-charge limitation on the maximum current density in the 
beam is not approached. We have tested tubes which provide maximum 
current densities in the focused spot of 20 to 100 ma/cm2 and beam 
currents in the range from 5 to 30 microamperes. 

These considerations might be interpreted to mean that the optimum 
CRT design would be one in which the accelerating voltage had been 
reduced to the point where electron optical and phosphor limitations 
are met at the same point. This is not the case, since uniformity of flux 
output and efficiency of the phosphor fall off rapidly with decreasing 
voltage. 
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3.2.5 Cathode Ray Tube Performance 

The performance of a cathode ray tube depends strongly on the 
fabrication techniques used in its assembly as well as its design. Therefore 
a "benchmark" is given at this point rather than a theoretical prediction 
of spot size. We have tested CRT's at an accelerating voltage of 10 kv 
and a beam current to the screen of 5 microamperes, which produce an 
undeflected spot size of 0.015 inch (90 per cent of the light within a 
0.015-inch square). Spot size in these tubes varies by at most 1.5 to 1 in 
a 256 X 256 array. 

3.3 Optics 

3.3.1 Requirement for Correction over a Wide Field Angle 

The basic optical system arrangement discussed here, in which the 
lenses are mounted in a plane with their axes parallel to the normal to 
the cathode ray tube screen, results in considerable simplification in the 
mounting of components and allows for more than one photographic 
storage area on each photographic plate. This arrangement requires that 
the lenses be corrected over the field angle between the ray from one 
corner of the CRT array to the lens farthest away from that corner in 
the diagonal direction. Thus, the lens must be well corrected over a 
half-field angle, which typically is 25° instead of the 10° or less sub- 
tended in the individual channel. 

3.3.2 Requirement on Uniformity of Illumination 

It is necessary that the illumination in the poorest channel of the 
system meet minimum requirements imposed by sampling considera- 
tions. A more critical requirement is that of uniformity of illumination 
within each channel, since variations here cause signal amplitude to 
vary from point to point and contribute to the probability of error in 
readout. 

The average illumination in a channel varies with the field angle of 
the channel to the center of the CRT. Within the channel, illumination 
varies with spot position on the CRT screen. The variation in any one 
channel is greater than the cube of the cosine of the channel field angle 
and may amount to 10 per cent in an on-axis channel and to 20 per cent 
or more in a channel at the edge of the field. An improvement in this 
per-ehannel variation has been obtained by placing a stop in front of 
the lens to vignette the high illumination side of the field. 
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3.3.3 Requirement on Condenser Lens 

Photocathodes show variations in sensitivity from point to point 
over their surface. Likewise, electron collection efficiency varies with 
position over the photocathode. Thus if the reading beam passing through 
the film were allowed to fall directly onto the photocathode, large fluctua- 
tions in signal amplitude as a function of beam position would result. 
The condenser lens is introduced to prevent this. It images the aperture 
of the lens onto the photocathode, and all flux passing through the photo- 
graphic storage area in the channel falls within this area. Ideally, this 
image is stationary and independent of the position of the reading beam. 
Condenser aberrations tend to cause the image on the multiplier to move 
with variations in position of the reading beam. This motion must be 
small compared to the image size on the photocathode. 

3.3.4 Optical Requirements of the Optical Beam Encoder 

In many cases, it is desirable to use lenses in the servo channels that 
are faster than those in the information storage channels, since the 
feedback beam-positioning system operates at wide electrical bandwidths 
(e.g. 10 mc in maximum speed feedback beam-positioning systems) 
and because the beam is half covered by the servo edge at the readout 
position. Uniformity of illumination is more critical here, since it affects 
the spacing of the spots in the array at the CRT through the action of 
the feedback system. 

3.3.5 Lens Designs 

Almost all flying spot store designs result in the choice of lenses which 
are not diffraction-limited. This is a result of the fairly wide spacing of 
stored information used to minimize the effect of blemishes on the de- 
veloped photographic storage plate. Thus, illumination and aberration 
performance are the critical lens characteristics. 

The number of channels that may be used is limited by the field 
angle of good correction and good illumination that may be obtained 
with a given design. It also depends on the outside diameter of the lens 
mount. A lens designed to cover a relatively narrow half-field angle such 
as 15° will be much smaller in mount diameter than one which will cover 
30° without vignetting. Thus, it may be desirable in some cases to use 
different lens designs and channel spacings in different areas of the lens 
array. 

Two design modes are possible. A relatively narrow field design, such 
as a triplet, may be used over its limited field of view with efficient 
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channel packing, due to the small barrel-to-aperture ratio in this design. 
At the other extreme, a very wide angle lens may be used over a wide 
field with poorer channel packing efficiency. 

A moderate field angle lens of the six-element double-Gauss type has 
been used in experimental work with excellent results. A 25° half field 
may be obtained at f/S relative aperture and channel magnification in 
the range from 4:1 to 6:1. The diameter and length of this design are 
relatively large, and illumination has been found to fall off at a rate 
greater than the cube of the cosine of the field angle. Tessar types have 
also been used which show only slightly poorer performance at these 
field angles. 

The image characteristic important in lenses for a flying spot store is 
measured in terms of contrast at the spacing of the stored information 
in a flat focal plane. The lens must be designed to concentrate the maxi- 
mum flux into the individual bit storage cell rather than to concentrate 
it into a sharp core surrounded by flare. The flare light in such a lens 
may not deteriorate photographic performance, due to its low density, 
but it does reduce the difference between the minimum "1" and the 
maximum "0", since it may represent a sizable fraction of the total 
light in the reading beam. All measurements of lens performance have 
been made in terms of the sine wave response or by methods which al- 
low us to determine the fraction of the light falling within a specified 
area. The method of measurement is described in another paper in this 
issue.4 

Distortion is not critical, because the stored information is written 
through the lens that it is later read through. 

3.4 Pholomultipliers 

3.4.1 Photo cathode Sensitivity 

The type S-Il photocathode has a wide region of high sensitivity and 
is well matched to most of the phosphors suitable for use in flying spot 
stores. This photocathode is the most efficient of the types commercially 
available. Photocathode sensitivities of 0.040 microamperes/microwatt, 
averaged over the photocathode, can be obtained at 3900 A. This cor- 
responds to a quantum efficiency of 12.7 per cent. 

3.4.2 Noise, and Current Amplification 

Noise in the photomultiplier detector plays an extremely important 
role. Provided it is no greater than shot noise, a very wide range of 
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Fig. 6 — Noise power spectrum for photomultiplier. 

systems can be built. Early studies on photomultipliers revealed noise 
in the anode current which was in excess of the expected shot noise 
by 20 db or more, plus sudden changes of total amplification by a factor 
of two or more. These anomalies caused great concern, since they would 
have seriously limited both the range of stores which could be built 
and the system reliability. It was found that the anomalous noise was 
associated with the piling up of "after-pulses." In a new design, "after- 
pulsing" and the sudden amplification changes in time have been largely 
eliminated. Tubes of this design show noise which is very little in excess 
of shot noise under the operating conditions commonly encountered in 
the flying spot store. Current amplification up to 106 at anode current 
levels of 350 microamperes can be obtained in this design without in- 
crease in noise power at the output due to regeneration. A measured 
noise power spectrum typical of those obtained for tubes of this type is 
given in Fig. 6. 

IV. SAMPLING CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1 Sources of Error 

Fluctuations in signal amplitude which affect probability of error in 
readout from an information channel include spot size and intensity 
variations at the CRT, phosphor blemishes, noise and gain variations 
in the PMT, blemishes on the developed photographic plates, CRT 
beam-positioning error, optical error and information sampler error. 
This section discusses means which have been used to minimize the 
probability of error due to these factors. Approximate criteria for al- 
lowable error probabilities are given, and the way in which early sam- 
pler designs were arrived at is described. 
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4.1 .i Variation in CRT Spot Size and Shape 

Local variations in spot size as well as variations which arc a function 
of deflection angle are found in electrostatically deflected CRT's. In 
general, the distribution of intensity in the spot is not cylindrically sym- 
metric. The straightforward way used to control error due to this varia- 
tion is to set spot spacing on the basis of the poorest spot in the array. 

4.1.2 InicnsUij Variations at the CRT Screen 

It has been found that the flux level varies from spot to spot on the 
CRT screen. When one set of spots is used more frequently than the 
others in a flying spot store the situation is further aggravated, since the 
phosphor fatigues more rapidly at these spots. In the case of a F-16 
screen, the initial fatigue rate is rapid, but the rate decreases with time 
and a quasi-equilibrium state is reached after a few weeks. Thus, prc- 
aging of the tubes helps reduce signal fluctuations due to this cause. 
Even so, after a few weeks of continuous operation spot-to-spot flux 
variations of as much as ±15 per cent have been observed. 

In the flying spot store, a narrowband feedback control system which 
acts on beam current is used to hold average intensity constant to 
within ±1 per cent. However, this circuit does not compensate for spot- 
to-spot variations in intensity. Such variations affect probability of error 
in two ways. The feedback beam-positioning system locks the image of 
the beam to a mechanical reference edge located in one of the servo chan- 
nels.1-2 An electrical "half-light" reference determines the final beam 
position. If a constant electrical signal were used as reference, beam 
position with respect to the storage location would vary with spot in- 
tensity. Beam-positioning error Is especially serious, since it results in 
highly dependent hit-error probabilities. To reduce this serious source of 
error, one channel of the system is used to sense the flux level at each 
spot. Its electrical output is used to provide a dynamic half-light refer- 
ence for the feedback beam-positioning system, which is nearly correct 
for all spots within the range from +20 per cent to —50 per cent of 
average intensity. 

Even when the beam is correctly positioned, spot-to-spot variations 
in intensity contribute to signal amplitude fluctuations in the informa- 
tion storage channels. The sampler circuit has been designed to operate 
properly with these distributions in signal amplitude. 

4.1.3 I'hosphor Blemishes 

The best screens made by commercial setting techniques have been 
found to have a few phosphor blemishes of a maximum diameter of 0.004 
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inch per tube. Phosphor screen blemishes give rise to dependent bit- 
error probabilities in a word, which cannot be reduced by means of 
redundancy in the stored word. The use of spot spacings larger than the 
spot diameter is a straightforward way of minimizing phosphor blemish 
effects, but this is very costly in terms of capacity. 

Phosphor blemish specifications are arrived at by considering their 
effect on readout. Clearly, no CRT screen with a phosphor blemish 
exceeding one spot diameter in extent may be used, since a blemish of 
this size would displace the writing beam enough to superpose some of 
the stored information. Some smaller blemishes can be tolerated, but 
the probability of occurrence of two such blemishes separated by one 
spot diameter or less must be negligible. 

4.1.4 PMT Current Amplification Variations 

Variations in current amplification in the PMT can easily introduce 
error by causing some of the signals representing "I's" and "O's" to fall 
outside the corresponding discrimination levels in the sampling circuit. 
PMT's generally show an initial increase in current amplification fol- 
lowed by a slow, steady decrease over a long time, which is due to de- 
crease in the secondary emission ratio of the high-current dynodes. A 
stabilizer circuit has been built which holds the over-all PMT current 
amplification constant to within ±10 per cent without adjustment for 
relatively long periods of time. 

4.1.5 PMT Noise 

As has been shown in Section 2.2.2, the electrical signal-to-noise ratio 
is determined very largely by the shot-noise-in-signal. The standard de- 
viation of the electrical fluctuation noise in the channel is given by a = 
m(2eA/c/a)l/2. In a typical application, A/c — 1 me, Ia — 350 micro- 
amperes and m — 1.5. The calculated value of a in this case is 5.8 micro- 
amperes. A ±3o- variation then corresponds to about ±7.5 per cent. 

4.1.6 Flux Variations Within and Between Channels 

Variations in flux level within and between channels lower both the 
optical discrimination ratio and window, and contribute to the probabil- 
ity of error. By the use of vignetting blades and varying stop sizes, flux 
variations within and between channels are limited to ±10 per cent. 
This allows the use of a constant exposure time for all spots in plate- 
making, and makes it possible to use the same sampler circuit with both 
on-axis and off-axis channels. 
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4.1.7 Storage Plate Blemishes 

A few blemishes are found on the photographic storage plates after 
development. These may be due to defects in the material or may orig- 
inate during handling or processing. 

One can arrive at a storage plate blemish4'5 criterion from system 
operation requirements. In this discussion, a parallel channel arrange- 
ment is considered in which one bit of each word is placed in each storage 
area of the film plane. A storage plate blemish can then affect at most one 
bit of the stored word. Use of a single-error-correcting, double-error- 
detecting Hamming code makes it possible to detect single or double 
errors and correct single errors in each word.6 System requirements may 
impose the condition that all words must be correct or correctable. 
Thus, when the photographic storage plates are tested after preparation, 
any plate in which one or more words contam a double error is rejected. 
The practical problem is, therefore, that the probability of making a 
satisfactory set of plates in a small number of trials be high. 

As an example, we consider the case of a system in which one block 
of stored information consists of 30,000 19-bit words. Table II gives a 
summary of an arrangement which might be used. 

The efficiency is the amount of correct information obtainable from a 
set of plates over the total information on the plates (redundant bits 
plus stored bits). In order to employ the Hamming code, six additional 
channels are added and the complete word, including the redundant bits, 
is obtained in one readout. We now calculate the probability of the oc- 
currence of a noncorrcctable word. Assuming that the probability of an 
individual bit being in error, p, is small (p2 « p), the probability P of 
two errors occurring within a 25-bit word is given by 

If this expression is multiplied by the total number of words, w, the 

Table II — Single-Error-Correcting, Double-Error-Detecting 
Hamming Arrangement — System Parameters 

CRT Array Size  
Number of Channels 
Word Length  
Redundant Bits  

173 X 173 
25 
19 bits 
6 bits 

Double-Error Detection 
Readouts per Word  
Efficiency  

Single-Error Correction 5 bits 
1 bit 

1 
0.760 
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Table III — Probability of Making an Acceptable Set of Plates 

Probability of a noncorrectable word, P = 300 p1 

Average Number of Plates, U Individual Bit 
Probabilities, p X K)1 

2 
4 
6 

3.9 
4.5 

2.8 

average number of noncorrectable words, a, is obtained. That is, 

which for this example becomes 9 X 106p2, A reasonable and convenient 
assumption — that the distribution of double errors on the plates is 
Poisson — is made. It follows from this assumption that the probability 
of having no double errors on the plate isa0e~o/0! = e~a and that the 
average number of plates, U, which must be made to obtam an ac- 
ceptable plate, is just e". 

Table III gives the value of p corresponding to f/ = 2,4 and 6. Thus, 
from simple considerations of system requirements, a reasonable criterion 
for maximum individual bit-error probabilities due to storage plate 
blemishes can be found. If we wish to obtain a satisfactory set of plates 
in two or less trials on the average, p must be ^ 2.8 X 10~4 under the 
conditions of our example. Recent laboratory studies of the storage 
plate blemish problem indicate that this criterion will be easily met and 
in fact exceeded in practical systems.4 

Plate acceptance can also be based on a count of the single errors on a 
plate, without regard to the location of these errors, the acceptance 
count being such as to virtually guarantee that no double errors exist 
in a single word. Plate verification by this means is also faster. 

4,2 Estimate of Nondependent Error Rate 

An estimate of allowable bit-error rates from all nondependent error 
sources is now made. Since two plate errors do not occur in the same 
word in an acceptable plate, the most probable uncorrected errors result 
from the combination of a storage plate error and a single-bit error due 
to one or more nondependent error sources, or of two such nondepend- 
ent single-bit errors occurring within the same word. Thus, let pi be the 
probability of a bit being in error from all sources, other than storage 
plate blemish, which give rise to sensibly independent bit-error probabil- 
ities in a word. Assume that one uncorrected error every four hours in 
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the store readout is the maximum tolerable. For the 25-bit word of our 
previous example, the probability of a non correct able error is given by: 

X (2ppi + pi2) = GOOppi + 300pi2. 

In four hours, the number of incorrect readings is given by the product 
of the number of words read out and the probability that a word has 
a noncorrectable error. In a typical system, 2 X 106 words might be 
read every second. Therefore, in our example, 1 > (000 ppi + 300 
p,2) X 2 X 10B X 14,400. If v is 10~4, Vx < 5.8 X 10"°; if p is 10~6, 
p, < 5.8 X 10"8. 

As a "benchmark", it can be noted that, for Gaussian noise and ideal 
conditions, the calculated values of pi correspond to a minimum signal 
to rms noise power ratio of 21 db.7 

One method of fast and relatively uncomplicated system operation 
involves the abandonment of the double-error detection feature in 
reading out the information. The additional redundant channel is still 
used for parity check. Should the parity check fail, single-error correction 
is initiated. Konfailurc of the parity check is taken to mean that the 
word is correct. 

4.3 Beam-Positioniiui Error 

Beam-positioning error can give rise to highly dependent bit-error 
prol:abilities. In the preceding discussion, this error was assumed to be 
zero. The feedback Imam-positioning systems which have been built 
generally position the beam to within ±to spot diameter of the center 
of the bit storage cell. It has been found that this degree of misposition- 
ing causes little degradation in over-all system signal-to-noise ratio.4 

However, when an occasional larger misposition occurs due to noise in 
the servo system, many fits in a word can be affected. Dependent errors 
of this type cannot bo completely overcome by the means that have just 
been described. If the sampling circuit responds more slowly than the 
positioning circuit it is possible to hide rapid short duration mispositions 
from the information channels. If it can be determined that a misposi- 
tion error has occurred during sampling, the system can be arranged to 
repeat the sample. The error rate in an experimental system has been 
reduced using these techniques. 

4.4 Optical Disaiminalion Ratio and Optical Discrimination TlTwrfow 

The information sampler circuit must be designed to work with the 
flux distributions representing "I's" and "0's" at the photocathode. 
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These distributions are a function of spot size; intensity variations and 
the distribution in intensity in the flux from the cathodoluminescent 
spot at the CRT screen; spot spacing in the CRT array; phosphor blem- 
ishes; halo and reflections in the CRT faceplate; optical aberrations; 
exposure time; film density and contrast and many others. At the time 
design was started these distributions were not known. However, experi- 
mental data were available on the minimum amplitude signal for a "1" 
and the maximum amplitude signal for a "0" when the "worst" spots 
were read by a spot of average flux level at the CRT. Two parameters 
chosen to be used with these data are optical discrimination ratio, 
-Sopticai , and optical discrimination window, IFopticai ■ Optical discrimi- 
nation ratio is given by SopUcai = S/A', where S is the photocathode 
current corresponding to the lowest-amplitude "1" read by a spot of 
average flux level at the CRT screen, and N is similarly defined for the 
highest-amplitude "0". Optical discrimination window is given by 
TToptical — S — N, measured in terms of photocathode current. 

4.5 Worst-Circuit Approach to Combination of Errors 

Since the amplitude distributions are not precisely known and since 
limits are known in most cases, the "worst-circuit" approach has been 
used in the design of the sampler circuit. 

Let the maximum variations of each of k individual noise sources be 
±afi. Then the minimum discrimination ratio that is presented to the 
sampler is: 

Likewise, it is seen that the discrimination window at the sampler cir- 
cuit is reduced from A (A — N) amperes to: 

amperes, where A is the total amplification (in PMT and sampler cir- 
cuit) up to the point where the sampler actually discriminates between 
a "1" and a "0". It is clear that the sampler discrimination levels for 
a "1" and "0" must be set within this window. These considerations 
are illustrated in Fig. 7. 

Economic samplers having the band widths required for use in flying 
spot stores (~1 mc) do not have zero window width and, in addition, 
constitute a small but nonncgligible error source, due to component 

£{1 — «)){! — af) - ■ • _ S jj (I — or,) 
N{1 + <*0(1 + <*2) • • • N tJi (1 -f «.)' 

(12) 

(13) 
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aging, power supply drift and residual error due to past history. An 
example follows: 

Estimated Error Source Variations 
Photomultiplicr Noise ±7.5% 
Photomultiplier Gain Variation ±10% 
Light Variation Due to Optics (Within and Between ±10% 

Channels) 
'Light Variation Due to Phosphor (With Intensity Servo) ±5.0% 
Positioning and Sampler Error ±10% 
Minimum Optical Discrimination Ratio, /fupuoni 23:1 
Minimum Optical Discrimination Window, IP.pti™! 1.5 X 10""® amperes 

Other Design Information 
Minimum Window at Photomultiplier output, 7... 3.0 X 10-4 amperes 

The discrimination levels for "I" and "0" in the information sampler 
circuit are set by the circuit design. Sufficient amplification must be 
provided so that the signal distributions found at the photocathode fall 
outside of the sampler discrimination levels as shown in Fig. 7. The 
total PMT and circuit gain required is given by 

 IW{R - 1)  
A' r k k -i. (14) 

IF 11 (1 - at) - n (! + at) 

For the example above A — 3.32 X 105. 
An approach somewhat better than worst circuit can be taken by 

assuming normality of the distributions when physical reasoning tells us 
that the true distributions cannot be far from normal. However, the 
complete problem involves not only the probability that a signal shall 
exceed certain bounds for a certain percentage of the time but also the 
indicator, or sampler response. Thus, the requirements on the sampling 
circuit response prior to and during the sample period must have satis- 
fied a certain criterion. In a simple instance, the criterion might be that 
the integral of the signal pulse noise in the period of sampling remain 
within a certain bound. 

4.6 Information Sampler Design 

An early electron tube sampler design is shown in Fig. 8. The first 
stage supplies gain and frequency equalization for the PMT anode cir- 
cuit cutoff, and sets the bias voltage level at the suppressor grid of the 
following stage. The second stage employs a vacuum tube with two con- 
trol grids. Coincident gating is accomplished in this stage by applying 
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Fig. 8 — Information sampler circuit. 

the signals representing "I's" and "0's" to the suppressor grid and a 
sampling pulse to the control grid. The bias set at the suppressor grid 
by the first stage is such that the maximum amplitude "0" does not 
take the tube above cutoff. Likewise, the minimum amplitude "1" car- 
ries the tube into the region of operation where output signal is only a 
function of the size of the sample pulse. The output stage is a pulse 
amplifier arranged to drive a low-impedance cable. 

V. DISCUSSION 

5.1 InlmlucHon of System Requirements 

Maximum store cycle time is set by the intended application, and the 
phosphor type is then chosen on the basis of its speed of response and 
efficiency, because of the strong effect which these variables have on 
beam-positioning time. The phosphor type sets the maximum screen 
loading which can be used. In high-speed systems, the type S-U photo- 
cathode is usually chosen because of its high efficiency and good match 
to the emission spectrum of the fast phosphors. The minimum CRT- 
accelerating voltage, consistent with the requirements on the number of 
spots to he resolved, spot size uniformity and flux uniformity, is then 
selected, since this minimizes deflection amplifier power and since, in 
any case, the additional beam current and power density available at 
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higher accelerating voltages could not be used due to the phosphor 
loading limit. 

Since the number of spots which can be resolved and the total flux 
both increase with the size of the CRT screen, this dimension is usually 
made as large as space or the existing technology will allow and, in order 
to obtain maximum capacity with minimum equipment, the number of 
spots on the screen is often set at the maximum number which can be 
resolved. The degree of resolution required is set by sampling consider- 
ations. Channel capacity is set at the maximum number of bits which 
can be resolved, to provide the maximum number of stored words of a 
specified length. These factors set spot size and, together with phosphor 
efficiency and screen loading, they determine the maximum flux per 
spot. 

From the foregoing, it is seen that, once store cycle time and channel 
capacity have been fixed by the intended application, the only independ- 
ent variable left in the determination of the optical acquisition factor, 
hgi, is the sampling time, since signal-to-noise ratio in sampling is also 
set by system requirements. Fortunately, fairly wide latitude is possible 
in the choice of kg2 in the case where sampling time is a small part of total 
cycle time. 

5.2 Determination of Channel Parameters 

The usable area in the lens plane approaches the area intercepted by a 
cone of half angle equal to the maximum field angle of the lens for low 
values of the ratio of screen height to focal length, where the variation 
in spot position in the array accounts for little of the total field angle. 
Screen height, h,, is made large to maximize flux and channel capacity. 
If the ratio K/f.i. is made small, long optical systems result (assuming 
1/il/ > I). Thus, we see that efficient production of flux demands the 
use of a large CRT and that efficient use of this flux precludes the use 
of very short optical systems. Therefore, increasing capacity and speed 
almost invariably result in increasing system dimensions. 

Having fixed the value of he/f.\. and c, the minimum value of 1/il/ 
(and therefore the minimum system length) and the maximum /-num- 
ber lens which can be used in the channel while meeting the requirement 
of nonoverlapping film storage areas are found by proceeding along the 
ordinate in Fig. 3 at the required value of ka2 to the intersection with 
the curve drawn for the given value of /ts/f.l. and c, the lens spacing 
parameter. All points to the right require a lens with larger aperture, 
and hence smaller /-number, and result in a longer system. 
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The curves of Fig. 4 show the half-field angle which must be ob- 
tained to set a specified value of in 40, 100 and 250 nonoverlapping 
channels, and demonstrate the relationships between ha/f.l., c and num- 
ber of channels. They also demonstrate that a wide range of systems in 
terms of capacity and number channels can be realized, all providing a 
value of kg-> sufficiently high to permit sampling in fractional microsecond 
times at high signal-to-noise ratios. 
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Optics and Photography in the 

Flying Spot Store 

By M. B. PURVIS, G. V. DEVERALL and D, R. HERRIOTT 

(Manuscript received November 3, 1958) 

The flying spot store is a semipermanent binary information storage 
system in which a cathode ray tube display is imaged on photographic emul- 
sion by parallel optical channels. One section of the lens system provides the 
cathode ray tube with spot-positioning information for a closed-loop servo; 
the remainder of the channels are used for storage of the desired information. 
This paper discusses some of the optical and. photographic problems to be 
considered in the construction of a flying spot store. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The experimental electronic switching system uses as its large, semi- 
permanent memory a flying spot store which has been developed to 
meet the needs of the system.* The flying spot store holds the telephone 
translation records and the operational program. Because it is desirable 
to handle this information on a word-organized basis, many parallel 
optical channels are desired. 

Stores of several capacities and configurations have been proposed.3 

Discussion in this paper will be limited to the optical and photographic 
problems of an initial laboratory model flying spot store assembled to 
show the feasibility of the switching system at as early a date as possible,2 

and to bench tests of an optical configuration proposed for a store of 
approximately two million bits capacity. In each instance, reference is 
made to optical channels containing the stored information and to the 
optics of the closed-loop beam positioning servo. 

* The system was described in a paper1 in a previous issue of this publica- 
tion, The flying spot store2 has been described in a previous issue and system 
considerations3 of the flying spot store are discussed elsewhere in this issue. These 
articles provide pertinent background for this paper. 

403 
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11. SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS 

2.1 Flux Distribution 

Fig. I shows the physical nature of a single channel. An optical chan- 
nel consists of an objective lens, a photographic plate, a condenser lens 
and a photomultiplier tube. Ref. 2 points out the limits of the physical 
parameters involved in the realization of a flying spot store. The maxi- 
mum flux per unit area which can be obtained from the phosphor screen 
on the cathode ray tube is the limiting physical parameter. The cathode 
ray tube characteristics which also influence optical system performance 
include light scattering within the phosphor, which affects the distribu- 
tion of light within the spot; halo; defocusing of the spot with deflec- 
tion; and local variations of light output with beam position, due to 
defects in the phosphor. The cathode ray tube face plate is one of the 
optical elements of the system. 

The radiant flux required at the photocathodc of the photomultiplier 
can, within the limitations of phosphor efficiency and aging characteris- 
tics, be achieved even for very high speed systems with lenses of relatively 
high/ number. The lens aperture and focal length and the system magni- 
fication ratio may be selected to give as little as 1/45,000 of the 1500 
microwatts total flux from a typical spot operated at the phosphor load- 
ing limit of a P-16 screen and yet operate at an output circuit bandwidth 
of 10 mc. 

At the image plane, flux distribution within the spot is important. The 
flux density of the spot focused at the image plane must be sufficiently 
high to produce a relatively dense spot for an exposure time of a few 

PHOTOGRAPHIC 
I PLATE 

LENS PHOTO- 
MULTIPLIER 

CONDENSER 
LENS 

Fig. 1 — Single information channel of a flying spot store. 
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hundred microseconds. Flux levels which meet the signal-to-noise re- 
quirements of the photomultiplier will produce such spots in emulsions 
which are characterized by the spectroscopic types readily available. 
These are generally high-contrast, blue sensitive emulsions of medium 
to low granularity. 

2.2 Information Channels Organization 

In a multiple-channel store one or more bits from each word may be 
stored in each information storage area of the photographic plate. In 
general, the number of channels may be made equal to or greater than 
the word length, so that a single beam positioning yields a readout of the 
entire word. The total storage capacity is seen to be equal to the number 
of spots on the cathode ray tube raster times the number of channels 
viewing the raster. The maximum number of channels depends on the 
maximum off-axis angle at which the objective lens may be used and the 
limit of the flux level required at the photocathode. The off-axis angle 
and the distance from lens to cathode ray tube screen fix the size of the 
lens board. The number of lenses which may be placed in this area is a 
function of the diameter of the lens barrel and the magnification ratio 
of the system. Because the image areas may not overlap, the magnifica- 
tion ratio is usually less than 1 and decreases with increasing numbers 
of channels. Magnification may be selected such that both adjacent lens 
barrels and condenser systems have suitable mounting space. For a given 
flux level at the photocathode, the number of spots on the phosphor- 
loading-limited cathode ray tube will have to be decreased with increas- 
ing numbers of channels, since the spot size must be increased to provide 
more flux with the increasing / number of the objective lens. The general 
problem, then, is to ascertain the required number of addresses for the 
system application and predicate as large a spot size as feasible within 
the limitations of the cathode ray tube raster. Following this, a lens 
must be sought with an adequate field angle to allow enough parallel 
channels for the length of the word required by the system. 

The exposure of the photographic plates containing the stored informa- 
tion is carried out by the store itself, under control of an external ex- 
posure unit. A shuttering system, normally open, is used to close off all 
image areas except the one to be written. The information to be stored 
is organized image area by image area and read to the store from mag- 
netic tape. When a complete plate has been written, it is removed, proc- 
essed and reinserted in the store. Optical variations between lenses in 
quadrants otherwise symmetrical preclude exchange of plates between 
quadrants or between parallel stores. 
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2.3 Optical Channels of the Closed-Loop Beam-Positioning Servo 

The optical channels of the closed-loop beam-positioning servo provide 
the spatial division of the cathode ray tube raster area by means of code 
plates fixed in the image plane. Code plates are required for both the x 
and y coordinates, so that readout from the photomultipliers of these 
channels gives a spot's address on the raster in both coordinates in 
parallel binary words. 

Beam positioning is accomplished by comparing the position readout 
of the servo channels with the desired address and deriving therefrom 
an error signal, which is used to deflect the beam to the desired position. 

With these aspects of the system in hand, the individual characteris- 
tics of the optical and photographic elements of the system may be 
analyzed with respect to their contribution to system performance. 

III. OPTICAL DISCRIMINATION RATIO 

3.1 Definition 

The measure of success of the optical system in performing its func- 
tion in the flying spot store can be determined from a single parameter, 
the optical discrimination ratio, which is defined as follows: 

S(l, min) *^<0, max) 
P a ' Off) .max) 

where p is the optical discrimination ratio, Si,mm is the relative ampli- 
tude of the minimum "1" in the channel, and So,max is the relative ampli- 
tude of the maximum "0" in the channel. 

All elements in the optical path — cathode ray tube, objective lens, 
photographic plate, condenser lens and photomultiplier — may be 
evaluated with respect to the effect they have upon the discrimination 
ratio. 

3.2 Experimental Approach 

Photography may be discussed in terms of many different parame- 
ters, but the most fundamental difference for the flying spot store ap- 
plication is whether one uses opaque spots on a clear background (nega- 
tive) or clear spots on an opaque background (positive). A negative 
plate and a positive plate, as used in one information channel of the 
laboratory model of the flying spot store, are shown in Fig. 2. 

It has been verified by experiment that it is very desirable to use a 
positive plate instead of a negative plate in the image plane. The positive 
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Fig, 2 — Positive and neKative information storage plates. 

plate gives an appreciable gain in the discrimination ratio of the opticil 
system. Since this gain is often a factor of two or more, it is necessary to 
restrict the photographic emulsions to those which can be readily and 
reliably reversed in processing. This requirement, together with the 
speed requirement, reduces the possible emulsions to a very small num- 
ber. Fig. 3 shows the basic quantities of the optical discrimination ratio 
for either negative or positive plates. 

The following experimental procedure describes the method of measur- 
ing the optical discrimination ratio for positive plates. (The procedure 
applies equally for negative plates.) 

A lens or array of lenses is set up together with the other optical ele- 
ments of a flying spot store, and arrays of spots are written on a photo- 
graphic plate. These spots are wiitten in two ways: first, as isolated 
clear spots on the emulsion (1's) surrounded by dark spots (0's); second, 
as arrays of boxes in which a 0 is surrounded by I's, as shown in Fig. 4. 
After the arrays are written, the photographic plate is removed, proc- 
essed, reinserted in its original position and read out with the same ex- 
perimental setup. The minimum 1 («Si>inin) and the maximum 0 (»S'l,1„u,x), 
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CLEAR(UNEXPOSED) ■ EMULSION 
■ CLEAR CENTER OF BOX 

(MINIMUM ONE) 

BLACK SPOT 
(MAXIMUM ZERO) 

■ BLACK (EXPOSED) EMULSION 

NEGATIVE PLATE 

CLEAR (EXPOSED) EMULSION 
CLEAR SPOT (MINIMUM ONE) 

BLACK CENTER OF BOX (MAXIMUM ZERO) 
• BLACK (UNEXFOSEO) EMULSION 

POSITIVE PLATE 

Fig. 3 — Definition of optical discrimination ratio. 

as determined by the relative photomultiplier response of the channel, 
are then used to determine p. 

The instrumentation for such tests must be very stable both electri- 
cally and mechanically, and also must permit measurements to be made 
at considerable distances off the system axis. Since conventional lens 
benches did not prove satisfactory, a standard machine shop surface 
plate was used to mount the various parts of the system, as shown in 
Fig. 5. This type of bench, together with the usual box parallels, straight 
edges, milling machine cross slides and rotary motions ordinarily found 

INCH 

Fig. 4 — Enlargement of an array used to determine optical discrimination ratio. 
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r 

Fig. 5 — Typical experimental setup for optical measurements. 

iii a machine shop, has supplied the rigidity and versatility necessary 
in three-dimensional optical measurements. 

While specific test results are inevitably a function of the many vari- 
ables of the system, optical discrimination ratios of 10 to 1 or better 
may be achieved using a 6-inch//8 lens corrected for field angles to 25° 
imaging 0.018-inch cathode ray tube spots on 0.021-iiich centers at 4 to 1 
reduction. 

IV. DISCRIMINATION RATIO AS A FUNCTION OF RESOLUTION 

4.1 Cathode Eay Tube Resolution 

The maximum cathode ray tube resolution is determined by the light 
intensity distribution in the spot achieved by the tube. It has been ex- 
perimentally verified that shrinking-raster methods of measuring spot 
size may be in error by as much as a factor of two when compared with 
results based on energy considerations. The intensity distribution of 
light within the spot is essentially Gaussian: 

I = 
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Fig. G — Ueticle used to sitnulute intensity distribution of euthode ray tube spot. 

A square whose side is 4cr will contain 90 per cent of the energy of the 
spot. A mechanical simulation of the light source for initial test work was 
produced by making a reticle in the shape of a "Gaussian star," (Fig. 0) 
which, when imaged through a microscope, gives a light spot whose in- 
tensity distribution is Gaussian. Suitable filters effectively simulate the 
desired spectral region. A cathode ray tube, as characterized in Ref. 2, 
with a 256 X 256 array of 0.018-inch spots on 0.021-mch centers would 
present an object plane 5.4 inches on a side and could be contained on 
a 10-inch tube. In the laboratory model store, a 3-inch raster of 64 X 64 
spots is used on a 7-inch tube. Clearly, as the limiting resolution of the 
cathode ray tube is approached, the problems of deflection defocusing, 
phosphor aging, phosphor blemishes and uniformity of the phosphor 
screen become more and more important. If the cathode ray tube spot 
varies with time in any of the parameters mentioned above, the value 
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of iSi.min will also vary and tend to be smaller. If the apparent position 
of the spot on the tube face varies for any reason, both £i,mm will be 
decreased and jS'o.mas will be increased, with a resultant decrease in p, 
the discrimination ratio. 

4.2 Lens Resolution 

The objective lenses used in a flying spot store image the spots from 
the flat face of the cathode ray tube onto the photographic plate. The 
phosphor screen of the cathode ray tube must either be planar or ap- 
proaching planar quality or the objective lens must have a small aper- 
ture so that the depth of focus and field curvature characteristic of the 
lens can absorb the deviation. In general, this would be possible only 
with low-resolution systems working close to system axis, such as the 
laboratory model which employs a cathode ray tube face plate with a 
30-inch radius of curvature. The 10-inch tube with a 256 X 250 array 
will require a flat faceplate. 

The objective lens must be designed to have very little curvature of 
field. The Petzval lens of the laboratory model, which exhibits excellent 
resolution characteristics on axis, also had satisfactory curvature of 
field at its aperture of /, 13. In later flying spot store designs, a lower 
/-number lens was required and, for this problem, the curvature of field 
of the Petzvul design is much too great, and, therefore, a six-clement, 
double-Gauss type of objective lens was used. While the influence of 
several aberrations may bo eliminated by writing and reading through 
the same opt ical channel, any aberrations which cause images of adjacent 
spots on the cathode ray tube to overlap must be reduced below that 
point. Chromatic aberration corrections are a function of the spectral 
emission characteristic of the phosphor. For example, P-IG phosphor 
emits energy over a relatively narrow spectral range, while P-24 phos- 
phor covers a much broader spectral region. Therefore, the chromatic 
correction for a lens is smaller with P-16 phosphor than with the use of 
P-24 phosphor. 

4.3 Rxpcrimeitlal i]fcast(rements on Lens Resolution 

The resolution of the various lenses that have been tested has been 
determined by two different means. 

4.3.1 Mcasurenienl of Contrast 

The contrast of the lens is measured by determining its sine wave 
response, using the technique described by W. Herriott4 and D, R. 
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Fig, 7 — Equipment for measuring sine wave response of lenses. 

Herriott.6 This method has the advantage of speed in routine testing and 
permits both inspection and determination of the precise conjugates 
which optimize the operation of each particular lens in the flying spot 
store. The lens bench equipment used in measuring the sine wave re- 
sponse is shown in Fig. 7. 

The contrast of the image of a sinusoidal target as a function of target 
spacing through focus on a lens sample is shown in Fig. 8. 

4.3.2 Measurement of the "System" Conditions 

This method involves the use of the image analyzer shown in Fig. 9. 
This instrument, designed by D. R. Herriott, consists of a microscope 
that images the spot on a square aperture of variable size. Behind the 
aperture is mounted a photomultiplier tube. A beam-dividing prism and 
eyepiece allow visual observation of the spot. Measuring spot size in 
either the image or object plane consists of determining the aperture 
size which contains 90 per cent of the light, which may be considered a 
measurement of spot size as defined above. If the aperture is set at an 
opening small compared to the spot size, the image analyzer or the spot 
may be traversed to measure the intensity distribution of the spot or, 
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Fig. f) — Image analyzer. 

of course, the square aperture can be replaced by a slit and the intensity 
distribution measured in that way. 

In operation, the square aperture is centered on the image by both 
the visual observation provided and by maximizing of the electrical out- 
put at a suitable aperture. The electrical signal is then recorded as the 
aperture is driven through its range of opening. Such a recording is 
shown in Fig, 10. The percentage of light incident upon various-sized 
squares is meaningful, in a system sense, since the square array used on 
the cathode ray tube assigns a square area to each bit of information. 
If the image quality of the lens is such that this percentage of incident 
light is relatively low for a square whose side is the spot spacing, then 
the remaining light must fall on adjacent areas, and the discrimination 
ratio will he reduced. Experience has shown that a 6-inch f/8 lens cor- 
rected for a 25° field angle, as characterized in T?ef. 2, may be expected 
to yield 90 per cent of the energy from a cathode ray tube spot into a 
square whose size is the spot spacing at the image plane. 

4.4 Pholographic Emulsion 

The resolution used in the flying spot stores now under investigation 
does not approach the resolution of the currently available photographic 
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Fig. 10 — Percentage of light incident upon a square aperture for a 6-inch//8 
lens and a 0.015-inch diameter cathode ray tube spot. 

emulsions; therefore, the granularity of emulsion is not a limiting factor. 
However, care must be taken to avoid dust particles or emulsion blem- 
ishes which would affect readout of the store. With the resolutions now 
being considered, neither dust nor blemishes poses a serious problem. 

V. UNIFORMITY OF ILLUMINATION 

After a flying spot store has been designed so that the cathode ray 
tube supplies enough light and the photomultipliers receive enough, it is 
still necessary to provide the same flux level through the various channels 
and uniform flux over the field of each individual channel. 

s.i L'niformitij as Influenced by the Objective Lens 

The problem of uniformity of illumination from channel to channel 
must he considered at the image plane, where the radiant flux varies as 
cos4#, and in the photoraultiplier output. Both variations may be cor- 
rected to within ±10 per cent by making the lens stop diameter a func- 
tion of the position of the lens relative to the system axis. To make the 
light more uniform over the field of a particular lens, a front stop or 
"vignetting blade" is used to partially compensate for the cos4# and 
vignetting effects. Operating uniformity to ±10 per cent can ho achieved 
by these methods. Fig. 11 shows the effect of adding vignetting blades. 
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Fig. 11 — Uniformity of illumination across the field of the information chan- 
nel lenses, showing illumination across the field of the lens on (a) the system axis 
and (b) tne outside of the lens array. 

5.2 Uniformity as Influenced by the Condenser Lens 

The condenser lens in each optical channel is mounted at an angle to 
the photographic plate such that its optical axis passes through the 
center of its objective lens stop. This type of mounting allows the con- 
denser system to operate on axis. The requirements that must be met 
by the condenser are that it shall image the objective lens stop and pass 
the intercepted light with a minimum loss to the photomultiplier. Since 
the light intercepted for any given address on the cathode ray tube lies 
in a rather small cone, which may pass through any zone of the condens- 
ing lens, the condenser must be corrected for spherical aberration to pre- 
vent the image from moving too greatly on the photomultiplier tube face. 
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Even rather small motions of the image are important, since the photo- 
cathodes of the photomultiplier tubes may be quite nominiform in re- 
sponse, as shown in Fig. 12, and the resultant variation in photomulti- 
plier tube output reduces the discrimination ratio as defined above. 

In practical systems, it is necessary to provide adequate mounting 
space between channels for the lens, photographic plates and condens- 
ers. Because the condenser is mounted at an angle so as to be working 
on axis, it must be spaced some distance behind the photographic plate 
and therefore must be of larger aperture. The selection of magnification 
should be made to give just adequate mounting space for both the lens 
and condenser. This usually provides enough space between adjacent 
image areas for mounting parts. As the speed of the objective lens is 
increased, the angle of the cone of light passing through a point of the 
photographic material likewise increases, requiring larger condenser 
apertures. 

VI. THE OPTICS OF THE SERVO SYSTEM 

The spot of light on the cathode ray tube is positioned to a given ad- 
dress in the raster by means of a servo system. 

6.1 The Laboratory il/odel Servo Optics 

In the laboratory model, a cylinder lens forms a line of light which is 
focused on a code plate. This code plate is made so that the complete x 

- z 

Fig. 12 — Sensitivity variation over photocathode on typical photomultiplier. 
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address of the cathode ray tube spot is given directly in the binary or 
Gray code. Another cylinder lens and code plate oriented at a 90° angle 
to the first gives the y address. Individual Lucite light pipes gather the 
light for each address bit from behind the code plate and conduct it to 
the photomultiplier tube. A unique cylinder lens system based on the 
Petzval design was used in the laboratory model. The line of light formed 
by the servo lens is about four inches long, and there is a considerable 
variation in intensity along this line, in spite of a front rectangular stop 
used to control the intensity distribution along the line. As in the case 
of the spherical Petzval, the curvature of field of the cylinder lens is quite 
severe and, over a fiat image plane, this results in a 4-to-l line-width 
variation. Although the lens performance is undesirable, the flying spot 
store has been operated very successfully. 

6.2 Spherical Lens Servo Optics 

When systems with many channels are considered, the use of a spheri- 
cal lens encoder requiring one lens per address bit is preferred. Fig. 13 
shows a sample lens assembly for a single channel. For example, a 256 x 
256 array would require 16 servo channels (28 = 256) to read out the x 
and y coordinates of a cathode ray tube spot in binary form. 

The cathode ray tube spot is positioned reproducibly to within xo 
spot diameter by an analog method which assures that the image of the 
cathode ray tube spot in the servo channel lies half on and half off the 
controlling reference edge. The analog part of the servo response, as seen 

Fig. 13 — Sample lens assembly. 
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Fig. 14 — Optical crossover characteristic of servo system. 

by the photonuiltiplier tube, should be of the form shown in Fig. 14. 
This curve is referred to as the optical crossover characteristic of the 
servo. If the slope of the crossover is greater, the spot is more accurately 
positioned but the positioning operation must be slower. If the slope is 
less, the positioning accuracy is decreased and the scrvoing speed may 
be increased. 

Since the shape of this curve is important to the operation of the flying 
spot store, it must be controlled as accurately as possible. In the experi- 
mental electronic switching system, the crossover characteristic was 
controlled by defocusing the cylinder lens. In the spherical servo system, 
the same effect is produced and lens distortion eliminated as a problem 
by choosing a lens with an appreciable longitudinal chromatic aberration, 
and then photographing the servo code plates through the lens in red 
light, for which it is focused, and reading back with the blue-violet light 
produced by lM(j phosphor. Code plates produced for such a system are 
shown in Fig. 15. Another method of controlling crossover consists of 
using a combination of a weak cylinder lens and a spherical lens to pro- 
duce a short line of light. This line is oriented at a slight angle to the 
positioning edge so that, when the image of the spot crosses the edge, 
the crossover characteristic is produced. By shaping the stop of the lens 
and rotating the cylinder lens, it is possible to control the crossover quite 
closely. Fig. 10 shows an oscillogram obtained on a test bench and indi- 
cates the excellent control that can be achieved. The oscillogram shows 
the crossover obtained for a O.OOo-inch spot as imaged from a cathode 
ray tube and swept across alternate opaque and clear 0.010-inch bars. 

The accuracy with which the spot is positioned on the cathode ray 
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Fig. 15 — A set of master code plates for an optical beam encoder. 

tube has a direct effect upon the optical discrimination ratio. If, for read- 
out, the image of the spot is not centered exactly upon a clear spot in the 
emulsion, then the value of >Si,min is reduced and, for an opaque area, 
'S'o,mux is similarly increased. The servo system will misposition the cath- 
ode ray tube spot if the light level in a servo channel varies with time. 
For this reason, it is important to control the radiant flux produced by 
the cathode ray tube as the phosphor ages. 

/\/\/\ 

OPAQUE ESSa OPAQUE 

POSITION OF SCANNING BEAM RELATIVE 
TO THE CODE PLATE BAR PATTERN 

Fig. 16 — Oscillogram of the crossover characteristic of an optical beam encoder. 
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VII. TOLERANCES AND DEFECTS 

The major problem encountered in the construction of a flying spot 
store is that of distributing the mechanical, optical and electrical toler- 
ances so that an optimum design is achieved. 

For the laboratory experimental switching system, the spot spacing is 
so large, 0.048 inch, that the written spot may be "burned in" to a 
large size relative to the 4<t spot. Conventional reversal processing gives 
clean, clear spots and blacks with a density of 2.0 or more. Under these 
conditions, optical discrimination ratios of 50 can be maintained. 

A more difficult problem arises with higher resolution systems. A 
schematic drawing of this type of flying spot store is given in Fig. 17 
to show the servo system and a typical information channel. 

The servo channels are arranged in the form of a cross having its center 
on the axis of the system. The horizontal row of lenses controls the verti- 
cal position of the cathode ray tube spot and the vertical row, the hori- 

z, 

INFORMATION \ 
l 

CRT 
SPOT ~ 

Fig. 17 — Optics of servo system. 
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Fig. 18 — Motion of the servo-locked image in an information channel due to 
the change in the face plate thickness when the cathode ray tube is replaced. 

zontal position of the spot. This type of geometric arrangement relaxes 
the mechanical tolerances for initial positioning of the cathode ray tube. 

When a cathode ray tube must be replaced in the flying spot store, it is 
very desirable that the information in the store can be read without re- 
exposure of the plates. With the servo system shown in Fig. 17, and the 
present tolerances of cathode ray tube face plates, it is expected that a 
tube may be replaced without serious difficulty. Fig. 18, for example, 
shows a curve for the amount of spot motion, in the image plane, when 
the face-plate thickness of a cathode ray tube varies from tube to tube 
and the spot is locked to give a servo address. 

The effect of the movement of the image of the readout cathode ray 
tube spot relative to the written spot is shown in Fig. 19. The amount 
of movement permitted by the system will be determined by the cathode 
ray tube spot, size, the intensity distribution and spacing, the imaging 
quality of the lens, the exposure time, the emulsion speed and contrast 
and the photographic processing methods. 

Other elements in the optical system which influence the optical dis- 
crimination ratio are defects in the cathode ray tube phosphor and in the 
photographic plate. The optical discrimination ratio will be reduced if 
the cathode ray tube phosphor has blemishes which cause the servo sys- 
tem to crowd spots together, or if the aging of the phosphor is so severe 
that the radiant flux cannot be held constant by the intensity monitor. 
Any blemishes or dust particles on the photographic plate which block 
clear areas or produce unwanted clear areas will also reduce the discrimi- 
nation ratio. 
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Fig. 10 — Effect of mispositioning of readout spot relative to the written spot 
for a typical information channel using a positive plate. 

Experience with carefully made phosphors and standard photographic 
materials shows that, in both cases, adequate quality may be obtained 
to meet system requirements. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

An experimental laboratory model flying spot store has been built 
ami operated, and the feasibility of a multiplexed optical-photographic 
permanent memory has been demonstrated. Laboratory experiments on 
other possible optical systems have extended the art to demonstrate 
the feasibility of multichannel systems using a spherical lens optical 
beam encoder for servo control of the cathode ray tube spot. Studies of 
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tolerances on this system indicate satisfactory margins for reliable opera- 
tion can be achieved. 
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Beam-Positioning Servo System for the 

Flying Spot Store 

By L. E. GALLAHER 

(Manuscript received November 5, 1958) 

This paper describes the cathode ray tube beam-positioning servo system 
essential to the accurate and reliable microsecond access to the photographic 
information in the flying spot store. The characteristics of both the basic 
servo loop and its components are discussed and several variations of the 
basic scheme are compared in relation to the sijstem requirements. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The flying spot store, a large, high-speed semipermanent memory, 
has been described by Hoover, Staehler and Ketchledge.1 They have 
discussed the fundamental concepts and purposes of such a store and 
have clearly indicated that an essential feature of such a store is a servo- 
controlled positioning system. One form of such a positioning system 
has been described by them. This paper will consider to a greater extent 
the forms such systems may take and their relationship to the design 
objectives of the store. 

1.1 System Objectives 

Although the specific system environment for which the store designs 
were executed is a telephone switching system,2 the use of the store in 
more general real-time data processes imposes very similar requirements. 
The use for which the highest speed of operation is required in the tele- 
phone switching application is for real-time operation from a stored 
program. Random access to tabular information, although needed 
rapidly, is not usually controlling because of the more infrequent refer- 
ence. In the case of program information, two Important access actions 
can be distinguished. The first and most common is a sequential access, 
stepping word by word along the program; the second is a random access 
occasioned by transfers to other parts of the program or to subprograms. 

425 
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The first is referred to as an "advance" operation and the second as a 
"transfer" operation. Since the "advance" is more common in the sys- 
tems we are concerned with, it is the most critical in speed. Thus, the 
objectives which are appropriate to the present positioning systems are 
to make advances as fast as possible and to allow two to three times 
longer for transfers where necessary. The speeds which arc feasible with 
present systems result in an over-all advance cycle time in the range of 
2.5 to 5.0 microseconds. 

The size of the flying spot store array is, in the usual case, limited by 
the devices within the store rather than by the system. This limitation 
presently places the optimum raster size between 250 X 250 and 512 X 
512. 

1.2 Background 

Realization of a useful flying spot store hinges to a great extent upon 
the development of an accurate beam-positioning system. The position- 
ing problem is made difficult both by the large number of spot locations 
required in the array and by the difficulty of returning repeatedly over a 
period of several months to the desired spot locations with sufficient 
accuracy to obtain useful readout. 

Development of the positioning system for the barrier grid store3-4 

has demonstrated the practicality of high-speed digital-to-analog con- 
verters for beam positioning where short-term accuracy is the primary 
requisite. Assuming a flying spot store array size of 256 X 250 and a 
positioning tolerance of ±0.1 of a spot spacing (to obtain a reasonable 
signal-to-noise ratio), the positioning accuracy required is ±0.04 per 
cent. To build a forward-acting positioning system with a ±0.04 per 
cent long-term cumulative stability in the digital-to-analog converter, 
deflection amplifier, cathode ray tube and associated power supplies is 
considered unrealistic. Hence, a closed-loop or feedback positioning 
system is mandatory. 

The use of a servo positioning system offers additional advantages. 
In the servo positioning system, both the stored information and the 
edges used for servoing are mounted on a common frame. Thus, if a 
cathode ray tube is changed, rewriting of the information plates is not 
required. Moreover, the deflection error caused by stray magnetic fields 
and mechanical vibrations is nullified by the servo action. 

1.3 Organization of Paper 

This paper describes, first, the basic servo loop, its components and 
their characteristics; second, several positioning schemes making use of 
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(he basic servo philosophy; and last, a comparison of the various schemes 
relative to the system requirements. 

II. BASIC SERVO LOOP 

2.1 Componcnls of the Loop 

A block diagram of the basic servo system is shown in Fig. I for one 
of the two independent axes of the flying spot store. The comparator 
output is a function of the difference between the address recorded in 
binary form in the input register and the binary-type positioning in- 
forination obtained from the optical beam encoder. The comparator 
output or outputs are connected to the integrating amplifier, which is a 
high-gain shaping amplifier used to establish the desired loop gain fre- 
quency characteristics. The deflection amplifier is a wideband power 
amplifier designed to drive the deflection plates of the cathode ray tube. 
The cathode ray tube beam is electrostatically deflected with no post- 
acceleration. The phosphor must have very fast rise and decay charac- 
teristics to meet system objectives. For the purposes of this paper, type 
P-16 will be assumed. Each photomultiplier tube output is amplified and 
buffered by its associated amplifier before being fed to the comparator 
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Fig. 1 — Block diagram of basic servo loop. 
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Table I — Transit-Time Delay and Cutoff Frequencies 
of Major Loop Components 

Component Td (m^sec) Pea (mc) 

Photomultiplier tube  60   
Photomultiplier tube output circuit  — 0.4 
Comparator  14 2.0 
Integrating amplifier  10 10.0 
Deflection amplifier  4 5.0 
Cathode ray tube (P-16 phosphor)  11 2.5 
Optical path  5 — 
Connecting cables  12 —• 
Photomultiplier amplifier  3 5.0 

Total  119 

Table I lists the components contributing appreciably to the true 
transit-time delay and the limiting cutoff frequencies of the various 
components. Most of the transit-time delay is inherent in the photo- 
multiplier tube. This is to be expected, since, at each stage of a photo- 
multiplier tube, the electrons are emitted with very low energies and are 
accelerated by only 100 to 150 volts per stage. The photomultiplier 
output circuit is responsible for the lowest cutoff frequency in the servo 
loop. This output response is limited by the amount of current that can 
be obtained from the photomultiplier anode consistent with a reasonable 
life expectancy. 

2.2 Servo Loop Characteristics 

The maximum crossover frequency that can be obtained is limited 
both by the loop transit time delay and by the cutoff frequencies of the 
loop components. 

The minimum time delay obtainable, from Table I, is in the order of 
100 millimicroseconds. This transit delay sets the maximum possible 
crossover frequency of the loop at 5 mc, corresponding to 180° phase 
shift. To be a bit more realistic, 90° should be allowed for the first-order 
integration characteristics of the shaping amplifier at crossover, plus at 
least a 30° phase margin to achieve reasonable stability. This leaves only 
60° for transit delay phase, bringing the maximum frequency at gain 
crossover down to 1.7 mc. 

The numerous frequency cutoffs listed impose a further practical 
limit to crossover frequency. Since the asymptotic slope is in the order 
of 48 db/octave above 10 mc, compensation beyond this point is not 
practical. Under this condition, the establishment of the crossover 
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frequency requires an assessment of the expected gain variation to allow 
adequate gain margin. 

Where possible, local feedback is provided to control the gain of each 
component of the loop. The cathode ray tube beam intensity is controlled 
by a feedback loop utilizing an optical channel and photomultiplier 
tube, along with a carrier amplifier to feed a correction signal to the 
cathode ray tube grid. This brightness stabilizer, as shown in Fig. 2, 
must have a response speed comparable to that of the positioning servo, 
since any variation in beam brightness affects the servo loop gain as 
well as the readout signal. 

An intensity monitor circuit, using the same photomultiplier as the 
brightness stabilizer, is also shown in Fig. 2. This circuit provides a half- 
light reference signal for all the servo channels. It is the difference be- 
tween this reference signal and the signal from the encoder channel that 
is used to position the beam. The purpose of this action is twofold. 
First, the intensity monitor prevents undesirable interactions between 
the position servo and the brightness stabilizer from occurring, since, 
with the monitor, the final beam position is independent of the beam 
brightness. Second, the intensity monitor provides additional correction 
for brightness changes that are beyond the speed or control range of 
the brightness stabilizer. 

The photomultiplier tube gains are controlled by feedback techniques. 
In this case, a relatively slow sampled-data feedback system is sufficient, 
since the differential of gain with time is small. 

All the amplifiers are gain-stabilized, either by a local feedback loop 
or by cathode degeneration. The integrating amplifier, shown in Fig. 3, 
is composed of a dc and an ac amplifier operating in parallel. The de 
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Fig. 2 — Block diagram of intensity monitor and brightness stabilizer. 
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Fig. 3 — Block diagram of integrating amplifier. 

section is a high-gain operational-type amplifier, while the ac section 
is a single-stage, low-gain shaping amplifier stabilized by cathode feed- 
back. 

Unfortunately, the optical section of the servo loop contributes three 
basic types of variations in gain which cannot be stabilized by feedback. 
Fig. 4 shows a typical crossover characteristic, along with an ideal cross- 
over characteristic. The curves shown plot the luminous energy received 
on a photomultiplier tube face as a beam is passed over a servo edge. 
Since the spot on the phosphor has essentially a normal distribution in 
both axes, the crossover characteristic has a cumulative normal distribu- 
tion. The slope of this characteristic curve determines the encoder gain 
and, thus, the loop gain. Since the servo tends to position the beam so 
that it is half hidden by the edge, it is observed that the servo loop gain 
is highest when the beam is settled in position. This gain is about l.C 
times the gain corresponding to the ideal crossover characteristic. 

Variations in focus also vary the loop gain. This variation is a com- 
pounding of the focus obtained on the phosphor with that obtained by 
the lens. Both of these vary with beam position and may together con- 
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Fig. 4 — Optical encoder crossover characteristics. 
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Fig. 5 — Open loop phase and gain vs. frequency. 

tribute a variation of ±20 per cent to the loop gain. The light intensity 
varies across the field in the off-axis optical channels and causes an addi- 
tional ±10 per cent variation in the loop gain.5 

To provide for the expected gain variations, a design gain margin of 
10 dh is required. Fig. 5 shows curves of phase and asymptotic gain 
versus frequency that represent the optimum frequency crossover con- 
sistent with the findings of the previous sections. 

It should be noted that a phase margin of 30° or better is maintained 
up to about 1.3 mc. Thus, system stability is assured, even with the 
gain variations discussed above. The crossover frequency shown is for 
the ideal optical crossover characteristic of Fig. 4. The difference between 
the typical and ideal crossover characteristic is absorbed as part of the 
gain margin. 

A basic servo with these characteristics forms the basis for the beam 
positioning systems to be discussed next. 

III. BEAM SERVO POSITIONING SYSTEMS 

All the positioning systems which have been studied utilize either the 
sign-only, the approximate proportional or the true proportional com- 
parator discussed in detail by Ketchledge6 and Nesenbergs and Mowery.7 

The binaiy-Gray version of each of the above comparators is used to 
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Fig. 6 — Gray code plates (a) for four channels of encoder, with (b) diagram- 
matic representation. 

avoid the transition problem inherent in encoding analog information 
with a binary code plate system. 

The Gray code plates shown in Fig. G(a) are representative of the 
servo plates used in the four most significant digits of each axis of the 
beam position encoder. Fig. 6(b) shows diagramatically the relative posi- 
tions of the servo edges contained on the plates of Fig. 6(a). 

In the following paragraphs the characteristics of positioning systems 
making use of the above comparators will be discussed. The digital-to- 
analog converters utilized in some of the systems are similar to those in 
the barrier grid store that arc described by Ault3 in this issue. 

The system response data quoted in the following sections were ob- 
tained initially from measurements made by simulating the system on 
an analog computer and later from measurements made on a series of 
laboratory models. 

In the following sections note that the times indicated for various 
sizes of jumps are beam-positioning times that include settling but do 
not include other portions of the cycle necessary to obtain a complete 
readout. 

3.1 Sign-Only Servo 

The sign-only servo is one in which the magnitude of the error signal 
is developed by a sign-only comparator and is a linear function of the 
true error for small errors and a constant for larger errors. This results in a 
velocity-limited or saturated servo system. 
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Fig, 7 — Effect of focus on optical crossover characteristic. 

The extent of the linear range determines the magnitude of the drive 
and, thus, the slewing velocity outside the linear range. Fig. 7 shows 
plots of servo error signal versus spot displacement for two conditions 
of focus. The maximum slope is held constant for each curve, since 
the loop gain is a function of this slope, as discussed in Section 2.2. 
The maximum linear range obtainable with a conventional Gray code 
plate is reached at ±1 spot spacing. This can be achieved by defocusing 
the optics of the servo channels so that the diameter of the light beam 
falling on the encoder occupies 2 spot spaces. Since the bars and windows 
of the least significant digit are each 2 spot spacings wide, this is the 
largest spot that can be used without reducing the drive signal. Ob- 
viously, if a tighter focus is used, the linear range is reduced; consequently, 
the velocity in the saturated region is likewise reduced. 

Unfortunately, as the beam is defocused the optical gain is decreased, 
thus requiring an increase in the gain of one of the amplifiers contained 
in the loop. Also, the signal-to-noise ratio is degraded as the focus is de- 
graded. This results because the main source of noise is the photomulti- 
plier tube, and the additional gain needed to counteract the gain lost by 
defocusing must be supplied between the photomultiplicr tube and the 
deflection plates. 

The effect of light variations across the field on signal-to-noise ratio 
is also accented by defocusing the beam on the encoder plates. Consider 
an off-axis channel where variations in the light intensity may be ±10 
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per cent. When the beam intensity in this channel is down 10 per cent, 
approximately 55 per cent of the beam must be exposed over the servo 
edge to balance the signal from the intensity monitor channel. It fol- 
lows that, with a defocused beam, a larger shift in the position of beam 
center is required to obtain 55 per cent of the beam over the servo edge. 
The result is a crowding of some of the rows and columns in the matrix. 
A small amount of crowding is tolerable, since crowding is a physical 
constant of the system and would be present both when the storage 
plates are written and also when they are interrogated. Severe crowding, 
however, may result in the partial overlapping of spot locations, result- 
ing in a degraded signal-to-noise ratio. 

A balance must be made between the obtainable signal-to-noise 
ratios as a function of focus and the slewing speed. It is generally felt 
that defocusing the beam in the servo channel so that the d=2<r limits 
of the beam occupy one spot spacing results in the best compromise 
performance. The resulting slewing speed is 1.5 spots per microsecond. 
When operation is at the maximum defocusing of 2 spot spacings the 
slewing speed can be increased to 3 spots per microsecond. The slower 
speed resulting from the tighter focus will be assumed in calculating 
beam-positioning times in this paper. 

The time required to reposition the beam one spot spacing is roughly 
1.2 microseconds, 0.8 microsecond of this being the settling time. The 
settling time is defined as the time required for the beam to settle within 
0.1 of a spot diameter, starting from the time the beam enters the linear 
region (±0.5 spot). On long jumps, the positioning time is primarily 
the time spent in slewing the beam. On a 100-spot jump, 67 microseconds 
are required to move the beam to within 0.5 spot and, again, an addi- 
tional 0.8 microsecond being settling time. 

The logic for sign-only servo comparison is relatively simple and, 
with the exception of the "exclusive or" function, easy to implement. 
The "exclusive or" is complicated because it must transmit the analog 
signal obtained from the encoder without appreciable distortion. Fig. 8 
is a vacuum tube version of one digit of the sign-only servo comparator. 

Since each channel of the servo system has at least one servo edge, 
each channel should have high-quality optics to prevent bowing of the 
rows and columns of the array due to light variations across the field. 
The least variation in light will occur in those channels located on or 
near the optical axis of the cathode ray tube. These channels are used, 
therefore, for the reference channel (intensity monitor) and the least 
significant digit servo channels. Since the two least significant digit 
channels (one for each axis) determine the location of every other row 
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Fig. 8 — One digit of sign-only servo comparator logic. 

and column in the array, they will be located near their ideal locations, 
allowing more latitude for the bowing in the remaining rows and columns. 

3.2 Sign-Onhj Servo Plus Digital-io-Analog Converter {DAC) 

In order to overcome the long positioning times required on long 
jumps with a sign-only servo, a DAC may be utilized as in Fig. 9. In 
this application, the DAC is used to rapidly position the beam as close 
as possible to the desired location, and the sign-only servo is used to 
correct any DAC error and establish the final location of the beam. 
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Fig. 9 — Block diagram of servo loop with DAC. 

The DAC used in this application should have a sufficiently fast rise 
time (on the order of 90 millimicroseconds) so that its output will have 
arrived at its final value before the integrating characteristic of the 
servo loop has had time to accumulate a deflection signal that later 
must be integrated out to arrive at the desired location. This situation 
can be clarified by reference to Fig. 10. 

The DAC is free of all do drift-stability problems, since the servo 
will retain any DAC drift as a correction signal. Gain variations of the 
DAC, however, will cause the positioning system initially to overshoot 
or undershoot, which must be corrected by servo loop action. Distortions 
in the cathode ray tube such as "barrel" or "pincushion," as well as 
lack of orthogonality between the two deflection plate assemblies, also 
require the servo to make greater corrections, which increases the posi- 
tioning time. These distortions are minimized by the advanced design 
techniques used in the development of the cathode ray tubes. 

Use of the DAC tends to increase the time required to move a single 
spot location. The error is greatest when the address is changed from 
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0111... 1 to 1000.. .0. Here a jump of only one spot position is called 
for, but the condition on every DAC input is reversed. The error that 
may result is controlled almost entirely by the accuracy of the resistors 
in the weighting network. It appears reasonable to expect that the 
worst error that can occur due to this effect can be held to 0.4 per cent 
of the raster's dimensions. Thus, for a 256 X 256 array, the worst error 
in adding one across the center of the array is one spot. That is, the 
output of the DAC either would not change or it would give an output 
corresponding to a 2-spot jump. This will increase the positioning time 
necessary to add one by 0.2 microsecond over the time required by the 
sign-only servo to position the beam. On the same size array, a large 
jump requires a worst time of 2.7 microseconds (0.6 DAC, 1.3 correction, 
0.8 settling time). For larger arrays, correspondingly larger times are 
recjuired. 

Thus, by the addition of a DAC unit around the comparator, we 
have greatly decreased the time required for random beam positioning 
and only slightly affected the time required to add one. 

3.3 Approximate Proportional Servo System 

The approximate proportional servo using the corresponding binary- 
Gray comparator is a somewhat more elegant positioning system and, 
as might be expected, it is more complicated and costly. Basically, 
this system produces a nonlinear error signal that is hounded within 
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±0 db of the true proportional error signal. As with sign-only servo, 
the error is linear when the displacement is within ±0.5 spot- 

Assuming a crossover frequency of 500 kc, as in Fig. 5, and a 25G X 
256 i aster array, the theoretical time required to reposition 266 spots 
is about 11 microseconds. The time required to move one spot location 
is the same as that required by the sign-only servo, approximately 1.2 
microseconds. 

The approximate proportional servo introduces two new problems. 
The first is a result of the large weighting factors which must be used 
on the outputs of the more significant digits of the comparator. The 
most significant digit channel of an eight-channel comparator would 
carry a weighting factor of 128, relative to 1 for the least significant 
digit channel. This high factor demands an extremely high signal-to- 
noise ratio to obtain a sufficiently low probability of a noise pulse oc- 
curring that would correspond to a half light condition. If such a pulse 
should occur in a digit with a high weighting factor, the resulting drive 
would temporarily displace the beam from its desired location. Because 
of this weighting problem, it is difficult to think of an approximate pro- 
portional servo with weighting factors much greater than 10. Thus, this 
system would be relatively slow on long jumps. Here again, the approxi- 
mate proportional system could use a DAC system with the faster cor- 
rection inherent in the approximate proportional servo. 

A second problem results from the difficulty of maintaining dc stabil- 
ity and short transit time in the more complicated logic. The comparator 
output signal is always derived from the least significant digit channel 
(the only channel with unity weight) when the beam is settled in posi- 
tion, regardless of which channel leceives the half light information as 
its input. Thus, the servo signal may enter the comparator's most 
significant digit input, proceed down the carry string (path) to the 
least significant channel and thence go to the output. The long transit 
time will appreciably increase the loop transit time, resulting in a lower 
servo speed. Moreover, the dc stability expected from this form of logic 
is not compatible with system reliability requirements. The latter 
problem is alleviated by a modified system discussed in Section 3.5. 

3.4 True Proportional Servo System 

The true proportional servo will not I e discussed in detail. Although 
it provides a reduction in the random access time by a factor of about. 
1,5, its logic is somewhat more complicated and has the same inherent 
problems as the approximate proportional servo and, thus, the same 
limitations. 
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3.5 Minimization of Number of Transmission (Linear) Channels Required 

In the previous articles,1-67 and up to this point in this paper, each 
logical channel of the encoder and comparator had to be designed to 
handle linear positioning information, since the servo edges in each 
channel were used for locking the beam. The carry strings in the ap- 
proximate and exact proportion comparator must also be linear. In 
order to overcome these and other similar pioblems, it is desirable to 
minimize the number of channels required to transmit the servo edge 
characteristics. This removes the linear design requirement from the 
remaining channels, which can now be concerned solely with logical 
selection of the desired edge and not with linear transmission. 

3.5.1 A Double Quantizing Channel System 

One scheme for implementing this minimization uses a coding scheme 
as shown in Fig. 11. Here, the least significant digit is displaced one-half 
spot spacing to the left and an additional least significant digit is placed 
one-half spot spacing to the right of the normal location. Only the edges 
in these two quantizing channels define the desired location, and thus 
they are the only edge characteristics transmitted for servoing. The 
rest of the channels are used only to create the direction of drive and 
therefore can use switching-type logic, which is characterized as two- 
state logic with inherent regeneration of the levels at each stage. Only 
speed and logical requirements are imposed on the transition between 
states. A diagram for a sign-only servo comparator for this system is 
shown in Fig. 12. Similar logic changes can be made for the proportional 
positioning systems. 

At a focus corresponding to one spot spacing this system gives a 

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 
POSITION 

Fig. 11 —- Diagrammatic representation of code plates for double-channel 
quantizing scheme. 
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Fig. 12 — Comparator logic for a double quantizing channel system. 

speed behavior identical to the normal coding system described in 
Section 3.1. However, as the focus is degraded, this system suffers a 
slight degradation in speed, which does not exceed 5 per cent at a focus 
corresponding to two spot spacing. 

This scheme, at the cost of one servo channel, offers the following 
improvements: 

i. A higher signal-to-noise ratio can be realized, since the two linear 
channels can be placed in preferred optical locations where the varia- 
tions of focus and light across the field are small. 

ii. The number of adjusting controls is greatly reduced, since the 
switching channels require no adjustments during alignment. 

iii. The transit time of the comparator carry string does not affect 
the servo response time. 

iv. The dc stability problems inherent in linear dc logic are removed 
by the use of switching logic. 

3.5.2 A Single Qnantizing Channel Sysiem 

Another scheme for implementing the minimization also utilizes an 
additional channel. This extra channel corresponds to the next significant 
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Fig. 13 — Comparator logic for a single quantizing channel system. 

digit lower than the conventional least significant digit and contains 
an edge half-way between each edge of the conventional channels. 
With this system, only the edge characteristics in the single quantizing 
channel are transmitted to determine the final beam location. Fig. 13 
shows the logic required for a sign-only servo comparator as modified 
to accommodate this scheme. An example of the simplification which 
was sought from this philosophy can be seen here. The only stage which 
must transmit servo information (the last stage) no longer requires an 
explicit "exclusive or" logical function, and the problem of designing 
this logic circuit to strict transmission requirements has disappeared. 
The "exclusive or" circuits in the higher stages are also made simpler 
by the removal of their transmission requirements. 

This scheme has only one linear or transmission channel per axis, 
with even more simplification of the optical requirements and the ad- 
justments. Greater reliability is maintained, since there are fewer com- 
ponents that can affect the beam position. 

The positioning speed using this scheme is the same as that of the 
previous scheme when the beam is focused to one spot spacing on the 
encoder and is somewhat less than the previous encoder for larger spot 
sizes. 
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Table II — System Positioning Times 

Size of Array 256 x 256 512 x 512 

Jump Length (Spots) 1 25 256 i 23 512 

System Time in microseconds 

Sign-only servo 
Sign-only servo plus DAC 
Approximate proportional servo 
Approximate proportional servo, with 

weighting factor limited to 10 
Approximate proportional servo, with 

weighting factor = 10, phis DAC 
Exact proportional servo 
Exact proportional servo, weighting 

factor = 10 
Exact propo tional servo, weighting 

factor = 10. plus DAC 

1.2 
1.4 
1.2 
1.2 

1.4 

1.2 
1.2 

1.4 

17.5 
1.7 
S.2 
S.S 

1.7 

4.5 
5.0 

1.7 

172 
2.7 

11.2 
24 

2,7 

6.5 
21 

2.3 

1.2 
2.3 
1.2 
1.2 

2.3 

1.2 
1.2 

1.9 

17.5 
2.5 
8.2 
8.3 

2.5 

4.5 
5.0 

2.2 

342 
4.7 

12.1 
41 

4.5 

7.0 
38 

4.1 

IV. COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS 

Table II lists the longest positioning times that may be required 
for the various positioning systems as a function of jump distance and 
raster size. Reference to the table bears out the necessity of using a 
DAC to obtain a random-access time consistent with the design ob- 
jectives, regardless of the comparator employed. The proportional 
schemes with DAC are faster on long jumps than with the sign-only 
plus DAC system, but their use may be unwarranted in view of the 
increased complexity of the proportional systems. 

On an advance type of operation the DAC tends to degrade the 
positioning time, particularly on the larger raster size. This degradation 
is caused when digits of high significance are changed in the advance 
operation, the worst case occurring when crossing the center of the 
array, as discussed in Section 3.2. To circumvent this problem, the DAC 
input circuitry may be modified as shown in Fig. 14. 

The modification of Fig. 14(a) reduces the worst possible error of the 
DAG by a factor of two, resulting in an improved advance time. In 
fact, this modification reduces the advance times listed for systems 
using a DAC on a 512 X 512 spot array so that they are identical to the 
times listed for a 256 X 256 spot array. Fig. 14(b) carries the modifica- 
tion one step further, resulting in a reduction of the worst possible error 
by a factor of four. With this modification, the advance positioning 
times for systems utilizing the DAC will be very nearly the same as 
those without the DAC. Thus, the time required to advance is essenti- 
ally the same, regardless of the positioning system employed. This 
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Fig. 14 DAG input improved by (a) single-stage and (b) dual stage logic 

factor accentuates the importance of basic servo loop component char- 
acteristics, as it is these components that will determine the advance 
time, rather than the positioning system. 

Since the servo loop components play such a major role in determining 
the positioning time, it may be worthwhile to review the characteristics 
of some of the major components listed in Section 2.1. 

Instead of utilizing a P-1G type phosphor, as previously assumed, 
other phosphors may be used because of their higher conversion effi- 
ciency or longer life. To date, no phosphor is available with rise and de- 
cay characteristics as fast as the P-lii type, although phosphors ap- 
proaching the P-l(j speed and offering higher efficiency and longer life 
have been noted. Phosphor efficiency and speed are almost equally im- 
portant, as both affect the signal-to-noise ratio and, thus, the allowable 
gain crossover frequency. The importance of phosphor life must be 
evaluated on a basis of system requirements and economic considera- 
tions. 

The only other component that may be modified to appreciably im- 
prove the servo loop characteristics is the photomultiplier tube. The 
stability of the photomultiplier dynodes may be improved so that a 
higher anode current may bo utilized while a reasonable life is main- 
tained. Also, changes in the structural design might result in a lowering 
of the electronic transit time in the photomultiplier, with a correspond- 
ing improvement in servo characteristics. 
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No ultimate servo loop characteristic can be given, as removing the 
limitations from any component increases the importance of the limi- 
tations of the other loop components, which may, in turn, be improved 
by further research. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Several systems making use of the basic servo loop characteristics 
have been discussed. It has been shown that the advance positioning 
time is primarily a function of the basic servo loop characteristics rather 
than the comparator system that is used. The random-access position- 
ing time, on the other hand, depends considerably on the positioning 
system employed, although the servo loop and DAC characteristics 
are important factors. 

To meet the system objectives, where the advance time is of greater 
importance and the transfer time is of lesser importance, the sign-only 
servo comparator plus DAC utilizing quantizing channels represents 
the best positioning system choice, because of its relative circuit sim- 
plicity and higher reliability. For different system requirements, where 
random-access time is critical, an approximate or true proportional 
comparator with DAC utilizing quantizing channels may be provided. 
The true proportional comparator, due to its considerably greater com- 
plexity, is justified only under the most severe system requirements, 
and where basic loop components have been used to their maximum 
capabilities. 
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Stable High-Speed Digital-to-Analog 

Conversion for Storage Tube 

Deflection 

By C. F. AULT 

(Manuscript received October 30, 1958) 

This paper covers the design of access circuitry for a barrier grid tube 
temporary memory. The circuitry converts a 14-bit binary address into the 
analog deflection voltage necessary to deflect the electron beam in the barrier 
grid lube to a specific geometrical storage area defined by the address. 

A special feedback circuit and raster reference tube deflected in parallel 
with the harrier grid tube control the size and centering of the array of stor- 
age spots. Novel methods of measurement were developed to certify the 
accuracy of the deflection system. 

The system meets the requirements of high speed, accuracy, stability and 
reliability. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A barrier grid tube is a specialized cathode ray tube developed for 
high-speed electrostatic storage. Instead of a phosphor screen which 
changes the electron beam into visible light, there is a target area which 
stores isolated regions of charge under beam action. A binary "1" is 
recorded by charging a small target area ("spot") to equilibrium with 
the beam when the target surface is modulated by a back plate voltage 
pulse, while a "0" is stored by charging a spot to equilibrium in the 
absence of the hack plate voltage pulse. Information is "read out" the 
next time the beam is turned on a spot (in the absence of a back plate 
pulse), the "1" giving a large output until the spot reaches equilibrium. 

The barrier grid store, which is a random-access, single-bit, binary 
memory, utilizes the barrier grid tube as the storage device. To function 
properly, the store must have a deflection system which converts a 
binary address to an analog voltage that deflects the barrier grid tube 
beam to a unique physical storage location. A barrier grid store1 and a 

445 
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Fig. 1 — Effect on Read Around Number (RAN) of variations in spacing. 

barrier grid tube2 have been described in previous issues of the Bell 
System Technical Journal. 

The deflection requirements for a particular barrier grid store are 
derived primarily from the capabilities of the barrier grid tube and 
secondarily from system requirements governing allowable time for 
regeneration of stored information in the memory. The spacing between 
stored charges and the total number of charges determine the inter- 
ference resulting from operations on adjacent and distant spots, and 
hence determine the system time required for regeneration. 

The effect of changing the spacing between storage centers on the 
interference due to reading and writing on other storage spots is illus- 
trated in Fig. 1. The measure of interference used is the number of times 
the spots adjacent to a particular or test spot may be operated on before 
the storage of the test spot is degraded below usable levels. The actual 
measurement is made by writing a double-spaced checkboard of test 
spots over the storage area and then writing m frames of interfering 
spots in the skipped spaces. Each frame is counted as a "Read Around 
Number" (RAN) of four, since each test spot has four adjacent inter- 
fering spots. A 10 per cent decrease in the size of the storage area de- 
creases the RAN by 50 per cent. 

Minimum cost per storage location can only be achieved by utilizing 
the tube storage area to the fullest extent, commensurate with satis- 
factory immunity from interference and economical use of access or 
deflection circuitry. The more efficient access circuit schemes utilize a 
binary address of 2n bits, which will define an n vertical by n horizontal 
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square array of 22" discrete storage sites. However, the storage area 
of the barrier grid tube currently used is circular, and a circle with an 
inscribed square has about one third its area outside the square. It is 
not always possible to deflect the beam to the edge of the storage area 
without its first hitting a deflection plate; consequently, the area out- 
side the inscribed square that can be safely used requires extra address- 
ing circuitry, which the additional number of storage sites may not 
justify. If necessary, some of this outside area could be used. The best 
access compromise appears to be a square binary array with just enough 
separation between spots to yield the required freedom from interference. 

The binary-to-analog conversion system discussed in this paper pro- 
duces an array of 128 X 128, or 16,384 spots. The spot spacing is suffi- 
cient to guarantee a HAN of 150. This RAN is maintained by utilizing 
the inscribed storage area to the fullest extent, so that no appreciable 
guard space is allowed to absorb any drift of the deflection system. 
This was accomplished by designing a servo (raster reference system 
to be described later) which holds the storage array in a fixed geometrical 
location. 

II. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

A deflection system must have a method for remembering the address 
of the latest storage location received and a method for converting the 
address to the correct deflection voltage. To these primary considera- 
tions are added those of speed, accuracy, power and reliability. These 
are not separate problems; a decision about one affects all the others. 
The energy available at the output of the barrier grid tube is at a max- 
imum if the beam is repositioned exactly where it was at the time of 
writing. Fig. 2 is a plot showing how the read out signal decreases as the 
beam is moved off the initial storage location. From this figure, it. is 
apparent that the beam center can be 20 per cent of the beam diameter 
off the spot without the voltage output being significantly decreased. 
The beam diameter may only be one-half to one-third as large as the 
spot spacing. This means, for a 128 X 128 array, an accuracy of deflec- 
tion better than 0.1 per cent. 

It takes a fixed amount of time to read and write information in a 
barrier grid tube. The tube for which this development was intended 
required 0.75 microsecond to be read and 0.75 microsecond to be written, 
A reasonable time for deflection would be one that would not increase 
the cycle time more than 30 to 50 per cent. The deflection time should 
not be made any faster than necessary, because the amount of power 
used for deflection increases with speed. 
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Fig. 2 — Degradation of barrier grid tube output voltage occurring when the 
beam is repositioned for reading off of the center of the stored charge. 

The cycle time for a store consists of (a) time for deflection, (b) time 
for reading, (c) time for writing and (d) time for writing transients to 
decay. Item (d) does not increase the cycle time if the transients are 
present only during the following deflection. However, if they should 
last into the following reading time, they might cause errors in the read 
out. If the transients last longer than the deflection time, no decrease in 
cycle time could be obtained from a decrease in deflection time. Before 
reading could commence, the start of the next cycle would have to wait 
until all transients had decayed sufficiently to permit complete recovery. 

HI. DESIGN OBJECTIVES 

The deflection system developed for the barrier grid store was allowed 
0.3 microsecond to settle. The balance of the 2.5-mierosecond period 
(system objective) is 0.1 microsecond for jitter of order pulses with 
respect to address pulses, 0.75 microsecond for reading, 0.75 microsecond 
for writing and 0.1 microsecond for turning off the beam. The rest of 
the period, 0.6 microsecond, is used for transient recovery. The deflec- 
tion time is not as long as the recovery time because it is desirable to 
have the readout from the barrier grid store available to the central 
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control of the electronic switching system as soon as possible after the 
order pulses are received. 

The deflection objective of 0.3 microsecond may seem quite modest 
until the required accuracy is considered. An RC circuit will settle to 
0.1 per cent in about seven times the time constant. The 10 to 90 per 
cent rise time of this deflection voltage then must be better than 0.09 
microsecond. The rise time (10 to 90 per cent) of most amplifiers equals 
2.2 RC: 

7(time constant) = 0.3 fis, 

. 0.3 MS 
time constant = —-— , 

rise time (10-90%) = 2.2 X = 0.09 fis. 

The total tolerance for deflection cannot be allowed for settling, 
because there is some noise coupled to the deflection plates from other 
pulse circuits in the store. The design objective was therefore set at 
0.05 microsecond rise time. 

The deflection circuit used in the barrier grid store satisfies the fol- 
lowing requirements: 

i. The push-pull output of 140 volts is sufficient to deflect the tube 
over a square raster inscribed in the circular target of the tube. Push- 
pull deflection is necessary to prevent a change in average voltage for 
a pair of deflection plates which would defocus the beam. 

ii. The output of 70 volts per deflection plate is developed across 72 
Hfxi in 0.05 microsecond. The capacity is divided: tube plus wiring, 40 
MMf; amplifier, 32 To develop this output requires an average cur- 
rent of 100 ma. 

iii. The voltage to one deflection plate should he the complement 
of that to the other, so that capacitive coupling to the target by one 
plate will be cancelled by the capacitive coupling from the other plate. 

iv. The average voltage per pair of deflection plates is 0 volts. The 
average voltage of a pair of plates has to be at ground potential because, 
if it is different from the target voltage, defocusing occurs. It was found 
to be impractical to run the target at other than ground potential be- 
cause of the increased recovery time of transients due to the back plate 
drive.1 With the deflection voltage at ground potential, the coupling 
of the deflection voltage to the raster reference tube (described in Sec- 
tion V), dynamic focus circuit and deflection monitor is facilitated. 
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IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 

With the requirements for deflection defined, a comparison can now 
be made of various ways to satisfy them. The methods considered fall 
into two general categories, which are generally referred to as "high- 
level" and "low-level" conversion. 

A low-level system converts the digital address to a proportional 
current or voltage at a small value and then amplifies this low value 
to the correct voltage necessary to deflect the barrier grid tube. A high- 
level conversion system converts the address to a voltage which is large 
enough to deflect the tube without amplification. 

If an electronic switch is available which is good enough to meet the 
exacting requirements of a high-level system, it is probably the pre- 
ferred method of deflection, even though it might use more power than 
a low-level system would. 

A low-level system also requires a good switch, but this switch need 
only control low currents with small voltage swings. Electron tube 
diodes such as the 6AL5 and some of the newer silicon diodes are satis- 
factory for this application. At high currents the electron tubes have 
too much and too variable a voltage drop, and at high voltages the 
silicon diodes fail. 

4.1 High-Level System 

Fig. 3 is a schematic of a particular type of high-level decoder. The 
output has to be at ground potential, so equal positive and negative 
voltages are used. A switch for each digit connects a resistor to the plus 
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Fig. 3 — High-level digital-to-analog conversion. 
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voltage for a "1" address and to the minus voltage for a "0" address. 
The resistors determine the correct current for each digit, thereby con- 
trolling the spacing between storage spots; the magnitude of the plus 
and minus voltages determines the size of the array. For a 0.05-micro- 
second rise time, R must equal 1000 ohms; V = 35 volts, so the current 
through the switch of the msd (most significant digit) varies from zero 
to 35 ma. The stiffest requirement on the switches occurs for the msd. 
When the switches are closed, the voltage across each must be constant 
with time and temperature to 0.1 volt. The switch may have some 
resistance, since R may be decreased to compensate for it. The switch 
must be able to withstand 70 volts and open and close in less than 0.05 
microsecond. 

4.2 Low-Level System 

Fig. 4 is a schematic of a particular low-level system. There are three 
major divisions: (a) an input register for remembering the address, (b) 
a digital-to-analog converter to change the register output to an analog 
current and (c) an amplifier to change the analog current into the de- 
flection voltage. 
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Fig. 4 — Low-level deflection. 
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The input register consists of flip-flops which produce a larger current 
than any digit current in the D-A (digital-to-analog) converter. The 
voltage swing of the output of the flip-flops must be greater than the 
largest digit current multiplied by the diode resistance, plus twice the 
largest digit current times the input impedance of the amplifier. When 
the flip-flop output voltage swing is larger than necessary, it is reduced 
to prevent excessive capacity coupling through the diodes. Both the 
rise and fall time must be faster than the 10-90 per cent rise time re- 
quired of the deflection system or else it will limit the speed. 

The D-A converter converts the digital output of the flip-flops to 
the correct current for the digit it represents. The practical limit for a 
D-A converter, at speeds of 0.05 microsecond and accuracies of a tenth 
of a spot, is about eight digits. This limit is certainly true using vacuum 
tube diodes, whereas by using some of the new silicon diodes possibly 
nine digits might be switched. To switch nine digits the maximum cur- 
rent possible should he switched by the msd. A reasonable current for 
this might be 30 ma. The flip-flop must then be able to produce 30 ma. 
No problem will be encountered using this current through the diode, 
but the current into the amplifier is rather high, so that the feedback 
resistor will have to handle four or five watts, which is objectionable. 
The average current through the amplifier load resistor will have to 
be increased by an amount equal to the current in the feedback resistor. 

If the msd current is 30 ma, the least significant digit current must 
be 30 ma divided by 28, or about 120 microamperes. If the drop across 
the diodes is 1 volt and the input impedance of the amplifier at high 
frequencies is 100 ohms, the flip-flop voltage swing must be greater than 
7 volts. Assuming a 10-volt swing, a current of 120 jua must charge any 
distributed capacity associated with a diode and the resistor supplying 
the 120 fin. The capacity is not less than 2 nnf, so the rise time of this 
diode for the 10 volts it must charge through before any current flows 
is 0.17 microsecond. The next digit will take 0.085 microsecond, which 
is still marginal. To speed up these two slow digits and to make them 
less subject to noise, a system of adding and subtracting currents that 
makes it possible to switch reasonable currents may be adopted. The 
diode switch is connected as shown in Fig. 5. To produce a one-unit 
increase in current at the output, five units of current are added and 
four units are subtracted. It is important not to switch currents any 
larger than necessary, because any drift of the resistor tolerance is 
multiplied by the amount by which the current exceeds the difference 
in currents. 

Solid state diode recovery time specifications are usually to 90 per 
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cent recovery from an Initial forward current. Some of these, in which 
this 90 per cent time is 0.01 microsecond, are satisfactory for this appli- 
cation. Since the time of recovery after the 90 per cent time is not usually 
specified or controlled, some care must be exercised in their use. Some 
fast silicon diodes have long current decay times from 10 per cent to 
zero. The diodes with short decay times generally have larger initial 
current flow when switching occurs than do the diodes with long decay 
times. 

When vacuum tube diodes are used, it is useful to limit the current 
to about 4 ma through any one diode. If more current is needed, another 
diode is used. If too much current is used, the diode voltage drop becomes 
large and the voltage across the current determining resistors must be 
increased. If too low a voltage is used across the current-determining 
resistors, the output per unit digit change decreases as more digits feed 
current into the amplifier. If the amplifier input voltage changes 2 volts 
and the voltage across the resistor is 100 volts, then the input current 
decreases 2 per cent. A 2 per cent change in input current causes a 
change in voltage across the feedback resistor of 0.8 volts. This results 
in an increase in average voltage for a pair of deflection plates and causes 
slight defocusing at the edges. If the input impedance of the amplifier 
were higher or the D-A current higher, this shift in average voltage 
could cause excessive defocusing. 

A brief review of the amplifier requirements for a low-level system 
may help at this point: 

i. Input and output approximately at 0 volts average per pair. 
ii. Current necessary to charge and discharge 70 ggf 70 volts in 0.05 

microsecond is 100 ma. 
iii. Low input impedance necessary to sum digital-to-analog current 

output correctly. 

+e 

Fig. 5 — Low-level digital-to-analog converter — least significant digit. 
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Fig. 6 — (a) Deflection amplifier and (b) equivalent circuit for determining 
input impednace. 

iv. Low output impedance necessary to be immune to interfering 
capacitively-coupled noise. 

v. Must be all dc coupled or else have the direct current reinserted 
by some means such as a clamp. 

The low-level digital-to-analog conversion easily meets the require- 
ments for seven binary digits. The amplifier requirements are also 
reasonable, so the low-level system was chosen over the high-level system. 

Fig. G(a) is a simplified schematic of the deflection amplifier circuit 
chosen for use in the barrier grid store developed for the electronic 
switching system. Fig. 6(b) is the simplified equivalent circuit with the 
approximate component values. The input impedance (Appendix A) is 
73 ohms at low frequencies. At higher frequencies the loop gain decreases, 
because the impedance of Zg (output load resistor in parallel with dis- 
tributed capacity) decreases, causing the input impedance to increase. 
At still higher frequencies, the input impedance decreases because of 
the distributed capacity at the input. 

Fig. 7(a) gives the equivalent circuit for determining the output 
impedance. The calculated output impedance (Appendix B) is 34 ohms 
at low frequencies. At higher frequencies, the output impedance in- 
creases, as in Fig. 7(b). At still higher frequencies, the impedance de- 
creases because of the capacitive component of zB . 

The design of this particular amplifier had to fit within the power 
supply voltages compatible with and necessary to the rest of the store. 
The voltages and tubes available permit a design not usually practical. 
The tubes, Western Electric Company type 418, have a very high GM 
(25,750) and a figure of merit such that only one stage of amplification 
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was necessary to attain the rise time and low input and output imped- 
ances desired. Even the requirement that the input and output be at 
ground potential average was not a handicap, because —1000 volts 
was available for the voltage divider from the input to the grids, which 
permits a shift of 150 volts between the input and the grids, with a loss 
of only 15 per cent of the input voltage. 

The average current through Rs, the plate load resistor, is 100 ma. 
To handle this current conservatively requires three tubes in parallel. 
To minimize the screen dissipation, the screens are run at —15 volts 
with respect to ground potential or 135 volts with respect to the cathode. 
The three tubes were chosen over one tube with larger power-dissipating 
capabilities because of the resulting very high composite transconduct- 
ance. If one large tube had been used it would have necessitated an 
extra stage of amplification, thus complicating the design considerably. 
Cathode degeneration is employed to equalize the currents through 
each of the three tubes. 

One problem encountered at the junction of the cathodes of the six 
push-pull tubes was making this point stay at a constant voltage. Any 
change in voltage at this point can make the deflection very inaccurate. 
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The problem was solved by building a regulator on each deflection 
amplifier chassis that compares the cathode voltage to a reference ob- 
tained from the —1000-volt supply. The regulator holds the voltage 
constant from 0 to several hundred cycles, after which the capacitors 
take over. 

V. RASTER REFERENCE 

The optimum condition for storage in a barrier grid tube occurs 
when the array of spots (raster) is centered so that each corner spot is 
the same distance from the edge of the barrier grid storage surface as 
are the other three corner spots. This distance should be as small as 
possible, so as to avoid crowding the other spots and thereby reducing 
the RAN. A reduction in spacing of even one spot has a measurable 
effect on RAN. 

However, the deflection amplifier will drift and the voltage from the 
different power supplies will change with time. The power supplies 
have a definite drift limit, beyond which an automatic voltage-moni- 
toring system in the electronic switching system would sound an alarm. 
If a guard band were left between the storage array and the edge of the 
barrier grid assembly by shrinking the size of the raster, drift of the 
supplies could be accommodated. Each axis would decrease in length 
by 1 per cent. If the voltages now change so as to decrease the size of 
the array it may end up with each axis 2 per cent shorter. A similar 
guard band must be left to compensate for drift of the amplifier and of 
the power supply voltage used for centering the array. This could amount 
to a 2 per cent decrease at each end or a 4 per cent decrease in length of 
each axis. It is almost impossible to set these tolerances in practice with 
any great accuracy, so a workable guard band might be about an 8 per 
cent decrease in length of each axis. This guard band is sufficient to 
reduce the RAN by almost 50 per cent. 

A special raster reference system was developed to control the posi- 
tion of the array, thereby permitting the reductions of this guard band 
from 8 per cent to less than 1 per cent. 

The flying spot store3 has a servo which controls the position of the 
beam at every address. This complex circuitry can only be justified 
for very large amounts of storage. The raster reference system used 
in the barrier grid store is a compromise system where only the edges 
of the array are controlled and the addresses in between the extremes 
depend on the stability of the digital-to-analog converter to maintain 
the correct spacing. Since a converter may drift, an increase in spacing 
for each digit is allowed. Each digit is about 101 per cent larger than 
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the preceding digit, which amounts to each axis being about 4 per cent 
shorter in effective length. 

An ideal reference for the raster in a barrier grid tube would be one 
where the reference was inside the tube. This is difficult to accomplish, 
however, so the next best thing is to use a tube operated in parallel 
with the barrier grid tube which uses the same acceleration voltage and 
has similar conditions in general. 

Fig. 8 is a drawing of the raster reference tube. At one end is an elec- 
tron gun similar to that of the barrier grid tube, in the middle are two 
pairs of deflection plates and at the end are four pairs of overlapping 
plates, each with a knife edge at the overlapping edge nearest the gun. 
The edges are located in the position equivalent to the center of each 
edge of the array in the barrier grid tube. 

In the electronic switching system the barrier grid store is regularly 
addressed to the center of one of the sides of the array and a pulse is 
sent to the store identifying the edge corresponding to the address. 
The address is not changed for the next 7.5 microseconds (three normal 
periods). 

The raster reference tube beam will normally strike the knife edge, 
half of the current going to one of the pair of plates and half to the 
other. The plates have a secondary emission ratio which gives a cur- 
rent gain of about two. If there is an error in the position of the beam, 
one plate goes more positive than the other. 

Fig. 9 is a simplified drawing of the raster reference tube circuitry. 
Approximately every 2,5 milliseconds the store is addressed to one of 
the pairs of plates in the raster reference tube. The error signal derived 
from each visit is stored in a capacitor. (There is a capacitor for each 
pair of plates.) From the voltages on the two capacitors from a particu- 
lar axis, a centering and a size correction is generated. 

If the barrier grid and the raster reference tubes all had the same 
sensitivity and centering they could be deflected in parallel by simply 
connecting each raster reference tube deflection plate to the correspond- 
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Fig. 8 — Raster reference tube. 
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ing plate of the barrier grid tube. Since they are not alike, some means 
must be provided for adjusting the deflection of the reference tube. 
To facilitate this adjustment, the reference tube was designed with 
twice the sensitivity of the barrier grid tube and a dividing network 
was placed between the tubes. This network is not compensated, be- 
cause the reference is not required to settle as fast as the barrier grit! 
tube, since the error output from the reference tube is the result of the 
average output for 7.5 microseconds. 

The dividing network provides resistance between the tubes, across 
which a centering voltage is developed. The centering voltage is the 
algebraic difference in centering voltages of the two tubes. The current 
through the resistors used for centering must be hold very constant, 
because any change in it causes the raster on the barrier grid tube to 
be decentered. The two tubes now in use have centering errors that 
require a 0.5 per cent accurate voltage supply to hold the centering to 
about half a spot. The centering output of the raster reference system 
is a differential current fed to the differential inputs to the deflection 
amplifier. The size output is the voltage used in the digital-to-aualog 
converter, which determines the current for each digit. 

The pairs of target plates in the raster reference tube are connected 
together in two groups, the outside plates making one group and the 
inside plates another. The operation of the raster reference system can 
Lest be explained if an error in position is assumed, either in centering 
or size. 

Assume first an error in centering, with a deflection voltage drift 
so as to move the raster toward Pi (Fig. 9). Whenever the beam is on 
Pi, Si connects to C] and will, in this case, charge it to a negative voltage 
because more of the beam hits the outer target than hits the inner 
target. When the beam is at P2, the beam is mostly on the inner target 
and the switch connects to Co, which is charged positive. The size am- 
plifier output equals Ki{VCi -f FCb). The centering amplifier equals 
K«(VCi — FCo). When there is drift, VCi = —VC* ; therefore, the 
centering output is 2A'2 TCi and the size output is zero. 

If there is a size error but no drift, the size is too small, the beam hits 
the innermost plates at both Pi and P2, both capacitors Ci and C2 are 
charged positive, and VCi = VCi. The centering output in this case 
is zero and the size output is 2Ah VC'i. For either drift or size errors, 
the output of the raster reference system is in a direction to minimize 
the error. 

The switches [Fig. 9(b)] are opened and closed by flip-flops, which 
are controlled by the central control portion of the electronic switching 
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system. When closed, a switch permits the circuitry to either charge or 
discharge the capacitors. Solid state diodes are used for one side of the 
switch because of their low forward impedance, and vacuum tube diodes 
are used for the other side because of their high back impedance. It is 
important that the charge not leak off the capacitor because the switch 
supplies current for only 7 microseconds and leakage drains the charge 
for 10 milliseconds. 

The raster reference system is a sampled-data servo system where 
the sampling rate per axis is once every 10 milliseconds. Gain crossover 
for the loop must be below 50 cycles. There is no reason why the raster 
reference system has to be fast, so no effort was made to push the re- 
sponse to the limit. The open-loop gain depends on the beam current 
of the reference tube and the secondary emission ratio of the targets, 
consequently the break frequency has to be low enough so that the 
system is stable for any possible raster reference tube. 

To make certain that noise in the raster reference circuitry does not 
cause errors in deflection, the integrating network was placed as near 
the output of the size and centering correction voltages as possible. 
The only tubes beyond the integrating network are cathode followers. 
The size output is single-ended, so that it is particularly susceptible to 
noise transients. A tetrode cathode follower is used whose screen voltage 
is carefully filtered. 

The sampling rate and the duration of the sampling time were selected 
so as to fit simply into the electronic switching system4 method of opera- 
tion and still hold the array in place for reasonably fast changes in 
power supply voltages or other circuit drifts. 

To a small extent, some of the circuitry that could have been built 
into the barrier grid store was replaced by the program stored in the 
flying spot store. The program tells the raster reference system when 
and at what address to operate. The servoing could have been accom- 
plished without the help of a stored program but at a considerable in- 
crease in circuitry. 

VI. DYNAMIC FOCUS 

The operation of the present barrier grid tubes is improved if the 
beam is refocuscd when deflected near the edge of the raster. The beam- 
focusing voltage must be adjusted at each address before the beam is 
turned on. The dynamic focus circuit derives its input from the output 
of the deflection amplifier (Fig. 10). Fig. 11(a) is a plot of the output 
voltage of the deflection amplifier for one axis as the beam moves from 
one side of the tube to the other. Fig. 11(b) is a plot of the required 
output of the dynamic focus circuit. 
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The maximum dynamic focus voltage change occurs when the beam 
goes from the center to either edge. The correction may be as large as 
20 volts, with a correction voltage being developed for each axis and 
applied to a corresponding dynamic focus electrode. The dynamic focus 
electrode is at approximately — 500 volts. It would be difficult to couple 
the correction voltage from ground potential, where it is generated, to 
the correction electrode with dc coupling. To make it possible to avoid 
dc coupling, the correction voltage has a reference inserted at the time 
the orders are received. The reference is the most positive the correction 
will ever be, so it is possible to capacitively couple the correction from 
ground potential to the dynamic focus electrode at —500 volts and 
there use a diode to reinsert the dc level. 

VII. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 

The required deflection accuracy is better than 0.1 per cent, and 
determining just how well a deflection circuit is performing is a difficult 
task. The deflection circuit is under the most strain when the deflection 
is from one edge to the other. Then, a 70-volt step must be measured 
to better than 0.1 per cent from 0.3 microsecond after the initial change 
to several seconds later. Three methods of measurement have been 
used to determine deflection accuracy. 

The first method tried was to apply the deflection output to the 
plates of an oscilloscope. When the deflection voltage is a maximum, 
the area of interest is off the screen, so it was necessary to add a dc 
voltage in each lead between the deflection amplifier and the deflection 
plates. This voltage was positive in one lead, negative in the other. By 
taking successive photographs of the deflection voltage at one-spot 
increments, the accuracy of deflection could be seen to be within 0.1 
spot at 0.3 microsecond. 

The second method made use of the raster reference tube. The test 
equipment which supplied orders and addresses to the store and barrier 
grid tube normally addresses the store in an orderly sequence of one 
line at a time, each new spot being adjacent to the preceding spot. This 
orderly sequence must be interrupted to service the raster reference 
system. There is one clock which drives the sequential deflection and 
another, in no way related, which drives the servo. Since the two clocks 
are not related, the deflection sequence may be interrupted at any of 
the 16,384 storage addresses and changed to one of the four servo ad- 
dresses in a random manner. If the servo is disabled, the error signal 
out of the raster reference tube may be calibrated and used to measure 
deflection errors equivalent to those resulting from random addressing. 
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Full output of the servo results from a less than one-spot error, so small 
errors are easily measured. 

The third method which was tried utilizes the output from the bar- 
rier grid tube. A deflection error is deliberately caused by adding a 
small current to the output of one side of the digital-to-analog con- 
verter and subtracting a like current from the complementary side. 
If the deflection is accurate before the error current is added, a reduction 
in readout voltage will result both when the error current is added 
positive to one side and negative to the complement and when the 
current is switched negative to the first side and positive to the comple- 
ment. If there is a deflection error prior to adding the error current, 
switching the error current will cause a decrease in readout when it is 
switched in one sense and an increase in readout when it is switched in 
the other sense. 

This method of measurement is the most accurate, because the error 
current is easily made as accurate as is the current for the digits in the 
digital-to-analog converter. This method revealed that an overshoot 
on the beam drive pulse caused the beam to miss the center of the stored 
charge, by as much as 0.1 spot on some barrier grid tubes, during the 
time the readout was being developed. An immediate improvement in 
the operation of the store resulted when the overshoot was reduced. 

VIII. SUMMARY 

The barrier grid tubes which are used guarantee a R AN (Read Around 
Number) of 150 for a 128 X 128 array of storage spots. To utilize the 
storage capabilities of the tube fully, a deflection system with an ac- 
curacy better than 0.1 per cent was developed. The speed of the de- 
flection system had to be compatible with the 0.75-microsecond reading 
and 0.75-microsecond writing time capabilities of the tube. For the 
deflection to settle as accurately as this in a compatible time a 10 to 
90 per cent rise time of 0.05 microsecond is required. 

A comparison of high- and low-level digital-to-analog conversion 
systems resulted in the choice of the low-level system for present designs. 

To insure a high RAN with a square array of 16,384 spots it is neces- 
sary to make the area covered by the array as large as possible without 
causing the corner spots to fall off the barrier grid. A raster reference 
servo system was developed to hold the array in a fixed position regard- 
less of power supply or deflection amplifier drifts. The servo is a sampled 
error system. 

Several methods of measurement were used, showing that the low- 
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level digital-to-analog system developed adequately meets the require- 
ments of the barrier grid tubes now in use. 
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APPENDIX A 

Deflection Amplifier Input Impedance [(See Fig. 6(b)] 
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APPENDIX B 

Deflection Amplifier Output Impedance [See Fig. 7(a)] 
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Verification of the Logic Structure of 

an Experimental Switching System 

on a Digital Computer 

By DOLORES C. LEAGUS, C. Y. LEE and 
GEORGE H. MEALY 

(Manuscript received September 9, 1958) 

The verification 'problem is concerned with the construction on a computer 
of a logical program which satisfies all the design specifications prescribed 
for an experimental switching system and with the process 0/ putting calls 
through the computer sinndation to evaluate the system's logical structure. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The experimental switching system,1 unlike its predecessors the elec- 
tromechanical switching systems, is a universal machine in the sense that 
its actions are dictated by an internally stored program. In order to 
verify whether the system behaves according to the designers' intent, it 
is therefore necessary to check both the program and the circuitry. Since 
by far the larger portion of the logical complexity of the switching system 
resides in the program rather than in the hardware, it might be supposed 
that a corresponding proportion of effort would be required to check the 
program in the system laboratory and, further, that the program could 
not be checked until the system circuitry was functioning properly. 

A strikingly similar problem arises in computer development: when a 
new computer is in final development, programs must be written and 
verified by the time the first model of the computer is ready for use. The 
solution to this problem is, when feasible, to use an existing computer 
together with a so-called interpretative program which simulates the 
actions of the new computer. In this typo of simulation, internal process- 
ing can almost always be simulated exactly, but at a sacrifice of process- 
ing speed; terminal equipment of the computer usually cannot be 
simulated exactly. 

From our present point of view, the experimental switching system is 
a computer, with its central control corresponding to the control and 

467 
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arithmetic sections, the flying spot store and barrier grid store corres- 
ponding to internal storage and the flip-flop groups and miscellaneous 
flip-flops in central control corresponding to the various registers and 
triggers in the arithmetic and control sections of a more conventional 
computer. 

The IBM 704 was used for verifying programs for the experimental 
switching system, and the 704 program which was constructed for this 
purpose will be described in the following section. In this work, 19 different 
call patterns, involving intraofflce calls, outgoing calls, partial dials, calls 
to busy lines, wrong numbers and various other conditions were processed. 
A complete record of the progress of the calls was kept on each of the 
call patterns, showing the exact conditions of pertinent registers and 
conditions of flip-flops in the experimental switching system at the 
completion of every network operation. The 704 program can be used to 
record the conditions of every bit in the system's storage at any time. 

II. THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The functions of the computer program are to simulate the operations 
of the central control, the scanner and the network control of the exper- 
imental switching system; to carry out the switching system program 
orders stored in the flying spot store; and to give output indications of 
whether calls submitted to the system are successfully completed. 

In the switching system, actions are completed in units of 5 milli- 
seconds. Each 5-millisecond period is called a cycle. A cycle is also the 
time that the switching system takes to go once through its main stored- 
program loop. In the simulation program on the computer, two counters 
are provided: a cycle counter and an order counter. The cycle counter 
keeps a count of the switching system program cycles, thus serving as 
the clock of the computer program. The order counter advances once 
each time a system order is carried out, but is cleared in the beginning of 
each cycle. It therefore keeps a count of the number of system orders 
executed within a cycle. 

In the switching system customer actions and actions of the central 
control, scanner and network all occur in parallel, whereas on the com- 
puter these actions must be serialized. In the computer program, the 
serial positions in time of these actions are all in reference to the contents 
of the cycle counter. 

In order to simulate the actions of the experimental switching system, 
the computer program contains complete images of the flying spot store 
and the barrier grid store as "well as images of associated flip-flop registers. 
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In addition to these images, the computer program also includes an in- 
put program, an order control program, a network control program, an 
output program, a frequency-count program for order usage and other 
auxiliary programs. 

2.1 The Input Program 

The inputs received by the computer program consist of simulated 
dial pulses representing calls from customers. The form in which the dial 
pulses are received is illustrated in Fig. 1. Let us suppose that the tele- 
phone number dialed is WH 2-1111 and that the first off-hook pulse 
occurs at time /o. Then the sequence of times ti, f» , • • •, represents 
the number dialed and h represents the time at which the call is termi- 
nated. If this call happens to be the only one in the system from time to 
to t, , the computer then receives as its input the sequence to, h , 
in that order. If there should be several calls present in the system simul- 
taneously, the sequence of times of each call is then interlaced with the 
other sequences and ordered according to the actual time of occurrence, 
and the complete list is stored in the computer in that order. 

This list of times is examined once every cycle, when the contents of 
the cycle counter is compared with the next time entry appearing in the 
list. If this entry is not the same as the contents of the counter, no change 
in line condition has occurred in that cycle. If the two numbers are the 
same, thou a change in line condition has occurred. This change is re- 
corded by t he computer program and the computer program enters the 
network control program. 

j LnruTTiruTruTr 
to tt ta ta tj lg t? tg tg tio tn ti2 ti3ti4 tt? 

ORIGINATING \ , 
TIME W 

■■"iririru inr 
tl9 tzo tsi t22 tja t24 t251-26 t27 taB tag 1-30 
v_ H-   —' x 2 ' 

"U U—U—U L_ 
tjl tga taa t.34 tsi tsg t.37 tjg 

\ | ^ \ 1 / \ . 2 n , / TERMINATING 
TIME 

Fig. 1 — Form iu which dial pulses are received. 
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2.2 The Order Control Program 

The function of the order control program is to interpret and execute 
each of the 52 types of system program orders. At the heart of the order 
control program are some nine subroutines. Each system order is com- 
posed of five parts (A, B, C, D and E) and, according to the code for each 
part, a different set of subroutines is selected for the execution of the 
order by the computer program. 

For example, the order 0,0,11,47,0 says that a customer line condition 
is to be matched against some spot in the barrier grid store. The address 
of the line is stored in the scanner register and the X part of the barrier 
grid store address is stored in the barrier grid register. The Y part of the 
barrier grid store address is the D code, or 47. If a mismatch occurs, the 
address of the next order to be executed is to be found in transfer register 
1. If a match occurs, no transfer action is to be taken. 

This order is carried out by the order control program in several steps. 
First, the order code is split into five subcodes, A, B, C, D and E. The 
subcodes A, B, C and E cause the order control program first to enter a 
subprogram which finds and stores the condition of the customer line in 
question, and then to enter another subprogram which finds and stores 
the condition of the spot in the barrier grid store in question. The two bits 
are then compared and no action is taken if a match occurs. If a mismatch 
occurs, a third subprogram is entered. The functions of this subprogram 
are, among other things, to set the return address, to set certain 704 
addresses in preparation for the system program transfer, to check and 
see whether the transfer is to a new program order or for translation and, 
finally, to check the 704 console switches to see if transfer mode operation 
(Section 2.4) is desired. 

2.3 Network Control Program 

The function of the network control program is to simulate all the 
interactions between the network and central control circuitry. In the 
switching system, there are nine possible commands the common control 
circuitry may transmit to the network control, and the network can 
answer in one of two ways: "a command has been carried out partially," 
or "a command has been carried out completely and successfully." The 
network control program also sets and resets appropriate flip-flops, and 
checks and records conditions of all lines and trunks. 

As an example, the command 0,20 says to release a distribution net- 
work connection from the A side of the distribution network; the A side 
distribution network trunk address is stored in the A side trunk selector 
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register. This command is carried out by the network control program 
in several steps. First, contents of the A side trunk selector register are 
gated to the A side trunk identifier register. The 13 side trunks are then 
scanned to see which one is connected to the A side trunk in question. 
The fact that both of these trunks are now made idle by the release 
command is then recorded. Finally, the network reports back to the 
central control that the command has been carried out completely and 
successfully. 

2.4 The Output Program 

There are three modes of operation in the computer program, giving 
three types of outputs. The desired mode of operation can be selected 
manually on the 704 console. In the first or normal mode of operation, 
the machine gives an output only under one of the following two situa- 
tions : 

i. The network had been requested to perform some action and has 
completed this action, or 

ii. Dialed digits are being outpulsed to a distant office. 
Under the first situation the following information is printed out on 

the 704 printer: the time (in terms of 5-millisecond intervals) at which 
the network action is completed; the number of stored program orders 
that were executed in the particular 5-millisecond interval involved; the 
network action itself; the contents of various flip-flops and the contents 
of the originating registers, ringing register, network register and discon- 
necting registers. 

In the second mode of operation (transfer mode I), in addition to the 
print-out under normal mode, a transfer record for the stored program is 
written on tape, which can then be put on a peripheral tape-to-print con- 
verter to give a printed transfer record. A transfer record consists of a 
count of the number of actual transfers made in the stored program, the 
transfer order executed, the return address for the transfer order, the 
address to which the transfer is made and the 5-millisecond interval in 
which the transfer has occurred. The return address in this case means 
the address to which the common control would have gone if the transfer 
had not been made. 

A sample transfer record for one of the call patterns is shown in Table 
I. The first transfer order executed is 0,0,1,48,0, which says to read the 
bit at address X,Y of the barrier grid store, where X = 48 and Y is to 
be found in the barrier grid register. The order itself is stored in address 
X = 2. Y — lo of the flying spot store, and the address transferred to is 
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Table I 

Transfer 
Count 

Return 
Address Order Executed Transfer to 

Address 5- 
MiLlisecond 

Interval 
Count X V A B c D E X Y 

00001 03 15 0 0 001 048 0 18 15 
00002 21 15 0 0 001 050 0 26 49 
00003 31 49 2 0 010 028 0 10 28 
00004 14 28 0 2 000 026 0 08 30 
00005 15 30 0 0 004 004 0 22 40 00001 

00006 03 15 0 0 001 048 0 IS 15 
00007 21 15 0 0 001 050 0 26 49 
onoos 31 49 2 0 010 028 0 10 28 
00000 14 28 0 2 000 026 0 08 30 
00010 16 30 0 0 004 006 0 22 40 00002 

00011 03 15 0 0 001 048 0 18 15 
00012 21 15 0 0 001 050 0 26 49 
00013 31 49 2 0 010 028 0 10 28 
00014 14 28 0 2 000 026 0 08 30 
00015 15 30 0 0 004 004 0 22 40 00003 

00016 03 15 0 0 001 048 0 18 15 
00017 21 15 0 0 001 060 0 26 49 
00018 31 49 2 0 010 028 0 10 28 
00019 14 28 0 2 000 026 0 OS 30 
00020 18 30 0 0 004 008 0 22 40 00004 

00021 03 15 0 0 001 048 0 18 15 
00022 21 15 0 0 001 050 0 26 49 
00023 31 49 2 0 010 028 0 10 28 
00024 14 28 0 2 000 026 0 08 30 
00025 13 30 1 0 002 002 0 28 05 
00026 30 05 1 0 000 008 0 07 03 
00027 10 03 2 0 020 054 0 20 54 
00028 25 54 0 0 001 048 0 26 54 
00029 29 64 0 0 001 050 0 22 40 00006 

00030 03 15 0 0 001 048 0 IS 15 
00031 21 15 0 0 001 050 0 26 49 
00032 31 49 2 0 010 028 0 10 28 
00033 14 28 0 2 000 026 0 08 30 

X = 18, Y =15 of the flying spot store. The next transfer order is en- 
countered at address X = 20, Y = 15, the order executed is 0,0,1,50,0 
and the address transferred to is X = 26, Y = 49, and so forth. The 
numbers at the right are the 5-millisecoiid intervals in which the trans- 
fers have occurred. 

The third mode of operation (transfer mode II) is similar to the second 
except that, in addition to a transfer record on tape, the record is also 
printed immediately. The purpose of operating in this mode is to have 
immediate access to the transfer information. 
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2,5 Frequency Count for Order Usage 

A program to record the frequency of usage of the stored program 
orders in any given period of time is available. Records were kept on 
two of the 19 call patterns and one of these is illustrated in Table II, in 
which three columns of data are shown. The first column is the stored- 
program order code, the second is an order usage count when the system 
is idle (i.e. there is no call in the system) and the third column shows an 
order usage count when there is a single call in the system. A comparison 
of columns 2 and 3 shows what orders are used and how often they are 
used because of the presence of the call in the system. From these records 
it appears that, of the 52 stored-program orders, about 60 per cent arc 
used less than 1 per cent of the total time and about 20 per cent are used 
more than 88 per cent of the time. 

2.r» Other Auxiliary Programs 

The computer program includes about 75 error stops. These point out 
incorrect functioning of the system and possible computer error. The ap- 
pearance of an illegal system program order or other malfunctioning of 
the system would load the computer program to an error stop. The error 
stop code is readily identified and the error involved is found by consult- 
ing a list of possible errors prepared beforehand. 

The computer program also includes several conversion programs, of 
which one converts the system orders from symbolic to binary and 
another converts the input dial pulses from decimal to binary. 

ill. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The computer program attains a computer-to-real-time time-ratio of 
about 15 to I in the normal mode of operation and about 50 to 1 in 
transfer mode I. In other words, in the normal mode, the 704 takes about 
75 milliseconds to go through the work involved in a 5-millisecond period 
in real time. To get a transfer record on tape, it would take the 704 about 
one quarter second to go through a 5-millisecond interval in real time. 

This time ratio is achieved by taking advantage of the extra time 
normally inherent in the actual system. The experimental system as a 
whole is essentially a clocked system, in that the principal parts of the 
stored program are normally repeated once every 5 milliseconds, even 
though the work specified for each 5-millisecond interval is usually per- 
formed in less than 5 milliseconds. By making the computer program 
asynchronous — in the sense that each simulated 5-milliseeond interval 
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Table II 

Order Code 

c 
Usage, No Call 

0 872 
1 1156 
2 835 
3 0 
4 867 
5 0 
6 54 
7 0 
S 0 
9 0 

10 432 
11 0 
12 0 
13 1100 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
— 1031 
.— 0 
— 0 
— 803 
— 3879 
   632 
— 90 
— 550 
— 0 
— 0 
0 0 
1 393 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 27 
8 0 
9 0 

10 1156 
11 1807 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
16 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
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is only as long as the work requires it to be — a sharp reduction in time 
ratio is attained. 

To save time in putting calls through the computer program, customer 
dialing time is speeded up by a factor of about six (i.e. actual dialing 
time is six times longer). Under this condition, the longest call pat- 
tern involves some 4,000 5-millisecond intervals and takes approximately 
5 minutes of computer time to go through. 

In writing the computer program, we are confronted with three basic 
problems: the computer-to-real-time time-ratio, the process of under- 
standing the system requirements and disciplines and the process of 
finding those output parameters which will give a good reflection of the 
correctness of the performance of the actual system. 

The computer-to-real-time time-ratio determines whether a simulation 
problem is practically and economically possible to run. The simulation 
of any complex structure such as a telephone system is hampered at 
the start by the lack of commercially available computers which are 
capable of carrying out several logical programs simultaneously. It 
means that the work performed by a telephone system must be serialized 
before it can be programmed on a computer and, as a result, the computer 
program will be run at a much slower pace. 

We have purposely omitted memory requirements in this list of prob- 
lems. With the kinds of tape and optical storage now available, the 
amount of memory needed ceases to be a true obstacle in practice; 
rather, a basic consideration is the time requirement. In other words, we 
may say (with some exaggeration) that, in practice, as much memory as 
any person should need can be obtained, but that there may not be 
sufficient time in his life for him to make use of this memory. 

The problem of understanding the system requirements and disci- 
plines is a basic one in systems design. At the root is the question of how 
to find a simple and flexible language in which the requirements and 
disciplines can he spelled out concisely, correctly and easily. The logical 
design or analysis problem is then one of mapping (other names: com- 
piling, automatic coding, automatic programming) the specifications in 
the basic language into the language of logical circuitry or the language 
of a computer. 

As a result of this work, the logical validity of the program for the 
experimental system was verified in advance of the time when the pro- 
gram could be written into the flying spot store and verified in its ulti- 
mate environment. Until the program was used in the system, it could 
not be said to have been completely verified, since certain timing rela- 
tions peculiar to the circuitry in the system could interact with the pro- 
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gram in an unfavorable mamier. On the other hand, had the system 
itself been used for the entire program verification, the amount of time 
required for system testing would probably have been greatly increased. 
In the case of a suspected error, it might be quite difficult to determine 
whether the error was due to difficulty with the circuitry or to some 
peculiarity of the program. The use of a computer for program verifica- 
tion therefore has two great advantages: over-all developmental time 
for the system is reduced and logical difficulties can be made almost in- 
dependent of electrical difficulties. 
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Nonuniformities in Laminated 

Transmission Lines 
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The effect on transmission properties of certain nonuniformities in 
laminated transmission lines has been calculated by a perturbation method. 
Particular cases have been calculated, including the effect of varying radius 
of curvature in a cylindrical Clogston line, the effect of systematic variation 
in effective dielectric constant and the effect of random variation in layer 
thickness where the nonuniformities are knoion only through statistical 
properties. In one Clogston line where measurements of nonuniformity 
have been made the method predicts a transmission impairment in sub- 
stantial agreement with observations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The remainder of this paper is divided into seven parts. Section II 
contains an outline of the notation used and then a discussion of a new 
formula for the losses in a parallel-plane laminated transmission line* 
due to irregularities in the laminations. The section concludes with an 
outline of a procedure for calculating losses in a given line due to known 
irregularities. 

Section III shows the derivation of the formula by the application 
of a perturbation procedure to a differential equation derived by Mor- 
gan,3! The procedure leads to an expansion of the attenuation in a 

* The fundamentnl notions about laminated conductors, often called "Clogston 
conductors" or "Clogston lines", are given in a paper by Clogston,1 Further de- 
tails and embodiments are also shown in U. S. Patents 2,709,147 (A. M. Clogston 
and H. S. Black). 2,769,148 (A. M. Clogston), 2,769,149 (J. (5. Kreer) and 2,769,150 
(H. S. Black and S. P. Morgan). Experimental results were described in a report 
by Black, Mallinckrodt and Morgan.2 The most thorough mathematical treat- 
ment published to date is an exhaustive and detailed analysis by Morgan.3 Vaage4 

has reduced some of the results to terms more familiar to transmission engineers. 
King and Morgan6 give a lucid retrospective glance over the whole subject, and 
present a series of charts and formulas which enable one easily to make quantita- 
tive estimates of transmission parameters of interest. This paper is probably the 
easiest place to start a study of laminated conductors, ami provides more than 
enough background for reading the present paper. 

f Ref. 3 is referred to hereafter simply as Morgan. 
477 
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power series whose argument is the magnitude of the irregularities in 
the laminations and whose coefficients depend on the distribution of the 
irregularities. The expansion is carried as far as the first nonvanishing 
term. 

Section IV compares the magnitude of allowable irregularities com- 
puted with the new formula to values computed by an exact method 
for the two extreme cases described by Morgan, The results correspond 
within live per cent. 

Section Y shows that the effect of finite lamination thickness can be 
correctly computed by considering the finite laminae as perturbations 
of a uniform medium. It is proved heuristically that the effects of non- 
uniformity and of finite lamination thickness are independent and 
additive. 

Section VI applies the formula of Section III to random irregularities. 
It is shown that the formula is directly applicable when the iiTegularities 
are specified by the absolute value of their Fourier spectra (i.e., by their 
autocorrelation), and two special cases are worked out in detail. 

Section VII applies the formula to the measured irregularities in an 
experimental cylindrical laminated line. The correspondence between 
predicted and measured losses is satisfactory, and demonstrates that 
the method described, despite drastic simplifying assumptions, gives 
results agreeing quantitatively with experiment. 

Section VIII shows how to compute the effect of curvature of laminae 
in a coaxial Clogston line. The results are precisely those predicted by 
Morgan. They give independent support to his formulas, which are 
based on certain plausible physical assumptions and approximations. 

II. DESCRIPTION OP RESULTS 

The notation used by Morgan will be adopted throughout. In particu- 
lar, we shall deal repeatedly with thin laminae of a conductor and of an 
insulating dielectric, with physical properties identified as follows: 

conductor thickness = h , 
conductor magnetic permeability = mi , 
conductor conductivity = Qi, . 
insulator thickness = ^ , 
insulator dielectric permittivity = 62, 
insulator magnetic permeability = pis ■ 

Sometimes the properties of all layers of one material will be assumed 
identical, but at other times, as shown by the context, we shall assume 
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y= 

=z 
I 

Fig. 1 — A schematic section of a parallel-plane Clogston 2 laminated trans- 
mission line between two bounding surfaces, showing the orientation of a coordi- 
nate system. 

that the properties vary from layer to layer about their nominal values. 
In general, we shall assume 

Ml ^ M2 = Mo (2) 

because this seems to bo sufficiently general to include most cases of 
interest. 

Consider a parallel-plane Clogston 2 transmission line bounded by 
infinite-impedance sheets at y = ±1-0 (sec Fig. 1). Near any given point 
the average electrical constants of the stack are* (see Fig. 2) 

e = 
ti 

1 - 0' 

M " 0Mi + (1 — ^)M2j 
(3) 

where the subscript "1" refers to the conductor material, the subscript 
"2" to the dielectric material and 

k 
k + h 

(4) 

is the fraction of the cross section of the line made up of the conducting 
material. 

Assume that e, m and g are not quite constant, but vary about aver- 
age values thus: 

* Morgan,3 Equation 90. 
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Fig. 2— DclMiled schematic section showing the individual layers in a lami- 
nated transmission lino. 

e = €o + Ae, 

fi = jio + A/u, 

g = g0+ Ag, 

(5) 

where the average values are characterized hy a subscript "0", and 
Ac, A/I and Ag have average value zero. 

Following Morgan, let 

? a 2 (6) 

This normalizes the t hickness, so that in terms of ^ the line is bounded 
by the planes i; — 0, £ = 1. Then let 

w(0 = hm, (7) 

the .x-component of the magnetic field of a wave traveling down the line 
in the ^-direction. Also let 

A/I + Ac ^ c 

fio eo cop. og oa 

C 

viy) 

(8) 

/(£)■ 
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The new function /(£) is a dimensionless function which is a measure of 
the deviation of m and e from their average values ji0 and h . The con- 
stant C is a dimensionless parameter. (It is convenient to assume that 
/(£) has fixed magnitude in some sense but a variable shape, and that 
all variation in the magnitude of the irregularities of the line is due to 
C. Actually, all that is specified is the product C/(£), which may be fac- 
tored in any way you please.) It is shown by Morgan that 

^ + [A - icmwit) = 0. (9) 
(/£- 

with the boundary conditions 

ie(0) — re(l) = 0, (10) 

and also that 

7 -- a + = iu\//Itofl + A/fco/ioffua")1'", (11) 

or approximately 

A 
a = Re 7 = lie 2V._^.-_ao!, 

a = Im 7 = coVST. + Im 5^^, 

where A is an eigenvalue of the differential equation. If the stack is 
perfectly uniform, Ap. and A* are zero, and the eigenvalues are 

A = t, dr2, 9t2, • ■ ■ (13) 

coiTesponding to the eigenfunctions 

ic = V2 sin ttI, sin 2t%, sin . (14) 

These eigenfunctions show that (as is well known from Morgan) the 
magnetic field strengths in the various modes in a uniform line vary 
sinusoidally across the stack, the variation going through one, two, 
three, • • • half sine waves and always vanishing at the surfaces. 

Since C varies continuously, we expect the eigenvalues and eigen- 
functions to vary continuously in a manner depending on /(£}. If C is 
small, i.e., if the irregularity of the stack is small, the eigenvalues can 
be expanded in a power series in C. The analysis is in Section III of this 
paper. The first three terms of the scries for the lowest eigenvalue are 

Ai = tt" + tCdi + C" ^2 ——    + 0(C3), (15) 
m=2 TT-m X- 
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where 

am — 2 / f(x) sin irx sin mirxdx; (16) 

that is, the coefficients am are the coefficients of the Fourier sine series 
for 

CO 
fix)^2 sin irx = 2D «toV'2 sin irmx. (17) 

i 

From the above expression one can conclude that 

A , C2^ am
2 \ 

a; = ao I 1 H 2^ "i—; ), (18) 
\ TT2 2 7r2OT2 ~ TT2/ 

where ao is the attenuation which the line would have if it had no irregu- 
larities. 

An alternative approach is derived from the theory of operators. The 
result is 

Ai = :r2 + iC / f{x)\/2 sin vx -v/2 sin mirx dx 
Jo 

(19) 
+ C2 [ j k(x, y)f(x) V2 sin nx f (y) V2 sin iry dx dy + 0(C3), 

Jo Jq 

where kfx, y) is the reduced resolvent kernel; 

, / % _ a/S sin mirx \/2 sin miry 
fc\X, y) 2-t o o 2 

»n=2 WTTT — TT 

= ~ [gin irx sin iry — 2irx cos irx sin iry (^20) 

— 2t}J cos iry sin irx + 27r sin irx cos iry], x ^ y, 

kiy, x) = k(x, y). 

In this particular case it is not hard to show that the results are identi- 
cal. 

For practical results, it is convenient to let 

^ ^ = ll^o,/) = Am (21) 
to M 

and to assume 

11 fit) dt = 1. (22) .fn 
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Note that 

.1 = ^^. \ €0 Mo ' 
(23) 

where the angular brackets denote the root mean square value. As a 
convenience, we make the definition 

2 = 2 ——r"—7= 2 f f y)f(x)f(y)sin tx sin 7r'-/dx d'h 2 TT'tfl — T- to to 

where am and /r are defined as above. 
The expression for attenuation can be written 

where 

a ^ ffo ( 1 + ~ ) , 

1 
' 2AiUo^0a

221/2" 

In a lino having finite laminations, 

ffo = ffoo 

(see Fig. 3), except for very low or very high frequencies, where 

V3 
/•/ = 'iniQitiTj, 

(25) 

(20) 

(27) 

(28) 

Heuristic reasoning and experimental evidence are given in a later sec- 
tion to show that the effects of finite laminations and of noiiimifonnity 
are additive, at least if both are small. Hence we can write 

— ooo 1 + ^+^^ 
^{.ivy 

f = ftOO 1^1 + —Jy (! + &') 
] 

(29) 

= ano 1 + JL] 
(/.•2)

2J' 

where 

(30) 
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Fig. 3 — Attenuation in a plane Clogston 2 laminated transmission line, and 
in an infinite laminated medium, on a Tog-log scale as a function of frequency. 

and aoo is the low-frequency attenuation of the uniform line. The particu- 
lar reason for this choice of variable is the simplification of various 
formulae. If we assume 

m - fa = p., (31) 

as is ordinarily the case when no ferromagnetic materials are involved, 

VWVI (32) 

e 

where n is the number of layers in the stack. This expression is simple, 
and separates the various parameters that enter into the problem: n 
and 6 depend only on the geometry of the line, A on the magnitude of 
the irregularities and S on the distribution of the irregularities. The whole 
effect of the irregularities can be summed up by saying that the effec- 
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tive bandwidth of the line is reduced by a factor 

U = 1 
U Vl + b2' 

(33) 

It is clear that such quantities as conductivity^ dielectric constant, 
dimensions and so on do not appear in the expression for b. Hence, 
although the cutoff frequency of the line is a complex function of all 
these quantities, the relative bandwidth of the line compared with that 
of a similar line having no irregularities depends only on n, 6, the mag- 
nitude of the irregularities A and the quantity S derived from the 
distribution of the irregularities. 

If it is assumed that fxi = nz, then it is logical to assume that Afi = 
0. In this case 

4f(£) = f-£. (34) eo 

If it is further assumed* that the local variations are due to variation 
in thickness h and , it is easy to show from the formula for e that 

--"(r-f)' (35) 
£0 \ 'i '2 / 

where h and t> are nominal values, and Ah and Ah are deviations of the 
actual from the nominal values, of the thicknesses of conductor material 
and dielectric material, and 

ll (36) 
h+ h 

As a practical matter, the computation of the loss of bandwidth due 
to irregularities can lie carried out as follows. First, determine the frac- 
tional irregularities in the line 

— (37) 
h 

and 

Ah (38) 
h 

* At present, it seems likely that the effect of irregularity in €2 will be small 
compared to the effect of thickness irregularities in practical cases. 
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as functions of £ = ij/a + 1/2. Then determine 

4 _ /A*\ 
w 

r f1 

|_io \ ^1 ^2 / 

2 
dt 

1/2 (39) 

and 

Now, 

and 

(4o) 

I'f'Wd^l (41) 
Jo 

A/(J) = it (42) 
€0 

Then, using either the Fourier coefficients am (16) or the reduced re- 
solvent k (20), find the sum S defined in (24). Finally, form the 
quantity b (32). Then the reduction in bandwidth of the line compared 
to a similar line with no irregularities is given by (33). 

The perturbation method can also be applied to finding the effect of 
finite lamination thickness. When applied to the above case, it gives 
Morgan's result 

2 2 . 7 = —w fxe 
icj)ixgd2a~\ 

12n2 J " i + ^' I. (43) 
lunga- 

When applied to a cylindrical line of outer radius 6 and inner radius 
zero, it gives, in agreement with Morgan's equation 486, 

y* — —(/til I 1 + (3.8317)2 iuvgdV (44) 
icofigb- 12n2 

The only difference between (43) and (44) is that the first root r of 

sin .t — 0 (45) 

s replaced by the first root 3.8317 of 

Ji(x) = 0. (46) 

As a result, the low-frequency attenuation of a solid cylindrical Clogston 
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line of radius b is higher than that of a flat Hue of thickness h by a factor 
(3.8317/7r)2 = 1.487G, but the high-frequency attenuation is exactly the 
same! The crossover frequency/a.- is shifted up by a factor 3.8317/jr = 
1.2197. 

III. EVALUATION OP ATTENUATION IN THE NONUN1FOUM LINE 

The expansion of A!, and hence of a, in terms of powers of C is ac- 
complished as follows, f The governing equation is equation 532 of 
Morgan (Ref. 3, p. 131): 

+ [A - iCTOWC = o. 07) 

subject to the boundary conditions 

iv(0) = 0, wfl) = 0. (48) 

Here A is the eigenvalue from which the propagation constant of the 
line can be derived by (11), and w(^) is the corresponding eigenfunction 
which tells, according to (7), how the amplitude of the transverse com- 
ponent of the magnetic field varies across the stack. Equation (47) can 
bo considered a perturbation of the equation 

^ + Aw = 0, (49) 
dt- 

subject to the same boundary conditions. Suppose this equation has as 
its eigenvalues 

Ai, As, • • • , (50) 

and as its corresponding normalized eigenfunctions 

i0i ,w2, ■ . (51) 

In fact, 
» 2 2 A,, - TT n , 

wn = \/2 sin ir/if. 

Xow suppose the perturbed equation 

d'w* 

(52) 

de- 
+[A* -jCfiZ)]w* = 0, (53) 

t This method is given by Courant and Hilbert.6 It was pointed out to the 
author by S. P. Morgan. 
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where /(^) is a given function of ^ and C is a (small) parameter, has as 
its eigenvalues 

Ai*, A/, • - ■ (54) 

and as corresponding cigcnfunctions 

w,*, w-i*, ■■■ . (55) 

Following Courant and Hilbcrt,6 suppose there exists an expansion 

Wn* = wH + Cxn + C2yn 4- • • ■ , 

A„* — A„ + Cun + C2Vn + ■ • • • 

Using the notation of Courant and Hilbert, let 

d.,i= I jf(£)u>n(Z)v>i(£)dt, 
• 0 

a.. = 0, (57) 

dnl _ 7 
Unl = T T- 7 71 L An — Al 

Then, as shown in Courant and Hilbert, the series expansions to 
terms of the second degree are: 

w,* -- wn + C Z) . dnl . WJ 
i=i An — Aj 

-b C2 fs W3 «n* dkj - findns) — hWa 2Z (58) IPi An - Aj V=l / fc=l J 
CO 

An* — An + C dnn "b C ^ dnj djn + ■ • • . 
i=l 

By following the same method, further terms of the power series could 
be found. 

An equivalent exposition in terms of linear operator is given by Kato. 
He discusses the behavior of eigenvalues of the equation 

{H0 + kH(l) - = 0 (59) 

and shows that, formally, 

Xfc = Xo 4- k{IiU)(pQ, ^o) 4- fc2[-(SHuVo, //aVo)l + 0(fc3), (60) 

and a corresponding eciuation for <pk ■ The relation of his notation to 
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ours is given below. Note that Ih, H(l) and 6' represent operators, not 
functions, and that (,) is a functional of the variables it surrounds. 

e <-> —iC, 

Xo Ai, 

\k Ai*, 

(po<-> Wi, 

<Pk ^ Wi*, 

rr d2U (61) Hall = —, 
dx- 

Ha)u = f{x)u{x), 

{u, v) = / wCtM#) dx, 
Jo 

Su = / k(x, !/)n(y) dy, 
Jo 

where k is the resolvent kernel 

y) = t m 
2 Am — Ai 

The resulting expression for Ax* is 

Ai* = Ai + jC f f(x)w1
2(x) dx 

■>o 

+ C2 f [ k(x, y)f(x)f(7j)ivi(x)wl(y) dx dy + 0(C3) 
•/Q ''0 

— Al + 2jC f fix) sin2 irx dx 
Jo 

+ 2C2 [ [ k(x, y)f(x)f(y) sin irx sin iry dx dy + 0(C3), 
Jo Jo 

as stated before. 
The advantage of these expressions is that the function /(£) need not 

he specified beforehand. In fact, as we shall see later, it need not even 
be exactly specified. We shall presently apply these expressions to cases 
where /(£) is a random function with a specified spectrum. 

(63) 
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS — COMPARISON WITH MORGAN 

As a preliminary to further numerical results, we can check the formu- 
las just derived with exact numerical results derived in Morgan for 
certain special cases. For example, in Fig. 22 of Ref. 3 an irregularity is 
described for which 

m = -i, 

m = -h, 

In the case of the lowest eigenvalue 

:= 0, 

*1/2 
- 4 / sin 7r£ sin irm£ d£ 

■lo 

4m( —1)(to/2)+1 

0 ^ ^ i 

1 1. 
(64) 

7r(m2 — 1) 

m odd 

m even 

m even, 

s = E 
16m (65) 

7r4(m2 — I)3 

- 0.0329, 

a = cto 
r- 

1+^2 TT 

= a0[l + 0.00333C2]. 

For the second eigenvalue 

a = «0[4 - O.OOIOC2], (66) 

where oro is still the low frequency attenuation corresponding to the 
lowest eigenvalue. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of these curves with the 
curves published in Ref. 3, Fig. 22. The value of C which makes a twice 
ao is 

C - (0.00333)~I/2 - 17.3. (67) 

This compares well with Morgan's precise value 16.5. Similarly, if 

C/(£) = -Ccos6x£, (68) 

as in Ref. 3, Fig. 30, 
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C/(£) sin = — ^ sin Ttt^ + ^- sin 5^, 

r- _ C2 / 1/4 1/4 \ _ 
T2 \49 - 1 25 - 1/ 

C2 

647r2 (69) 

(■ a = a°ll + 0l^)- 

On a graph, this is indistinguishable from the curve in Ref. 3, Fig. 30. 
The value of C for which the attenuation is doubled is 

C = 8t2 = 78.9, (70) 

the same as Morgan's result to three significant figures. These two 
results, representing both extremes in the computation reported in 
Morgan, are sufficiently close to give us a good deal of confidence in 
this method. 

f(a +) 

ReAz/n 

z = ReAz/^ ReA\Ar 

—- EXACT 
 APPROXIMATE S ReA,/ 

30 '•'0 40 50 

Fig. 4 — Eigenvalues for a nonuniform laminated stack whose average prop- 
erties are constant except for a single symmetric step-discontinuity: approximate 
values computed from two terms of the perturbation-method power series com- 
pared with exact values derived by Morgan. 
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The following relation can be used to simplify numerical computa- 
tion. If f{x) is expanded in a Fourier cosine series 

i 

then 

fix) = + jC kn cos irnrx, (71) 

fix) sin irx = ~ sin ttx 4- bm (cos mirx sin ttx) 
2 i 

7 CO ^ 
= -Jsin ttx + Z! 77 [sin (w + l)?r.T — sin (m - Dttt] 

! 1 ^ 
\ * hjn—1 

= — N  sln mirX 

o 2 
CO 

— Z Cm sin mirx, 

where 

o™ — hm-l — h 'm+1 (73) 

and we assume that 6_i (otherwise undefined) equals zero. 
If hm-i and hm+i are random variables with Gaussian distribution 

about zero and rms values (bm-i) and (bm+i), then am is also a random 
variable with Gaussian distribution about zero, and its rms value is 

{am) = + <hm+1)
2. (74) 

V. THE EFFECT OF FINITE LAMINATIONS 

Following Morgan, equations 2 and 3 [but supposing that (g -f jwe) 
is a function of y, as it is indeed if the medium has finite laminations], 
we arrive at the equation 

1 a2//* ^ dHx d 
g + jo>e dy2 dy dy 

Now let 

(—4--) - (^ - -Z-) h- =o- (75) 

/+an 
ig + jue) dy, 

■all 

1 f" 
u= -r I (ff + iwe) dy, f J~al2 

(76) 

HM = Hiu). 
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Then we find 

^ _ r-     
J + jut (g + jue)2 

subject to the boundary conditions 

r>2 y r • 2 
d H _ >2 juv y 
du2 3 :]# = 0, (77) 

H{Q) = 0, 7/(1) = 0. (78) 

We can regard this as a perturbation of 

+ k2H = 0, (79) 
d2H . 
du2 

where 

k* = - r 

><i/2 / 2 \ 
-/ / (jufi —7 ■ ) dy- 7—0/2 \ + jwe/ 

To a very good degree of approximation, 

/ = adgx = ag, 

j2 ■ -2,y2a2g (81) Ic — —joj figa -j- —s— . 
jut 

The equations for f and k2 provide some insight into the source of 
the effective or average values e, g and p.. Inasmuch as t and g always 
occur in the combination g -1- jut, it is hard to see why two different 
"average" values arise. Now it is clear that e is the harmonic mean value 
and g the arithmetic mean value. Because of the overwhelmingly large 
ratio of <?i to juez, the larger dominates the arithmetic mean and the 
smaller the harmonic mean. If we had assumed gi and gv different, p 
would turn out to be the arithmetic mean, but, inasmuch as they are 
of the same general order of magnitude, both gi and gz appear in the 
resulting formula for p. 

The eigenvalues of the wave equation above are (Ref. 3, equation 
537) 

Ar = ?iV (82) 

and the corresponding values of y are 
1/2 

7 = ju\/jue | 1 + .. lugga- _ 

in agreement with Morgan's equation 534. 

ju\/,gi |j (83) 
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In terms of the variable u, the function 

-jCf(u) = -/2 f  , J. J + jwgar - ^4 (84) 
Iff + (U + jueYJ joie 

alternates periodically between two values. It is interesting to note, 
however, that the "electrical thickness" of a dielectric layer, i.e., its 
thickness in terms of u, is 

1 fV6+lt . . Mk /n r \ 
5u = - jo)e2 dy = —— j (oo) 

f Jyo 

which is infinitesimal if g has any reasonable value. Hence the function 
f(u) in question really has the appearance of a sequence of sharply 
spaced spikes, having 

spike width = , 
ag 

spike height = —a^f , (86) 

spike spacing = i. 

Using the approximation 
2 2 7 = — u) fie 

and defining spike strength S as the product of spike height and spike 
length, we find 

S 
ag , " (87) 

jufxgda 

2-2\ /M wVA 
as)(e-iwj 

m 

Now it happens that the Fourier coefficients am can be evaluated 
explicitly in this case, and this procedure leads fairly easily to the 
results in Morgan's equations 455, 459 and 460. The computation suc- 
ceeds only because f{u) is in this case a supremely simple function. 
When f{u) is not quite so regular, it is easier to return to the double 
integral formulation. The more general procedure will be carried out 
here for two reasons. First, it shows that the effects of local variations 
of layer thickness and dielectric constant are independent of the effect 
of finite lamination thickness; i.e., the two effects can be computed 
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separately and added. Second, it shows that the result is not restricted 
to flat lines, but is immediately applicable to other cases which can be 
bo sot up as self-adjoint differential equations, including the cylindrical 
case. 

The central idea is to observe that, when f(u) is a function consisting 
of a sequence of (nearly) equally spaced pulses of (nearly) equal ampli- 
tudes, then 

The expression on the left is a finite sum which approximates, by the 
two-dimensional analog of the trapezoid rule, the integral on the right. 
The remainder of the process consists in evaluating the difference be- 
tween the two, i.e., the error in the approximation. It is not surprising 
that the result depends heavily on the special characteristics of the 
reduced resolvent kernel k{u, v), which depend in turn on its relation 
to Green's function. Let 

(88) 

k{u, = h{n,v). (80) 

Then wc need in particular; 

(00) 

'o 
(91) 

dh 
dll u—v—O = iei2(y), (92) 

(03) 

h{u, v) = 0(w2) 

= 0(r2) 

- 0(1 - u)2 

= 0(1 - v)2 

(04) 

in the neighborhood of the boundaries of the unit square. 
First note that, because of the pulse character of /, the integral can 
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be transformed into a sum: 

JJ C2f(u)f(v)h(u, v) du dv = £ £ , fj), (95) 

where 

n,- = Wo + t/n, 

vj = wo + j/n, (96) 

wo = Vo. 

We can approximate each term of the sum by an integral thus by setting 

t / , i \ i/- ^ , dh , dh h{ui + a;, Vj + y) = h{ui,vj) + 
(97) 

, x* d2h , 9% . y2 d h . r., -3\ 
+ 2^ + x«^Bi+2e? + 0{n )- 

|x| -13/1 - s;- 

Integrating directly, we get, for i 9^ j: 
/llin Al/2n 

/ h{ui + x, vj + y) dx dy 
H-.n J-l,2n ^ ^ (9g) 

—9, / , 1 "4 *5 /?■ . 1 —4 5 ^ 1 y—\ f —6\ 
= n -hM + + 2411 S? + 0('i ' 

and, for i = j: 

dh 

i du 
_ dh^ 

du , 

- 
1 -3 

l2n 

(99) 

+ T") + 0('l~,)- U du / 

Now, in performing the indicated double summation, note that 

I -^1 ) + 0(1) (100) 
t=i du2 \du U=r-o du \v-0/ 

and, hence, using (92) and (93), 

(e + E) 
\»=i j+i/ 

t^iui^j) = -nw2(vj) +0(1) 
dw , „ , 

(101) 

EZ "4 = + 0(n) au2 
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and, similarly, 

EE P, = -n + 0(H). (102) dv2 

In the terms involving i = j, using (92) and (93) again, we find 

w\ui) = — n + 0(1). (103) 
i=l 

Now, taking all terms and summing, we get 
1/2» rl+Do-l/2n pi-ruQ—Litn p x-rvQ—i i L ii 

/ / /i(i/, v) du du 
J u=tiQ—ll2n ^11=110—1/2 78 

= n 2 > yi) + 4[ —2?i2 + 0(n)] 

- I2n-3[-2« + 0(l)] 

= n~'2 22 hiui^vj) + ^- + OirT6). 

(104) 

But the integral, by direct integration using (91) and (94), is 0(?i 3). 
Hence, 

SS hiuj, Vj) = - Y2 + 0(?l I). 

JJ C2f(u)f(v)h(ti, v) du dv = S2 j o) 

= - ~+ O^2), (106) 

^ = + 0(n-3)j 

2 2 ~ * i tt" iicngd'a y = —u mm 1 + t 
iccnga2 12?)2 

This is the same as Morgan's formula 455, except that, in his case, the 
number of layers is 2n rather than n. In the appropriate frequency range, 
(including Morgan's "low" and "high", but not his "very low" and 
"very high" frequencies) 

2 2 2-,2 o> m gk 
' . / T ' 2\/^/iga 2Wg.lt (107) 

$ = wV/zA. 
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as already found by Morgan (Ref, 3, equations 459 and 460). To sim- 
plify the arithmetic, it has been assumed that Mi = Ma = M, and the 
computation has been restricted to the lowest-order mode. Generaliza- 
tion to remove these restrictions alters nothing. 

By this time the reader, exhausted or bored according as he has or 
has not attempted to bridge the gaps in the above computation, may 
reasonably ask: why compute the effect of finite lamination thickness 
by such a laborious method when the matrix method of Morgan yields 
the same result so simply? The answer is that the matrix method fails* 
if the layers are not identical, whereas the perturbation method does 
not. The exercise in this section was designed simply to show that when 
both methods apply, they agree. 

Two important cases arise where the layers are not identical. The 
first is a cylindrical laminated line, where the radii of the layers gradually 
increases from center to outside layer. This case is discussed in Section 
VIII. The second is a laminated line in which the lamination are finite 
but not perfectly regular. In this case one would expect some contribu- 
tion from irregularity and some from finite thickness, and may ask how 
they combine. From the nature of the computation for the uniform case, 
it is easy to guess that the contributions are independent and additive. 
We can replace the integral to be approximated by one including the 
effects of irregularity, which does not vanish identically, but the contri- 
bution due to finite granularity of the approximating sum remains 
unchanged. Alternatively, we can actually compute the effect of irregulari- 
ties as a finite sum rather than an integral, taking one point correspond- 
ing to each layer. This was what was in fact done in the experimental 
case presented in Section VII. In this case, the sum computed can be 
compared term-by-term with the sum for the ideal case above, and the 
difference turns out to be precisely the finite analog of the integrals at 
the end of Section IV. The results can be presented in several forms, 
but the conclusion is always the same: that to a first order of approxi- 
mation the contribution to the quantity 2 (24) due to finite layer thick- 
ness is independent of the contribution due to irregularities in the layers. 

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS — RANDOM VARIATIONS 

The expression for h derived in Sections II and III does not depend 
explicitly on/(|), but only on the squares of the coefficients of its Fourier 

* But see Hayashi and U-O.8 Here the matrix computation is carried out 
by an approximation method which appears to be valid if the radius of the inner- 
most layer is not too small compared to the total thickness of the stack. 
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series, or on what is known to communications engineers and statisti- 
cians as its power spectrum. Consequently, the expression is especially 
adapted for use when / is a random function known only by its average 
power spectrum. The functions of this class have been used widely in 
discussions of electrical noise and other random processes, and their 
introduction into this problem should not come as a surprise. 

Suppose that e varies randomly from layer to layer, i.e., that 

i = eo + uiO, (108) 

where u(^) is a random variable whose value in every layer is independ- 
ent of its value in every other layer. Then /(£) is a random function 
having a flat spectrum, and can be represented as 

« 
/(£) = 52 bm cos mrt;, (109) 

m=l 

where 

(bm) = 7c, (110) 

k being a constant. {The angular brackets indicate, as before, rms values.) 
Inasmuch as the number of layers is finite, it seems reasonable that 

the series should be terminated after a finite number of terms. Because 
of the strong convergence factor l/(?n' — 1) the exact termination point 
is not very important. Inasmuch as /(£) has only ?i degrees of freedom, 
we have terminated the series after u terms. In the practical cases worked 
out, we used the formulation having a definite integral, which was inte- 
grated point by point, using one data-point per layer. This was precisely 
the number of measured data available (i.e., one conductor-to-conductor 
capacitance measurement through each insulating layer) so there was 
no choice about how many terms to use anyway. 

The function/(|) was defined so that (/(£)) is unity. It follows from 
Parseval's theorem that 

I i 

and hence that 

= 1 = iEl>J = (111) 

k = A/" ■ (112) 

It follows that 
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<«m) = W{hm+iY + (6m-i>2 

^ S 7r2n(m2 — 1) 

Zn - n — 2 
~ (4?),a + 4n2)5r2 

_ _0_ 

1 

(113) 

4'mr' 

and 

Zs/n /A€\ 
2Tr9 \ eo / 

(114) 
3Vn /Ah _ Ah\ 

2ir Kh h/ 

From this quantity h it is easy to compute the reduction in bandwidth 
(1 + 62)"",/2, as a function of n and the mean square fractional variations 
of tx and k ■ The reduction in bandwidth is plotted as a function of the 
number of layers n for several values of 

/AU _ Aii\ 
\ h k/ 

in Fig. 5. Notice that, if the variations in k and ^ are independent, 

However, if k and h are the thicknesses of layers successively formed 
about the same core, one can imagine that they would not be uncorre- 
lated. In fact, it is plausible to believe that when one is too small, the 
other will be too large. In any case, however, the expression at the left 
can be no greater than twice the expression at the right. 

As an alternative to controlling the effective dielectric constant of 
each layer independently, one might control the average dielectric 
constant of the incomplete stack, as it is built up layer by layer. In this 
case, one would expect the average dielectric constant to vary in a 
random manner about its nominal value. Suppose, for example, that 
the elastance per unit length of the stack is measured after each layer 
is added, that the next layer is added to bring the average dielectric 

(115) 
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Fig. 5 — Bandwidth degradation in a laminated transmission line due to ran- 
dom irregularities of a certain type plotted as a function of number of laminae for 
several amounts of irregularity. 

constant to its nominal value and that the error (i.e., the measure of 
the amount by which we fail to bring the average dielectric constant to 
its nominal value) varies randomly from layer to layer. Then, except 
for a multiplicative constant, 

S(0 = 
(no) 

) .r "(£), 
€0 

where S(£) is the elastance of a unit length measured from one side to 
the with layer, = ?i% and ■u(£) is a random function with a flat spec- 
trum. Then 

Ae _ e — tp 
to eo 

= (117) 

r^i du 

Now/(£) is proportional to — (du/d£), and hence has a spectrum whose 
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amplitude increases with frequency, i.e., 

(bm) = km. (118) 

Proceeding as before, 

or 

Then 

and 

Hence, 

.'o 1 

= ^±m2 (119) 
1 

k n 
6 ' 

= t/^ 

(dm) = IV (bm-l)2 + {hm+lY 

3 
= w Ta 

^2 Tr2m2 - T2 

~ nV2 

h = - — 
Tr6 €0 

^ 3 /Afe _ Ah\ 
TT \ h / 

(120) 

(121) 

(122) 

3 

(123) 

Notice that, for the same rms deviations in h and ^ , 5 is smaller by a 
factor 2/\/n. This is, of course, due to the fact that the variations in 
successive layers are no longer uncorrelated, but are adjusted to make 
the variations cancel over several layers. The variations of average 
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dielectric constant having long wavelength are reduced, and the only 
remaining variations left have short wavelength. However, in the ex- 
pression for S the contribution of each component is weighted with the 
factor 1 /(m" — 1), and hence the contribution of the components having 
short wavelengths is reduced. The over-all result is that the line is not 
degraded so much by this kind of variation. The relation in bandwidth 
for the same values of the parameters as were used in Fig. 5 is independ- 
ent of n, and has the values 0,983, 0.995 and 0.999 for 5 = 0.20, 0.10 
and 0.05, respectively. 

One might ask how the way in which one aims for the nominal dimen- 
sions can make a difference, if the errors in film thickness are the same 
in both cases. The fact can be made plausible by the following argument: 
in the first case a layer is laid in ignorance of what has gone before, 
while in the second case the layers that have gone before are studied 
and an attempt is made to compensate for past errors. As an example, 
one might examine the following; suppose one is making a ruler by mark- 
ing off successive inches with a pair of dividers. First one might set the 
dividers and mark off, say, 30 nominally equal spaces. As an alternative, 
one might measure the result after each step, and adjust the dividers so 
that the measured distance plus the distance laid down for the new stop 
should be as near as possible to an integral number of inches. There is 
no doubt that, even if the precision of each individual inch is the same 
in both cases, the latter process will make a ruler having a more uniform 
scale. This example is more than an illustration; it is a good analog of 
the two processes of laminated line construction which are described 
above. 

This conclusion is of great practical importance. In dealing with layers 
with a thickness smaller than 0.001 inch, a variation of 0.05 in relative 
thickness corresponds to a thickness change of one wavelength of visible 
light. There is not much hope of producing laminated lines having 
hundreds of layers if this kind of precision must be maintained. On the 
other hand, the measurement of capacitance to a high degree of accuracy 
is quite reasonable, and a feedback mechanism to translate that meas- 
urement into an objective for the thickness of the next layer is quite 
conceivable. With this kind of servo control in the fabrication process, 
laminated lines having any number of layers could be constructed using 
layers no more regular than were those In the experiment described in 
Section VII, with degradation of bandwidth no more than 2 per cent. 
Thus, irregularities can be conquered by feedback, and the laminated 
line made of less-than-perfect materials can be rescued and brought 
back to the realm of the practical. 
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VII. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

In 1951 an experimental 100-layer Clogston 2 cable was fabricated. 
A description of this cable and of measurements made on it has never 
been published, largely because measured transmission properties could 
not be reconciled quantitatively with the theory available at the time. 
The unresolved differences motivated the research which culminated in 
the results of the present paper. A laboratory report on the fabrication 
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Fig. 6 — Computed and measured losses in a 276-foot terminated laminated 
transmission line. The measurements were made with several different electrical 
shielding means to exclude certain possible spurious effects. 
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Fig. 7 — Computed and measured losses in a 276-foot terminated laminated 
transmission line. The line and the measurement circuit were completely shielded 
electrically, resulting in less scatter than in the previous figure. 

and measurement of this cable is being published as a companion paper9 

to the present theoretical study. 
The cable was a 276-foot laminated conductor assembled by hand 

around a |-inch conducting core. The laminations consisted of 100 con- 
centric layers of 0.00025-inch aluminum foil separated by 99 polystyrene 
cylindrical insulators each 1.35 mils thick. After fabrication the cable 
was shielded by a wrap of 0.010-inch aluminum foil. 

The Clogston 2 dominant mode was propagated. Measurements were 
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Fig. 8 — Computed and measured losses in several lengths of a laminated trans- 
mission line measured as a resonator. 

made of the mode pattern and the attenuation as a function of frequency 
up to 25 mc. Measured attenuation was compared with attenuation 
computed for a uniform laminated line, and exceeded the theoretical 
values by a factor of two, as shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. At the time, the 
discrepancy was attributed to lack of uniformity in the laminae. How- 
ever, no quantitative theory of the effect of irregularities was available 
and definite association of the discrepancy with this cause was not pos- 
sible. 

At the time the 100-Iayer Clogston line was tested, a wise decision 
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was made to measure the capacitance between consecutive layers of 
conductor. The thickness of the dielectric layer is easily derived by as- 
suming that the capacitance is proportional to area and inversely pro- 
portional to thickness. Because of the fact that the conducting layers 
each consist of a single sheet of relatively firm metal, while the dielectric 
layers are built up of several thicknesses of relatively soft dielectric, it 
is reasonable to assume that the principal effect of irregularity of layer 
t hickness can be traced to variation in dielectric thickness. 

With the assumption that the principal effect of irregularity is due to 
variations in dielectric thickness, it is not difficult to show that 

where 

t,„ = the effective dielectric constant at layer m, 

to = the average dielectric constant, 

Cm — the capacitance per unit area across the layer m, (125) 

Ctiv = the average capacitance per unit area, averaged over all 
the dielectric layers. 

The value Cm was derived from measurements of capacitance between 
adjacent conducting layers, which were measured separately for two 
different lengths of the completed cable. To simplify the computation, 
the small variation in area from layer to layer was ignored. The reduc- 
tion in bandwidth h was determined by (32), 

!-= (i-e) + g^, 
fO wav 

(124) 

b = VSnAVz (126) 
e 

where 

As = . i (W - - h'l. + 27r/,"j . (127) 
7r2ft2(7av \ n / 

n n 
fn = Z) Cm sin2 iirm/n), 

1 
n 

I,! — sin {irm/n) cos (xm/n), 
i 

In" — z: Cm sin (vrw/w) cos {irm/n)[m 
i 
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This is the finite analog of the integral (24) 
•■i /■ i I-, ,1 

A2^ — A2 f [ f{x)f(y)h{x, y) dx dx = - / A fix") sin2 irx dx 
JQ JQ | TT JQ 

— ~ f Af(x) sin2 tt.v dx [ xAf(x) sin tta cos irx dx (128) 
IT Jo J0 

+ 4 [ Afix) sin irx cos irx dx f Af(tj) sin2 iry dy, tt Jq ' Jo 

where h{x, y) is the function defined in (89). The reduction to iterated 
integrals made numerical computation much simpler. In actual compu- 
tation, Cm was used rather than AC™ = Gm — C„v, because the nature 
of the computation is such that addition of a constant to the values of 
ACm does not alter the result. 

The computation was carried out for two sets of data, measured on 
two lengths of the original 100-layer Clogston cable. The data, shown 
in graphical form in Fig. 9, are in the form of measured values of capaci- 
tance between consecutive layers of conductor. Only 98 values were 
recorded in one set and 97 in the other, because the outer layers were 
apparently not rigid enough to give reproducible capacitance measure- 
ments. To simplify the computation, only 97 values were used (i.e., 
n = 97 was assumed). Inasmuch as the values near the surface would 
have been weighted with a factor sin wtt/IOO, the resulting error is 
likely to be small. In one case, where the capacitance measurement was 
indeterminate because of a short circuit, the mean of the two adjacent 
measurements was used to avoid introducing an apparent gross dis- 
continuity. 

The computation resulted in two different values of h\ 

b — 1.345 for a 145,5-foot length, 

b = 1.296 for a 103-foot length. 

The corresponding reductions in bandwidth are 

^ ^ = 0.597 for length 145.5 foet, 
/2 Vl + &2 (129) 

= 0.611 for length 103 feet. 

These differ by about 2 per cent. It would be misleading to assume, 
because of this agreement, that the result is accurate within 2 per cent: 
on the basis of these two results only, there is still a chance of one in 20 
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that a large sample of similar measurements might have a standard 
deviation as high as 50 per cent.10 

The correction was applied to results computed earlier by Morgan, 
for a perfectly uniform line. The results are shown as dashed lines on 
the figures.* It is clear that the correction accounts for substantially 
all of the difference between the measured data and the curve computed 
for a uniform line. The corrected curves predict an attenuation somewhat 
lower than that measured by resonance measurements and slightly 
higher than that measured by direct transmission measurements. 

In comparing the new computed results with experiment, the follow- 
ing three facts must be borne in mind; 

i. The theory of losses due to irregularities is not known to be accu- 
rate beyond a point where loss is about twice the low frequency loss 
(say 0.002 db/ft on the three figures). Hence, the calculated values are 
of doubtful validity in the upper three-quarters of each graph in Figs. 
6, 7 and 8. 

ii. Variations in conductor thickness have been assumed to be negli- 
gible. 

iii. Longitudinal variations in the line have been ignored. 
In view of the good correlation between measurement and theory, 

wo can tentatively draw the following conclusions: 
i. The theory of losses in Clogston 2 lines is consistent with the ex- 

periments. This also provides an experimental confirmation of the work 
of S. P. Morgan on which it was founded. 

ii. We know enough about the effect of irregularities to predict in an 
intelligent and sufficiently accurate way the losses to be expected from 
manufacturing irregularities in Clogston 2 lines, provided we can make 
sufficiently accurate estimates of manufacturing tolerances. 

VIXI. CYLINDRICAL CLOGSTON LINKS WITH LAYERS OF FINITE THICKNESS 

Let us now apply the methods of Sections II, III, and V to a struc- 
ture having finite laminations and cylindrical (rather than planar) 
symmetry. We shall study the properties of a Clogston 2 line which is 
completely filled with laminated layers; i.e., the radius of the inner core 
is zero. 

The equation to be solved, with its boundary condition, is (from Ref. 

* Actually, Morgan's curves include a linear term accounting for dielectric 
loss. The curve computed for the uniform line is approximately a = 0.00065[1 
(//9.372)2| + 0.000076/, where« is in db/ft and/ in mc. The dashed curve is a = 
6.00065[1 + (f/5.659)2] + 0.000076/. Thus /i2//2 = 5.659/9.372, corresponding to a 
value b = 1.32 in (129). 
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3, ciiuations 27, 28 and 29 

;■ +>01 +trW. -j^]H*=o' (i3o) 

HM = Hv{b) = 0, 

where b is the radius of the outer sheath. The real interest in the equa- 
tion is the determination of the eigenvalues y. 

In order to transform the equation to a self-adjoint equation with no 
first-order term, define a new independent variable u by 

if = f I r(g -h Jive) dr (131) 
K J(s 

and a new dependent variable, IF, by 

IF = J-Hp. (132) 
V u 

If we choose 

k = 2 f r{g + jive) dr = Bb'g, (133) 
Jo 

then the boundary conditions on TF arc 

1F(0) - ]F(1) - 0 (134) 

and the equation is transformed to 

'JJk + ('J ^ A y. - -1 - Al w = 0- 035) du~ { p- L(i? + fJe)- g + Mi-) 

This can be considered a perturbation of the equation 

'w + (A ~ il)" = 0' ,rCo) = = 0, (136) 

where A is the average value 

(i37) Jo p-L(ff+.?««)" ff + JwtJ 

Write 

3Vf(u) = A - % \r - -^?-l (138) 
P" LG? + iwc)- g + twej 
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and the original equation becomes 

+[K~ jCf(u)]W ' 0- (139) 

Having once obtained the quantities A„ , n = 1,2, ■ • ■ , we can get 7„ 
from the relation (137). 

The eigenfunctions of the unperturbed equations are 

= (WO) ■Mvxj 

and the eigenvalues are determined from 

UVK) = 0: 

Vxi - 3.8317, (141) 

V^2 = 7.0156, 

VXn = WTT + 

From the technique in Courant and Hilbert,6 we can write a second- 
order approximation to the first eigenvalue (the one we desire) as fol- 
lows: 

A, = X. + 2Coi + C'! t ^ a"\ , (142) 
2 Am Al 

where 

a, = 2 | 1 vf(u) /'(/
V^) du. (143) 

•0 ^1 (vXi) -/i (vX„) 

Proceeding by either route used before, we find 

s = 2 f1 f' V^/M/W k{U: v) du ^ (144) 
-o yiivXi)]" 

The actual value of k is not important for the present study, but is 
given here as a matter of record: 

k{v,u) = k(u,v) = [ujAxdymrm 
£Jl (tj 

+ wAfovK/umw + uiu)uiv)Yi(i)] -1 vWiOionto) (us) 

/— J l(lu)J i(h') . r— 
- r-ih'iiW ' l = Vx*- 

Now let us re-examine (138) in detail, bearing in mind (131) and (133). 
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The thickness of the nth conducting layer is determined in terms of 
u as follows: 

2 
Wfl 

2 2 fP0 , 
- Ui = J / rg dr 

K Jo; , v 
(146) fA 2 2 -| 

^ po — Pi 1 Z' 2 2a 
= k9~^- = W*ipo "Pi)- 

If the layers are uniform, 

771 — C ■, 
Pi = ~^-b- 

(147) 
m — c + 6 , 

P.=    6, 

where the constant c is unity if the center is a conducting rod of radius 
equal to a layer, 6 if the center is a dielectric rod of radius equal to a 
dielectric layer and intermediate otherwise. It is arithmetically conven- 
ient to choose a fractional value for c. Squaring and subtracting, we get 

p.2 - Pr2 = (e)(2»i - 2c + e). (148) 11- 

The total through the first n layers is 

Ua.m' — —2c + (? + 2m) ,=i 7l' do2 

= i [( —2c + 6)m + 2m{vi +1)] (149) 
n2 

= ^ ^ (0 - 2c + 1). 

Choosing 

we find 

d + l 
c — —-— (150) 

(151) 
n 

This corresponds physically to putting one-half layer of metal, i.e., a 
wire of radius 6b/2n at the center. 

Under these conditions, the thickness of each metal layer is, in terms 
of u, precisely 1/n. 
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The pulse strength is 

du (152) 

integrated through one dielectric layer. Recalling (151) and (133), and 
assuming the unperturbed value of the propagation constant 

72 = —wVt, (153) 

we get, after some tedious calculation 

S = [j ^ - l^j fl + Oim'2)]. (154) 

Recalling (3), we finally get 

s = [1 + o(»r2)]. (155) 

Thus we see that the pulse strength is approximately the same as before 
[see (87)], but is slightly altered in the neighborhood of the center. 

If we now evaluate the double sum, we find 

SiSjhiiii, Vj) = T.T. s2il + 5, + Sj h Si5j)hii 
i i 

= ^ + h2 hij (156) 

h S2 h X] hij + S2 yy 8i8jhij, 

where 

Now 

1-1 = 5;= 0(m~2). (157) 

Sjhij = 0(n 2), 

y hij - 0 + 0(n_1), (158) 

SiSjhij = 0(n~4), 

and hence 

EE stsMu<,",) = <s2 EE'»«+ o(s'n~'). (159) i j 

Therefore, to the order of precision attained in the plane case, the result 
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is the same. However, the unperturbed eigenvalues are not the num- 
bers but rather the squares of the roots of Ji(x) = 0 (141). The 
first root, in particular, is 3.8317. The analogs of (106) and (107) for a 
cylinder of radius 5 are: 

The second of these is equivalent to Morgan's equation 486 (remem- 
bering that Morgan calls the number of layers in his cable 2n rather 
than n). In presenting this equation, Morgan emphasized that it de- 
pended on certain physical assumptions and approximations; in view of 
the present result, these assumptions and approximations seem amply 
justified. The principle adopted by Morgan of assuming the current 
distribution of an unperturbed mode in a system and computing losses 
consequent from such currents is often the easiest to use and sometimes 
the only known way to compute attenuation. It is highly gratifying to 
see an application in a case quite different from the ordinary where the 
result is confirmed by an alternative method. Our confidence in this 
method is thus increased. 

A careful analysis of the method used in the present paper would 
probably show that the particular choice of physical configuration at 
the origin is immaterial. We can conclude, in agreement with Morgan's 
equations 484 and 485, that the result is valid also for a Clogston 2 
line bounded inside with a finite cylinder, provided that appropriate 
eigenvalue of the unperturbed problem is used. As the ratio of inside to 
outside diameter increases towards unity, these eigenvalues rapidly 
approach the values nV2, which are those of the plane configuration. 
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An Experimental Clogston 2 

Transmission Line 

By Mrs. R. A. KING 

(Manuscript received May 6, 1958) 

With (he aid of two special machines, a 276-foot laminated conductor 
was assembled by hand around a l-inch conducting core. The laminations 
consisted of 100 concentric layers of \-mil aluminum foil separated by 99 
polystyrene cylindrical insulators, each 1.35 mils thick. After fabrication, 
the cable was shielded by a wrap of 10-mil aluminum foil. 

The Clogston 2 dominant mode was propagated. Measurements were 
made of the mode pattern and the attenuation as a function of frequency up 
to 26 mc. Cavity-resonator and insertion-loss measurements were in ap- 
proximate agreement. Measured attenuations exceeded the theoretical values 
for a uniform Clogston 2 line in the ratio of 2 to 1 for frequencies above 10 
mc, but were in agreement with theoretical values for a line showing a syste- 
matic lack of uniformity of the laminae. The 276-foot cable was cut into 
shorter lengths. Measured attenuation-frequency characteristics were pro- 
portional to length of cable. 

a by-product, successful methods were evolved both for cutting and 
joining laminated conductors. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Clogston1 has discovered that it is possible to reduce skin effect losses 
in transmission lines by properly laminating the conductors and adjust- 
ing the velocity of transmission of the waves. During a period in late 
1951 and early 1952, a transmission line completely filled with laminated 
material was constructed and its loss was measured in the frequency 
range from 1 to 25 mc. This structure is referred to as the Clogston 2 
stack to distinguish it from the Clogston I described by Black, Mal- 
Hnckrodt and Morgan.2 The measured loss was compared with the loss 
computed by Morgan for a uniform line and was found to match at low 
frequencies, but to rise to a value of twice the computed loss at 10 mc. 
The ratio of measured loss to computed loss was nearly 2 to 1 over the 
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remainder of the measured frequency range. The explanation of this 
difference awaited the work of Raisbeck3 on the effect of lack of uni- 
formity in a laminated line. The measured loss was then compared with 
the loss computed by Raisbeck and was found to match reasonably well 
in the frequency range where the computation is expected to be valid. 

A description is given of the construction of the line and the technique 
used for measuring, with some emphasis on the way this line departs 
from the ideal. 

11. CONSTRUCTION OF THE LINE 

One of the transmission lines described by Clogston, known as a 
Clogston 2 cable, is a line in which the space is entirely filled with insu- 
lated laminations. For a line of prescribed cross section and top operat- 
ing frequency, there exists an optimum thickness of insulation which 
will minimize the loss for a prescribed thickness of metal.4 It is believed 
that approximate equality of thickness of metal and insulation will 
usually he desirable in practice. However, when choosing dimensions 
for a manually constructed transmission line, practical considerations, 
based on materials conveniently available, dictated a dielectric layer 
approximately six times as thick as the conducting layer. Aluminum foil 
approximately 0.25 mil thick and polystyrene films 0.60 mil thick were 
chosen. Each dielectric layer was composed of two polystyrene films and 
a layer of adhesive. The base on which the layers were placed was an 
aluminum pipe with a |-inch outside diameter. 

The foil laying machine shown in Fig. 1 was equipped with a series 

Fig. 1 — Foil laying machine. 
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& 

Fig. 2 — Insulating layer mechanism. 

of metal rollers which reeled off the foil, put a coating of adhesive in a 
petroleum-ether solution on the inside surface of the foil and then laid 
the foil longitudinally along the under surface of the pipe, after which 
a series of rubber rollers progressively formed the foil around the pipe 
as the machine moved forward. For a short interval before it made 
initial contact with the pipe, the foil was exposed to a stream of heated 
air to hasten evaporation of the solvent from the adhesive. In putting 
the foil layers on longitudinally, the hope was to have a butt joint down 
the length of the pipe. Actually, this proved difficult and, consequently, 
the final result had few butt joints and more gaps than laps at the 
longitudinal seam. 

The insulating polystyrene layers were wrapped spirally by a semi- 
automatic mechanism shown in Fig. 2, which rotated the pipe and syn- 
chronously moved a carriage along the deck which supported the pipe. 
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The feed mechanism for the polystyrene film was mounted on this car- 
riage. To correct for imperfections in match between the rotation of 
the pipe and the carriage travel, the carriage was equipped with a man- 
ually controlled vernier for advancing or retarding its motion. An over- 
lap in the spiral wrap very slightly in excess of 50 per cent was the goal 
aimed for, which would give an insulating layer of at least two thick- 
nesses of polystyrene film everywhere. This was considered necessary 
in view of the imperfections in the film. The irregularities in the com- 
mercially available material, together with a cut-and-try method of 
controlling the winding pitch, led to overlaps that exceeded 50 per cent 
and often increased steadily until the film had to be cut and spliced and 
a new start made. The same adhesive used on the conducting layers 
was used for splicing the polystyrene films. 

The adhesive coating on the inside surface of the aluminum foil was 
a 10 per cent solution of Vistac (polyisobutylene) in a petroleum ether 
solvent. The process of evaporating off the petroleum ether, which is 
normally rapid, was accelerated by blowing hot air over the coated 
surface just before it was wrapped and leaving a thin film of Vistac on 
the foil. This film was estimated to be 0.1 mil thick. 

The composition of one full layer is shown in Fig. 3. Its thickness was 
estimated to be 1.6 mils. While every effort was made to keep the 
layers as uniform as possible, the foregoing explanation of the methods 
of applying the layers is sufficient to indicate that the resulting line was 
far from uniform. It was not known at the time of the experiment what 
effect nonuniformity would have. 

III. TERMINATING PROBLEM 

The distribution of currents and voltages in the several conductors 
has been computed by Morgan5 for a flat stack one meter wide.* The 
current density Jziy) at a distance y from the center of the stack is 

where h is the total one-way current flowing in the line and 25 is the 
total thickness of the stack of laminae. The voltage with reference to the 
inner surface is 

* The equation for current distribution in a cylindrical medium is (305). In 
the present paper, the stack is assumed to be flat; i.e., the thickness of the stack 
is assumed small compared to its radius of curvature. Then the Bessel functions 
reduce to their asymptotic trigonometric forms. 

r , s /ott . iry 
Uy) = a sin a' (i) 

V{y) = — WmA(1 + sin ^y/2b). 
TV 

(2) 
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The total voltage from inner to outer surface is 

Va = - hVp/i- 
TT (3) 

In these formulas p- is the magnetic permeability of the materials in the 
stack (equal to the permeability of free space) and l is the equivalent 
dielectric constant of the stack, as described by Morgan, and equals: 

where ti is the dielectric constant of the polystyrene dielectric layers 
and 6 is the proportion of the total stack thickness contributed by the 
thickness of the aluminum layers. 

The current in the 50th foil is zero. Taking foils by pairs from 0 and 
100 to 49 and 51, the ratio of potential difference to current was computed 
and found to be a constant value of 19.4 ohms. The line was assumed to 
be correctly terminated if 19.4 ohms were connected across each of 
these pairs. However, convenience dictated a different arrangement and 
an equivalent termination was worked out with a resistance of appro- 
priate value from each conductor to its neighbors. The computed dc 
resistance values varied from 0.00475 to 0.00943 ohm. It was overlooked 
that these resistances apply to a stack one meter wide, and should, in 
general, he multiplied by the reciprocal of the stack width in meters. 
Therefore, the resistance values actually used departed from the match- 
ing resistances by a factor of approximately 1/11,5. 

These resistance values are smaller than any physical resistors ordi- 
narily supplied and some means of fabricating the wanted values was 
looked for. Tests on aluminum foil of the same thickness as was used for 
the metal laminations in the cable itself proved that this material, when 
wrapped over the edge of a strip of polystyrene so as to double back on 
itself, had the right order of magnitude of resistance. The final result is 

f = es/Cl - 0), (4) 

ir = 0.25 MIL 
1  S0.1M1L 

= 0,6 MIL 

= 0.6 WIU 

Fig. 3 — One composite layer of foil and insulation. 
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shoMii on Fig. 4. A suggestion from D. A. McLean that the points of 
contact between conducting layers and terminating resistors be arc- 
welded by discharging a capacitor across them succeeded in reducing 
the contact resistance to a negligible figure. 

At the receiving end, the terminations were left as indicated above 
and a tab was connected to each junction to permit measurement of 
the voltages. 

At the transmitting end, it was desired to launch a wave as near as 
possible to the principal mode of transmission. This was accomplished 
by sending currents through high-impedance padding resistors into each 
junction on the terminating network. These desired currents vary as 
the cosine of the distance from the junction to the 50th foil. 

IV. LOSS MEASUREMENTS 

With 276 feet of cable with a pileup of 100 composite layers having 
been built and terminated so that the previously determined resistance 
existed between each layer and its adjacent layers at both ends of the 
cable, the line was ready for loss measurement, 

A signal generator was used to supply all the currents. A transformer 
with a stepdown ratio of about 3.75 to 1 was used to give a reasonably 
balanced output voltage. Suitable resistors wore determined to connect 
conducting layers 0 through 49 to one side of the transformer secondary 
and 51 through 100 to the other side. With the proper distribution 
established, the ratio of voltage-to-ground to current at each junction 
was 4.85 ohms when foil 50 was taken as ground. This was one-fourth of 
the resistance needed between pairs. The termination resistors consti- 
tuted one half of the conductance and the line the other half. 

This value of 4.85 ohms had to be considered in fixing the ratio of the 
padding resistors. The resistors were chosen as a compromise between 

POLYSTYRENE 
 INSULATION •>. 

CURRENT FLOW lURRENT FLOW, 
IS INDICATED 
BY ARROWS 

FOIL- 

Fig. 4— Termination configuration. 
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various needs. A liigh value would have the undesirable result of increas- 
ing the dead loss of the pad. On the other hand, a low value would have 
shunted the termination resistors, which were not adjusted with this 
in mind and so would have increased the reflection factor. The inductance 
of the tabs making contact to the conducting layers was not thought to 
be negligible at high frequencies; the reactance was estimated to be as 
great as 10 ohms at 20 megacycles. Mutual inductance between tabs 
was not small either. The use of large resistors would have minimized 
the effect of inductance in the leads but would have made the capaci- 
tance across the resistors more serious. 

IOO n 
AA/V 

0-00475 a 0.00475 A icon 
V\A 

o.oo7 an 0.00718 n 100.2 n 
AA/V 98 

0.00799X1 0.00799 O 100.4X1 
VW 

0.00639X1 0.00839 n 100.8X1 
AA/V 

565X1 
Wv 

0.00943 n 0,00943 n 3330X1 
AAA/ 

0.QO943 XI 0-00943 A 

' 0.00943X1 0.00943 n 3330X1 
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49 
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Wv 

48 

00.6X1 
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0.00839X1 0-00839 XI 00.4X1 
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"f  

0.0O7 8X1 ioo n 
' \ 

0.00475n o.oo475n 100X1 CORE 

TRANSMITTING END RECEIVING END 

Fig. 5 —- Terminating and padding resistor arrangement. 
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It was decided that 100 ohms would be a good compromise value to 
use for the resistors to the extreme conductors of the stack. The others 
were higher. By taking 100 + 4.85 ohms as the total resistance and by 
applying a cosine variation with distance in to the center of the stack, 
and then subtracting the constant 4.85 ohms, the values of the padding 
resistors were obtained. In order to insure that the values were as nearly 
correct as possible, the molded resistors used were pre-aged by the 
application of heat and were measured both before and after being con- 
nected. 

The padding resistors at the sending end introduced a loss of 26.8 db 
between the transformer secondary and voltage across the transmission 
line. Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of the terminating and padding 
resistors at the sending and receiving ends of the line. 

The measuring circuit for the terminated line is shown in Fig. 6. A 
wideband radio receiver feeding a vacuum tube voltmeter was used as 
a detector. A pad of resistors at the input of the receiver provided a 
75-ohm impedance at all frequencies. Transmission loss to any of the 
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Fig. 6 — Measuring circuit for terminated line. 
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Fig. 7—-Loss moasureineiits on 276-foot terminated laminated transmission 
line, with line and measuring circuit completely shielded. 

available taps could be measured by comparison to the calibrated loss 
of a 300-foot length of solid-polyethylene dielectric coaxial cable. In 
order to obtain the net loss of the line, the calibration loss and the 26.8 
db loss of the pads back-to-back were subtracted from the measured 
attenuations. 

Before any measurement could be made over the frequency band 
desired, it was necessary to shield the pipe by adding a longitudinal 
strip of 10-iuil aluminum wrapped as closely as possible. It was also 
necessary to shield the terminations. Before these shields were applied, 
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strong fields were set up in the space outside the system and large irregu- 
larities in loss occurred at frequencies for which the outside of the pipe 
was in resonance with free space waves. 

The first data taken showed the mismatch introduced by the termi- 
nating resistors. A resume of the method used for finding the true loss 
from the measured values is given in the Appendix. Fig. 7 shows the 
loss data found for the completely shielded line. A theoretical loss curve 
found by S. P. Morgan is also shown. At the time when the experiment 
was conducted, the only computed curve available was that in which 
irregularities were ignored, and it is seen that the correspondence with 
experimental values is not satisfactory. 

V. RESONANT CAVITY MEASUREMENT 

The terminations were cut away and both ends of the pipe were faced 
off smoothly so that no shorts existed between adjacent layers at the cut 
ends. A check, using a micromanipulator and a pair of transistor points 
that made contact to each pair of adjacent layers in turn, revealed a 
number of shorts, some of which were removed by applying a small 
voltage across the layers. 

The line, now 269 feet in length, was measured as a resonator by 
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Fig. 8 — Circuit for measuring laminated line as a resonator. 
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loosely coupling a coaxial lead to each end of the line. The measuring 
circuit is shown in Fig. 8 and the connector permitting loose coupling 
is shown in Fig. 9. 

Loss measurements were made on a 269-foot length of line with five 
known shorts, a 252-foot length with three shorts, a 142.5-foot length 
with three shorts and 106.5- and 103-foot lengths that were short-free. 
The loss data for the various lengths were consistent enough to lead to 
the conclusion that the presence of shorts in some of the lengths meas- 
ured was not affecting the results enough to account for the spread be- 
tween the measured and theoretical values of loss. In fact, the experi- 
ments indicate that, as a practical matter, shorts to this extent could 
be tolerated. 

Fig. 10 shows the loss data for the pieces of cable measured. Fig. 11 
shows a curve that is a composite of all the data taken compared with 
Morgan's values, which were computed assuming a dielectric constant, 
eT = 2.56 and a loss tangent, tan <£ = 0.0015. The loss curves for an 
aluminum coaxial cable of the same dimensions with the same dielectric 
and with an air dielectric are included in Fig. 11. 

Vt. METHOD OF FINDING LOSS 

The measurements of attenuation on the sections of laminated con- 
ductor gave a loss vs. frequency curve from which it was necessary to 
deduce the interaction loss. 

The total transmission loss of a network is the sum of four factors: 
(a) image transfer constant, 
(b) reflection loss at the input, 
(c) reflection loss at the output, 
(d) interaction loss or gain. 
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Fig. 9 — Cross section of the coupler used in measuring laminated line as a 
resonator. 
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line measured as a resonator. 

The first three terms will be positive losses but the fourth can be posi- 
tive or negative. The interaction factor is expressed as 

1 1 / e\ 
1 - pm*-* 0r 1 - 

where pi and pa are the reflection coefficients at the sending and receiv- 
ing ends of the line and 0 = a + jfi is the image transfer constant. With 
a high impedance at each end, both reflection coefficients have the same 
sign and the interaction phase angle is /3 — tt/Z/o , where /« is the fre- 
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Fig. 11 — Measured and computed losses of a laminated transmission line 
compared with coaxial lines of the same dimensions. 

quency of the first resonance or minimum loss point. When 0 is an in- 
tegral multiple of tt, {0 = tit), the interaction factor is 

1 
1 — PiP2e 2a' 

and when 0 = mw/2 and m is odd, the interaction factor becomes 

1 
1 + PxP2<r20' 

(6) 

(7) 

Calculations by J. O. Edson showed that pi = pa = 1 to an accuracy 
better than 1 per cent and, for our purposes, can be ignored in the calcu- 
lation of true loss. Then, a can be computed from the measured attenua- 
tion, since 

1 + € 
1 - —„ = K, (8) 

where 20 logic K is the spread between maximum and minimum loss 
points in decibels. 

In the case under consideration, 2a is not independent of frequency 
and neither are the reflection losses, but the quantity K may still be ob- 
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Fig. 12 — Distribution of voltages across 276-foot terminated Clogston 2 line 
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tained from a study of the measured loss. The procedure is to draw an 
envelope of the maximum loss points and an envelope of the minimum 
loss points and to interpret the spread between the two envelope curves 
as 20 logio K. 

VII. MEASUREMENTS ON DISTRIBUTION OF VOLTAGE 

Two sets of distribution measurements were made, one on the 276- 
foot terminated line and one on the 103-foot unterminated length of 
line. On the 276-foot line, readings were made at two minimum loss 
points and the normalized distributions were plotted and compared to 
a cosine wave which is a fair approximation to the expected voltage 
distribution across the stack. The results are shown in Fig. 12. On a 
103-foot length that was short-free, the same kind of measurements were 
made and compared to a cosine wave. This is shown in Fig. 13. The dis- 
tributions under the two conditions varied considerably from each other 
and it was concluded that the terminated line, in spite of the mismatch, 
forced the principal mode, while the unterminated line distribution 
shows the presence of other modes. The loss measurements, however, 
do not show this marked variation although the terminated line loss is 
somewhat smaller than the loss taken on the line as a resonator. 

VIII. VELOCITY OF PROPAGATION 

For the different lengths of line measured, the phase velocities were 
found by using the measured lengths and the observed first resonances 
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of the standing waves. The velocities were of the order of 0.586 to 0.592 
times the speed of light in free space. A check of these figures was made 
by using the formula 

v 
\ 

(9) 

(10) 

where e, the effective dielectric constant, is given by 

, = e2 (i + |) = 

where €2 is the dielectric constant of the insulating material and d and U 
are the thicknesses of the conducting and insulating layers. This resulted 
in a velocity equal to 0.574 times the speed of light. The experimental 
velocity is probably more accurate than the computed velocity, since 
the frequencies and lengths could be determined somewhat more ac- 
curately than the thicknesses of the layers. The agreement is very satis- 
factory and further supports the view that transmission follows Clog- 
ston's prediction. 

IX. CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENTS 

The loss-frequency curves show that the data on the terminated 
276-foot line and the various unterminated lengths show a highly con- 
sistent increase in loss over that computed for a uniform line. This 
disparity between the measured and computed values was noted on the 
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Fig. 13 — Distribution of voltages across unterminated 103-foot Clogston 2 
line at three minimum-loss points. 
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first attenuation-frequency data, and each new set of measurements 
was made with the hope of finding the reason for and thereby reducing 
this spread. The increase in loss with frequency remained painfully per- 
sistent whether the data were taken on the whole line or on any of the 
sections into which it was later cut. 

In addition to the check on the voltage distributions mentioned above, 
again using a micromanipulator and a pair of transistor points, the 
capacitance was measured between each layer and its neighbor, going 
from the inside to the outside of the stack in order to find a clue to the 
increase in loss. These capacitance measurements are shown in Fig. 9 
of the accompanying paper3 for the 103- and 142.5-foot lengths of un- 
terminated line. When these capacitances were reduced to a unit area 
basis, they were found to correlate well with a computed value of 
0.000426 microfarads per square inch of area for an assumed thickness 
of 1.35 mils of dielectric. 

It will be noted that the two sets of measurements show similar fluc- 
tuations across the stack and at first these fluctuations were felt to be 
small enough not to be troublesome. However, Morgan,6 considered 
the effects of nonuniformity in laminated lines and his work indicates 
that small systematic variations across the stack can cause substantial 
variations in transmission properties. Further work by Raisbeck on 
the analysis of these capacitance fluctuations is reported in the com- 
panion paper.3 

X. SPLICING EXPERIMENTS 

Computations by J, G. Kreer and J. O. Edson indicated that a sepa- 
ration of 1 mil between two lengths of Glogston 2 line would give 0.3-db 
loss for the splice and the loss would increase to about 1.8 db when the 
separation exceeded the thickness of the stack though the inner pipes 
and the outer foils of the two sections are connected. 

One further experiment was made on the Glogston 2 line. Two lengths 
of cable, one 142.5 feet long with two known shorts and the other a 
short-free 103-foot line were faced off as plane as possible, butted together 
and measured for loss. A second set of measurements was made with a 
2-rail spacer at the butt joint. 

Interpretation of the data shown in Fig. 14 is made difficult by the 
fact that reflections occur at the junction as well as at the two ends of 
the line. The reflections from the individual sections confuse the picture 
at high frequency. The low-frequency points should be fairly reliable. 
When the ends were butted together as tightly as possible, the indicated 
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Fig. 14 — Loss measurements on two lengths of laminated conductor spliced 
together. 

loss was about 0.5 db greater than the sum of the losses of the individual 
sections of line. At higher frequencies, the points are found to be on 
either side of the sum of the parts. This is not unreasonable, since the 
loss at the splice is of the nature of a reflection loss rather than a real 
dissipative transfer loss, and consequently this loss may be reduced by 
reflections in the individual sections of line. With a 2-mil spacer between 
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the ends of the two lines, the low-frequency loss of the splice appears to 
be about 1 db and the variations due to multiple reflections are more 
violent. 

With a machine for cutting the faces plane within closer tolerances 
than was accomplished here, and with a jig that squeezed the two faces 
together as closely as possible, this method of splicing Clogston 2 cable 
appears feasible. 
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APPENDIX 

Method Used to Figure Insertion Loss of a Network With a Mismatch 

Assume a network of unknown image impedance Zq = k ohms and 
unknown transfer constant 6 = a + working between a 1-ohm source 
and a 1-ohm load. 

Start by adding {k — 1) ohms in series with the source and call the 
total applied voltage o,. Then the open circuit output voltage is e0U 
volts and the voltage at 1-ohm load is 

<W =-rxV"- (11) fc + 1 

The output resistance can be built up to a match by adding to the 
1-ohm load a resistance (/■ — 1) and a generator 

k - 1 -a 
e* = k^iea€ (12) 

The voltage across the input terminals is then 

Co 1 -B e0 
f1 ~ 2 — 2 C2e =2 (i3) 

The voltage across the total source resistance is 
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That across (k — 1) ohms is 

k — - leo/ 
c 2 V 

^ 11 + e-
2» 

k 2 V ' k + I 

Associating this part with the excess resistor leaves a net source 

fi - 1 

L1" 

{k - I)2 _2() 

2k{k + 1)6 

(15) 

(16) 

The net insertion transmission ratio is one-half the ratio of the net 
source voltage in series with 1 ohm to the output voltage delivered to 1 
ohm. It is 

1 - 
k - 1 (/c •— I)2 

The ratio is 

, 7 (A:2 - 1) {k - I)2 ^ 
1 + A; — —--t  —  ^   e 

2k 

2k 2k{k + 1) 

] 

2 -i -e 
—26 I « 

0e J ' A + r 
(17) 

2k 

..-n 
+ k (If — I) (k — l)2 -■•6 

4/c 4/v 

(18) 

If /3 = 0 in 0 = a + jji, the ratio is 

a F1 + k }'2 — 1 (/>■ — 1) - - 2 o;-| 
£  Tk 4 —6 J 

+ 1)' (k — 1)' ^2 € 
4k 4k 

(19) 

If /3 — ir/2, 2/3 = tt, which changes sign of the second term in brackets. 
The insertion loss is minimum for /3 = 0. The insertion loss is maximum 
for /3 = ir/2. 

If a is small, 

e 2a ^ 1 - 2a, 

minimum loss = a + 20 logio 1 + 
{k - l)-2a 

maximum loss = a T 20 logi r/v2 + 
L 2k 

4k 

+ 1 (k - I)2 

(20) 

4k 
2a 

The approximations may be made exact if the quantity 2a is interpreted 
as the difference between e~'B and unity. 
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Fundamental Processes of the Short Arc 

With Applications to Contact Erosion and 

Percussion Welding 

By J. L. SMITH and W. S. BOYLE 

(Manuscript received June 17, 1958) 

The short arc develops an inslahility when certain critical conditions of 
power input to the arc are ?iot satisfied. In this unstable condition the arc is 
momentarily extinguished, a molten filament of metal is drawn between the 
electrodes and this may permanently bridge the electrodes. Semi-empirical 
expressions have been derived which predict at what time in the life of an arc 
it becomes unstable. 

These expressions give a simple explanation of some of the erosion charac- 
teristics of relay contacts. In addition, the analysis is useful in determining 
the optimum current waveform for percussion welding, where a stable arc is 
desirable. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When charged electrodes are brought together, an electric arc is 
formed before they touch. For potentials below about 300 volts, the arc 
is both initiated and maintained by field emission currents. The initia- 
tion and sustaining mechanisms are quite well understood and have been 
treated in considerable detail in papers by L. H. Germer and his co- 
workers. 

Recently Germer and Boyle1 have presented experimental evidence 
that two distinct types of short arcs exist. One of them, called the 
cathode arc, obtains the predommant supply of ions necessary to main- 
tain an arc by continuously exploding small points on the cathode sur- 
face. This type of arc does not weld the electrodes together and will not 
be treated in this paper. The second type of arc, which derives its ions 
from metal vaporized from the anode by electron bombardment, is ap- 
propriately called an anode arc. If sufficient energy Is supplied to this 
arc, the electrodes will be welded together. We have obtained experi- 
mental information which clarifies the physical processes that give rise 

537 
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(a) 
VOLTS 

12 

1 p. SEC 

Fig. 1 — Oaeilloscopic records of the potential across a constant-current arc; 
(a) electrodes welded at 0.35 microsecond, he/ore complete discharge of the source 
of energy; (h) electrodes welded at 1 microsecond, just as the available energy 
was exhausted; (c) electrodes not welded. 

to electrode welding and have developed a theory which enables one to 
predict under what conditions welding will take place. This information 
proves to be useful either for predicting the erosion of relay contacts in 
terms of the associated circuit parameters or, conversely, for designing 
the optimum circuit for percussion welding. 

To illustrate what is meant by a weld in the present context, Fig. 1 
shows three oscillograms of the potential across a pair of approaching 
gold electrodes as a function of time after the initiation of an are. The 
electrodes were connected to 400 feet of RG58U transmission line charged 
to 200 volts. The transmission line supplied approximately 2 amperes of 
constant current to the arc for a duration of 1 microsecond. Each oscil- 
logram shows a plateau voltage of approximately 12 volts, which is 
characteristic of a short arc between gold electrodes. The instant when 
closure (or welding) of the electrodes took place is indicated by a sud- 
den change of potential reducing the voltage across the contacts to zero. 
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In the uppermost oscillogram, closure occurred before the transmis- 
sion line was completely discharged; i.e., the electrodes were welded. In 
the middle oscillogram, a weld occurred at the instant the line was com- 
pletely discharged. In the lower oscillogram, there was no weld, the con- 
tacts closing sometime after the line was completely discharged. Closures 
of the type illustrated by the upper and middle oscillograms predomi- 
nate for anode arcs. Furthermore, if the power input to the arc is large 
and of short duration, such as a discharge of a transmission line or an 
LC circuit, the majority of the closures will take place at the end of the 
discharge period. This is shown quite clearly in Fig. 2, which was ob- 
tained by replotting the data from Fig. 7 of an earlier paper by Germer 
and Smith.2 An explanation for this preference to weld just as the 
circuit is completely discharged will now be given. 

II. WELDING MECHANISM OF THE ANODE ARC 

The initiation process for short arcs must differ from that of the 
usual breakdown process in air, since arcs can be initiated between elec- 
trodes with a potential difference considerably below the "minimum" 
sparking potential. To initiate this arc, an electric field is requued of the 
order of 107 volts per em, which has suggested a field emission process 
for obtaining the initial electrons. Kisliuk3 has developed a model which 
shows that field emission currents can both initiate and maintain the 
short arc. 

Because of the small electrode gap (^-1000 A), most of the initial 
electrons cross without collision, dissipating their energy on the anode 
surface. This raises a small spot on the anode surface to the boiling point. 

o 0.01 
TIME TO WELD IN MICROSECONDS 

0.02 

Fig. 2 — Statistical distribution of observed closure times at the discharge of 
an LC circuit having a discharge time of 0.02 microsecond (L = 0.10 fih, C = 
400 tifif). 
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creating a vapor that, when ionized, supplies the arc with ions. The ions 
form a space charge in front of the cathode. This produces a sufficiently 
large field to maintain by field emission the high current densities 
(>3 X 107 amps/cm2) necessary for the arc. Kisliuk has shown that this 
type of are is very efficient in its use of ions to produce electrons and that 
more than 90 per cent of the current is carried by electrons. Since many 
of these electrons cross the gap without collision, a large portion of the 
total arc energy is dissipated on the anode by electron bombardment. 
Some of this energy is carried away by conduction, and the rest melts 
and vaporizes metal. During the arc, there is therefore a molten pool of 
metal on the anode. 

The ionic space charge in front of the cathode increases the field at 
the cathode and lowers the field at the anode. A simple sketch of the 
potential distribution in the arc is shown by curve a in Fig. 3. With the 
low electrostatic field at the anode during the arc, the molten pool of 
metal remains intact — at least there are no large forces tending to pull 
it towards the cathode. When the arc is extinguished, there Is a redistri- 
bution of the potential between the electrodes, with the potential at- 
tempting to approach that of curve b of Fig. 3. With this redistribution, 
there is an increase in the electric field at the anode, tending to pull a 
filament of the molten pool of metal across the gap, thus welding the 
electrodes. 

When the power input to the arc is too low to vaporize sufficient 
metal to maintain the required number of ions, the arc will be extin- 
guished. Boyle and Germer4 have shown that the power needed to main- 

CATHODE 

1 
i 
1 
i 
ti 

1 

1 

1 
1 

/b 

7^ i 

I 

Fig. 3 — Potential distribution between electrodes: a — during arc; b — after 
end of arc. 
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tain the arc increases with the total energy which has been delivered to 
the arc. In a low-energy, high-power circuit, the arc will be extinguished 
when the supply of energy is completely exhausted. In higher-energy 
circuits the arc may be extinguished considerably before this point is 
reached and, because of the welding phenomenon, the remainder of the 
energy will be dissipated in the resistance of the circuit. 

Fig. 4 is a photomicrograph of a single pit produced on the anode of a 
gold electrode by a discharge of a constant-current 3-ampere source for 
0,3 microsecond. The shape of the pit is approximately that of a half 
hemisphere although the depth is usually less than that of the radius. 
Germer and Haworth8 have shown that the diameter of the pit varies as 
the cube root of the energy. 

Since the power lost in conduction increases with the diameter, one 
expects that, for a given power input, the arc will grow to some maximum 
diameter at which time the power available for evaporation of metal will 
be insufficient to produce the number of ions needed to maintain the 
arc. This is indeed the case, and Boyle and Germer have shown that the 
maximum pit diameter is quite sensitive to the input power. 

The clearest demonstration of the nature of the welding process comes 
from a study of the welding characteristics of a constant-current circuit. 

Fig. 4 - Pit made on the anode by a single arc of the anode type. 
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Table I — Welding Times with Short Cables 

Trial 
Time to Weld/Maximum Time of Cable Discharge, for Cable Length of 

JO ft. 50 ft. ISO ft. 

1 1.0 1.0 0.9 
2 1.0 1.0 0.9 
3 1.0 1.0 1.0 
4 1.0 1.0 1.0 
5 open 0.9 0.9 
6 1.0 1.0 0.8 
7 1.0 1.0 0.9 
8 1.0 0.9 0.8 
9 1.0 1.0 1.0 

10 1.0 1.0 1.0 

If various lengths of transmission line are discharged through a pair of 
electrodes in a short arc, it is found, as remarked earlier, that, for the 
short lengths of cable, there is a great tendency for the weld to occur at 
a time when the cable has just been completely discharged. In other 
words, the weld occurs under those conditions when the arc has just 
been terminated by the discharge of the circuit, in agreement with the 
idea that the gap is bridged when the field is redistributed. 

By way of further illustration of the fact that, for short discharge 
times, the weld always occurs when the circuit is discharged, some data 
on welding times for polished palladium electrodes are presented in 
Table I. These data were obtained by discharging various short lengths 
of 50-ohm cable charged to 50 volts. Experimental details are given as a 
footnote in Ref. 1, p. 33. 

From this it is quite clear that, even though 10 feet of cable provides 
enough energy to weld the electrodes, in many cases the arc lasted for 
the full period of the 150-foofc cable, with the dissipation of 15 times as 
much energy. 

With longer cables or in an RC circuit, the weld will occur before the 
arc has been terminated by the external circuit. Once again this is due 
to the fact that the arc goes out. In these cases, the extinction of the arc 
is due to an instability in the arc itself; i.e., the pit diameter grows too 
large to be maintained by the available power. To establish this point, 
we shall give the appropriate calculations for the times of extinction of 
an arc carrying a steady or exponentially decaying current. Then it will 
be shown that these times agree well with experimentally observed weld- 
ing times. 

To make the calculations we start with the empirical expression d - 
AE113, where d is the diameter of the anode hot spot, E the total arc 
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energy and A a proportionality constant determined experimentally in 
Rcf. 4 for gold electrodes. The conduction loss from the anode is Pc = 
2 KdTB , where K is the thermal conductivity of the electrodes (at a 
temperature approximately midway between the boiling temperature 
Tb and room temperature). The power input to the anode, P, , is ap- 
proximately, Iv, where I is the arc current and v is the arc voltage. 
(Actually, Pi is somewhat less than this, since some energy is delivered 
to the cathode.) Eliminating d from these two expressions and using 
Pi > Pc for our condition of stability, we obtain 

I > GE1'3, (1) 

with G = 2 KTb A/v, which is a semi-empirical constant to be evalu- 
ated. The arc is extinguished when the condition of (1) is no longer 
satisfied. 

In a constant-current circuit E = Irv, where r is the time to extinc- 
tion of the arc, and is therefore given by 

r = P/G3v. (2) 

In an RC circuit with / = /oexp (—t/RC) the criterion for stability is 

and the time to extinction r is a solution of the equation 

exp (St/RC) - cxp {2r/RC) = (V0 - v^/GWCv, (3) 

where Vo is the initial potential difference across the capacitor C. 
To demonstrate the validity of the above analysis, we shall consider 

separately below a series of experiments with long cables and with vari- 
ous RC circuits. 

All of the measurements were made with a pair of gold electrodes 
mounted on a standard telephone relay. The welding time was meas- 
ured visually on an oscilloscope (see Fig. 1) and each measurement pre- 
sented in Tables II and III represents the average of some 50 observa- 
tions. The precision of the average welding time r is not great — not 
because of any instrumental error, but because of slow variations of r 
over many operations, presumably because of uncontrolled changes in 
the surface condition of the electrodes. 

In Table II, where the results of the experiments on long cables are 
summarized, V is the voltage on the cable; Z is the effective cable im- 
pedance, including the termination, which was chosen so that the cable 
was matched at the electrode end; r is the observed average welding 
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Table II — Welding Times with Long Cables 

V, volts Z, ohms l, amp r, /isec E, ergs P/t, amp'/sec 

250 100 2.4 1.95 560 2.9 X 106 

200 100 1.9 1.29 290 2.7 X lO6 

170 100 1.6 1.15 220 2.2 X 106 

140 100 1.3 0.80 120 2.1 X 106 

121 186 0.69 0.12 8.5 2.9 X 106 

100 100 0.88 0.26 27 3.2 X 106 

time; and E is the total arc energy Ivt, with v = 12 volts appropriate 
for gold. The last column gives the quotient P/t, which, according to 
(2), should be constant. In all cases the discharge time of the cable was 
much longer than the average welding time. 

The average of the P/t values is 2.7 X 106, and there is a maximum 
deviation of 23 per cent about this mean. It should be noted that the 
energy to weld over this same range varied by a factor of 64. From (2), 
we determine G — 61. 

In Table III are given the results of welding experiments using an 
RC network in place of the transmission cable, and a capacitor potential 
of 170 volts. Results are given for various combinations of three values 
of R and four values of C. These data can be used to test (3) by plotting 
exp {Zr/RC) — exp {2t/RC) against l/R3C. Such a plot on logarithmic 
scales is given in Fig. 5. The line is drawn as the best fit of the points 
by a straight line of unit slope. Although the deviation of some of the 
points from the line is quite large, in no case is this an indication of more 
than 30 per cent error in the predicted value of r. The value of G ob- 
tained from the line is 41. 

It is apparent that (2) and (3) agree well with the experimental re- 

Table III — Welding Times with an RC Network 

C.nf R, ohms r, ;isec E, ergs 

0.03 21 1.3 495 
0.03 51 1.1 290 
0.03 121 0.7 99 
0.09 21 2.4 1230 
0.09 51 2.6 742 
0.09 121 1.1 171 
0.3 21 4.7 2550 
0.2 51 2.9 937 
0.2 121 2.3 340 
0.5 21 8.2 5120 
0.5 51 3.3 1170 
0.5 121 2.6 407 
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Fig. 5 — Plot of experimental values of welding time r for gold electrodes and 
various RC circuits, affording confirmation of (3) {V = 170 volts, i; = 12 volts). 

suits. It remains now to compare the values of the factor G obtained 
experimentally with its computed value, (? = 2 KTs A/v. 

From Ref. 4 we may obtain A = 0.05 cm/joule1/8 for gold. Combining 
this with K = 2.9 watts/cm0C, TB — 2600oC and v = 12 volts, we 
obtain G = 62. This is to be compared with (? = 41 obtained from 
ares on the discharge of RC circuits, and with G = 61 obtained from the 
experiments with long cables. 

All the evidence supports the theory for the welding time which has 
just been presented. The agreement is better than one might expect, 
considering that all the experiments were performed with rough elec- 
trodes and that the theory does not take this into account. In addition, 
we have used the empirical expression d = AE113 for the arc diameter, 
and certainly this must hold only for short-duration arcs for which 
conduction losses are inappreciable. 

III. APPLICATIONS 

3.1 Contact Erosion 

In early work on the erosion of relay contacts on closure, it was ob- 
served that the volume of metal transferred per unit of available arc 
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energy was constant. These experiments were carried out by discharging 
a small capacitor, which was connected to the contacts by short lead 
wires. When resistance was inserted between the contacts and the 
capacitor, the results were not so simple. Fig. 6 is a reproduction of a 
curve from Fig. 4 of Ref. 5, and shows clearly the effect of introducing 
the resistance in series with the capacitor. The previous explanation 
ascribed the reduction in erosion to a reduced circuit current. This is 
substantially correct; what we are concerned with here is deducing why 
the reduction in circuit current is of importance. 

In a previous section it was shown that the contacts weld together at 
the end of the arc, the end being brought about by the power input 
becoming too low to maintain the necessary supply of ions. Once the 
weld occurs, the remainder of the source energy is dissipated in the 
resistance of the circuit and does not result in further damage to the 
electrodes. 

The analysis given earlier for the time to weld in a constant current 
circuit, or an UC circuit, can be applied directly to the case of contact 
erosion if it is assumed that the erosion is proportional to the energy 
dissipated in the arc. For the short arc, the potential across the arc 
remains constant and the dissipated energy is simply E — Qv, where Q 
is the charge passed through the arc and v the arc voltage. 

In an RC discharge the maximum energy which can be dissipated in 
the arc is E0 = C(Fo — v)v. The actual energy dissipated, because of 

XlO' tn 4.0 

W 3.5 

? 3.0 

- 2.5 

2.0 

.0 
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Fig. 6 — Metal transferred at the discharge of a capacitor, as a function of 
circuit resistance. 
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Fig. 7 — Are energy E in various RC circuits, for gold electrodes. 

early extinction, is only E — C{Vn ~ v)v [1 — exp {—t/UC)]. By elimi- 
nating r between this expression and (3) we obtain, 

(i?/i?o)/(l - E/EQf = (Fo - vf/GWCv. (4) 

For the transmission line case, the corresponding formula is 

E/Ea = P/G3 Tv, (5) 

where T is the discharge time of the line. Curves calculated from (4) 
for gold are plotted in Fig. 7. 

Recently Germer has published erosion measurements for silver elec- 
trodes that discharged either a capacitor through a resistor or a trans- 
mission line.6 Some of these measurements (Fig. 6 of Ref. 7) are re- 
produced here as Fig. 8 and serve as further confirmation of the above 
theory. The plotted points represent measurements and the heavy line 
the predicted behavior from (4) and (5). The agreement is better than 
the theory warrants, since the theoretical curves depend quite strongly 
on some parameters, such as the thermal conductivity at high tempera- 
tures, which arc not precisely known. 

The most interesting region of the erosion curves is near 1 ampere, 
where the erosion decreases rapidly to zero. Such a region is common, 
and the magnitude of the current at which it occurs Is known as the 
minimum arc current. The theory presented here predicts the erosion 
behavior in this region, and that the minimum arc current is not a fixed 
value but depends upon the energy already dissipated in the arc. In the 
next section on percussion welding it will be shown that, for large dis- 
sipated energies, the arc may fail at currents as large as several hundred 
amperes. The minimum arc current is a property of both the contact 
materials and also of the circuit parameters. 

The strong impression of a constant minimum arc current in the past 
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is largely because the total energy which will be dissipated in the con- 
tacts is very strongly dependent on the circuit current.* For instance, 
from (5) for a constant-current circuit, the energy dissipated at the 
contacts is i? = (//G)3. This same relationship holds for an RC circuit 
if C and R are quite large, since this circuit then approaches a constant- 
current circuit. Now, for a particular relay contact application, there is 
a rather narrow range of energies which, if dissipated per operation, 
will be just tolerable. Energies greatly above this value will lead to too 
short a contact life, whereas energies greatly below this value will ap- 
pear to give negligible contact erosion. 

3.2 Percussion Welding 

In percussion welding the surfaces to be joined are melted by an arc 
discharging a large capacitor, and they are then brought together before 
they have solidified. After contact, the molten zone solidifies and the 
weld is complete.7 

In the previous sections of this paper we have discussed a welding 
phenomenon which takes place when the arc is extinguished. This weld 
is caused by molten metal bridging the gap and solidifying, creating a 
weld of small cross sectional area. One would expect this weld to be weak, 
and this has been verified by unpublished work of P. Kisliuk and J. 
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Fig. 8 — Calculated erosion per unit of available energy as a function of 
current (solid lines) and comparison with experimental values. 

* As pointed out earlier in this paper, all these considerations apply only to 
"clean" electrodes, where anode arcs predominate. 
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Fig. 9 — Calculalcd curreut required for percussion welding a 0.05 cm diameter 
copper wire to a copper plate. 

Ammons. A much larger area and consequently stronger weld is ob- 
tained if the surfaces are held at the melting point until mechanical 
closure of the electrodes takes place. It is easy to show that the expected 
solidification time of the molten film is so short that this condition re- 
quires the arc to be maintained until the time of mechanical closure. It 
is required also that the arc power at all times exceed the rate of loss of 
energy by thermal conduction. 

For calculating the conduction losses, the model is necessarily dif- 
ferent from that used for the conduction-loss calculations made earlier. 
Let us consider the particular case of joining the end of a cylindrical 
wire to a flat surface. For welding, it is desirable to have the entire end 
of the wire held above the melting point, but in a short arc the surface 
will, in fact, be held more nearly at the boiling point. Radiation losses 
from the wire are negligible, so that, at least for a model of a right 
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circular cylinder opposed to a thick plate, we have one-dimensional 
heat flow. The power loss by thermal conduction is Ft = KTg a/jekl, 
where K is the thermal conductivity, a is the area of the electrode, k is 
the diffusitivity, and t is the time. 

For the long-duration arcs (~10_4 sec) with which we are concerned 
here, the power input is divided between the two electrodes. Assuming 
the division to be even, the power delivered by the arc to each electrode 
is Iv/2. The current needed to supply power equal to the conduction 
loss is then 

I — 2 KTg a/trkiv. (6) 

Fig. 9 is a plot of I versus t from this equation, for a copper electrode of 
0,05-cm diameter. For a satisfactory weld the current should exceed by 
only a small factor that needed to supply the energy lost by conduction 
for the entire time of the arc. 

In Fig. 10 are shown oscilloscope traces of the currents for three test 
welds, with different values of the current waveform obtained in each 
case from an RC circuit in parallel with a simulated transmission line. 
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Fig. 10 — Oscilloscope traces of current for three experimental welds, with 
calculated values of the current required for a sound weld plotted upon each trace 
and strengths of the welds found in destructive tests. 
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S! 

Fig. 11 — Photographs of sound welds, as made (top) and after a destructive 
test in which the wire broke (bottom). 

The second peak on each trace is the sudden increase of ciirrent just as 
the contacts touch. Superposed on each trace is the calculated curve 
representing the current required to maintain the end of the wire at the 
boiling point. For each weld the breaking strength was measured by 
holding the large block fixed (Fig. 11) and pulling the wire with a force 
parallel to the surface of the block. The breaking strength of the wire 
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was approximately 12 pounds. From the experimental breaking strengths 
written down underneath the oscilloscope traces, it can be noted that 
the strength was that of the wire only in the case where the current was 
maintained for the entire time until the electrodes touched, and at 
values well above those which, from calculation, would maintain the end 
of the wire at the boiling point. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A theory which explains the welding phenomenon associated with 
short arcs of the anode type has been presented, along with experimental 
evidence of the validity of the theory. The theory is based on the simple 
assumption that a molten pool of metal remains on the anode until the 
arc is extinguished. At the instant the arc is extinguished, the redis- 
tribution of the electric field creates a force at the anode, pulling the 
molten metal from the anode towards the cathode and bridging the gap. 

Extinction of the arc is due to insufficient power being supplied from 
the external circuitry to overcome thermal conduction losses away from 
the growing anode pit. It is shown that excellent agreement exists be- 
tween an arc extinction time predicated simply on the conduction loss 
basis and measured times at which bridging of the gap takes place. 

The effect of this premature extinction of the arc and subsequent 
welding of the electrodes on the erosion characteristics has been pre- 
dicted for both an EC circuit and a constant-current circuit, and ex- 
cellent agreement has been obtained with Germer's published measure- 
ments. 

For anode arcs, this effect determines the minimum arc current. The 
theory yields a minimum arc current for gold electrodes near 0.5 ampere, 
for circuits which are in common use in the telephone plant. 

The theory has been used also to calculate the optimum current wave- 
form for percussion welding, where it is of fundamental importance that 
the electrode be maintained molten immediately up until the time of 
mechanical closure. Welding experiments to test the theory have shown 
the quality of the weld to be in excellent agreement with predictions 
made from the current waveform. 
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A Method of Computing Bivariate 

Normal Probabilities 

With an Application to Handling Errors in 

Testing and Measuring 

By D. B. OWEN* and J. M. WIESEN* 

(Manuscript received August 20, 1958) 

Charts and formulas arc presented from which bivariate normal proba- 
bilities may be computed. Formulas involving the bivariate normal are given 
for the solution of a problem of handling errors in testing and measuring. 
These formulas include, in addition to previously published cases, two new 
cases. In one, the product is not necessarily centered relative to two-sided 
spccijicalion limits; in the other, one-sided specification limits are con- 
sidcred. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many manufactured products are 100 per cent tested with the idea of 
insuring that each unit of product meets the performance specifications. 
The general procedure is to set the test specification limits, which are the 
limits used for product unit acceptance, at or arbitrarily near the per- 
formance specification limits. These are established by engineering re- 
quirements and require a test-set accuracy and precision of a specified 
amount with respect to the performance specification limits or some 
nominal value. Eagle1 and many others have studied the problem of 
locating test specification limits with respect to performance specifica- 
tion limits under various conditions of test-set precision when testing 
itself is subject to random error. He pointed out that, when random errors 
of testing exist, two types of errors or mistakes can occur which should 
be taken into account in setting test specification limits. The first error, 
called consumer's loss (CL), is defined as the probability that noncon- 
forming product units will be accepted. The second error, called pro- 

* Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. M. 
553 
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ducer's loss (PL),* is defined as the probability that conforming product 
units will be rejected. 

The problem of locating test specification limits with respect to per- 
formance specification limits may be considered heuristically as in Fig. 
1, where a and n are performance specification limits, and b and c are 
test specification limits. Consider a product unit which just fails to meet 
the lower performance specification limit and therefore is nonconforming 
and should not be accepted. The chance that a product unit of this value 
will be accepted by the test set is shown by the shaded area under the 
test-set-error distribution curve to the right of b, the lower test specifi- 
cation limit. This then is a part of the consumer's loss (CL), and the sum- 
mation of similar considerations for all product units outside the per- 
formance specification limits constitutes the CL. Consider now a product 
unit with value at c, well within the performance specification limits, 
which should be accepted. The shaded area under the test-set-error dis- 
tribution curve to the right of c, the upper test specification limit, shows 
that there is a 50 per cent chance of the test set rejecting a product unit 
of this value, and thus this is a part of the producer's loss (PL). The sum- 
mation of similar considerations for all product units inside the per- 
formance specification limits constitutes PL. Different settings of the 
test specification limits, b and c, with respect to the performance speci- 
fication limits, A and n, and/or different spreads (standard deviations) 
of the product and test-set distributions would lead to different pro- 
ducer's and consumer's losses. 

Fig. 1 — Diagram showing effect of test-set. errors on test acceptance limits. 

* Consumer's loss and producer's loss are called consumer's risk and producer's 
risk by Grubbs and Coon2 and others. The terminology used here is an effort to 
avoid confusion with present standard statistical quality control terminology. 

:■— PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION H 

A B C D 
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Eagle presented graphs of PL and CL which assume that the product 
distribution and test-set-error distribution are both normal (Gaussian) 
and also that the mean of the product distribution is midway between 
the performance specification limits and also midway between the test 
specification limits. Thus, these two sets of limits are symmetrical with 
respect to the mean of the product distribution. He also presented for- 
mulas based on Pearson's tables3 for computing PL and CL. Pearson's 
tables are now out of print and are not readily available to many who 
may wish to make these calculations. However, the National Bureau of 
Standards4 plans to reissue Pearson's tables with some extensions. 

Hayes5 and Wicsen and Clark6 have presented additional graphs of 
PL and CL for the same conditions as those considered by Eagle. In the 
present paper, the solution Is given in formula form without the product 
distribution centering requirement. Also, one-sided test and performance 
specification limits arc considered. 

Grubbs and Coon2 also considered the problem of setting the perform- 
ance and test specification limits for a centered product distribution. 
They found the locations which minimized the sum CL plus PL, and also 
the locations which minimized total cost when the consumer's loss was 
subject to a given cost and the producer's loss subject to another cost. 
In this paper, formulas are given for the same cost assumptions, but for 
both one-sided and not necessarily centered two-sided performance and 
test specification limits. 

Tingey and Merrill7 considered the problem of minimizing the total 
cost when the cost to the consumer of accepting uonconforming product 
units varied with the degree of noneonformance. They presented a table 
of constants for constructing test specification limits under these circum- 
stances. Formulas (20) and (21) are given below for computing the total 
cost under these assumptions. 

Eagle1 and Owen8-9 showed that the bivariate normal distribution un- 
derlies the above problems. Consequently, a method for computing bi- 
variate normal probabilities is first considered here. Although this 
method is discussed relative to the present problem, the method is per- 
fectly general and can be used wherever bivariate normal probabilities 
are required. 

II. COMPUTATION OF BIVARIATE NORMAL PROBABILITIES FROM THE CHARTS 

Let 

/: rexp h (i) 

M(h, k] p) is the probability that a normal random variable X with 
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mean zero and variance one is greater than h, and another normal ran- 
dom variable Y with mean zero and variance one is greater than k, where 
p is the correlation between X and Y; that is, Pr(X > h, Y > k) — 
MQi, k; p). 

It is convenient also to have a functional notation for the univariate 
normal integral. To this end, define 

Gm = Lexp (-f ^ 

Volumes of the bivariate normal over other rectangular regions may be 
expressed in terms of the M- and Cr-functions. In terms of standardized 
variables (zero means and unit variances), 

Pr{X <h,Y <k) = M(~h, -k; p) 

= G(h) + Gik) + M{h, k; p) - 1, 

Pr(X < h, Y > k) = M(-h, k- -p) - G(—k) - M(h, k; p) 

- G{h) - M(~h, -k\p) 

Pr(X > h, Y < k) = M(h, —k; -p) = G{-h) - M(h, k-y p) 

= G{k) - M{-h, -k-p). 

Ref. 8, which is an elaboration of Ref. 9, shows that 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

M(h, k, p) = m( h, 0; O ) 
\ Vh2 - 2phk -h fc2/ 

• ,r /, A (pfe - h){sgn k) \ jo 
+ M 0' ^/k2 _ 2phk + &V \h' 

where the upper choice is made it hk > 0 or if hk = 0 but h -\- k ^ 0, 
and the lower choice is made otherwise; and sgn h = -f 1 if h ^ 0, and 
sgn h = — 1 if /i < 0. Note that sgn h as used in (5) is a multiplicative 
factor; i.e., it affects the sign of the quantity it operates on but not the 
absolute value of the quantity. 

Equation (5) means that bivariate normal probabilities with any 
limits can be computed from a table of the bivariate normal probabilities 
where one of the limits is zero. Figs. 2 through 5 are graphs of these 
probabilities, i.e., of M{h, 0; p). Figs. 4 and 5 can be obtained by rotat- 
ing Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, 180 degrees and replacing h by —h and 
p by —p. However, to avoid confusion both figures are included. The fol- 
lowing examples illustrate the use of these graphs. 
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Example 1: The following probabilities may be read from Figs. 2 
through 5: 

11/(1, 0; 0.5) = 0.127, 

il/(l, 0; -0.5) = 0.031, 

A/{—1, 0; 0.5) = 0.469, 

0; -0.5) = 0.373. 

Example 2: Find il/(1.96, 1; 0.56). 
Solution: 

Vh2 - 2phk + k2 = = 1.6268. 

M(1.96, 1; 0.56) = il/(1.96, 0; 0.060) + ilf(l, 0; -0.861) 

= 0.014 + 0.002 

- 0.016. 

The value computed by more elaborate methods8,9 is 0.016. 
Example S: Find M(0.4, 0.1; —0.5). 
Solution: 

aA2 - 2phk + /c2 = V21. 

M(0.4, 0.1; -0,5) - il/(0.4, 0; -0.055) + il/(0.1, 0; -0.982) 

= 0.069 + 0.015 

= 0.084. 

The value read from Pearson's tables3 is 0.0836. 
Example 4: Find il/(l, —2; 0.7). 
Solution: 

Vh- - 2phk + IS - 2.793. 

il/(l, -2; 0.7) = jV(1, 0; 0.967) + il/(-2, 0; 0.859) - \ 

= 0.159 + 0.500 - 0.500 

- 0.159. 

The value computed from Pearson's tables5 is 0.1587. 
Example 5: Find il/(l, —2; —0.5). 
Solution: 

Vh* - 2phk + /v2 = 1.732. 

M(l, —2; -0.5) - il/(l, 0; 0.866) + iV(-2, 0; 0) - 4 

= 0.157 + 0.489 - 0.500 

= 0.146. 

The value computed from Pearson's tables3 is 0.1454. 
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III. ERRORS IN TESTING AND MEASURING 

Before giving the formulas for the problem of errors in testing and 
measuring, let the following quantities be defined. 

Let P = a random variable (normally distributed with mean v and 
standard deviation (tp) which describes the true product values. 

Let T = & random error of measurement (test-set error) normally 
distributed with mean X and standard deviation at. 

The term X is called the bias of the measuring instrument. In Refs. 
1, 2, 5 and 6, X was taken to be equal to zero. This is not necessary, as 
only a slight change in the definition of the test specification limits 
takes care of this. (See the definition of hi and hz below.) Of course, in 
most cases where X is known, the test instrument would be recalibrated 
and the bias eliminated. There may be situations, however, where this 
would not be practical and it really is no problem to carry X as an extra 
parameter. Also, in assessing the problem of an unknown bias, it is con- 
venient to have the parameter X available (see Example 8 below). 

Let S = the observed measurement = P + T, so that, if T and P 
are taken to be independent, S is normal with mean ^ + X and variance 
a*2 = ap

2 -{- op. Also, P and S are correlated, and it will be shown that 
the correlation is equal to ap/a,. 

The expectation or mean of a random variable X is indicated sym- 
bolically by E(X). The correlation between two variables X and Y is 
defined as 

E[(X - /.xKF - ar)]_ 
axTy 

For P and S, then, the numerator of the correlation is 

E[(P — n) {S ~~ v — X)] 

= E[(P - m) (P d- T — n — X)] 

= E[P2 + PT — Pix — PX — ixP — pT + p -f- /xX]. 

Now, E(Z2) = ox2 + n2-, E(constant) = constant;E(XT) = E(X)E(F), 
if Xand Fare independent; E(X + F) = E(X) + E(F) andE(X) = fix . 
The correlation between P and S is then 

_ o-p1 fi + ~ fi2 — /A — /i2 — fi\ + fi + juX _ Op 

Let ki and An be defined so that the performance specification limits 
are at ^ + kiap and n — k^p . For a lower performance specification 
limit only, take /ci = «>; and for an upper performance specification 
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limit only, take kz = co. In Hefs. I, 2, 5 and 6, the fc's were taken to be 
equal which meant the product distribution was assumed to be centered 
with respect to the performance specification limits. 

Let hi and be defined so that, when the test specification limits are 
placed at /i X + kiUp — hiat and at /x + X — k^ffp -fi boat, either a 
desired consumer's loss or a desired producer's loss is not exceeded, or 
some combination of these losses is not exceeded. 

In tliis paper, /x, X, ap and o-, are assumed to be known. When any of 
them are unknown, experiments must be run to establish their values. 
In this connection, the reader may wish to read a paper by Grubbs,10 

which gives methods for estimating ap and at when the variance of each 
observation is a linear function of Op1 and ar. Fig. 6 shows diagram- 
raatically the relationship between /x, X, cr;,, oo , G , ho, It and ko. 

/X = MEAN OF PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION 
(Tp = STANDARD DEVIATION OF PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION 

= STANDARD DEVIATION OF TEST-SET ERROR DISTRIBUTION 
\ = TEST- SET BIAS 

 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION -- 
I 
k—K2 Op—-»k- k, erp  
j ^ TEST SPECIFICATION----*! 

1 J ,-M-k20p-D2t7^ J 
1 u - 4*- At - J 

-k 
1 

'"I 

PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION 

ERROR SET TEST 
DISTRIBUTION 
WHEN MEASURING 
^ + K, crp-b, o-t 

A- ka Tp—' 
/i + \ - k 2 o~p+b2 a"^ fj, + K, Op-b,^-'' 

/x r j\ + k, (Tp - b, a~^— 

+ k,«rp 

Fig. 6 — Diagram showing various constants defined for errors in the testing- 
and-measuring problem. 
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From the definition of consumer's loss (CL) it is clear that 

CL = Pr[P > /x + kia-p or P < n — kwp 
(6) 

and jU + X — hvcrt) <8 <C /x -p X + {kurp — hiai)]. 

Since the correlation between P and S is given by 

PPS = P = crp/a* = ctp/a/CP2 + cc, 

and P and S are assumed to be bivariate normal, the above probability 
can be expressed in terras of the M-function. The first step, as with the 
univariate normal, is to standardize the variables, i.e., subtract the mean 
and divide by the standard deviation. In order to save space and give 
compact formulas, additional notation is introduced. Let 

kiuv ~ bia-i , kziTp — h-ivt 
91 = 2 , 2 and 52 = / 2 . 2. V(Tp2 + Vf V Tp + Or 

Then, 

CL = Pr ft ^ > h or t 1 <-h 
\ Gp (rp 

and — 02 <  < Qi 1 
o-8 / 

-r, / P — fi ■. , S — fx ~ X \ = Pr 1 > h and  > " §2) 
\ o"p 0"8 / 

-p /p - V ^ . , S — fi — \ \ — Pr [  > ki and    > qi ) 
\ O-p IT, / 

+ Pr (—   < — h and — —   > — q^) 
\ O'p IT s / 

— Pr (^-   < — A'2 and     ^ > gA 
\ (Tb / 

Now (2), (3) and (5) are used to reduce CL to its most easily used form: 

CL = M{kl, ~q2 ; p) - M{k1, gi ; p) 
(7) 

— M{ki, ga; p) + M{k2, — gi ; p). 

The producer's loss (PL) is given by 

PL = Pr [p — kia-p < P < p + k\(Tp and 
(8) 

S < /x -{" X — (kiiTp — biiTi) or > p + X -p (/ciffp — 
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If the same procedure as that with consumer's loss is followed, it can be 
shown that (8) reduces to 

PL = CL + Gih) + Gih) - Giqx) - Giq*). (9) 

For one-sided specification limits the above formulas reduce to: 
For an upper limit only: 

CL = Pr(P h\(Tp and S <C /x -b ^ "b lHap — hi&t)'} 

hence 

CL = Gi-h) - M{h , gi; p) (10) 

and 

PL = Pr(P < /x -f- kictp and jS > ju + X -|- kictp — 

and hence, 

PL = Gi-qx) - ;p). (U) 

For a lower limit only: 

CL = Pi'(P < /x — kzap and > p + X — k^p -f- &20"t); 

hence 

CL = Gi-ki) - Mik*, §2; p) (12) 

and 

PL = Pr(P > p — kiap and S < p + \ — k^a-p + bitri)] 

hence 

PL = C(-g2) - M(A:2,g2;p). (13) 

The following examples illustrate the use of (7) through (13). 
Example 6: Suppose the performance specification limits are at p + 2(rp 

and at p — 3cp . Suppose also that the test specification limits have been 
set at p + X + 2cp and at p + X — 3(rp + o-(. If ci/cp = 0.5, deter- 
mine the producer's and consumer's losses of this procedure. Since the 
bias is known in this example and has been allowed for in setting the 
test specification limits, X does not appear in the calculations of PL and 
CL. (See example 8 for the case where X is not known.) 

Solution: Here, kx — 2, k^ — 3, 6i = 0, and ?j2 = 1. Then, 

_ feigp - bxci _ 2 — 0 _ 
91 V/<rp2 + ^2 Vl.25 " ' 
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kjo-p — btcrt 3 — 0.5 _ 

" VU5 - 2'236 

and 

= 0.894. 
" Vv/ + oc Vi.2:, J. 

From (7), 

CL = M(2, -2.236; 0.894) - 71/(2, 1.789; 0.894) 

—M(3, 2.236; 0.894) + 71/(3, -1.789; 0.894). 

Application of (5) results in 

CL = 71/(2, 0; 0.976) + 7l/(-2.236, 0; 0.970) - 0.5 - 71/(2, 0; 0) 

- 71/(1.789,0; -0.447) - 71/(3,0; 0.316) - 71/(2.236,0; - 0.707) 

+ 71/(3, 0; 0.958) -|- 7l/(-1.789, 0; 0.985) - 0.5 

= 0.023 + 0.500 - 0.500 - 0.017 - 0.004 - 0.000 

- 0.000 + 0.000 + 0.500 - 0.500 

- 0.008. 

From (7), 

PL = 0.008 + G(2) + (?(3) - (7(1.789) - (7(2.236) 

= 0.008 + 0.977 + 0.999 - 0.963 - 0.987 = 0.034. 

Example 7: The circumference of a product has a mean value of 28.5 
inches with a standard deviation of 0.5 inch. Only circumferences less 
than 29 inches are acceptable. The device for measuring the circum- 
ference is known to be biased so that on the average it measures 0.1 
inch too small with a standard deviation of 0.2 inch. If the upper test 
specification limit is set at 29 inches, and there is no lower limit, what 
are the producer's and consumer's losses? 

Solution: Here, = 28.5, o-p = 0.5, X = —0.1 and oy = 0.2. 
Hence, for the performance specification limits, 

/a -b kiCp = 29, 

or 

28.5 + /ci(0.5) = 29. 
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Solving this equation results in — 1. For the test specification limits, 

M H- ^ "h Fi®-p — t = 29, 

or 

28.5 - 0.1 + 1(0.5) - 5,(0.2) - 29. 

Solving this equation results in bi = —0.5. Hence 

Jciap — biot 0.5 + 0.01 
?I = VV,' + cr = V0^9 = 1114, 

and 

(rp 0.5 

" = Vo^g " a928- 

From (10), 

CL = (?(-l) - i¥(l, 1.114; 0.928) 

= 0.159 - ¥(1, 0; - 0.447) - ¥(1.114, 0; 0.083) 

= 0.159 - 0.036 - 0.073 = 0.050. 

From (11), 

PL = —1.114) - ¥(1, 1.114; 0.928) = 0.133 - 0.109 = 0.024. 

Thus, for the measuring device considered here, the consumer's loss is 
0.050 and the producer's loss is 0.024. 

Example S: If the bias X is assumed to be zero when it is actually posi- 
tive, the effect Is to accept more products in the lower tail of the product 
distribution and to reject more in the upper tail. The effect on CL and 
PL is the same as if fc,o-p had been decreased by X and kzap increased by 
X, i.e., as if both test specification limits had been decreased by the quan- 
tity X. 

As an example, the performance specification limits for a product arc 
at fi -f A'lo-p = 90 and ju — k^p = 80. Also, /n — 85, <ri = 1 and o> = 2. 
Then A-, = k* — 2.5, and Table I of Grubbs and Coon2 can be used to 
find hi = hi so that the consumer and the producer accept equal losses. 
The table gives 5, = b? — —0.5902 and results in a consumer's loss and 
producer's loss each equal to 0.0061 or a total loss of 0.0122. Now suppose 
that the tester is biased one unit high, i.e., X = 1. What effect does this 
have on the producer's loss and the consumer's loss? 
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Solution: The test limits were set at 

fi -j- ki&p — &i<ri = 90.5902 

and 

n — kiffp d- bzo i ~ / 9.4098, 

whereas, if the bias had been taken into account, they should have been 
set at 

/i -(- X -f- kiffp — bid = 91.5902 

and 

-|- X — kuTp T buTi = 80.4098 

to maintain the equality of PL and CL. To find the effect of this error, 
it is only necessary to decrease ki(TP by X; i.e., redefine ki so that 
kiap = 5 — X = 4 and hence take ki — 2, and redefine ki so that 
/cjo-p — 5 -f X = 6 and hence take /c? = 3. Now the formulas for CL 
and PL [(7) and (9)] are used with the following parameters: 

ki — 2, ki — 3, 

b, - -0.5902, hi = -0.5902, 

(Tp — 2, (Ti = 1. 

CL = il/(2, -2.947; 0.894) - M{2, 2.053; 0.894) - i¥(3, 2.947; 0.894) 

+ M (3, -2.053; 0.894) 

= il/(2,0;0.982) + M(-2.947, 0;0.962) - 0.500 - if(2,0; -0.281) 

- M(2.053,0; -0.180) - 1/(3,0; -0.193)- il/(2.947,0; -0.267) 

+ il/(3, 0; 0.962) + il/(-2.053, 0; 0.982) - 0.500 

= 0.023 + 0.500 - 0.500 - 0.006 - 0.007 - 0.000 - 0.000 + 0.001 

+ 0.500 - 0.500 

= 0.011. 

PL = 0.011 -h G{2) + (7(3) - (7(2.053) - (7(2.947) 

= 0.011 + 0.977 + 0.999 - 0.980 - 0.998 = 0.009. 

Hence, because of the bias in the test set, the consumer's loss is increased 
from 0.006 to 0,011, and the producer's loss is increased from 0.006 to 
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0.009. If the same test specification limits are used over a period of time, 
it would probably be worthwhile to compute the consumer's loss and 
producer's loss for a whole range of biases. These could be plotted on a 
graph showing the assumed bias on the abscissa and the producer's or 
consumer's loss on the ordinate. 

IV. SPECIAL CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING SPECIFICATION LIMITS 

Following Grubbs and Coon,2 if the. condition is that the producer and 
consumer accept the same or equal losses in rejecting a conforming prod- 
uct unit and in accepting a nonconforming product unit, the solution is 
obtained by setting CL = PL in (9) for two-sided test and performance 
specification limits, or setting CL = PL in (10) and (11) or (12) and (13) 
for one-sided test and performance specification limits. This results in 
qx = ki and 52 — ^2 or 

— ki0? ~ V*gv2 + gj2 (14) 

and 

52 _ feq? ~ ^2 Vov2 + <rt2 

Ol 

Equations (14) and (15) may be solved for h\ and 62, respectively; or, 
if r is set equal to (tv/ui , the value of h satisfying (14) and (15) may be 
read from Table X (p. 16) of Hef. 2. The values for consumer's loss and 
producer's loss, however, will have to be calculated from (7), (9), (10), 
(11), (12) and (13). 

Another criterion discussed by Grubbs and Coon is to assume that the 
sum of the consumer's and producer's losses is to be a minimum. Then 
the 6's for two-sided test specification limits are obtained by solving the 
equations 

n ( ~~ k2 ~ / - h + pqi\ 1 
G\vr=7') + G{vr^)-2 

and 

h - pg2\ . ^ ^ + pq2\ 1 
GWi-f>C+ewi-pC = 2- 

Again following Grubbs and Coon, if ^ Si 1.5, kz ^ 1.5, <rp ^ at and 
the b's are negative or small positive, then the first integral in each of 
the above equations is nearly zero, so that approximate solutions to the 
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above equations are h = pqi and ki = pgn, or 

b, ^ ^ (16) 

and 

(17) 
<TP 

The b values can be read from Table II (p. 10) of Ref. 2, but the con- 
sumer's and producer's losses have to be computed from the formulas 
given in this paper. Equations (16) and (17) for the 6's are exact for one- 
sided test specification limits. 

Let Cci be the cost of accepting a nonconforming product unit, and 
Cpi bo the cost of rejecting a conforming product unit. Then the values 
for 6i and 62 that minimize the total cost are those that satisfy the equa- 
tions 

and 

/ -h - pgi\ / -h + pgA _ Cpi 

VVi — p2/ Vv'i — p2/ Cci + Cp 

(-h - pqA (-/C2 + PgA _ Cvi 
\ a/I — P2 / \ "x/l — P" / Cci + ct 

Again, if h ^ 1.5, fcz ^ 1.5, <jp ^ vt and the 5's are negative or small 
positive, then the first integral in each of the above equations is nearly 
zero and the fr's may be obtained approximately from the equations 

<? 

and 

/ fcitrt 5i<rp\ ^ Cvi (18) 

\ VW + err / Cci d" Cp/ 

G (ATTT) = UTC-• (I9) 
\ v Op + <r< / Crf + Cpi 

In this case the 6's may be obtained approximately (for two-sided test 
specification limits) by setting the limit of the integral to that devi- 
ate of a imivariate normal which corresponds to the fraction 

C pi 
Cd + Cp/ 

Tingey and Merrill7 also consider this problem, and they allow the cost 
of accepting a nonconforming item to be different for the two tails of the 
product distribution. They give a short table of values of i[>i and 62 (their 
Table II) under these conditions. Note that the subscripts 1 and 2 must 
be interchanged to enter their table with the formulas given here. 
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For a one-sided test specification limit the h is obtained exactly by 
(18) and (19). The corresponding producer's and consumer's losses may 
then be calculated from (10), (11), (12) and (13) given in this paper. 

As mentioned in the introduction, Tingey and Merrill7 consider the 
case where the producer's loss Is constant but the consumer's loss varies 
with the degree of nonconformance. They give a table of values of 6i 
and 1)2 which will minimize the total cost under these conditions. Note 
that they use the subscript 1 for the lower tail of the product distribu- 
tion and 2 for the upper tail, while the reverse has been used here. Hence, 
if the formulas in this paper are being used, interchange with 62 and 
ki with ko when entering Tingey and Merrill's table. They do not give 
values for the total loss, but their formula for the total loss may be re- 
duced to a computing form as follows: 

Let Cci" = cost to the consumer of accepting a nonconforming prod- 
uct unit from the upper tail only of the product distribution. Then, if 
the cost to the consumer varies with the degree of nonconformance, this 
is defined mathematically to be 

Q u   L* a ki(Tp gu 
(Tp 

where C" is the unit cost associated with the acceptance of nonconform- 
ing product in the upper tail of the product distribution. Then, in the 
notation used here, Tingey and Merrill's formula can be reduced to 

= —kiMiki, —Qi',p) + k,M{h, qip) 

+ ^exp(-^)G(Tr^f) 

- ^cxp (" k')G (vl 17) (20) 

+ ^exr'{-^)G{vr^?)- 

Hence, with the aid of Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 and a table of the univariate 
normal distribution function and its derivative, it is possible to compute 
Cc". A similar formula for the consumer's cost for the lower tail of the 
product distribution may be obtained by interchanging Ay with An and 
interchanging §1 with 52 ■ 

If the cost per product unit to the producer of rejecting conforming 
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product is constant, the total cost to the producer may be found by mul- 
tiplying the PL obtained from (9) [where the CL in (9) is computed from 
(7)1 by the per product unit cost. Then the total cost to both producer 
and consumer is obtained by adding (a) the consumer's cost for the up- 
per tail of the product distribution, (b) the consumer's cost for the 
lower tail of the product distribution and (c) the producer's cost. It is 
this total cost which is minimized by the values of &i and hz found in 
Tingey and Merrill's Table I. 

Consider now the case where the producer's cost of rejecting a con- 
forming product unit is proportional to the degree of nonconformance, 
but only the upper tail of the product distribution is to be considered. 
The consumer's cost can be obtained by putting qz equal to infinity in 
(20). The result is 

As before, a similar formula holds if a lower tail only is considered and 
may be obtained by replacing h with kz and qi with qz. 
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The Anelasticity of Natural and 

Synthetic Quartz at Low 

Temperatures* 

By J. C. KING 

(Manuscript received September 4, 1958) 

Certain imperfections in alpha-quartz are found to introduce anelastic 
absorption at low temperatures in crystal resonators. For a shear wave 
of 5 mc, absorption peaks are observed at approximately 20° and 50°K in 
unirradiated samples. X-irradiation effects a lowering of the amplitude of 
the 50aK absorption, while a new absorption is introduced at WO°K. 

The results of acoustic absorption measurements on a number of selected 
samples of synthetic quartz resonators suggest that, whereas the 50°K absorp- 
tion is attributable to excess oxygen, the 100°K defect involves aluminum 
which is present suhstitutionally in the crystal structure. 

X-irradiation-induced lowering of the resonant frequency of crystal res- 
onators is clearly the result of a lowering of the elastic modulus associated 
with the 100°K anelastic absorption. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Measurements of the internal friction in crystals have revealed me- 
chanical relaxation processes which can be attributed to crystal defects. 
Bordoni1 first observed a mechanical relaxation of this kind in a number 
of metals at low temperatures. The amplitude of the absorption was 
found to he enhanced by cold work and reduced by annealing. Subse- 
quent measurements of the loss in lead by Bommel2 and in copper by 
Niblctt and Wilks3 served to confirm Bordoni's findings and further to 
associate the relaxation with the movement of dislocations under the 
action of an applied shearing stress. 

Recently, a study of the low-temperature anelasticity in quartz by 
Bommel, Mason and Warner4 disclosed two structural relaxation proc- 

* This work has been supported in part by U. S. Army Signal Corps Contract 
DA-36-039 SC-8458G. This article will be a chapter in Defect Slruclure of Quartz 
and Glassy Silica, to be published in 1959 by John Wiley & Sons, New York. 
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esses. For a frequency of vibration of 5 mc, one relaxation absorption 
appears at about 20oK and probably derives from dislocations, while the 
other, occurring at 50oK, is apparently due to a deformation of the lat- 
tice network. 

The purpose of the present investigation is two-fold: (a) to probe the 
nature of the deformation defects in quartz through a study of the de- 
pendence of the 50oK absorption on selected natural and synthetic 
samples, and (b) to determine the relationship between the behavior of 
quartz crystal resonators at room temperature and the anelastic effects 
arising from crystal imperfections. In these studies, samples of quartz 
are subjected to x-irradiation and electrolytic purification. A brief paper 
describing the dependence of the 50oK absorption in synthetic quartz 
upon seed plate orientation and the effect of x-irradiation on the ampli- 
tude of the 50oK absorption has been published.5 

II. EXPEUIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental technique adopted in this study involves the fabri- 
cation of high-Q rotated Y-cut resonators5 from the quartz to be ex- 
amined. The Q'1 of the crystal unit at resonance is calculated from its 
equivalent electrical characteristics as determined in a transmission 
circuit test set. A block diagram of the essential components of the meas- 
uring circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The resonant frequency of the crystal 
unit at minimum impedance* is the frequency of the variable oscillator 
(frequency .synthesizer) adjusted to obtain a peak reading at the de- 
tector. For this condition, the equivalent resistance of the crystal unit, 
Rj,, is the value of a resistor which, when substituted for the crystal, 
gives the same detector reading. 

Since the Q for natural quartz thickness shear vibrators can be made 
as high as several million, it is assumed that Q 1 for such resonators is a 
measure of the internal friction of the quartz itself, i.e., it is independent 
of the mounting structure. Variations in the frequency-determining 

i _ Transmission circuit test set used to measure resonator characteris- 
tics of quartz, 

* Except for large values of Q-1, the frequency at minimum impedance may be 
taken to equal the frequency at series resonance. 

FREQUENCY 
SYNTHESIZER 
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elastic modulus of quartz due to anelastic processes are reflected as varia- 
tions in the resonant frequency of vibration. 

The crystal and resistance network shown in Fig. 1 are located in a 
holder assembly (see Fig. 2) which is suspended in a dewar containing 
liquid helium. The glass envelope surrounding the mounted crystal reso- 
nator is filled with helium gas to a pressure of 1 mm Hg at room tempera- 
ture before it is scaled off. The amount of damping due to this back- 
ground gas is negligibly small, and the gas provides a thermal lock 
between the crystal and a copper oven in which the resonator is placed. 
To maintain the crystal at the helium-bath temperature, a small amount 
of helium gas is transferred into the sample holder. For operation above 
4.20K, the pressure within the sample holder is reduced to less than 5 X 
10~5 mm Hg and a current is passed through the oven winding. For each 
incremental increase in heater current, the oven will equilibrate at some 
higher temperature. The equivalent crystal resistance and frequency at 
resonance is recorded for increasing temperature. 

The thermometry below 4.20K employs the saturated vapor pressure 
of helium. Between 4,20K and 30oK a carbon-composition type resistor 
is used and, above 30oK, a copper-constantan thermocouple. The fre- 
quency of the crystal unit is used to indicate whether the quartz sample 
is at temperature equilibrium with its surroundings. This technique is 
quite sensitive, because of the large temperature coefficient of frequency 
above 150K for the type of crystals investigated. 

III. SOME THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In a non-ideal solid, stress and strain are not uniquely related. This 
can be demonstrated by observing that, although the stress required to 
cause an instantaneous strain in a solid is a linear function of the re- 
sulting strain, the continued application of stress will cause an additional 
reversible component of strain to develop. This gradual relaxation of 
strain for a constant stress can be characterized by a relaxation time. 
Alternately, if the solid is subjected to a constant strain, the initial stress 
becomes relaxed to a certain degree. Hence, the mathematical expression 
for the mechanical behavior of a solid must include the rates of change 
of stress and strain. 

When a solid is made to vibrate at some frequency, /, it can be shown7 

that a relaxation process will cause the stress to be out of phase with the 
strain by an angle 5 and that 

tan 5 - A ^, (1) 
1 + (wr)- 



a THIN WALL S.S. TUBULATION 
b HOLDER COVER FLANGE 
C TERMINAL BRIDGE 
d SEALED GLASS ENCLOSURE 
6 QUARTZ CRYSTAL SAMPLE 
f COPPER OVEN 
g CONSTANTAN HEATER WINDING 
h CARBON-COMPOSITION 

THERMOMETER 

j TEFLON SPACER 
k COPPER-CONSTANTAN 

THERMOCOUPLE 
m &0LD"0"-RING SEAL 
n STAINLESS STEEL HOLDER 

Fig. 2 — Crj-stal holder assembly used for measurement of internal friction of 
quartz at low temperatures. 
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where oj — 2^/, r is the relaxation time for the relaxation process, and A, 
the relaxation strength, is a measure of the relative change due to com- 
plete relaxation in the frequency-determining elastic modulus. Tan 5 
is a measure of the absorption of energy and is equivalent to Q-1. A 
plot of tan 8 vs. w describes a curve with an absorption maximum equal 
to A/2 when u = 1/t, or 

On either side of the peak, tan 8 becomes vanishingly small for w « r 
and cc » t. This means that, if the frequency of vibration is either much 
greater or much less than the jump frequency for the relaxation process 
given by 1/t, the strain is essentially in phase with the stress. However, 
when the angular frequency of vibration is equal to 1/r, the phase angle 
is a maximum, resulting in an absorption peak. 

The relationship between relaxation time and temperature is provided 
by the distribution of energy levels. Most often this distribution is an 
Arrhenius type such that 

BIRT r = roe , (3) 

where to is a constant, E is the activation energy for the relaxation and R 
is the gas constant. The absorption curve plotted as a function of tem- 
perature for a simple relaxation process, i.e., involving a single activa- 
tion energy, is given in Fig. 3. 

The effect which structural relaxation has upon the frequency-deter- 

QmL = A/2. (2) 

M=MU 

TAN 

TEMPERATURE, T —K 

Fig. 3 — Variation of internal friction and real modulus with temperature for 
simple relaxation process. 
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mining elastic modulus M is given by 

ir il/t/ — Mh / 
M — Mu z—j—7 vT t 1 + (wr)- 

where M = Mu when w i>> r, and il/ = il/r when w « r. Ihus, when the 
frequency of vibration is much greater than the relaxation time, there 
occurs no delayed elastic response in the medium. The modulus for this 
condition is therefore uurelaxed and denoted by Mv ■ However, when 
co <$C r there is sufficient time between reversals in the direction of the 
stress for the delayed elastic response to be effective. The result of com- 
plete relaxation causes the modulus to be lowered to Ma . 

The change in the modulus with temperature is also given in Fig. 3. 
It will be observed that the inflection temperature in the curve of M 
vs. T is the same as that corresponding with tan 6tnnx . The mechanical 
behavior of a solid at temperatures below a given relaxation absorption 
peak is, therefore, unaltered by anelastic effects attending the relaxation 
process. 

The terms in (3) can be rearranged in the following manner: 

Mu - M _ Mu -Mr /1 + (wr)2 _ (5) 

Mr Ml 

The expression {Mu - MR)/MR , giving the relative change in the 
modulus due to complete relaxation, has been previously denoted as the 
relaxation strength A. 

According to the above analysis, if a relaxation process is induced by 
some means in a solid, then the elastic modulus at temperatures where w 
is greater than r will be lowered. On the other hand, if a defect which 
introduces a structural relaxation is eliminated, then the elastic modulus 
for the solid will be increased at temperatures where w is greater than r. 

IV. ANELASTIC ABSORPTION IN QUARTZ 

There are at least three basic types of crystal defects which can con- 
tribute to the anelasticity of quartz: 

(a) impurity ions, which can break away from attracting centers and 
diffuse from one equivalent interstitial site to another within the crystal; 

(b) a deformation of the normal crystal network, allowing for the os- 
cillation of segments of the crystal lattice between positions of equal 
potential energy and 

(c) rows of atoms comprising dislocation lines, which move in the 
crystal glide planes. 

The indicated motions for the above defects are thermally activated 
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and, therefore, at a given temperature the structural elements involved 
surmount an energy barrier, whose height is given by E in (3), with a 
jump frequency, 1/r, characteristic of the process. If, by subjecting 
quartz to a stress, there results an energy bias of the potential wells 
between which the defect element moves, then the defect population 
density in the position of lowest energy will preferentially increase. Thus, 
there occurs a delayed elastic response. 

We will limit this report to an examination of the anelasticity of quartz 
arising from the deformation-type defects. 

AT-cut* overtone crystal units have been fabricated using electrical 
grade Brazilian quartz and various samples of synthetic quartz. In view 
of the dependence of a number of the physical properties of synthetic 
quartz upon the direction of crystal growth, the synthetic crystal units 
will be classified according to the particular seed surface on which the 
quartz is grown. Thus, resonators obtained from growth on a z-minor 
rhorabohedron are termed z-faee or z-minor samples. Samples taken 
from growth on a basal cut or from the Z-growth region on a Y-bar seed 
crystal are denoted as Z-growth sample resonators. 

In Fig. 4 the internal friction at 5 me in natural and synthetic quartz 
at low temperatures is shown by the curves of Q"1 vs. T for representative 
crystal units. In these samples two absorption peaks are immediately 
evident, one in the neighborhood of 20oK and the other at 50oK. In the 
case of natural quartz these absorptions have been attributed to struc- 
tural relaxations. The relaxation frequencies for the two mechanisms 
are reported4 to be 

r2u
0K = 7.7 X 10-10 eimT (6) 

and 

nuY - lO-13 C
,30W. (7) 

An examination of the magnitudes of m and E for the two absorptions 
suggests that the 20oK relaxation mechanism involves the motion of 
dislocations and that the 50oK relaxation process is probably due to a 
deformation of the crystal lattice. 

As may be observed in Fig. 4, the synthetic samples representative of 
both z-facc and Z-growth material exhibit an extremely large absorption 
at 50oK.6 (Henceforth, the same two samples of synthetic quartz will 
l)e used for all reported resonator measurements unless specified other- 
wise.) In comparison with natural quartz, it is common to find the 50oK 
absorption peak in z-face and Z-growth quartz almost three and two 

* A V-cut plate rotated about the X-axis by an angled = -|-350 15'. 
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\ SAMPLE Z-FACE 
\ SYNTHETIC 

(O-5 

SAMPLE Z-CUT SYNTHETIC 

SAMPLE BRAZILIAN 

120 40 60 80 100 
TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES KELVIN 

Fig. 4 — Internal friction at 5 mc for thickness shear vibration (AT-cut) in 
natural quartz and two representative samples of z-face and Z-growth synthetic 
quartz at low temperatures. ) 

decades higher respectively. It is apparent that the concentration of 
crystal defects responsible for the 50oK peak is (a) commonly greater 
in synthetic quartz and (b) dependent upon the crystallographic orienta- 
tion of the seed plate. It must be noted that other growth conditions be- 
sides seed orientation can affect the 50oK defect concentration. 

Assuming that the 50oK relaxation process derives from some impurity 
or combination of impurities, a spectrochemical analysis of the z-face 
and Z-growth samples should reveal large differences in the impurity 
concentration between the two materials. In Table I may be seen the 
emission analysis* of two quartz samples taken from the same mother 

* Analysis made by the Spectrographic Services and Heaeareh at the Naval 
Gun Factory Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 
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Table I — Concentration of Impurities in ppm 

Impurities z-face Z-growth 

A1 30 10 
Fe 10 10 
Mg 0.3 0.3 
Na 3 3 
Cu 0.1 <0.1 
Li 1 0.3 
Ni 10 <10 

crystals from which the z-face and Z-growth specimens (Fig. 4) were 
obtained, 

The obvious similarity of the synthetic samples regarding the concen- 
tration of impurities, together with their vastly different 50oK absorption 
presents a rather strong argument against associating the 50oK defect 
with impurities in quartz. The spectrographic analysis, of course, does 
not rule out the possibility that the 50oK defect might involve an excess 
or deficiency of oxygen. A defect structure involving the former will be 
considered in Section V. 

Significant differences between natural and some synthetic quartz 
crystals have also been noted in the AT-cut frequency-temperature 
characteristics.8,9,10,11 The variation of frequency with temperature be- 
tween —60° and 100oG for a series of crystal units fabricated from the 
Z-growth quartz is shown in Fig. 5. From the AT-cut family of curves 
two identifiable characteristics may be determined by graphical analysis. 
One is the angle of rotation, 6o, for which the frequency excursion over 
the temperature range is a minimum and the other is the inflection tem- 
perature, T, , of the f-T curve for a crystal cut at 0 = . For natural 
and Z-growth quartz d0 and Ti are nearly the same and given by 
35o20' ± 1' and 30oC ± 20C respectively. Departures from the above 
characteristics occur in z-face quartz, where do is found to be some four 
minutes larger and Ti is shifted to 40oC. In all samples of quartz ex- 
amined there is a unique concurrence of shifts in the frequency-tempera- 
ture characteristics with amplitude of the 50oK relaxation absorption. 

The resonant frequency of a rotated Y-cut crystal is given by: 

(8) 

In this expression, t is the resonator thickness, p is the density of quartz 
and Cos', the effective clastic constant, is 

fee' = Cea cos2 9 -f- Cu sin2 6 — Cu sin 26, (9) 

where c,y are the elastic constants. 
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Fig. 5 — Frequency vs. temperature curves between —60° and 100oC for a group 
of AT-cut resonators fabricated from the Z-growth synthetic crystal. 

From (8) the change in frequency attending a small variation in cm 
is found to be 

/ dege' 
J 2 cee' " 

(10) 

It was pointed out in the previous section that a relaxation process 
will cause a lowering of the elastic modulus, for a given frequency of vi- 
bration, at temperatures above the relaxation absorption. If dees' in 
(10) is taken as the change in the elastic modulus due to complete relaxa- 
tion, then 

f 

A 
2 ' 

or 

df 
= Q 

—I max 

(11) 

(12) 
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Thus, the relative change in / attributable to the complete relaxation of 
a simple relaxation process, is just equal to the maximum value of the 
associated absorption. 

Neglecting the normal variations of frequency with temperature, the 
effect described above should alone account for a difference of frequency 
of approximately 1,000 ppm between otherwise identical natural and 
z-face quartz AT-cut resonators above 50oK. It is suggested that the 
observed variations in the f-T characteristics between natural and 
synthetic AT-cut resonators arise from a change of one or more of the 
clastic constants comprising attending the relaxation of the 50oK 
defect. 

The dielectric loss in quartz at low temperatures has been reported 
by Volger, et al.12 The loss in natural quartz and samples of z-face and 
Z-growth quartz at 32 kc is described in Fig. 6. A number of the dielec- 
tric loss peaks in quartz have been associated12 with the relaxation of 
specific crystal defects. The activation energy and relaxation time to 
for the dielectric loss which appears at 380K in Fig. 6 are reported to be 
1,270 cal/gra mole and 2 X 10_13 sec. These values compare closely with 
those for the 50oK mechanical relaxation. Furthermore, the relative pos- 
sition of the dielectric tan 5 values for the z-face and Z-growth specimens 
is in general agreement with the mechanical absorption at 50oK for simi- 
lar samples. It appears definite, therefore, that the 50oK defect gives 
rise to an orientational electric polarization. 

Volger, et al. have suggested that the 380K dielectric absorption is 
caused by what is referred to as a B-center type defect, namely 2A1B. 
A two-dimensional schematic representation of the 2A1B defect, along 
with others which will be of interest in Section V, is shown in Fig. 7.* 
The association of the 2A1B defect with the 380K dielectric absorption 
peak in synthetic quartz is based primarily on an observed higher con- 
centration of Al in the synthetic material. In view of the emission analy- 
sis given in Table I and the measured mechanical absorption in com- 
parable synthetic samples, the above interpretation is subject to some 
doubt. 

V. EFFECT OF X-IRRADIATIOM 

A number of samples of natural and synthetic AT-cut crystal units 
have been irradiated with 50-kv X-rays from a tungsten target tube op- 

* In a recent communication Dr. Stevels now contends that Al P defects are M 
responsible for the 380Iv dielectric absorption rather than ^'B defects. The ^'P 
defect is similar to ^.'P shown in Fig. 7(c), except that Na+ is replaced by H+. 
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Fig. 6 — Low-temperature dielectric absorption at 32 kc in natural quartz and 
two samples of synthetic quartz. 

erating at 48 ma. The exposure in all cases amounts to approximately 
10fi r. Two effects of considerable interest are observed: (a) in all samples, 
the 50oK defect is virtually eliminated and (b) an absorption at 100oK 
is induced in samples which color with irradiation. The effect listed under 
(a) will be considered first. 

An example of the profound change in the concentration of 50oK de- 
fect with x-irradiation Is shown in Fig. 8. Here the curves of Q_1 and 
A/// before and after x-irradiation are given for the Z-growth sample (A/ 
is equal to / — fx . where f is the frequency of the crystal unit at room 
temperature and fx is its frequency at temperature T). Before irradiation, 
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Fig. 8 — Internal friction and frequency deviation at low temperatures for 
5-inc thickness shear vibration in Z-growth synthetic quartz before and after x- 
irradiation. 

the change in frequency of the crystal above approximately 30oK is 
determined not only by the temperature dependence of the parameters 
at the right in (8) but also by: 

di 
f 

Q Ux 
1 + (wt)2 (13) 

Here, Qmlx and t relate to the 50oK relaxation process. Since the 50oK 
defects are all but eliminated with x-irradiation, the Af/f vs. T curve 
after irradiation in Fig. 8 describes the change of frequency with tem- 
perature, exclusive of any change in c^' due to stress relaxation. There- 
fore, a difference curve of Af/f, before and after irradiation, should re- 
semble the curve of M vs. T shown in Fig. 4. Such a curve is plotted in 
Fig. 9 for the Z-growth specimen, with relative frequency change con- 
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verted to read per cent change in c^'. The dotted curve is derived from 
(5), with r given by (6) and A, the change in c66' due to complete relaxa- 
tion, taken to be the difference between points a and b in Fig. 9. (The 
value of A, computed in this manner, can be used to approximate Qmnx , 
provided the relaxation process is one involving at most a very narrow 
distribution of activation energies.) A correction of the frequency meas- 
urements to read in terras of frequency at resonance rather than at mini- 
mum impedance would cause the calculated change in c^' to coincide 
more nearly with the theoretical curve. The difference curve below 350Iv, 
contrary to expectations, does not fall on the zero reference line. This 
can be interpreted to signify that the 50oK defect not only contributes 
to the crystal's anelasticity but also alters bonds in the crystal structure 
sufficiently to cause a change in the unrelaxed Cgs' and in dc^/di. 

If, as suggested in Section IV, shifts in the f-T characteristics of 
AT-cut resonators can be traced to the 50oK defect, then it must follow 
that x-irradiation will cause synthetic quartz to acquire the f-T be- 
havior of natural quartz. In Fig. 10 the f-T curves for the z-faee speci- 
men before and after irradiation are shown between —60° and 100oC. 
It is observed that the curve after irradiation assumes nearly the same 
form as that for a natural specimen having the same angle 6. 
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Fig. 9 — Variabon of cee' with temperature for 5-mc thickness shear vibration 
in unirradiated Z-growth resonator relative to ceo' after x-irradiation; dotted line 
describes the theoretical curve for a simple relaxation process. 
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Fig. 10 — Frequency vs. temperature curves between —60° and 100oC for 5-mc 
AT-cut z-face synthetic resonator before and after x-irradiation and after anneal- 
ing. 

Annealing of x-irradiated synthetic resonators at 500oC for several 
minutes causes the return of the 50oK absorption to the same amplitude 
it had prior to irradiation. Therefore, annealing should also cause the 
f-T characteristics of the x-irradiated z-face sample to return to the 
form it had before irradiation. By referring to Fig. 8, this can be ob- 
served to occur. Chi13 has examined the effects of x-irradiation on the 
AT-cut f-T characteristics of various samples of synthetic quartz. 

The effective elimination by X-rays of the anelasticity associated with 
the 50oK defect requires that the underlying defect be readily altered 
by ionizing irradiation. The 2AIB defect, however, represents a particu- 
larly stable configuration. This consideration, together with a lack of cor- 
relation between Al content and the 50oK absorption, does not favor 
designating the B-center as the responsible defect. A discriminative 
study of defect centers likely to occur in quartz and which are better 
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able to account for phenomena associated with the 50oK absorption, 
suggests considering the Q24- defect [Fig. 7(f)]. 

A Q-center is simply a site at which an excess oxygen atom enters the 
lattice structure and forms a nonbridging oxygen defect. In the Q2+ de- 
fect, only one orbital electron from each of the nonbridging oxygen atoms 
is paired with an electron from the nearest silicon atom. If an ionizing 
radiation is sufficiently energetic to remove a paired electron from one 
of the nonbridging oxygen atoms, then the oxygen atom is effectively 
removed from the center. The remaining nonbridging oxygen atom may 
then cross-link with the silicon atom formerly associated with the freed 
oxygen and thereby reduce the center to the normal structure repre- 
sented by Ao in Fig. 7(a). Thus, by a process not unlike x-irradiation, 
induced cross-linking occuring between polymer chains, Q-centers in 
quartz may be transformed to Ao-centers. 

The inclusion of an extra oxygen atom in the crystal lattice will cause 
a corporate distortion of bond angles in the vicinity of the defect, as 
suggested by the disposition of the atoms about the center in Fig. 7(f). 
It is certain that other structure-sensitive properties of quartz will 
therefore be influenced by the presence of Q-centers. Berman14 has shown 
that the low-temperature thermal conductivity of quartz is quite sensi- 
tive to the degree of crystal perfection. If it is assumed that, in the region 
immediately surrounding Q-centers, the crystal lattice is somewhat 
similar to the close-range misorientation within the silica tetrahedra of 
fused quartz, then it follows that the low-temperature thermal conductiv- 
ity of quartz will be decreased by an amount dependent upon the Q- 
center concentration. Measurements of the thermal conductivity of a 
sample of natural and Z-growth quartz by Berman* are given in Fig. 11. 
It is observed that the thermal conductivity of a Z-growth specimen is 
very little like that of a single crystal since the conductivity peak is de- 
pressed by more than a decade and shifted toward higher temperatures. 
This alteration of the conductivity peak is characteristic of an increase 
in thermal resistance caused by phonon-defect interaction. Indeed, the 
conductivity of Z-growth quartz approaches that of neutron irradiated 
quartz. 

In line with the suggestion that Q-centers contribute to the low-tem- 
perature thermal resistance in quartz, it is of considerable interest to 
examine the effect of X-rays on the thermal conductivity of a synthetic 
sample. With the exception of Q-centers, it is unlikely that the defects 
in quartz could lie modified by X-rays so as to effect an increase in ther- 

* R. Berman has kindly communicated the results of his measurements on syn- 
thetic specimens provided by the author. 
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Fig. 11 — Low-temperature thermal conductivity of natural and synthetic 
quartz before and after gamma irradiation (neutron-irradiated natural sample is 
included for comparison), 

mal conductivity. Hence, it is not surprising to find that, whereas irradia- 
tion causes an impairment of the conductivity of natural quartz (see 
Fig. 11), the eonductivity of the irradiated synthetic specimen increases. 
It is reasonable to expect that 7-modified imperfections contributing to 
the increase of thermal resistance in natural quartz are probably also 
present in the Z-growth sample. In spite of such defects, however, the 
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thermal conductivity of the synthetic specimen is improved with irradia- 
tion. 

The observed low-temperature conductivity in natural and synthetic 
quartz before and after y-irradiation is thus found to be in general agree- 
ment with speculations based upon the Q-center model. 
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Let us turn now to effect (b) above, which concerns the X-ray in- 
duced internal friction, appearing at 100oK. 

In the course of examining the anelasticity of x-irradiated z-face 
quartz, a well-defined absorption peak centered about 100oK was ob- 
served. The curves of Q-1 vs. T for the z-face sample before and after 
x-irradiation are shown over the temperature range of interest in Fig. 12. 
The 100oK absorption is obviously nonexistent in the unirradiated 
sample, emerging only as the result of x-irradiation. (The precipitous 
increase in absorption below lOOTv in the sample prior to irradiation is 
simply the high-temperature tail of the 50oK absorption.) The induced 
internal friction may be characterized as consisting primarily of two ab- 
sorption peaks of nearly equal amplitude in the neighborhood of 100oK. 

Operation of the z-face sample at its third, fifth and ninth overtone 
frequencies show the absorption peak to be displaced to higher tempera- 
tures with increase in frequency, indicative of a relaxation process. A 
plot of log 03 as a function of l/Tmax , where Tm^ is the temperature at 
which the lower temperature component of the 100oK absorption occurs 
for a given frequency of vibration, is given in Fig. 13. Over this somewhat 
narrow frequency range a straight line can be drawn through the plotted 
points. The slope of the line, according to (3), is proportional to the ac- 
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Fig. 13— Frequency of vibration plotted as a function of temperature at which 
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Fig. 14 —- Comparison of x-irradiation-induced relaxation absorption in z-face 
synthetic and natural quartz resonators. Bottom curve is absorption in natural 
smoky Brazilian quartz. 

tivation energy for the relaxation process. For some relaxation frequency, 
1/r, (3) then yields the value of tq . Accordingly, E and to for the lower 
temperature component of the 100oK absorption are calculated to be 
2,450 cal/gm mole and 1.6 X 10-13 sec respectively. 

At first thought, it might appear that the 100oK defect is simply the 
50oK defect modified by the ionizing radiation, since the 100oK absorp- 
tion "grows" at the expense of the 50oK absorption in the z-face sample. 
In order to test this proposition, a natural quartz sample having a small 
50oK absorption was x-irradiated. The resulting Q-1 vs. T curve for the 
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irradiated natural specimen, together with that for the z-fuce sample, is 
shown in Fig. 14. Although the absorptions at 50oK in these two crystal 
units prior to irradiation differ by some three decades, in the region of 
100oK after irradiation they still agree to within an order of magnitude. 
This fact tends to refute any suggested relationship between the 50° 
and 100oK defects. 

Crystal units fabricated from natural smoky Brazilian quartz also 
exhibit essentially the same absorption characteristics through 100oK 
(sec bottom curve in Fig. 14), as induced by x-irradiation of clear quartz. 

A visual examination of the three specimens used in Hg. 14 revealed 
their color density to be roughly proportional to the height of the 100oK 
absorption. Furthermore, the 100oK absorption is removed by annealing 
in much the same manner that the induced smoky color is eliminated. 
These observations naturally suggest that the so-called A-band optical 
absorption and the 100oK mechanical absorption in quartz derive from a 
common crystal defect. This argument is strengthened by measurement 
of the absorption in a sample of Z-growth quartz. (It is known15 that 
Z-growth quartz shows only a very slight tendency to darken with ir- 
radiation.) In Fig, 15 it is quite clear that an absorption at 100oIv is just 
barely detectable above background in an irradiated Z-growth specimen. 
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Fig. 15 — Internal friction vs. temperature for AT-cut Z-growth synthetic 
sample operating at 5 mc before and after x-irradiation. 
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The resonant frequency of natural AT-cut samples is found to be 
lowered by some 20 ppm as a result of the x-irradiation. This effect is 
explicable in terms of a reduction of the elastic modulus through the 
mechanical relaxation of the 100oK defect. The increase in modulus at- 
tending the elimination of the comparatively large SOTv defect in syn- 
thetic quartz precludes observing the above effect in most irradiated 
z-face and Z-growth samples. 

Fondel16 noted that the average resonant frequency of BT-cut* reso- 
nators is lowered by 200 ppm after they are subjected to x-irradiation. 
The change in frequency appears to be proportional to the density of the 
induced smoky color. It was proposed18 that the X-rays cause a change 
in the basic properties of the quartz. It can now be stated that this 
change involves the introduction of 100oK defects. 

On the basis of the average frequency change for the BT-cut it is an- 
ticipated that OmL for the 100oK absorption in the average BT-cut 
will be in the vicinity of 10-4. In Fig. 16 are shown the variations of the 
internal friction and resonant frequency of a natural BT-cut crystal 
unit down to the temperature of liquid nitrogen. This particular sample 
is not representative of the average natural quartz specimen since the 
induced frequency lowering amounts to only 47 ppm, nevertheless 

i. the onset of the frequency change coincides with the absorption at 
100°K and 

ii. the sum of df/f, computed according to (12), for the two absorption 
peaks comprising the 100oK absorption is roughly equivalent to the ob- 
served frequency shift. 

Upon substitution of the values of 6 equal to 35° 15' and —49° for 
the AT and BT-cut respectively into (9), the expressions for cm are 

Cfis' (AT) - 0.333 C44 4- 0.666 c66 - 0.943 Cu , (14) 

Cm (BT) = 0.570 c,, 4- 0.428 Cee 4" 0.990 Cw . (15) 

Since the term containing Cm is negative for the AT-cut, the value of 
Cm' (AT) would in fact be increased if a mechanical relaxation affected 
only C14. Instead, <V (AT) is lowered approximately ^ as much as 
(BT) by x-hrradiation. The 100oK defect must, therefore, lower not only 
Cu but also one, or perhaps both, of the other elastic constants. Bottom17 

has measured the frequency constant of AT-cut, BT-cut and Y-cufc 
crystals before and after irradiation. Through the use of these three 
orientations, Bottom has estimated that changes of —0.07 per cent, 

* A Y-cut plate rotated about the X-axis by an angled = —49°. 
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Fig. 16 — Internal friction and frequency of vibration at low temperatures for 
BT-cut natural quartz resonator before and after x-Irradiation. 

— 0.03 per cent and —0.02 per cent occur in cu , cm and Cm respectively 
as a result of x-irradiation. 

VI. DEFECT UNDERLYING THE 100OK ABSORPTION 

In the preceding section evidence is presented which demonstrates 
the close relationship between a deformation-type structural relaxation 
and color centers. It is well established that the ability of a crystal to 
darken with x-irradiation is the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
appearance of a unique relaxation absorption. Henceforth, it will be 
assumed that the optical and associated mechanical absorption derive 
from the same crystal imperfection. 

A number of investigations have been undertaken to define the nature 
of the A-band defect. Brown and Thomas15 found that Z-growth colored 
much less readily when exposed to X-rays than did natural quartz. Later, 
Mitchell and Paige18 showed that the A-band was probably associated 
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with some impurity, which Ditchburn, et ah19 tentatively identified as 
substitutional aluminum. Griffitlis, Owen and Ward20 discovered a spin 
resonance absorption in quartz which also appears to originate from a 
defect center consisting of substitutional aluminum. More recently, 
Mitchell and Paige21 have described some experimental work which in- 
dicates that the magnetic effect and the A-band can be traced to the 
same defect, 

A defect model, adjusted to account for the observed paramagnetic 
resonance absorption in smoky quartz, has been described by O'Brien 
and Pryce.22 In it, an Al atom acquires a co-ordination number of four 
by accepting an extra electron, becoming Al~. The Al- may then enter 
the crystal structure at a Si lattice site. In order to maintain electro- 
neutrality, a monovalent cation such as Na+, Li+ or H+ must be in close 
association with the Al-. It is proposed22 that the effect of an ionizing 
irradiation on this center is to remove an orbital electron, most often 
from one of the oxygen atoms adjacent to the Al-. The cation is then no 
longer bound to the defect center and hence diffuses away, becoming 
an electron trap. A two-dimensional schematic representation of this 
defect, before irradiation, is shown in Fig. 7(c). It is denoted as nLP• 
The probable interaction between this defect and an ionizing radiation 
is given by 

nIP + 7 = ^ + N.P- . 

The A1A+ defect, Fig. 7(d), is quite similar to the Ao structure except 
that an Al- resides at a Si site and the defect contains an unpaired elec- 
tron. As the cation migrates from the A-center, it probably picks up an 
electron and becomes a NaP- defect, Fig. 7(g). The A1A+ defect is con- 
sidered to be responsible for both the magnetic and optical effects. 

The observed correlation between A-band and 100oK absorption 
simply means that x-irradiation of a defect in quartz produces other de- 
fects which provide the mechanisms for both optical and mechanical 
effects. The original defect is doubtless ^P and, on the basis of the above- 
cited investigations, the color center can be traced to the A1A+ defect. 

The problem remaining is to determine whether it is the A!A+ or the 
NaP„ defect which is responsible for the mechanical relaxation. An in- 
teresting approach to the solution of this problem involves -the removal 
of mobile impurity ions from quartz. When a sample of quartz is placed 
in an electric field, directed along the Z-axis and heated to approximately 
500oC, a deposit is observed to collect at the cathode surface.23 The main 
constituent of the deposit on a sample of natural quartz has been identi- 
fied as Na.23 It is apparent, therefore, that impurity ions, which are 
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known to have a high mobility along the optic axis, can be effectively 
swept from quartz. 

Consider the effect of electrolytic purification on the nelP defect. In 
view of the foregoing, it is reasonable to expect Na+ to be stripped from 
P-centers and collected at the cathode surface. As a result, the n^P de- 
fects are reduced to A1A_ which, except for an excess electron, closely 
resembles the structure of the irradiation-induced A1A+ defect. The inci- 
dence of xnP- defects in the swept quartz should be quite rare. There 
are, therefore, two alternatives: 

i. If the 100oK absorption is due to AlA+ rather than NaP_ defects, 
an absorption similar to the one at 100oK should be observed in thermo- 
electrically treated quartz, or 

ii. If an absorption akin to the 100oK absorption cannot be generated 
by sweeping the material, the 100oK absorption probably involves the 
NaP_ defect. 

A number of test resonators were fabricated from a natural quartz 
crystal. Half the units were untreated and used for control purposes, 
while the rest were thermoelectrically treated. The process steps in- 
volved in the preparation of the treated crystal units are shown in Fig. 
17. A plot of the mechanical loss at 5 me in a representative treated 
sample, before and after x-irradiation, is compared in Fig, 18 with an 
untreated x-irradiatcd sample. It is obvious immediately that the ab- 
sorption centered about 850K in the swept quartz is strikingly similar 
to the 100oK absorption. Both have roughly the same amplitude and 
are characterized by two absorption peaks. Measurements at other fre- 
quencies demonstrate that the absorption at 850K is due to a relaxation 
process with a ro of the same order of magnitude as that for the 100oK 
relaxation process and an activation energy of approximately 2,000 
ca!/gm mole. The necessary conditions for the first alternative given 
above arc satisfied; therefore, it is concluded that the irradiaiion-indiiced 
defect ■underlying the relaxation process whose absorption peak occurs at 
100°K for a frequency of 5 mc is the A1A+ defect. Conversely, the above 
observations and analysis can be effectively used to argue the propriety 
of relating the A-band absorption to A1A+ . 

The lower activation energy for the thermoelectrically induced relaxa- 
tion is perhaps attributable to the excess negative charge carried by the 
a1A_ defect. The a1A_ defects in treated quartz could presumably be 
easily converted to a1A+ defects by x-irradiation. However, A-band ab- 
sorption cannot be induced in swept quartz* and, significantly, neither 

* It, appears that. V. E. Bottom (Final Report, U. S. Army Signal Corps Con- 
tract DA-36-039 sc-66, 30 June 1953) first reported this effect. 
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Fig. 18 — Comparison of relaxation absorption in sample of thermo-electri- 
eally treated natural quartz and x-iiTadiation-induced absorption in natural 
quartz. 

can the 100oK absorption (see the curve for x-irradiated treated quartz 
in Fig. 18.) It is conceivable that removing Na+ in treated quartz effec- 
tively eliminates electron traps in the material. Consequently, electrons 
ionized off A1A_ defects by x-irradiation will readily diffuse back to these 
centers and thus negate the irradiation effect. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The concentration of deformation defects underlying the relaxation 
absorption, which occurs at 50oK for a frequency of 5 mc, has been found 
to be several decades higher in synthetic quartz than in the natural ma- 
terial. The characteristic lowering of the elastic modulus in the region 
of stress relaxation is observed as a decrease in the resonant frequency 
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of AT-cut resonators at temperatures above 50oK. It is apparent that 
the 50oK defect also alters thef-T characteristics of the AT-cut. 

The singular lack of correlation between concentration of impurities 
in quartz and the amplitude of the mechanical absorption at 50oK argues 
against proposing that the responsible lattice deformation derives from 
some specific impurity. This observation, together with the fact that 
x-irradiation effectively eliminates the 50oK absorption, suggests that the 
deformation defect consists of excess oxygen, forming nonbridging oxygen 
defects. 

It has been demonstrated that x-irradiation induces a 100oK relaxa- 
tion absorption at 5 mc in quartz which darkens with irradiation. The 
100CK absorption is not found in clear quartz. Although a lowering of the 
frequency of crystal resonators which have been subjected to x-irradia- 
tion has been previously observed, it is now possible to attribute the 
change to a decrease of the elastic modulus caused by the relaxation of 
the 100oK defect. Since the amplitude of the 100oK absorption is pro- 
portional to the color density of the irradiated sample, the defect re- 
sponsible for this relaxation could conceivably be either AiA+ or nJP- . 
Measurements of the mechanical absorption in electrolytically purified 
sample resonators clearly favor selecting A1A+ as the responsible defect. 
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